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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Racializing Obama

The Enigma of Postblack 
Politics and Leadership

Manning Marable

The historical significance of the election of Illinois Senator Barack Obama 
as president of the United States was recognized literally by the entire world. For a 
nation that had, only a half century earlier, refused to enforce the voting rights and 
constitutional liberties of people of African descent to elevate a black American to its 
chief executive was a stunning reversal of history. On the night of his electoral victory, 
spontaneous crowds of joyful celebrants rushed into streets, parks, and public estab-
lishments in thousands of venues across the country. In Harlem, over ten thousand 
people surrounded the Adam Clayton Powell State Office Building, cheering and 
crying in disbelief. To many, the impressive margin of Obama’s popular-vote victory 
suggested the possibility that the United States had entered at long last an age of 
postracial politics, in which leadership and major public policy debates would not be 
distorted by factors of race and ethnicity. . . . 

Obama’s election almost overnight changed the widely held negative perceptions 
about America’s routine abuses of power, especially those perceptions held across the 
Third World. One vivid example of the recognition of this new reality was represented 
by a petulant statement by Ayman al-Zawahri, the deputy leader of the al-Qaeda ter-
rorist network. Al-Zawahri contemptuously dismissed Obama as the “new face of 
America,” which only “masked a heart full of hate.” Al-Qaeda also released a video in 
which former Bush secretaries of state Colin Powell and Condoleezza Rice, both Afri-
can Americans, as well as Obama, were denigrated “[in] the words of Malcolm X (may 
Allah have mercy on him) [as] ‘house Negroes.’” Malcolm X was favorably quoted 
for condemning the docile “house Negro who always looked out for his master.” To 
al-Qaeda, Obama was nothing short of a “hypocrite and traitor to his race.” America 
“continues to be the same as ever. . . .”1 Despite Obama’s concerted efforts to present 
himself as a presidential candidate “who happened to be black,” both proponents and 
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Manning Marable2

enemies like al-Qaeda were quick to freeze his identity to the reality of his blackness, 
for both positive and negative reasons.

To understand the main factors that contributed to Obama’s spectacular but 
in many ways unlikely victory, it is necessary to return to the defining “racializing 
moment” in recent U.S. history—the tragic debacle of the Hurricane Katrina crisis 
of 2005, under the regime of President George W. Bush. It was not simply the deaths 
of over one thousand Americans and the forced relocations of hundreds of thousands 
of people from their homes in New Orleans and across the Gulf of Mexico states 
region who were disproportionately black and poor. The inevitable consequences of a 
natural disaster in New Orleans, a city below sea level, were not unexpected. Rather, 
it was the callous and contemptuous actions of the federal government—especially 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)—plagued by cronyism and 
corruption, that directly contributed to blacks’ deaths. The world witnessed on tele-
vision for days the stunning spectra of thousands of mostly black and poor people 
stranded in New Orleans’ downtown Morial Convention Center. FEMA claimed its 
vehicles could not reach the center to send in medical supplies, food, and fresh water; 
meanwhile, media representatives and entertainers easily were able to drive to the 
center. States like Florida, which proposed to send in five hundred airboats to assist 
with Gulf Coast rescue efforts, were inexplicably turned away. Needed supplies such 
as electric generators, trailers, and freight cars stocked with food went undelivered to 
starving, desperate evacuees. The overwhelming collage of tragic images pointed to 
the enduring blight of racism and poverty as central themes within the arrangements 
of institutional power in the United States.2 By mid-September 2005, 60 percent of 
all African Americans surveyed were convinced that “the federal government’s delay 
in helping the victims in New Orleans was because the victims were black.” What was 
striking to minorities was that the overwhelming majority of white citizens remained 
convinced that their government was color-blind: only 12 percent of whites surveyed 
agreed that the government’s Katrina response was racially biased.3

The reality of racial injustice through governmental inaction was also reinforced 
among millions of black Americans by the results of the presidential elections of 2000 
and 2004, both won by Republican George W. Bush. In 2000, there was substantial 
evidence that tens of thousands of African American voters in Florida were deliberately 
excluded from exercising the franchise through a variety of measures. Thousands of 
Florida voters with misdemeanor convictions, for example, were illegally barred from 
voting. Thousands of black voters in specific districts were inexplicably barred from 
casting ballots. Four years later, a similar process of black voter suppression occurred 
in Ohio, which Bush narrowly won over Democratic presidential candidate John 
Kerry.4 To many African Americans, the two controversial presidential elections and the 
Katrina tragedy cemented the perspective that the American system was hardwired to 
discriminate against the interests of people of African descent. If basic political change 
was possible, or even conceivable, it would probably not be through frontal assaults, 
similar to the bold challenges of Jesse Jackson’s National Rainbow Coalition presidential 
campaigns of 1984 and 1988. If meaningful change occurred at all, it would probably 
happen at the margins. Few anticipated the possibility that an African American candi-
date with relatively little experience at the national level could capture the Democratic 
Party’s presidential nomination, much less win election to the presidency.
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Racializing Obama 3

Although the overall character of national black politics was in many respects 
defensive and deeply pessimistic, a growing minority trend within African American 
leadership perceived the early years of the twenty-first century quite differently. For 
decades, prior to the early 1990s, there had been one ironclad rule in American racial 
politics: the majority of white voters in any legislative municipal or congressional 
district would not vote for an African American candidate, regardless of her or his 
ideology or partisan affiliation. There was an omnipresent glass ceiling in electoral 
politics limiting the rise of all black elected officials. Blacks could be elected to Con-
gress or as mayors of major cities only if districts held high concentrations of minority 
voters. In the 1980s, progressive black candidates such as Harold Washington sought 
to circumvent this racial barrier by constructing multiracial coalitions as the base of 
their electoral mobilizations, reaching out to traditional liberal constituencies.5 Other 
more conservative African American leaders, such as Thomas Bradley, who had been 
elected mayor of Los Angeles on his second try in 1972, and Philadelphia mayor 
Wilson Goode in the 1980s, won whites’ support by deliberately downplaying their 
own ethnic affiliations and racial identities. They espoused a pragmatic, nonideologi-
cal politics that catered to local corporate interests and promoted urban concessions. 
Even these moderate black officials could not depend on the electoral support of 
many whites, even in their own parties.

Political scientists first began observing the lack of reliability of pre-election polls 
for whites in races involving African American candidates nearly three decades ago. In 
the 1982 California gubernatorial election, pre-election polls indicated that Demo-
cratic Los Angeles Mayor Thomas Bradley would easily defeat Republican challenger 
George Deukmejian. After Bradley narrowly lost to Deukmejian, it became evident 
that a significant percentage of whites who had been predicted to support Bradley 
had voted for the Republican.6 This “Bradley effect” was subsequently documented 
in dozens of elections. For example, in 1989, Virginia Lieutenant Governor Douglas 
Wilder, a Democrat, announced his candidacy for the state’s governorship. In many 
ways Wilder ran a campaign similar to that of Obama two decades later. Wilder 
focused on issues largely devoid of racial overtones, such as economic development, 
the environment, and public health. Opinion polls in the state showed Wilder main-
taining a double-digit lead over a lackluster Republican candidate, Marshall Coleman. 
In Virginia’s gubernatorial election, which Wilder managed to win but by less than 
one-half of one percent of the total vote, white voters overwhelmingly had favored 
Coleman. Even more significantly, pollsters found that many white Virginians delib-
erately provided false information when revealing their voting intentions in polls. 
When whites were questioned about their gubernatorial preferences by a white poll-
ster, Coleman defeated Wilder by 16 percent. But when black pollsters were used for 
interviews, whites favored Wilder by 10 percent over Coleman. Both the inconsistent 
pre-election polling information by whites and the actual election returns appear to 
validate the “Bradley effect.”7

The cases of Bradley and Wilder were in many ways mirrored by the 1989 may-
oral election in New York City, which was won by an African American Democrat, 
Manhattan Borough President David Dinkins. As noted by Andrew Kohul, the presi-
dent of the Pew Research Center, the Gallup organization’s polling research on New 
York City’s voters in 1989 had indicated that Dinkins would defeat his Republican 
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opponent, Rudolph Giuliani, by 15 percent. Instead, Dinkins only narrowly won by 
2 percent. Kohul, who worked as a Gallup pollster in that election, concluded that 
“poorer, less well-educated [white] voters were less likely to answer our questions,” 
so the poll didn’t have the opportunity to factor in their views. As Kohul observed, 
“Here’s the problem—these whites who do not respond to surveys tend to have more 
unfavorable view of blacks than respondents who do the interviews.”8

By the twenty-first century, hundreds of race-neutral, pragmatic black officials had 
emerged, winning positions on city councils, state legislatures, and in the House of 
Representatives. Frequently they distanced themselves from traditional liberal con-
stituencies such as unions, promoted gentrification and corporate investment in poor 
urban neighborhoods, and favored funding charter schools as an alternative to the 
failures of public school systems. A growing share of these new leaders were elected 
from predominately white districts. In 2001, for example, according to the Joint 
Center for Political and Economic Studies, roughly 16 percent of the nation’s Afri-
can American state legislators had won election in predominantly white districts. By 
2008, out of 622 black state legislators nationally, 30 percent represented predomi-
nately white constituencies. Between 1998 and 2008, about two hundred African 
Americans defeated whites for municipal and state legislative races, even in states such 
as Iowa, Minnesota, and New Hampshire, where black populations are small.9 In 
November 2006, civil rights attorney Deval Patrick, employing campaign strategies 
drawn from Barack Obama’s successful 2004 Senate bid, easily won the gubernatorial 
race in Massachusetts, a state with a 79 percent white population.10

Ideologically, this new leadership group reflected a range of divergent views on 
social policy. The most prominent “moderates” within this cohort included former 
Tennessee Congressman Harold Ford, who is currently leader of the centrist Dem-
ocratic Leadership Council, and Newark, New Jersey, Mayor Cory Booker. More 
ideologically “liberal” leaders in this group are Barack Obama, New York Governor 
David Patterson, and Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick. This is not to suggest 
that these politicians possess no strong ethnic roots or identity. All of these individu-
als are proudly self-identified as African Americans. But strategically, none of them 
pursue what could be called race-based politics. None favor or would support a black 
agenda similar to that espoused by the Gary, Indiana, Black Political Convention in 
March 1972. Most probably would perceive even Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow Coalition 
campaigns of the 1980s as too narrowly race- and ethnically based and too far to the 
left on economic policy.

Obama undoubtedly took most of these factors into account—the possibility of 
a “Bradley/Wilder effect” on whites’ support of black candidates, African American 
grievances surrounding the 2000 and 2004 presidential campaigns, the recent debacle 
of the Katrina crisis, and the rise of the postracial politics of a new generation of black 
leaders—to construct his own image and political narrative essential for a presiden-
tial campaign. Early on in their deliberation process, the Obama precampaign group 
recognized that most white Americans would never vote for a black presidential can-
didate. However, they were convinced that most whites would embrace, and vote for, 
a remarkable, qualified presidential candidate who happened to be black. “Race” could 
be muted into an adjective, a qualifier of minimal consequence. So ethnically, Obama 
did not deny the reality of his African heritage; it was blended into the multicultural 
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narrative of his uniquely “American story,” which also featured white grandparents 
from Kansas, a white mother who studied anthropology in Hawaii, and an Indone-
sian stepfather. Unlike black conservatives, Obama openly acknowledged his personal 
debt to the sacrifices made by martyrs and activists of the civil rights movement. Yet 
he also spoke frequently about the need to move beyond the divisions of the sixties, to 
seek common ground, and a postpartisan politics of hope and reconciliation. As the 
Obama campaign took shape in late 2006-early 2007, the basic strategic line about 
“race,” therefore, was to deny its enduring presence or relevance to contemporary 
politics. Volunteers often chanted, in Hare Krishna fashion, “Race Doesn’t Matter! 
Race Doesn’t Matter!” as if to ward off the evil spirits of America’s troubled past.

Obama’s strategic approach on race was indeed original, but coming at a time of 
hopelessness and pessimism among many African Americans, there were doubts that 
the young Illinois senator could actually pull it off. To some, Obama’s multiracial ped-
igree raised questions about his loyalties to the cause of black people. Curiously, many 
of those with the loudest queries were African American conservatives and Republi-
cans, whose own bona fides on racial matters were often under fire. For example, con-
servative writer Debra Dickerson, author of The End of Blackness, declared in January 
2007 that “Obama would be the great black hope in the next presidential race, if he 
were actually black.”11 Journalist Stanley Crouch took a similarly negative approach, 
arguing that while Obama “has experienced some light versions of typical racial ste-
reotypes, he cannot claim those problems as his own—nor has he lived the life of a 
black American.”12 Juan Williams, conservative commentator on Fox News, warned 
that “there are widespread questions whether this son of a white American mother and 
a black Kenyan father really understands the black American experience.”13

As late as December 2007, roughly one-half of all African Americans polled still 
favored Hillary Clinton over Obama as their Democratic presidential candidate. 
Some of Obama’s sharpest “racial doubters” were even from Chicago, his home base. 
Eddie Read, chair of Chicago’s Black Independent Political Organization, for exam-
ple, predicted that “nothing’s going to happen” as a result of the Democratic senator’s 
candidacy, because “he doesn’t belong to us. He would not be the black president. He 
would be the multicultural president.”14

Obama’s ultimate victory over Hillary Clinton in the 2008 Democratic primaries 
began with his implacable opposition to the U.S. invasion of Iraq. Back in 2002, 
Obama warned that “an invasion of Iraq without a clear rationale and without strong 
international support will only fan the flames of the Middle East, and encourage the 
worst, rather than the best, impulses of the world, and strengthen the recruitment arm 
of al-Qaeda.” Less noticed in this speech was Obama’s appeal “to make sure our so-
called allies in the Middle East, the Saudis and the Egyptians, stop oppressing dissent, 
and tolerating corruption and inequality, and mismanaging their economies so that 
their youth grow up without education, without prospects, without hope, the ready 
recruits of terrorist cells.”15 Like Malcolm X a generation earlier, Barack Obama’s 
entry into national politics was associated with the Islamic world.

Even before the announcement of his candidacy for president, media conserva-
tives resorted to Islamophobia to denigrate Obama. For example, on CNN’s Situ-
ation Room on December 11, 2006, correspondent Jeanne Moos observed darkly, 
“Only one little consonant differentiates” Obama versus Osama, also noting that the 
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candidate’s middle name, Hussein, was shared with “a former dictator.” In early 2007, 
Bernard McQuirk, then the executive producer of the Don Imus Radio Show, declared 
on air that Obama has “a Jew-hating name.” Conservative radio commentator Rush 
Limbaugh repeatedly referred to the candidate as “Osama Obama.”16

Religious bigotry and intolerance, even more than traditional racism, was the deci-
sive weapon to delegitimize Obama. The January 17, 2007, issue of Insight magazine, 
for example, claimed that Obama “spent at least four years in a so-called madrassa, or 
Muslim seminary, in Indonesia.” Writing in the Chicago Sun-Times, columnist Mark 
Steyn then claimed that Obama “graduated from the Sword of the Infidel grade school 
in Jakarta.”17 On Fox News, former liberal-turned-reactionary Juan Williams argued 
that Obama “comes from a father who was a Muslim and all that . . . Given that we’re 
at war with Muslim extremists, that presents a problem.”18 The truth of Obama’s 
background was that his biological father, while being raised as a Muslim, was an atheist 
like Obama’s mother. Obama’s stepfather was not deeply religious. The two elementary 
schools Obama attended—one Catholic, the other predominately Muslim—were not 
madrassas. In 2007, CNN correspondent John Vause traveled to Indonesia, investigated 
the charges, and established the truth about Obama’s religious and family background. 
Yet despite this, the “madrassa myth” linking Obama to Islamic terrorist cells continued 
to be promoted on television and especially over the Internet.19

As the Democratic caucuses and primaries began, however, Obama quickly estab-
lished the ability to win a surprisingly large share of whites’ votes. He consistently 
won majorities among all voters under thirty, voters earning over $50,000 annually, 
and college-educated voters. After the South Carolina Democratic primary, where 
Bill Clinton’s racially insensitive remarks alienated thousands of voters, the African 
American electorate swung decisively behind Obama.

The most damaging controversy involving race to erupt during Obama’s quest for 
the Democratic presidential nomination involved the politics of faith: the media’s 
rebroadcasting of provocative statements by the candidate’s former minister, the Rev-
erend Jeremiah Wright of Chicago’s Trinity United Church of Christ. A major center 
for social justice ministry in Chicago, Trinity’s activist program was not unlike that of 
other progressive African American churches involved in the civil rights movement in 
the 1960s or the antiapartheid campaign against white South Africa during the 1980s. 
Yet even before the controversial videos of the Reverend Wright’s speeches surfaced, 
some white conservatives had attempted to equate Trinity Church’s theological teach-
ings with the black separatism of the Nation of Islam.20

Obama’s response to the Reverend Wright politics of faith controversy was a mas-
terful address, “A More Perfect Union,” delivered in Philadelphia’s Constitution Cen-
ter on March 15, 2008. Obama began by reminding his audience that American 
democracy was “unfinished” at its founding in 1787, due to “this nation’s original 
sin of slavery.” Obama declared that despite his rather unusual personal history and 
mixed ethnic background, “seared into my genetic makeup [is] the idea that this 
nation is more than the sum of its parts—that out of many, we are truly one.”21

Obama’s great strength is his ability to discuss controversial and complex issues in 
a manner that conveys the seeking of consensus, or common ground. His Philadel-
phia address reminded white Americans that “so many of the disparities that exist in 
the African American community today can be directly traced to inequalities passed 
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on from an earlier generation that suffered under the brutal legacy of slavery” and 
Jim Crow segregation. But he also acknowledged the anger and alienation of poor 
and working-class whites, people who do not live especially privileged lives, who feel 
unfairly victimized by policies like affirmative action. Obama criticized Reverend 
Wright’s statements as “not only wrong but divisive, at a time when we need unity; 
racially charged at a time when we need to come together to solve a set of monu-
mental problems . . . that are neither black or white or Latino or Asian, but rather 
problems that confront us all.”22

Another astute dimension of Obama’s “A More Perfect Union” speech was his 
repeated referencing of U.S. racial history, while simultaneously refusing to be defined 
or restricted by that history. For blacks, Obama asserted, the path forward “means 
embracing the burdens of our past without becoming victims of our past . . . it means 
binding our particular grievances—for better health care, and better schools, and 
better jobs—to the larger aspirations of all Americans.”23 In the context of electoral 
politics and public policy, Obama’s argument makes perfect sense. In America’s major 
cities, for example, there’s no explicitly “Latino strategy” for improving public trans-
portation, or a purely “African American strategy” to improve public health care. 
Obama did not deny that racial disparities in health care, education, employment, 
and other areas no longer existed. But by emphasizing a “politics of hope,” he implied 
that any real solutions must depend on building multiracial, multiclass coalitions that 
could fight to achieve change.

Although Obama finally secured his party’s presidential nomination, religious and 
racial stereotypes and intolerance were again deployed by many opponents to derail 
his campaign. In mid-September 2008, for example, a Pew Research Center survey 
revealed that millions of Americans held grossly erroneous views about Obama’s reli-
gious and ethnic background. Despite the extensive news coverage earlier in the year 
concerning the Reverend Wright controversy, and Obama’s repeated affirmations 
about his deeply held Christian beliefs, only one-half of all Americans believed the 
Democratic candidate was a Christian. Thirteen percent stated that Obama was a 
“Muslim,” and another 16 percent claimed they “aren’t sure about his religion because 
they’ve heard ‘different things’ about it.” On a number of fundamentalist Christian 
radio stations, and conservative Christian Web sites, Obama has been described as the 
possible “Anti-Christ.” As journalist Nicholas D. Kristol observed, “Religious preju-
dice is becoming a proxy for racial prejudice. In the public at least, it’s not acceptable 
to express reservations about a candidate’s skin color, so discomfort about race is sub-
limated into concerns about whether Mr. Obama is sufficiently Christian.”24

What animated the fear and loathing of Obama by some terrified whites was 
also the recognition that America is fundamentally changing ethnically and racially. 
Demographically, the white majority population is rapidly vanishing. Latinos, 
blacks, Asians, and Native Americans combined, will outnumber Americans of 
European descent by 2042, earlier than predicted. By 2050, racialized groups will 
account for 54 percent. Already, in cities like New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and 
Atlanta, whites have been a “minority group” for years, but they still have exer-
cised decisive power, especially in government and economically. So the emergence 
and election of a racial minority candidate like Obama was inevitable. A major-
ity of white Americans now recognize that the traditional racial project of “white 
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supremacy” is no longer sustainable or even in the best interests of the nation. 
Nevertheless, a significant minority of whites are still dedicated proponents of both 
racialization and religious intolerance, as central tools in the continuing perpetua-
tion of a racist America.

On November 4, 2008, the U.S. electorate made its decision by electing Barack 
Obama its first African American president by a popular vote margin of 52 percent. 
Obama’s victory rested in part on nearly unanimous (95 percent) support provided by 
African Americans, who voted in record numbers. Almost as impressive, however, was 
the broad, multiethnic, multiclass coalition the Obama forces were able to construct 
from Jewish voters (78 percent), Latinos (67 percent), young voters age 18 to 29 (62 
percent), and women voters (58 percent). Obama’s victory sparked hundreds, perhaps 
even thousands, of spontaneous street demonstrations involving millions of celebrants 
across the nation.

Although Obama’s core constituencies provided him with the essential foundations 
of his triumph, equally essential was his ability to attract millions of moderate Repub-
licans and independents, many of whom had voted for George W. Bush in 2000 and/
or 2004. Throughout the 2008 campaign, Obama explicitly refused to attack the 
Republican Party per se, focusing his criticisms either on his presidential opponent 
John McCain or against the extremist right wing of the party. Obama’s campaign had 
astutely recognized the partisan shift in voter attitudes that had taken place in the 
wake of disasters such as the Katrina Hurricane and the Iraq War. Obama’s postblack, 
race-neutral rhetoric reassured millions of whites to vote for a “black candidate.”

For example, according Pew Center for the People and the Press, in 2004 one-
third of all registered voters (33 percent) identified themselves with the Republican 
Party, compared to 35 percent of registered voters favoring Democrats, and 32 per-
cent claiming to be independents. In 2004, Republicans trailed Democrats in their 
support from 18 to 29 year olds, but only by four percent (29 vs. 33 percent). Repub-
licans won pluralities over Democrats among all white registered voters (38 vs. 30 
percent), voters with BA and BS degrees (38 vs. 30 percent), voters earning more than 
$75,000 annually (40 vs. 29 percent), white Southerners (43 vs. 28 percent), white 
Protestant voters (44 vs. 27 percent), and a clear majority among white evangelical 
Christian voters (53 vs. 22 percent).25

Four years later, just prior to the Democratic National Convention, the Pew Cen-
ter conducted a similar national survey of registered voters and found major gains 
made by the Democrats in many important voter identifications. One major shift 
occurred among youth voters age 18 to 29, who favored Democrats over Republicans 
(37 vs. 23 percent), with another 40 percent identifying themselves as independents. 
Republican support in union households fell slightly, from 26 percent in 2004 to only 
20 percent in 2008. Hispanics, who in 2004 had favored Democrats over Republi-
cans, but only by a 44 vs. 23 percent margin, had become more partisanly Democratic 
(48 vs. 19 percent). But what was perhaps most striking was the growing defection of 
the intelligentsia and educated class from the Republicans. The 2008 Pew survey indi-
cated that registered college graduates, who vote generally at rates above 80 percent, 
favored Democrats over Republicans (34 vs. 29 percent). For registered voters with 
postgraduate and professional degrees the partisan bias toward Democrats was even 
wider (38 vs. 26 percent, with 36 percent independents).26
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The 2008 Pew survey also made clear that the United States, in terms of its politi-
cal culture and civic ideology, had become a “center-left nation,” rather than a “right-
center nation,” as it had been under Ronald Reagan. Sixty-seven percent of registered 
voters surveyed about their views on affirmative action, favored such policies that had 
been “designed to help blacks, women, and other minorities get better jobs and edu-
cation.” Sixty-one percent agreed that the U.S. government should guarantee “health 
insurance for all citizens, even if it means raising taxes.” A majority of registered voters 
believe that abortion should be either “legal in all cases” (18 percent) or “legal in most 
cases” (38 percent). Over 70 percent of those surveyed believe “global warming” is 
either a “very serious” or “somewhat serious problem.” And over 80 percent favored 
“increasing federal funding for research on wind, solar and hydrogen technology.”27

This was a rationale for long-overdue governmental action, along the lines proposed by 
Obama, not laissez-faire and the Reaganite mantra of “government-is-the-problem.”

On nearly every college campus by the early fall, it became overwhelmingly 
clear that Obama had won the enthusiastic support of both students and faculty. 
In a comprehensive national survey of over 43,000 undergraduates conducted by 
CBS News, UWIRE, and the Chronicle of Higher Education in October 2008, the 
Obama-Biden ticket received 64 percent vs. 32 percent for McCain-Palin. When 
asked to describe their “feelings about your candidate,” 55 percent of the Obama-
backers “enthusiastically” supported him, compared to only 30 percent of McCain’s 
supporters. By significant margins, college students described Obama as “someone 
you can relate to” (64 percent), someone who would “bring about real change in 
Washington” (70 percent), and someone who “cares about the needs and problems 
of people like yourself ” (78 percent).28

Although nearly one-half (48 percent) of all students surveyed had never voted 
in a presidential election, a significant percentage of them had become involved in 
one of the national campaigns primarily through the Internet. Twenty-three percent 
surveyed had signed up to be a candidate’s fan on a social “networking site”; 28 per-
cent had “visited a candidate’s Facebook or MySpace page”; 65 percent had browsed 
a candidate’s official Web site; and 68 percent had seen a video of their favorite presi-
dential candidate on YouTube. Small numbers had participated in more traditional 
ways. Thirteen percent had volunteered to help their candidate by canvassing or by 
doing voter registration. Nearly one-fourth had personally attended a rally featuring 
their candidate, with another 31 percent recruiting friends to join their campaign.29

It was the conservative British newsmagazine, the Economist, that identified the 
critical “brain gap” that contributed to McCain’s electoral downfall. “Barack Obama 
won college graduates by two points, a group George Bush won by six points four years 
ago,” the publication noted. “He won voters with postgraduate degrees by 18 points.” 
The Economist observed that Obama even carried by six points households above 
$200,000 annually. McCain’s core constituency, by contrast, was “among uneducated 
voters in Appalachia and the South.” In the view of the Economist, “The Republicans 
lost the battle of ideas even more comprehensively than they lost the battle for educated 
votes, marching into the election armed with nothing more than slogans.”30

On the issue of racialization, the most underreported story connected with Barack 
Obama’s presidential victory has been the disturbing spike in racial hate crimes across 
the United States. On November 25, 2008, representatives of seven major civil rights 
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groups met with the media presenting evidence of hundreds of racist incidents and 
hate crimes leading up to, and following, the election of Obama. These include a 
cross burning on the lawn of one New Jersey family, and the random beating of an 
African American man on Staten Island by white teenagers, who cursed him with 
racial epithets and “Obama.” The groups involved—the Leadership Conference on 
Civil Rights, the National Council of La Raza, the Asian American Justice Center, the 
National Urban League, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, the Anti-Defamation League, and the Mexican American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund—all condemned the recent hate crimes.

“At a time when we as a nation are celebrating our demonstrated diversity” with 
Obama’s election, NAACP Washington, D.C., Bureau Director Hilary Shelton 
stated, “There are unfortunately those who are still living in the past filled hatred, fear 
and division.” Marc Morial, National Urban League Director, called upon the Justice 
Department to “become more aggressive in prosecuting hate crimes. . . . As a country, 
we’ve come a long way, but there is still more change needed.”

What can be anticipated from an Obama administration, especially as it relates to 
the Middle East and, more broadly, the Islamic world? From his major speeches on 
international policy, Obama deeply believes in the nationalistic, world supremacist 
mission of the United States. In his speech “The American Moment,” delivered at the 
Chicago Council of Global Affairs on April 23, 2007, Obama declared that “the mag-
ical place called America” was still “the last, best hope on Earth.” He “reject[ed] the 
notion that the American moment had passed.” The most disturbing line of Obama’s 
address was his assertion that the United States had the right to launch unilateral 
and preemptive attacks on foreign countries, a position not unlike that of Bush and 
Cheney. “No president should ever hesitate to use force-unilaterally if necessary to 
protect ourselves and our vital interests when we are attacked or imminently threat-
ened,” Obama stated. “We must also consider using military force in circumstances 
beyond self-defense,” Obama also argued, “in order to provide for the common secu-
rity that underpins global security.”31 This is a geopolitical worldview that directly 
challenges the interests of both the Third World and most Islamic nations.

In fairness, Obama never claimed to be an ideologue of the Left. He promised a 
postpartisan government and a leadership style that incorporated the views of con-
servatives and liberals alike. This political pragmatism, which is also reflected in the 
new, postracial black leadership Obama represents, is a rejection of radical change in 
favor of incremental reform. As Obama explained in 2006, “Since the founding the 
American political tradition has been reformist, not revolutionary. What that means 
is that for a political leader to get things done, he or she should ideally be ahead of the 
curve, but not too far ahead.”32 Malcolm X at the end of his life sought to overturn 
capitalism, not to reform it; Obama apparently seeks to achieve Keynesian changes 
but within our existing, market-dominated political economy.

Such criticisms in no way are intended to minimize the significance of Obama’s 
victory and the continuing importance of electoral politics, voting, and using all the 
tools of electoralism for oppressed people in the United States. The Obama victory 
will be of great assistance in waging the struggle for racial justice. But electoral politics 
is not a substitute for social protest organizing in neighborhoods and in the streets.
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A new, antiracist leadership must be constructed to the left of the Obama govern-
ment, one that draws upon representatives of the most oppressed and marginalized 
social groups within our communities: former prisoners, women activists in com-
munity-based civic organizations, youth groups, homeless coalitions, and the like. 
Change must occur not from the top down, as some Obama proponents would have 
it, but from the bottom up. The growing class stratification within African Ameri-
can and Latino communities has produced an opportunistic, middle-class leadership 
elite that in many important ways is out of touch with dire problems generated by 
poverty, unemployment, and mass incarceration. We must reconnect the construc-
tion of leadership by addressing and solving real-world problems of racialization that 
challenge everyday people’s daily lives. The Obama victory has the potential for creat-
ing a positive environment for achieving dramatic reforms within public policy and 
improving the conditions for the truly disadvantaged—but only if it is pressured to 
do so. Obama may be successful in standing outside of the processes of racialization, 
but for millions of minorities, race and class inequality continue to define their lives, 
and only collective resistance will lead to their empowerment.
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C H A P T E R  1

System Values and 
African American 
Leadership

Robert C. Smith

In my book, We Have No Leaders, published more than a decade ago, I con-
cluded that African American leaders—both establishment and radical—were largely 
irrelevant insofar as developing policies, programs, and strategies to reconstruct and 
integrate black ghettos into the mainstream of American society.1 The established 
black leadership—the civil rights leaders and elected and appointed government offi-
cials—were irrelevant because they had been incorporated into the system and co-
opted. A major result of the civil rights movement of the 1960s, in addition to the 
enactment of major substantive legislation, was the integration or co-optation of the 
leadership of the movement into systemic institutions and processes. Co-optation is 
understood as the process of absorbing the leadership of dissident groups into a politi-
cal system in response to mass discontent and threats (or perceived threats) to system 
stability or legitimacy. The process of co-optation was accelerated in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s as a result of the radicalism of the Black Power movement and the 
rebellions in urban ghettos. By the 1980s, virtually all of the talented leadership of 
black America was incorporated or seeking incorporation into the system, contending 
that “working within the system” was the most important—if not the only—means 
to achieve the post–civil rights era objectives of the black community. However, I 
concluded that as a result of this process, black leaders had diminished their capacity 
to pressure the system to respond to the demands of the black community, the most 
pressing of which was the need for employment opportunities in the context of some 
kind of overall program of internal ghetto reconstruction and development.

While the process of co-opting establishment-leaning black leaders was accelerat-
ing in the late 1960s and early 1970s, radicals in the leadership group were becoming 
increasingly marginalized. This marginalization was itself partly a result of the co-
optation process, but it was also the result of political repression, factionalism, and a 
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tendency toward utopianism within certain radical leadership circles. Consequently, 
by the late 1980s the most influential radical, nonestablishment formation in the 
African American community was the Nation of Islam: the authoritarian, sectarian 
religious sect led by Louis Farrakhan.

We Have No Leaders was a direct, explicit critique of African American leader-
ship. There was also an implicit, largely unrecognized critique of the political sys-
tem in which they operate. As an epigram to Part III of the book (which dealt with 
the incorporation of blacks into legislative and executive institutions at the federal 
level), I used a quote from a 1971 essay by Mervyn Dymally, a former California state 
assemblyman, lieutenant governor, congressman, and now state senator, who is also a 
sophisticated student of black politics. He writes,

When we talk about black politics we are not talking about ordinary politics. And we are 
not talking about ordinary politics because the American political system has not created 
a single social community in which the reciprocal rules of politics would apply. Con-
ventional politics cannot solve this problem because conventional politics is a part of 
the problem. It is part of the problem because the political system is the major bulwark 
of racism in America. It is part of the problem in the sense that the political system is 
structured to repel fundamental social and economic change. We hear a great deal about 
the deficiencies, real or imagined, of certain black leaders, but not enough attention, 
it seems to me, is paid to the framework within which they operate. That framework 
prevents radical growth and innovation—as it was designed to prevent radical growth 
and innovation.

In this chapter I wish to engage in analysis, albeit brief, of how the values of the 
political system impede—indeed, always have impeded—the capabilities of African 
American leaders to develop policies, programs, and strategies to achieve racial justice 
in the United States. Before doing so, however, I would like to review the evidence 
that has developed on the process of co-optation since We Have No Leaders was pub-
lished. A review of this evidence reinforces the conclusions of the study. In the past 
dozen years, more and more blacks have been incorporated into the system at higher 
and higher levels of authority. These leaders are less and less able to use their positions 
of authority to advance the interests of African Americans. Furthermore, the evidence 
increasingly suggests that not only are these leaders ineffective in pressing the system 
for change, but they are also increasingly less willing to try.

Inside the System

When I first started research on black leaders in Washington in the early 1970s, their 
numbers were small, and they held few positions of status, power, or influence in 
the Congress or the executive branch. The thirteen black members of the House, 
operating in a newly created congressional caucus, had relatively little seniority and 
consequently chaired only one committee (on the District of Columbia) and seven 
(of 137) relatively minor subcommittees. Although the Committee on the District 
of Columbia was a minor one in terms of national politics, for the black citizens 
who constituted a majority of the District’s population, it was the major commit-
tee inasmuch as it exercised jurisdiction over the city’s governance. For decades, a 
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hostile southern Democrat had chaired the District committee. The ascendancy of 
Michigan’s Congressman Charles Diggs to the committee’s leadership provided Dis-
trict residents with a sympathetic person in a position of power. Diggs ultimately used 
that power to enact legislation granting “Home Rule” to the District, with the right 
to elect a mayor and city council. Yet, overall the black caucus in Congress was a small 
body with few formal positions of power or influence.2

A similar situation existed for blacks in the executive branch. There were no blacks 
in the cabinet in the Nixon administration, and although President Nixon appointed 
blacks to 4 percent of executive-branch positions, they were junior-level assistant and 
deputy assistant secretaries concentrated in the social-welfare departments.3 In these 
departments, many of the officials were responsible for administering equal-oppor-
tunity programs rather than substantive policymaking. Although blacks in the Nixon 
administration were small in number and held minor positions, they did organize a 
caucus (the Council of Black Appointees) to try to influence administration civil-
rights policy collectively, at one point threatening mass resignations to protest Nixon’s 
policies on school desegregation.

Nearly forty years later, the progress of black incorporation into legislative and 
executive branches has been remarkable. The Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) has 
quadrupled in size, and its members in the 110th Congress (2007–2009) chaired five 
committees and seventeen subcommittees. The committees chaired by African Amer-
ican members include Ways and Means—the oldest and most powerful committee 
in the Congress—and Judiciary, the committee responsible for crime legislation, civil 
rights, civil liberties, and the Constitution. In the 1970s no black held a position in 
the Democratic Party leadership, whereas in the 110th Congress an African Ameri-
can (James Clyburn of South Carolina) holds the number-three position—majority 
whip—in the leadership hierarchy. (Congressman Bill Gray of Pennsylvania briefly 
held this position in the 1980s.)

Similarly, the percentage of blacks in the executive during this period tripled, rising 
from 4 percent in the Nixon administration to 12 percent in the Carter administra-
tion, 13 percent under Clinton, and 10 percent in the George W. Bush administra-
tion. The positions held by blacks are not obscure, inconsequential positions like 
assistant and deputy assistant secretaries in Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) or 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). On the contrary, in the Clinton admin-
istration African Americans held four of thirteen cabinet posts, including agriculture, 
energy, commerce, and the Office of Management and Budget. In the George W. 
Bush administration, African Americans twice held the senior cabinet post—secretary 
of state—as well as such important posts as deputy attorney general, vice chair of the 
Federal Reserve, and head of the White House Domestic Policy Council.

Inevitably, as members of the caucus have achieved seniority and power in the 
House, they have tended to prioritize the interests of the Democratic Party over those 
of the black community. The process of co-optation or institutionalization necessarily 
involves the embrace of the values of the system or the institution. Arthur Stinch-
combe observes, “The institutionalization of a value or practice can be fruitfully 
defined as the correlation of power with commitment to that value or practice; so that 
the more powerful a man is the more likely he is to hold the value.”
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This correlation of power with commitment to institutional values is well illus-
trated by the tenure of Congressman William Gray as House Budget Committee 
chair. As a caucus member, Gray often helped prepare the group’s alternative budgets 
and defended them during House debates. Once he became Chair of the Budget 
Committee, however, Gray declined to support the caucus budgets even with a sym-
bolic “vote of commendation” such as was cast by Thomas Foley, the Democratic 
majority leader. Gray explained his position by saying,

It’s not an issue of being black. The issue is I’m Chairman of the Budget Committee, a 
Democrat. I build a consensus. I walk out with a budget. Now, do I vote against my own 
budget? . . . It’s not a problem of race. It’s a problem of what happens to any member of 
Congress who gets elevated to a position of leadership. I am not here to do the bidding 
of somebody just because they happen to be black. If I agree with you, I agree with you. I 
set my policy. I think it’s a fair policy but that policy has nothing to do with being black.

Congressman John Conyers responded that he took exception to Gray’s failure to cast 
a symbolic vote of solidarity with the caucus, saying, “I draw the line where he actively 
campaigns against the Black Caucus resolution.”

Although Conyers was critical of Gray’s tenure as budget chair, it is likely he will 
confront similar dilemmas as chair of the Judiciary Committee (even before he took 
the gavel, under pressure from Speaker Nancy Pelosi, Conyers abandoned his pledge 
to investigate whether there were grounds to impeach President Bush). The Judiciary 
Committee has jurisdiction over a range of issues touching on the interests of African 
Americans, including felony disenfranchisement, disparities in sentences for crack 
and powder cocaine, and reparations for slavery and segregation. As a senior member 
of the committee, Conyers has over the years introduced bills dealing with reparations 
and felony disenfranchisement, but he has been unable to get the committee chair to 
hold hearings. Now that the power to conduct hearings will rest with him, the ques-
tion will be whether he will use that power to address these concerns or whether, like 
Chairman Gray, he will argue that “it’s not a question of being black, [and that] as a 
Democrat I have to build a consensus”—a consensus that will result in the neglect of 
black issues in his committee.

From its first year, the Congressional Black Caucus was known for presenting 
comprehensive agendas to the president and Congress, beginning with its sixty-one 
recommendations to President Nixon in 1971. However, since the Clinton adminis-
tration, the agendas of the CBC have become modest or nonexistent, leading William 
Raspberry, the veteran African American columnist at the Washington Post, to write 
in 2001 of “The Incredible Shrinking Black Agenda.” The principal items on the 
CBC 2001 agenda were the appointment of a black to the Fourth Circuit Court and 
an accurate census. During the debate on the House floor shortly after Hurricane 
Katrina, Los Angeles Congresswoman Maxine Waters ruefully admitted that in recent 
years the caucus had forgotten about the problem of poverty in America, indicating 
that Katrina was a “wake-up call,” not only for President Bush and the Republican 
Congress, but for the caucus as well.

None of the CBC agendas ever had a realistic chance of enactment, but they were 
useful in keeping before both Congress and the media some sense of what a reform 
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agenda committed to racial equality would look like, laying the groundwork for action 
when the political climate might become more hospitable to activist government.

The incorporation of African American leaders into the executive branch was 
always more problematic than in the Congress, since presidential appointees serve 
at the direction and pleasure of the president. Thus, they have far fewer opportuni-
ties to advance a black agenda than members of Congress who serve largely African 
American electorates. However, in spite of these constraints and their relatively 
small numbers and minor subcabinet posts, blacks in the Nixon administration 
organized collectively to advance black interests. The most far-reaching post–civil 
rights era policy reform, namely affirmative action, was designed and implemented 
by Arthur Fletcher and John Wilks, lower-level functionaries in the Department 
of Labor. As Fletcher proudly told me in a 1972 interview, “Affirmative action was 
my baby.”

Since the Nixon administration, activism on the part of black appointees has with-
ered away. Not only did black appointees not form caucuses in subsequent admin-
istrations, rarely after the Nixon administration did they meet collectively to discuss 
issues of concern to blacks. The record of individual black appointees in administra-
tions from Carter to George W. Bush presents a mixed picture, although on balance, 
black appointees during this period remained silent on issues of concern to blacks or 
actively worked to advance policies considered adverse to black interests.

In the Carter administration, United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young worked, 
without much success, to change the administration’s cold war–oriented policy in 
southern Africa, and HUD Secretary Patricia Roberts Harris tried, also without much 
success, to convince President Carter to propose a comprehensive urban policy. But 
also in the Carter administration, Drew Days, the assistant attorney general for civil 
rights, and Wade McCree, the solicitor general, prepared a brief in the Bakke case 
asking the Supreme Court to declare that any consideration of race in a university’s 
admissions decisions was “presumptively unconstitutional.” It was only after protests 
by the Congressional Black Caucus and the intervention of Vice President Walter 
Mondale that President Carter directed a reluctant McCree to rewrite the brief so that 
it would support the principle of affirmative action.

Black appointees generally supported without reservation the conservative posi-
tions of the Reagan and two Bush administrations on race. In the Reagan administra-
tion, Clarence Pendleton, the chair of the Civil Rights Commission, and Clarence 
Thomas, the chair of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, went fur-
ther, urging President Reagan to revoke the Nixon-era executive order (written by 
Fletcher) establishing affirmative action. In the second Bush administration, Secretary 
of State Colin Powell publicly urged the president to support the University of Michi-
gan’s affirmative action programs, but three administration blacks—Ralph Boyd, the 
assistant attorney general for civil rights; Gerald Reynolds, the assistant secretary of 
education for civil rights; and Brian Jones, the general counsel in the Department of 
Education—all argued that Bakke should be reversed and any consideration of race 
in university admissions should be declared unconstitutional. Secretary of Education 
Rodney Page, Deputy Attorney General Larry Thompson, and presidential advisor 
Condoleezza Rice, all African Americans, supported the position eventually adopted 
by Bush, which sidestepped the constitutional issue but argued that the Michigan 
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programs were racial quotas and therefore prohibited by Bakke. Rice reportedly 
helped Bush make the decision and write his speech on the cases.

In the Clinton administration, most of the many black appointees were silent 
on issues of concern to blacks, most notably on his signing of the welfare reform 
bill passed by the Republican Congress. While three top-level white appointees in 
the administration resigned in protest and wrote op-eds and articles attacking the 
president, blacks in the administration accommodated a presidential decision that 
targeted poor black women and their children and still threatens to do enormous 
harm to them.

This brief review of black leaders inside the system since the late 1960s suggests 
that a leadership devoted wholly to working within the system is unable to produce 
very much in terms of benefits for its low-income constituents. This means that a 
major result of the incorporation of blacks into leadership within the system is that 
the black community has diminished capacities to press its demands on the system. 
To some extent, it is likely that for African Americans to realize their aspirations for 
full and fair inclusion in American society leadership, they must be willing to chal-
lenge the system. Incorporation into the system makes a system-challenging leader-
ship less likely.

CORE SYSTEM VALUES AND THE AFRICAN AMERICAN QUEST FOR EQUALITY

In We Have No Leaders, drawing on David Easton’s model for the study of political 
systems, I identify three core values of the U.S. system. These values define the pattern 
of ideational and structural relationships that characterize a political system. They are 
the values that elites or authorities inside the system seek to maintain. Indeed, Easton 
contends that “maintenance” of these values is the primary responsibility of system 
authorities or elites. The three core values that define the operation of the U.S. politi-
cal system are capitalism, constitutionalism, and democracy. Each of these core values, 
I argue, to some extent constituted barriers to the realization of racial equality—values 
Congressman Dymally alluded to as impeding the kind of radical change and innova-
tion necessary to overcome the legacies of slavery and segregation, and the operations 
of structural or institutional racism in the post–civil rights era.

Capitalism
Capitalism is perhaps more central to the system than the values of democracy and 
constitutionalism. Ralph Bunche identified the principal problem with capitalism 
for blacks in his critique of the New Deal during the 1930s. He wrote that black 
leadership “appears unable to realize that there is an economic system, as well as a race 
problem in America and that when a Negro is unemployed, it is not just because he is 
a Negro, but more seriously, because of the defective operation of the economy under 
which we live—an economy that finds it impossible to provide adequate numbers of 
jobs and economic security for the population.”

If capitalism requires a certain level of unemployment to maintain profits and 
price stability—as even liberal reform economists believe that it does—and racism 
is a value or practice in allocating joblessness, then, axiomatically, African Ameri-
cans will face disproportionately high rates of long-term joblessness. If this race-based 
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joblessness is not ameliorated by an extensive social safety net, then a culture of pov-
erty (or what is referred to today as the black underclass) is likely to emerge. Mack 
Jones states these near-axioms nicely when he argues that “the presence of the black 
underclass is a logical, perhaps even necessary, outgrowth of the American political 
economy conditioned by white racism.”

In his last year, Martin Luther King, Jr., recognized this axiom and came to believe 
that if African Americans were to achieve genuine equality, some modifications of capi-
talism along the lines of the Swedish welfare state would have to be adopted in the 
United States. That is, King did not believe that individual initiatives and free-market 
capitalism would be able to integrate blacks into the economy. Nor did he believe—as 
Bayard Rustin, among others, argued—that the necessary reforms could be realized 
through the Democratic Party coalition or the democratic routines of lobbying and elec-
tions. In other words, King believed—on the basis of history and his own work—that 
significant racial progress in the United States could not come about without militant 
pressures from the black community and other reform movements. That is why during 
his last year he was trying to organize a poor people’s march and movement.

Constitutionalism
The United States is not simply governed by a written constitution, as are many other 
political systems around the world. Rather, it has an ideology of constitutionalism: a 
belief in the Constitution, or what Louis Hartz referred to as a “cult of constitution 
worship.” As Robert Dahl demonstrates in How Democratic Is the American Constitu-
tion, the Constitution is at war with democracy in America. For a people who claim 
to cherish democracy as a core value, the Constitution is a remarkably undemocratic 
document, including such features as the electoral college, an unelected, life-serving 
judiciary with policymaking responsibilities, and a powerful Senate in which repre-
sentation is based on geography rather than the democratic principle of one person, 
one vote. Several of the Constitution’s undemocratic features directly inhibit the rep-
resentation of African American interests, and they were designed to do so. How-
ever, the major problem is constitutionalism, since ultimately what the Constitution 
means depends on the opinions of a few people—namely, the justices of the Supreme 
Court—and generally these individuals have had opinions hostile to the interests of 
African Americans. Because most Americans accept the opinions of these individuals 
as the final word on how they should be governed, the Constitution becomes a barrier 
to the African American quest for racial justice.

In Dred Scott, the Court’s first decision dealing with African Americans, it declared 
that they had no rights “but such as those who held the power and the government 
might chose to grant them.” Even after the Constitution was amended to confer 
human and civil rights on Africans, for almost a century the Court ignored the plain 
language and intent of the Fourteenth Amendment. For most of its history, that 
amendment has been more frequently used to protect the rights of persons other than 
blacks, including those fictitious persons called “corporations.” During the brief era of 
the Warren Court, from the late 1940s to the 1980s, the Fourteenth Amendment was 
used as it was intended, but with the appointment of Justice Clarence Thomas, giving 
conservatives their first majority on the Court since the 1930s, the Court once again 
reverted to its narrow, crabbed reading of the amendment’s intent.
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In a series of cases, the Rehnquist Court substantially narrowed the remedial reach 
of affirmative action. Its successor may be poised to declare unconstitutional any use 
of race to achieve racial justice. In an earlier series of cases, the Court invalidated the 
use of race as a means to assure racial equality in legislative representation, prompt-
ing Justice John Paul Stevens to write that it was “perverse” to permit the Fourteenth 
Amendment to be used to assure equitable representation for Hasidic Jews, Polish 
Americans, and Republicans, among others, but not for “the very minority group 
whose history gave birth” to it in the first place.

In addition to the Court’s use of the Constitution to undermine African American 
interests directly, since 1995, in a remarkable series of cases, the Court has sharply 
limited the authority of Congress to protect civil rights and the rights of persons to sue 
states to compel their obedience to federally granted rights and privileges. For exam-
ple, the Court declared the Violence Against Women Act unconstitutional, holding 
that in passing it Congress exceeded its Commerce Clause powers. The Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 is based on the Commerce Clause, as are virtually all of the nation’s civil 
rights and social welfare laws. In his opinion in these cases, Justice Anthony Kennedy 
was careful to note that the decisions did not call into question the 1964 act; however, 
Justice Thomas, who wished to go further, would say only that his approach “did not 
necessarily require a wholesale abandonment of these precedents.”

Constitutionalism is thus once again a likely barrier to the aspirations of African 
Americans and their leaders in their quest for equality. John Noonan, a judge on the 
Ninth Circuit, argues that if these Commerce Clause and Eleventh Amendment prec-
edents are not reversed, not only are civil rights in jeopardy, but so too is the capacity 
of the people to govern themselves through the democratic process.

Democracy
African Americans are a minority in the United States, constituting roughly 12 percent 
of the population. In designing the document, the framers of the Constitution—and 
in particular James Madison—were especially concerned to protect minority rights 
in order to avoid what Madison called the “tyranny of the majority.” Several of the 
Constitution’s undemocratic features are in the document to protect minority rights. 
However, the minorities the framers were interested in protecting were not blacks 
but slaveholders, men of wealth and property and persons living in states with small 
populations. African American legal scholar Lani Guinier has engaged in theoreti-
cal musings about how to apply some of Madison’s principles to the tyranny of the 
white majority in relationship to the black minority. For her work, President Clinton 
labeled her “undemocratic” and withdrew her nomination as assistant attorney gen-
eral. President Clinton’s designation of Guinier’s ideas as undemocratic was ironic 
given that Clinton was sworn to uphold and protect an undemocratic Constitution.

African Americans constitute a permanent minority in the United States, with 
none of the protections the American political tradition generally accords to such 
groups. As Ronald Walters argues, “The cost of social (permanent racial minority) 
status based upon an imperfect social contract for blacks is that rarely has it been pos-
sible to participate in crucial decisions such as the selection of national leadership in 
a manner which reflects the ‘interests’ of blacks . . . through what is called ‘sincere’ or 
‘straightforward’ voting.”
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This cost is a major constraint on the capabilities of African American leaders to 
function efficaciously in American democracy. As Walters suggests, African Ameri-
cans have distinctive ideological interests and policy preferences, locating them far to 
the left of the white majority. For example, on a composite index measuring six policy 
issues dealing with race, 63 percent of blacks were in the leftmost categories com-
pared to 9 percent of whites, whereas only 2 percent of blacks were in the rightmost 
categories compared to 36 percent of whites. Seventy-three percent of blacks think 
the government should reduce income differences between rich and poor, whereas 
only 44 percent of whites think the same; 39 percent of blacks think the government 
should own all hospitals, whereas only 20 percent of whites take that position; and 
47 percent of blacks think that banks should be government-owned, while only 18 
percent of whites concur.

The African American community, therefore, has distinctive interests and policy 
preferences. In the American democracy, these interests and policy preferences are 
marginalized by a two-party system, which Clinton Rossiter describes as “the most 
conservative political arrangement in the Western world.”

In Uneasy Alliances: Race and Party Competition in America, Paul Frymer argues 
that a two-party system was established in the United States to marginalize black 
interests and primarily to keep slavery off the national policy agenda.4 Analyzing the 
impact of the two-party system on black interests, Frymer demonstrates that both 
parties have incentives to co-opt rather than mobilize blacks. This is because the two 
parties inevitably appeal to “median” or “swing” voters, which in the United States 
has tended to be racially conservative white voters. This tendency to appeal to a voter 
who is conceived as always white, frequently conservative, and sometimes racist, has 
inevitably required both of the parties to ignore or downplay issues of concern to 
blacks. With the election of Barack Obama to the presidency in 2008, this equation 
changed—which is not to say that it will not reappear in the future. On another note, 
comparative studies of party systems also show that multiparty systems tend to elect 
center-left coalition governments that adopt redistributive social policies more in line 
with the preferences of African Americans.

Conclusion

The African American community—especially its disproportionately large fraction 
of poor people—faced enormous difficulties as the twenty-first century opened. Its 
leadership was almost wholly co-opted into a system whose core values imposed 
severe constraints on its capacity to advance the interests of the community. Wedded 
ideologically, institutionally, and economically to systemic structures of power, this 
leadership was adverse to independent or radical thought and action, having as one 
of its foremost concerns quiescence in the black community and the maintenance 
and stability of the system. Meanwhile, the once-vibrant radical tradition in African 
American leadership was even more marginalized, given that much of the public space 
was monopolized by the leadership establishment.

The established leadership probably understands how the system’s core values con-
strain its capabilities to deliver resources to its constituents. However, rather than engage 
in system-challenging behavior, black leaders have engaged in accommodationism.
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Gunnar Myrdal first introduced the concept of accommodationism as a type of 
African American leadership based on what he described as the two extreme strate-
gies of behavior on the part of African American leaders: protest or accommodation. 
Accommodation requires leaders to accept and not challenge the system and its pre-
vailing relationships of inequality. Thus, leaders lead only in the context of seeking 
those changes in the conditions of blacks that do not challenge system values or upset 
system elites. Because of their relative lack of power, Myrdal contended that accom-
modation was historically the “natural,” “normal,” or “realistic” relationship of black 
leaders to the system.

Black leaders’ strategy shift from protest to accommodation since the 1960s is 
partly the result of their co-optation. The argument might be made that because 
the protests of the civil rights era produced more results than accommodation, the 
relatively small degree of inclusion of blacks into the system, when measured against 
the deteriorating conditions in the ghettos, does not justify the leadership’s embrace 
of accommodationist imperatives of the system. Nevertheless, accommodationism 
was paramount at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Either African American 
leaders were unwilling to challenge the system because they had embraced its values 
and prioritized them over the interests of poor blacks, or they believed they lacked the 
necessary power to do so.

Notes

 1. Robert Smith, We Have No Leaders: African-Americans in the Post–Civil Rights Era (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 1996).

 2. Although not a member of the Caucus, Massachusetts senator Edward Brooke served dur-
ing this period as that body’s lone black member.

 3. Smith, We Have No Leaders.
 4. Paul Frymer, Uneasy Alliance: Race and Party Competition in America (Princeton: Princ-

eton University Press, 1999).
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The Limits of 
Black Pragmatism

The Rise and Fall of 
David Dinkins, 1989–93

Ryan Reft

In April 1989, the National Conference of Black Mayors took place in Oak-
land, California. Crime, drugs, economic development, and reduced federal funding 
were discussed at great length, but, as one attendee noted, race emerged as a primary 
concern among the participants. Former Congressman Darren J. Mitchem pointed 
out that “within the white community, there’s a group that even if you walked on 
water wouldn’t vote for you [as a black candidate].”1 Carl H. McCall noted that black 
candidates faced a unique political obstacle when compared to their white counter-
parts because, “if the language of black politicians is not sufficiently ‘militant’ . . . sec-
tions of their black base will abandon them, forcing such hopefuls to ‘use sharp 
language’ to solidify their base which in turn frighten[s] white voters.”2 The answer, 
according to some, was to diminish the importance of race or to “deracialize” their 
campaign. Others maintained that the future lay in rainbow coalitions such as the one 
that secured Harold Washington’s 1983 victory in Chicago. Further confusing future 
electoral strategies, Republican and conference president Mayor James L. Usry related 
some advice a white political consultant had provided him in 1986 as he prepared for 
his race in predominantly black Atlantic City: “Do not put your foot in one white 
house or one white ward.”3

Six months after the 1989 conference, machine politician David Dinkins became 
the first black mayor of New York City. Constructing a “Gorgeous Mosaic” consisting 
of blacks, liberal whites, Latinos, labor, and Jews, Dinkins defeated incumbent Ed 
Koch in the Democratic primary and then proceeded to ward off Republican oppo-
nent Rudy Giuliani in a tightly contested general election. Bridging the gap between 
Latinos and African Americans, Dinkins secured over 70 percent of the Latino vote 
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in the general contest and 60 percent in the primary.4 Impressively, he garnered the 
full support of the Harlem political community and the Brooklyn nationalists, a tra-
ditional fault line for citywide black electoral unity, receiving nearly 90 percent of 
the vote. However, this ethereal victory would not last. By the end of his first and 
only term, Dinkins’s “Gorgeous Mosaic” had frayed. Writing for the Nation in 1993, 
Michael Tomasky criticized the incumbent mayor for marching in a Jewish parade 
that banned gays while refusing to march in the traditional St. Patrick’s Day Parade 
for the same reason, quipping, “Dinkins figures the Irish vote is lost, but the Jews are 
another matter. So politically, it’s smart to offend the Irish and stand up for the gays 
and lesbians.”5 Ultimately, Tomasky saw Dinkins’s “Gorgeous Mosaic” as “the same 
old interest group palm greasing, just like the Irish pols used to play it, dressed up in 
a multicultural tuxedo.”6 Playing against a backdrop of economic stagnation, racial 
mistrust, and skyrocketing crime, Dinkins struggled to keep his administration above 
water. His pragmatic machine-based approach found success in 1989, but the same 
strategy enacted four years later failed to deliver the same result. What can we make 
of David Dinkins’s watershed victory in 1989?

New York City, 1989

As the 1980s came to a close, New York City faced a deepening recession, a crack epi-
demic,7 rising crime, a yawning budget deficit, simmering racial tension, and pervasive 
homelessness. Ed Koch’s third term ground to an end amid recriminations concern-
ing endemic corruption within the New York Democratic machine.8 Compounding 
these difficulties was the fact many African Americans viewed Koch as hostile to their 
interests. The declining economy exacerbated an already contentious relationship, 
leading critics to “claim that he was polarizing the city along racial lines.”9 Promising 
to assuage the rising racial and ethnic tensions, David Dinkins emerged as the Demo-
cratic candidate for mayor. Dinkins had long served in the municipal government as 
city clerk in the 1970s and as Manhattan borough president from 1985 to 1989. As 
part of the “Gang of Four,”10 Dinkins had distinguished himself as a loyal competent 
machine politician but not one of any particular dynamism. While dissatisfaction 
with a mayor is certainly cause for an attempt to oust the incumbent, what conditions 
led Dinkins and others to believe 1989 was the year New York would elect its first 
African American mayor?

THE JESSE JACKSON FACTOR

Jesse Jackson’s 1984 and 1988 campaigns mobilized black New York politicians and 
activists. In 1984, Dinkins worked for Al Vann, the man who directed Jesse Jackson’s 
New York state campaign. Under Vann’s leadership, Dinkins cultivated relationships 
and experience, contributing to his own election as Manhattan borough president in 
1985. In 1988, Dinkins organized Jackson’s Rainbow Coalition through his office. 
Jackson emphasized improving ties with Latino elected officials over pursuing the 
city’s black elected officials. Dinkins was closely involved in this effort, thus improv-
ing his own connections to the Latino community. Furthering this connection, Jack-
son placed the Rainbow Coalition’s operation center at the headquarters of Local 
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1199, a 100,000-member, largely black and Latino hospital worker’s union. In addi-
tion, both Jackson races increased black voter registration, mobilizing the community.

MUNICIPAL REFORM

While the Rainbow Coalition movement helped mobilize, register, and unite minor-
ity voters, a municipal reform to the city’s charter also contributed to Dinkins’s vic-
tory. The Board of Estimates (BOE) had couched power in each of the boroughs, 
allowing for patronage and city funding to flow through the borough presidents. Each 
held power over city budgets and contracts.11 As a result, each borough developed 
its own unique machine dynamic. Black politicians divided along specific borough 
lines but had the most power in Brooklyn and Manhattan. However, Brooklyn—
with its large West Indian and Caribbean populations—cultivated a black nationalist 
approach greatly at odds with the pragmatist “Harlem School,” as it was pioneered 
by uptown machine politico J. Raymond Jones. The elimination of the BOE placed 
increased authority in the mayor’s office, reduced the power of borough presidents, 
and encouraged political unity with a black mayoral candidate as a rallying point.

THE HARLEM SCHOOL

Though the legendary J. Raymond Jones is most associated with the Harlem accomo-
dationist approach to electoral politics, Jones himself was less visible than another New 
York black political leader of the time. In 1941 Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., became the 
first black person to earn a seat on the New York City Council. By 1944, Powell had 
joined Congress, having easily earned the Democratic nomination that year. Powell 
chafed at the racism of the capital itself and prided himself on his opposition to white 
power. He referred to himself as “the first bad nigger in Congress.”12 Jones, on the 
other hand, chose a less militant route.

Quietly, J. Raymond Jones ascended the Democratic machine structure. By 1964, 
he was the first black to occupy the executive position in the organization. Jones 
believed black political leaders “must be militant” but at the same time believed they 
should operate within the party structure.13 From his position within Tammany Hall, 
Jones trained two generations of New York’s black political leadership, including Percy 
Sutton, Basil Patterson, David Dinkins, and Powell’s eventual successor, Charlie Ran-
gel. Dinkins adopted the quiet, party-oriented, pragmatic approach that Jones epito-
mized and slowly climbed the rungs of the machine as well.

It is from this grounding that David Dinkins emerged convinced that quiet lead-
ership, political loyalty, and pragmatic decision making brought electoral success. 
Moreover, not only did the Democratic organization train Dinkins and help him 
establish a network of connections he would later utilize in running for mayor, but 
it also insulated him from criticism when he did run for office. Normally, politicians 
running as machine candidates are punished by “good government” forces. However, 
the racial climate in 1989 provided a radically different context for Dinkins. First, his 
race meant that even though he was a typical “clubhouse” politico, no one assumed 
that he was an entrenched power broker, as one pro-Dinkins pollster was quoted, “It 
is tough to say that anyone who is black has been any part of the power structure in 
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New York City.”14 Second, since many whites—especially Jewish voters—feared a 
black nationalist candidacy, Dinkins’s membership in the Democratic organization 
promised their section of the electorate comfort.15

Thus, though historically limiting for African Americans, the Democratic organi-
zation not only enabled Dinkins to develop the skills necessary to succeed in electoral 
politics, but it also created a political community that could harness a movement for 
a black mayor, all while insulating him from charges of racial militancy.16

DINKINS AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY

A Dinkins supporter once said, tellingly, “I think Dave’s a wonderful guy, but let me 
tell you three things about him running for mayor: First, he’ll make a lousy candidate. 
Second, in the unlikely event that he does win, he’ll make a terrible mayor. Third, I 
will support him.”17 His sentiments spoke volumes. Even though Dinkins won the 
1985 Manhattan borough presidency, he failed to capture the imagination of many in 
the black community. In running for mayor in 1989, Dinkins placed great emphasis 
on campaigning in white communities and seemed uncomfortable around lower-
income and poor blacks, but as the campaign attempted to mobilize greater numbers 
of voters, it sought to assuage black voters’ reservations. One such encounter between 
the grassroots Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) and the mayoral hopeful revealed 
this awkward dynamic. During an initial meeting with the IAF, Dinkins had both 
eaten his lunch and taken phone calls. In a second encounter, during a question and 
answer session with the group organized by his campaign director, conversation col-
lapsed when Dinkins read from a prepared statement, sniping at the IAF membership 
in a moment of tension: “When we build new housing, we’ll be building new com-
munities. . . . And you ought to like that!”18 As one organizer present commented, 
“We saw the depth of race and the superficiality of race—all in ten minutes.”19

In another example of his aloofness from New York’s lower-income black com-
munities, Dinkins was accused by the more militant black newspapers like the City
Sun and others of neglecting African American voters. Hoping to pacify his critics, 
Dinkins took to “the streets with a walking tour of Bedford-Stuyvesant,”20 a move 
that satisfied few. Earlier that same day, Dinkins had spoken at a small East Harlem 
Church where he had to “prod the congregation into applause.”21

In a late June article, the New York Times remarked that race had been a subverted 
feature of the mayoral contest up to that point but noted that “even those who would 
not cast a racial vote in June might do so in September, if the campaign becomes 
polarized along racial lines, or if some traumatic crime or other event arouses racial 
fears just before the primary.”22 For once, the Times appeared prophetic.

YUSUF HAWKINS

In August 1989, a sixteen-year-old African American was visiting Bensonhurst, 
Brooklyn, with three friends. As Yusuf Hawkins and his friends passed through the 
neighborhood, a gang of white Bensonhurst teens armed with baseball bats accosted 
them. One of the white youths shot Hawkins twice, killing him. Black activists reacted 
quickly, holding a march through Bensonhurst. Hostile residents of the neighborhood 
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chanted, “Where’s Tawana?” while holding watermelons out for the marchers to see.23

Though he had been gaining ground on Dinkins, the incident threw Ed Koch’s cam-
paign well off course. The incumbent chastised protesters for marching, while also 
denying that race had anything to do with the assault. As a result, Koch had to restrain 
his campaign’s criticism of Dinkins out of “fear of conforming to the emerging picture 
of him as a racially insensitive politician.”24 By contrast, Dinkins remained calm and 
collected, not lending himself to hyperbole but noting that Koch bore some respon-
sibility for what had happened.25 As numerous activists made far more denunciatory 
statements, the mayoral front-runner assumed the role of “conciliator” or “healer,” 
reassuring whites that he was not radical but also comforting blacks by illustrating 
his concern for their community. A black population that on many occasions needed 
prodding to show enthusiasm for Dinkins was now exuberant.26 Dinkins went on to 
defeat Koch in the primary by eight percentage points.

The general election revealed many things about David Dinkins; Rudy Giu-
liani, his Republican challenger; and the city’s overall electorate. Despite winning the 
Democratic primary handily and holding a sizable lead in the campaign’s initial weeks, 
Dinkins managed to bleed votes. Focusing on Dinkins’s personal financial history, the 
Giuliani campaign brought to light the fact that the Manhattan borough president had 
failed to pay his income taxes from 1969 to 1972. In addition, Dinkins had sold stock 
to his son at greatly undervalued costs, which—though later dismissed as within legal 
bounds—raised concerns.27 Coming on the heels of Koch’s corrupt third term, some 
white voters were driven away by Dinkins’s dodgy finances. His own explanations for 
the missing taxes were unclear and when pressed, Dinkins repeatedly responded, “I 
haven’t committed a crime. What I did was fail to comply with the law.”28

What role did race play in his declining numbers? Even today, the former mayor 
is reluctant to directly blame race for the slim victory, yet he still goes to great lengths 
to question Giuliani’s character.29

RACE AS A FACTOR IN 1989

In Changing New York City Politics, political scientists Asher Arian, Arthur S. Gold-
berg, John H. Mollenkopf, and Edward T. Rogowsky analyze New York’s 1989 
elections. Acknowledging the importance of the Jackson campaign and noting the 
impressive construction of Dinkins’s “Gorgeous Mosaic,” they come to many of 
the same conclusions as have other observers. When it comes to the issue of race, 
though, the authors depart from conventional analyses. While they grant that race 
influenced voting decisions, they argue that it did so in a way that was not neces-
sarily “racial.” Instead, they argue that various issues appealed to different ethnic 
groups. When surveying voters for central concerns, respondents identified five 
main issues: drugs, crime, corruption, homelessness, and education. However, 
while most voters would have placed these factors within the top five, how each 
community prioritized issues varied.30 Moreover, even when in agreement about 
a particular problem, the differences in imagined solutions revealed glaring divi-
sions between communities. Crime emerged as an issue of concern for all voters. 
Certainly, the black and Latino community suffer disproportionately from crime,31

but while whites favored “law and order” responses, blacks believed increased social 
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services and access to education more effectively limited criminality. Thus, race 
itself did not determine votes, but how each group prioritized the problems and 
framed the solutions to them did.32

Some more conservative observers used the election to argue that white voters had 
become more tolerant. In an editorial following the Democratic primary, the Wall
Street Journal argued that “if in fact racial animosity was as intense as some com-
mentators suggest, Mr. Dinkins’ candidacy would have been crushed in [Queens, the 
Bronx, and Staten Island].”33 Even after the general election, the Journal emphasized 
Giuliani’s personality and campaign style as responsible for his loss saying that “he 
threw mud at David Dinkins” and had not given New Yorkers anything “positive or 
hopeful,” rather he had only “elicited . . . fear.”34

Perhaps the most equitable explanation lay in a combination of all views. Dinkins’s 
financial problems and his reaction to questions about them probably alienated por-
tions of the white community unconcerned with his race. Similarly, some voters did 
not support Giuliani simply because Dinkins was black, but rather differed with him 
on how to handle various problems, such as crime. Giuliani’s negative campaigning 
left many voters cold, as evidenced by a “white turnout that fell below historical 
levels.”35 Finally, though race worked against Dinkins, it also worked in his favor. 
Numerous media outlets promoted the idea that as a distinguished black leader with 
a calming demeanor, Dinkins could “cool” racial tensions, bridging the gap between 
the white community and blacks.36 Thus, African Americans and Latinos believed 
David Dinkins would bring increased services and aid to their local communities 
while opening doors previously closed to them. In contrast, those whites who voted 
for Dinkins expected him to calm racial tensions and lower crime rates. Each based 
at least a portion of their beliefs on his race. However, fiscal and economic conditions 
limited his ability to help the former, while decades of inequality and increased racial 
conflict prevented him from fulfilling the hopes of the latter.

No matter the margin of victory, David Dinkins had successfully crafted a gor-
geous mosaic of supporters. However, he only received a third of the white vote, 
entering office at the helm of a precarious alliance. Each group believed itself deserv-
ing of resources and the benefits of government largess. Dinkins had to find a way 
to balance competing claims while also reaching out to the business sector and the 
majority of whites who had opposed him. It was here that Dinkins’s attempt to be a 
man for all seasons to all people unraveled.

The Dinkins Administration: The Difficulty of Coalitions
In a giddy January 1990 editorial, the Memphis Tri-State Defender heralded the 
dawning of the Dinkins era, pronouncing him to be “potentially the most powerful 
mayor in New York City’s history.” It went on to explain that with the elimination of 
the Board of Estimates’ power over issues ranging from “land use” to “city budgets,” 
the power now in the mayor’s hands awarded him “a potential power base that no 
New York City mayor has ever had.”37 To some extent this observation rang true: the 
elimination of the BOE did increase the mayor’s powers, but the office still remained 
constrained by numerous other factors, not least among them a shrinking tax revenue, 
declining economy, and expanding budget deficits. In addition, the mayor’s power 
was now to be shared between his office and the expanded city council. Even with the 
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increased power, as a former finance commissioner pleaded in a Times editorial, the 
mayor did not even have full control over the budget itself.38

Homelessness had exploded under the Koch administration and continued to 
bedevil Dinkins.39 Crime and drugs became an omnipresent fear for many within the 
five boroughs. Large companies and businesses, including Morgan Stanley and Pru-
dential, were either threatening to relocate outside of the city or had already done so. 
Combined with the various expectations of his diverse constituency and rising racial 
tensions, David Dinkins assumed office at a moment of peril rather than one easily 
correlated with triumphant power.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE BUDGET

David Dinkins was a traditional machine politician with traditional machine support. 
As one liberal critic noted, much of his campaign had been funded by “the army of 
real estate barons, lawyers, lobbyists, and fixers who really run this city.”40 So when 
declining federal aid,41 falling tax revenues, and recession42 all intersected in 1990, 
Dinkins chose the path of fiscal austerity. The budget deficit was estimated conserva-
tively at $1 billion. New York was suffering from a rapidly deteriorating infrastructure 
that demanded attention. Services such as day care, public health clinics, and after-
school programs were drastically cut. While the business community appreciated the 
frugality, Dinkins’s minority constituents resented the cuts because they utilized these 
programs at higher rates than other communities. Compounding New York’s fiscal 
nightmare was the impending renegotiation of the city’s municipal union contracts.43

Hardly antidevelopment or antibusiness, Dinkins continued a tradition that Koch 
had established by issuing tax abatements to several large companies. In many cases 
such tax abatements amounted to subsidies as Hardy Adasko, senior vice president of 
the Economic Development Corporation, related, “Most successful [tax abatement] 
packages included benefits to the Manhattan operations which in fact de facto deep-
ened and obscured the [city’s] subsidy.”44 In general, he said, development at the city 
level takes one of three routes: “lower taxes universally, lower taxes on the poorest or 
increased services to the poor and specific deals, more discretionary deals or program-
matic deals that target companies. . . . The three are . . . always going to be in tension 
because the more you do of one the less you can do of the other two.”45 Following 
Koch’s example, Dinkins gave Morgan Stanley “a tax package of over $30 million to 
keep its 4000 jobs in New York City.”46 Similar agreements were made with other 
institutions. Adasko argued that “[tax abatements were] necessary to put New York in 
a competitive position.”

In terms of contracting, Dinkins’s early policies avoided instituting set-asides out 
of fear of alienating any of his constituencies. However, as his tenure continued, Din-
kins took notice of a discrepancy in city contracting. Though 25 percent of the city’s 
business and construction firms were minority- or female-owned, they received only 
7 percent of city contracts. The most notable field in which minorities and women 
seemed to suffer from discriminatory practices was construction. Acknowledging 
such concerns, the Dinkins administration took two major steps. First, Dinkins pro-
posed increasing contracting to these groups to 20 percent,47 later saying, “When 
we left office it was around 17 percent . . . It worked, it worked well.”48 Second, in 
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January 1993, Dinkins established an agreement between the city and fifteen local 
construction unions. Known as “Project Pathways,” each union agreed to accept 250 
apprentices from the city’s vocational schools’ graduating classes. Moreover, Dinkins 
instituted a policy in which any unions hoping to bid on school construction had to 
grant access to their apprenticeship programs to minority youth.49 While both poli-
cies benefited his minority constituencies, each was established in the latter half of 
his term, meaning that by the time his reelection campaign had begun, these reforms 
were still unfolding.

HOMELESSNESS AND HOUSING

Throughout this time, New York City lacked affordable housing, and its homeless 
population seemed to be swelling to frightening proportions. Though Dinkins tried 
various remedies to solve the problem, most seemed to alienate the working poor and 
lower-middle class across racial lines, since now a significant portion of low-income 
housing had been reserved for the homeless. Moreover, poor communities resented 
the placement of shelters in their neighborhoods, since they believed that they drained 
resources where they were already scarce. As a result of both policy and finances, the 
Dinkins administration failed to increase services to these areas.50 The cost of main-
taining shelters and creating permanent housing led to skyrocketing costs.51 Increas-
ingly, it became an issue of credibility for the Dinkins administration from both a 
fiscal and public safety standpoint. Dinkins’s reluctance to enforce vagrancy laws led 
to more visible homeless presence on the streets.52 Many on the right complained 
that the homeless policy was too generous, encouraging people to “game” the system. 
Other critics argued that while the failed policy alienated the public and increased 
their resistance to future solutions to the homeless strategy, much of the pain could 
have been avoided had both Koch and Dinkins chosen to meet with community 
leaders, activists, and advocates to better determine the causes of homelessness and 
construct more effective measures.

In regard to housing in general, Dinkins made modest gains. However, the oppo-
sition the city government encountered from entrenched black politicians reminded 
Dinkins of the difficulty of his coalition. Despite tight budgets, Dinkins had secured 
$18.4 million in funding for the Bradhurst Redevelopment Plan. The administration 
had also, over the course of four years, invested $200 million in housing for central 
Harlem. In each case, leading black politicians and leaders viewed the developments 
as threats to their power and opposed them. Though the Bradhurst Plan would even-
tually follow through, it did so late in his mayoralty, meaning Dinkins could not 
campaign on its success.53

Again, as with economic development and the budget, many of Dinkins’s housing 
reforms had taken shape too late to be a part of public discourse by the reelection 
campaign season of 1993. Many supporters were left with the impression that Din-
kins had failed to mobilize the government behind the needs of their communities 
with respect to homelessness, housing, city budgets, and economic development.
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CRIME

One of the most contentious issues of the early 1990s in many American cities, but 
especially in New York, was crime, though crime rates themselves are notoriously dif-
ficult to determine. For example, many crimes go unreported, while others that do get 
factored into the overall crime rate can be petty, having little impact on the average 
citizen’s lives. Additionally, the public’s perception of crime, heavily influenced by 
media reports, often matters more than the true prevalence of crime itself. Dinkins 
took office as the crime wave of the late 1980s reached its peak. Unfortunately, his 
relations with the New York City Police Department deteriorated, culminating in the 
notoriously racist 1992 “police riot.” If whites truly saw crime through a “law and 
order” lens, then Dinkins’s contentious relationship with the NYPD must have been 
politically damaging.

In regard to reducing criminality, the Dinkins administration worked with state offi-
cials to craft “Safe City, Safe Streets” legislation. It expanded the size of the police force 
to levels above the Koch administration’s and instituted neighborhood policing, a tactic 
that increased community-police relations and resulted in a decline in crime rates.54

Ironically, this approach would be more aggressively enforced under Dinkins’s successor. 
While Rudy Giuliani seemed to benefit greatly from media coverage, Mayor Dinkins’s 
efforts were relatively ignored. Dinkins remarks, “Everybody acknowledges that crime 
started to go down in ’91, but during Rudy’s eight years no one acknowledged that, or 
very few acknowledged it . . . we never got any credit for that.”55

Two major events contributed to declining morale within the police department 
under Dinkins’s watch. One revolved around his attempts to assuage an angry Domin-
ican population in Washington Heights that believed that an innocent Dominican 
named Jose “Kiko” Garcia had been shot and killed by the police. In an effort to limit 
civil disorder, Dinkins met with the slain man’s family and paid for his body’s trans-
portation to the Dominican Republic. Many officers took this action as an affront to 
the entire force, believing Dinkins to be siding with the young man who was later 
shown to be active in the area’s drug trade.56

In addition, the mayor’s insistence on an all-civilian Civilian Complaint Review 
Board ruffled many NYPD feathers.57 Resistance to the initiative culminated in what 
was referred to alternately as a “police demonstration” and “police riot.” An estimated 
10,000 police officers blocked the Brooklyn Bridge, prevented the free flow of traffic, 
drank openly, and harassed African Americans passing by City Hall. The Economist
stated sardonically that “suspiciously easily, the march got out of hand.”58 The mayor 
was depicted both by protestors and in the media in crude racist terms. The New York
Voice/Harlem U.S.A. reported that “it was obvious to all that this protest stemmed 
from something other than the fact that the mayor wanted an all-civilian Civilian 
Complaint Review Board.”59 The NAACP’s Benjamin Chavis, writing in the New
Pittsburgh Courier, described the scene “as a post-modern lynch mob full of racial 
bigotry and hate.”60

Dinkins was already seen by some citizens, fairly or unfairly, as “soft on crime,” 
and his relationship with the NYPD hurt him as the reelection campaign approached. 
Perhaps as the ultimate irony, despite the fact the police behaved improperly, the 
mayor received the lion’s share of the blame when the police department went 
beyond accepted bounds of behavior. As Richard C. Wade, an urban historian at City 
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University of New York, commented, “The mayor has little control over the police 
force, but the public holds him responsible.”61

RACE RELATIONS

When David Dinkins became mayor, it was widely believed that his presence in the 
office would help dampen racial fires. This view seemed especially prevalent among 
his white constituents. While New York avoided rioting on the scale of Los Angeles, 
the city endured several moments of collective trepidation in the 1990s. In addition to 
the Garcia shooting, two incidents in particular aroused visceral reactions from New 
Yorkers: the 1990 Korean boycotts and the 1991 Crown Heights riots.

The Korean boycotts began in the fall of 1990 after an incident in which a Hai-
tian American claimed to have been physically assaulted by a Brooklyn Korean stor-
eowner.62 The local African American community boycotted the store along with 
others, with activists aggressively picketing local markets. The chants turned racist 
and the pregnant wife of one storeowner lost a child after being physically attacked.63

Though a court order had been obtained requiring protesters to remain fifty feet from 
targeted stores, the mayor refused to have the police enforce it. The boycotts contin-
ued until Dinkins made a symbolic statement by shopping in one of the stores, but 
his failure to enforce the court order eroded some of his support. This opened an early 
door for Rudy Giuliani and others to criticize his failed leadership.64

The second incident, and perhaps the defining moment of the Dinkins mayoralty, 
was the explosion of the Crown Heights riots in 1991. In a harrowing three-day 
event, a seven-year-old black child, Gavin Cato, was struck and killed by a Hasidic 
Jewish driver in the neighborhood. Rumors circulated that a Hasidic ambulance had 
picked up the injured Jewish parties but had neglected to attend to the injured child. 
Though this rumor was later proven false, a “mob” of African American youths killed 
a Jewish resident of the neighborhood. Two nights of rioting ensued, until Dinkins 
ordered a change in police tactics that ended the disturbances. Reminiscent of the 
actions of Mayor Lindsey during the Harlem Riots in the 1960s, Dinkins even went 
so far as to walk the streets of Crown Heights. Initially Dinkins’s actions were viewed 
positively, but the verdicts that followed the riots compounded the situation.65 The 
Jewish driver was not indicted for the child’s death, and the jury ruled it an accident. 
The black man arrested for the stabbing of the Jewish resident, Yankel Rosenbaum, 
was acquitted, despite being caught with the murder weapon and confessing to the 
crime. Rather than protest the decision, Dinkins stated famously, “I have no doubt 
the criminal justice system has operated fairly and openly.”66 This, combined with 
Dinkins’s attendance at Galvin Cato’s funeral, but not Rosenbaum’s, deepened Jewish 
resentment. Finally, a state report released in August 1993 criticized the mayor for his 
sluggish reaction.67 The report reopened a wound that would plague Dinkins until 
the end of his tenure.

The Crown Heights riots illustrated several problematic aspects surrounding both 
David Dinkins and his Rainbow Coalition. First, relations between Jews and blacks 
had deteriorated. Economic recession and the perception that Jews held dispropor-
tionate political and social power exacerbated tensions. When Dinkins attempted to 
intervene, the local black community rejected his overtures.68 Similarly, one policy 
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expert noted, Dinkins’s refusal to side with one party may have prevented further 
violence, but it appeared to whites that he identified with “blacks alone.”69 The Times
remarked that Dinkins’s “black skin is no magical antidote to racial tensions.”70

Dinkins himself has acknowledged the damage that Crown Heights wrought on 
his term in office. When questioned about the media’s coverage of the events, Din-
kins states that it was “inaccurate. The police did not do a good job. It [ended] after 
I said, whatever you guys are doing, it’s not working.” As for the accusations by some 
journalists that Dinkins was anti-Semitic or complicit in the violence that erupted, 
Dinkins responded, “It was, I thought, very tough.”71

The “Gorgeous Mosaic”: 1993

By 1993, the coalition that had elected Dinkins had frayed. In the African American 
community, the Dinkins administration reached out to the Caribbean population 
in Brooklyn. Though some support remained, many expressed strong reservations. 
When selecting the mayor for reelection, Brooklyn Democrats revealed a deep ambiv-
alence, with nineteen voting for his nomination, ten against, and ten abstaining.72

Latinos echoed the concerns of blacks. An early poll published in the New York
Voice/Harlem U.S.A. indicated that only 43 percent of those Latinos who had voted 
for Dinkins in 1989 were ready to do so in 1993.73 Councilman Adam Clayton Pow-
ell, Jr., argued that “the Latino community feels betrayed by Dinkins.” Bronx resi-
dent and contractor Louie Alvarez expressed a viewpoint held by a significant portion 
of New York’s minority communities, that “he doesn’t care about Latinos or blacks. 
. . . He only cares about white society.” Others noted his perceived inability to lead in 
moments of crisis, stating, “The way he talked about Crown Heights and the prob-
lems with the Korean store, he messed it all up.”74

Voter ambivalence—and in some cases hostility—toward Dinkins led many to 
discount programs that his administration had implemented that were meant to pro-
vide needed health, education, and social services to at-risk communities. The Com-
municare program expanded health care into underserved communities.75 In terms 
of education and social services, the mayor instituted the Beacon School Program, 
which enabled some schools to stay open later for recreation, adult education, and 
various services. Dinkins expanded this program quickly and the Giuliani administra-
tion maintained the program despite gutting its parent organization, the Department 
of Youth Services. It continued to receive funding well into Giuliani’s second term. 
Ironically, in the face of criticism from the left concerning city services, Giuliani often 
cited the program as one of his accomplishments.

THE 1993 ELECTION

By mid-1992, New York had rebounded from the decade’s first two years, with the 
Wall Street Journal noting, “Violent crime is down, at least one bond rating is up and 
New Yorkers are suddenly no longer talking about whether the city will survive, but 
when it will emerge from recession.”76 Even the executive director of the New York 
State Financial Control Board noted the fiscal restraint: “This year the city managed 
to take control of its daily problems. It’s like night and day.”77
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Voter apathy toward Dinkins’s campaign emerged visibly during this time. During 
his tenure, the mayor had several opportunities to quell racial unrest. New York never 
suffered a Los Angeles-style riot, but Dinkins’s actions in all of the city’s controver-
sial incidents left aggrieved constituents dissatisfied. Second, though crime had been 
dropping since 1991, the police riots overshadowed the mayor’s achievements. His 
economic development efforts mirrored those of administrations prior, yet his tight 
fiscal budgets failed to win over a majority of the business community, who viewed 
the possibility of a Republican mayor as a better alternative. Four balanced budgets 
and fiscal austerity were not enough to outflank a probusiness GOP candidate. Simi-
larly, Dinkins’s approach to homelessness failed to deviate sharply from Koch’s failed 
policies, while his modest successes in housing were blunted by intraracial resistance. 
An unenthusiastic black and Latino electoral base, a small shift in the white vote, and 
lower turnout among his coalition partners doomed Dinkins’s reelection.

Voting along racial lines hardened, with white Democrats supporting Giuliani by 
a sixty-four to thirty-five margin, whereas in 1989 the difference was at fifty-nine 
to thirty-nine.78 Increased turnout on Staten Island, where a secession bill had been 
placed on the ballot, aided Giuliani. He emerged with a significant lead over Dinkins 
in Manhattan.79

According to election data, Dinkins lost by less than 2 percent of the vote. Though 
he earned 95 percent of the African American electorate, turnout in that community 
did not reach the same levels as it had in 1989. Bill Fitch, writing in the Village Voice,
remarked that “it was in the ghettos of Harlem and central Brooklyn, not simply [in] 
Staten Island, that Dinkins lost the election.”80 In every borough, he received fewer 
total votes than in 1989. Much the same was true of Latino voters as well. Support 
among Jewish voters declined 3 percent, as did his support from both “white liberals” 
and Democrats in general.

Other factors contributed to Dinkins’s defeat. A rising anti-incumbency tide had 
just begun, which culminated in the 1994 Republican takeover of Congress. White 
and Jewish populations had begun a more general shift to the right and new immigra-
tion patterns made coalitions more difficult to sustain. Jim Sleeper, a former Daily
News columnist and New Republic contributor, argued that rainbow coalitions were 
doomed to fail as demographics changed and new immigrant groups entered Ameri-
can society. As Sleeper put it, “old style civil rights” politics failed to appeal to new 
minorities, while others felt betrayed by such movements.81

Black commentators viewed Dinkins’s defeat in several ways. Some blamed rac-
ism, saying, “People feel betrayed . . . people feel that we as black Democrats played 
by the rules, and the rules were changed.”82 Others believed that Dinkins had “pan-
dered too much to whites,” failing to campaign enough in black communities. Some 
blamed the black community itself, as one campaign worker for Dinkins remarked 
acidly, “We got what we deserved and I love it.”83 When asked if the lack of mobiliza-
tion of his base constituency may have contributed to his defeat, the former mayor 
demurred. Dinkins argued that Staten Island contributed heavily to his defeat, saying, 
“That’s what hurt me more than anything else. People can say Crown Heights, they 
can say this, they can say the other, I’m saying Staten Island.”84

Black intellectuals appeared as split over reasons for Dinkins’s loss as the larger 
community. Wilber Tatum, publisher of the New York Amsterdam News, denounced 
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the mainstream media for failing to present Dinkins’s tenure as mayor and his cam-
paign for reelection honestly.85 Tatum acknowledged the Times endorsement of the 
incumbent but claimed that “their news and editorials” undermined his hopes of 
gaining reelection. Others, including white journalists, pointed out similar media 
failings. Village Voice writer Wayne Barrett supported this view; he noted media bias 
in several areas, arguing that Giuliani’s past seemed to be ignored by the city’s major 
papers and media.86

African American Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Les Payne commented that 
Dinkins had taken his support within the black electorate for granted, placing too 
much emphasis on winning over white voters.87 Bob Herbert argued that Dinkins 
had been elected not because he would eliminate crime or enhance quality of life, but 
rather because “Mr. Dinkins [would] calm things down . . . if Mr. Dinkins had been 
perceived as aggressive, he could have forgotten about being elected.” According to 
Herbert, Dinkins suffered from the tranquility that had settled upon the city such 
that “in a calmer atmosphere voters can look more closely at the conditions in which 
they are living.”88

Black intellectuals’ opinions regarding Dinkins’s failures varied as widely as the 
electorate itself, but several common themes emerged: Dinkins’s lack of black mobili-
zation, especially among the poor; fear of crime; media bias; racial bias; and his own 
failures of leadership.

Conclusion

Ultimately, David Dinkins entered office in difficult times. The city’s financial situ-
ation, union obligations, debt payments, and shrinking tax base all contributed to 
limit his options. His promised social programs were slow to develop, leaving many 
of his minority constituencies frustrated and disillusioned. His probusiness policies 
produced budget surpluses by 1992, but these were then overshadowed by the Gar-
cia shooting, the September police riots, and the August 1993 release of the Crown 
Heights report. His accomplishments—more affordable housing, new city contract-
ing laws, balanced budgets, crime legislation, and the Beacon school programs—were 
often overshadowed.

The former mayor could not outflank a Republican candidate on issues tradi-
tionally thought to be GOP strengths, such as crime and economic growth. He was 
unable to galvanize his base constituencies to offset increased turnout in Staten Island. 
Incremental losses among Jews, white liberals, and Latinos allowed increased white 
mobilization to overwhelm his term’s “gorgeous mosaic.”

Rudy Giuliani took office in 1994. Receiving the lion’s share of credit for crime 
reduction, he had continued many of the provisions that preceded him, a fact that few 
writers noted. Neighborhood policing, which has been praised for helping to reduce 
crime in New York, began under Dinkins. The Beacon School Program also garnered 
support from Giuliani and was later used to his political advantage. Race played a 
part in Dinkins’s defeat, but so too did his failures in the stewardship of the city. Eth-
nic conflict and his response to it, especially after having been elected as a “healer,” 
undermined his strongest personality trait. Rather than appearing conciliatory, he 
seemed detached and out of touch. This allowed those few white voters that defected 
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to excuse themselves for voting against him, while dulling black and Latino turnout. 
It is very possible that Dinkins lost his bid for reelection due in part, to his race. Had 
he been white, perhaps voters would have been more forgiving of his inconsistencies. 
Yet, segments of the black and Latino population had not forgiven him for his imper-
fect four years, reducing turnout in both communities. Blacks and Latinos expected 
more of Dinkins because of his race, despite the fiscal limitations placed on him by 
an economy in recession. In contrast, whites expected him to cool racial tensions 
because of his race, despite the fact that the mayor had little control over outbreaks 
of spontaneous social rage. In the end, because of race and the differing expectations 
it brought for each ethnic or racial constituency, David Dinkins was left with little 
political space in which to operate.
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C H A P T E R  3

City Politics and 
Black Protest

The Economic Transformation 
of Harlem and Bronzeville

Derek S. Hyra

Much of the literature on black politics claims that African Americans are 
the most politically uniform group in the United States. According to Pinderhughes 
(1997, 77), a leading expert on black politics, “The African American population 
consistently displays the clearest signs of . . . political cohesion; their homogeneous 
behavior arises out of distinctive historical experiences.” If this were true, we might 
expect similar political behaviors surrounding the economic redevelopment and gen-
trification of two historic black communities. However, Harlem, in New York City, 
has a different level of protest politics associated with its revitalization as compared 
to Bronzeville in Chicago. In Harlem, public dissent and protest is ubiquitous, while 
oppositional voices in Bronzeville are muted. This difference is rather puzzling, since 
these communities have very similar racial and socioeconomic characteristics.1 One 
major distinction between these two neighborhoods is that they are embedded within 
cities with drastically different political landscapes. Therefore, I investigate whether 
the unique citywide political environments in New York City and Chicago influence 
internal community debates.

Exploring the dynamics related to civic engagement and public dissent within 
black communities is particularly important since African Americans, compared to 
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whites, are more likely to participate in nontraditional political action (Verba and 
Nie 1972). For instance, African Americans are more likely to affect their commu-
nity through civic groups than by voting. Although many survey studies investigate 
individual and community-level determinates of black political action (e.g., Cohen 
and Dawson 1993; Marschall 2001), few studies explore how conditions beyond the 
community affect informal political engagement. By comparing the extent of pro-
test politics related to Harlem and Bronzeville’s redevelopment, this study explores 
whether the structure of citywide political environments affect contested politics at 
the community level.

Harlem and Bronzeville have been American symbols for concentrated poverty and 
social isolation for the last forty years. These inner-city communities, however, are now 
experiencing rapid economic development. Harlem, once known for its boarded-up 
buildings, crack houses, and high mortality rate, now boasts health spas, quaint bed 
and breakfasts, boutique stores, and posh restaurants. Harlem brownstones, which the 
city could not give away at one time, today command prices from $1 to $2 million. 
Moreover, mainstream chain stores such as Marshalls, the Body Shop, and Starbucks 
have recently opened on the main business strip of 125th Street. Bronzeville, the 
Harlem of Chicago, has not experienced large-scale commercial development, yet 
its transformation is very apparent. Real estate values are rising faster than the city’s 
average, and unprecedented amounts of high-rise public housing developments have 
been demolished and replaced with half-million dollar luxury condominiums and 
town homes. Major financial institutions that neglected the community for decades 
are now eager to make loans and are even establishing new branches in the area. As the 
title of an article in a recent real-estate publication claims, “Bronzeville is Booming.”2

There has been a substantial amount of positive media attention concerning the 
economic development in Harlem and Bronzeville. However, there is little commu-
nity consensus about the redevelopment that is occurring, since it is associated with 
displacement. Taylor (1944, 149) notes in her study on the reemergence of Harlem, 
“Improvement efforts in Harlem have stoked the fires of controversy.” Generally, 
homeowners in both communities view this development trend as a blessing and hope 
this reinvestment returns these areas to their legendary glory days. Others, however, 
fear that unrestricted development will bring soaring rents and housing prices beyond 
the reach of many current residents. Smith (2000, 163) describes Harlem’s develop-
ment as a catch-22. He states, “Without private rehabilitation and redevelopment, the 
neighborhood’s housing stock will remain severely dilapidated; with it, a large number 
of Central Harlem residents will ultimately be displaced and will not benefit from 
the better and more expensive housing.” This same dilemma applies to Bronzeville. 
One newspaper article states, “Bronzeville is going the way of any number of newly 
gentrifying city neighborhoods—nice if you’ve got the money.”3

The redevelopment of Harlem and Bronzeville provides a unique opportunity 
to explore the role of black organizations and institutions in the process of trans-
formation. While many revitalizing inner city areas experience an influx of white 
residents (Smith 2000), these two communities are developing economically with 
little racial changeover. According to the 1990 and 2000 censuses, Harlem is approxi-
mately 80 percent African American, and in the last ten years the white population 
only increased from 1.5 percent to 2 percent. Bronzeville’s racial composition has 
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remained stable, moving from 95 percent to 92 percent African American during the 
same period. The affluent populations moving into these communities are upper- and 
middle-income African Americans. Thus, these two communities are perfect localities 
to study aspects of black civil society.

Dawson (2000) argues that the extreme level of racial segregation in America, as 
documented by Massey and Denton (1993), justifies the study of black networks 
and institutions. In this chapter I define black civil society as “institutions and social 
networks formed by individuals who participate . . . in some type of public-oriented 
collective action” (Dawson 2000, 3). As stated earlier, much of the past literature on 
black politics claims that African Americans act in similar ways. While numerous 
residents in these areas are elated by the economic revitalization, several black-led 
organizations are attempting to preserve a place for low-income people who comprise 
45 percent of the population in these communities.4 Since these communities are 
similar on many levels, one would expect equivalent levels of support and opposi-
tion from residents and black-led organizations in both neighborhoods. However, the 
degree of “contested politics” or “black activism” (Jennings 1992) associated with the 
redevelopment processes is drastically different. Harlem is full of public dissent, while 
activists in Bronzeville are reluctant to challenge the development process.

This circumstance is plausibly related to the distinct citywide political contexts of 
New York City and Chicago. New York City and Chicago are cities with different 
political landscapes. In Chicago the structure approximates a one-party system with 
strong central control, while New York City’s political formation is more decentralized 
and diverse, a difference that has been repeatedly noted since the 1950s (Fuchs 1992; 
Greenstone and Peterson 1976; Mollenkopf 1991; Wilson 1960). These unique politi-
cal milieus at the city level might facilitate specific norms of political engagement (see 
Clark 1996; Putnam 1993) at the neighborhood level. Hence a comparison of Harlem 
and Bronzeville can answer a major question: do political differences at the city level 
translate to alternate circumstances at the community level, and if so, are these distinc-
tions affecting the civic engagement of black-led organizations and institutions?

Ample research suggests that a city’s political structure matters for several impor-
tant outcomes. For instance, district elections, compared to citywide council elections, 
lead to larger overall voter turnout (Bridges 1997). Additionally, more centralized city 
political systems facilitate less public dissent throughout the city and smaller budget 
deficits (Fuchs 1992). Last, strong machine systems, compared to weak party city 
governments, limit contested politics in low-income neighborhoods (Wilson 1960). 
Since the structure of a city’s political system influences several outcomes, it seems 
reasonable that the normative and structural differences in city-level politics might 
also influence levels of activism and resistance within African American communities.

Comparative literature suggests a link between citywide political environments 
and African American community politics. For instance, Ferman (1996) posits that 
alternate political climates affect the likelihood of successful progressive movements 
stemming from minority neighborhoods. She argues that Pittsburgh’s political cul-
ture, with norms of trust and cooperation, facilitates the incorporation of neighbor-
hood demands, while Chicago’s political environment, characterized by suspicion and 
cynicism, remains rigid, controlling, and resistant to change. Further, Greenstone 
and Peterson (1976), in their study of the implementation of Great Society programs 
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in several cities, note the importance of a city’s political climate on progressive black 
institutions. They argue that compared to NAACP chapters in other large municipali-
ties, Chicago’s is one of the least militant because of the local political climate.

Based on my analysis of data collected through a variety of ethnographic proce-
dures, I argue that the political differences between New York City and Chicago affect 
the context within which the redevelopment of Harlem and Bronzeville takes place. 
Political climates at the city levels, in particular distinct structures and norms for 
political engagement, affect the public debates connected to the redevelopment pro-
cesses within these two communities. Evidence suggests that New York City’s diverse 
political system facilitates public dissent, while Chicago’s one-party, centralized struc-
ture inhibits it. My analysis highlights the unique political context of each city as 
an important explanatory variable to understanding the extent of black-led protest 
politics and the redevelopment process in these communities.

Methodology and Approach

The method of this study is an ethnographic, multiple-case design (Yin 2003), com-
monly known as the comparative approach (King, Leohane, and Verba 1994). Some 
criticize the ethnographic method by claiming that it lacks scientific rigor; however, 
by conducting a comparative study, I increase the analytic power of this technique. 
Furthermore, most studies on black politics use survey research, and, as Dawson 
(1994, 13) states, “To understand black politics one needs to draw on many method-
ologies”; thus, this study adds a level of needed depth to black politics research. The 
strength of this approach is that it allows for tacit knowledge drawn from observing 
and participating in people’s everyday lives. This is one of the first studies on black 
politics to employ a comparative ethnographic technique. I spent more than three 
years (1999–2001) studying the redevelopment of Bronzeville and considered com-
paring this redevelopment pattern with another community. Using the replication 
logic, I attempted to find a community that matched Bronzeville in many characteris-
tics. Harlem, with its recent economic resurgence and rich African American history, 
was a viable option.5 Starting in January 2002, I moved to Harlem and spent two six-
month periods, between 2002 and 2003, exploring the redevelopment process there.

PLACE

In this chapter, Harlem means specifically Central Harlem. It is located toward the 
northern tip of Manhattan and is bounded by Central Park at 110th Street to the 
south, 155th Street to the north, Fifth Avenue on the east and Morningside and St. 
Nicholas Parks on the west. It houses many culturally significant black institutions 
including the Apollo Theatre; Abyssinian Baptist Church, once led by Adam Clay-
ton Powell, Jr.; and the New York Urban League. Harlem is where Marcus Garvey 
and Malcolm X settled and established their political and social movements. Langs-
ton Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston wrote many of their famous literary works in 
Harlem, and renowned painter Jacob Lawrence lived there as well. Musicians Duke 
Ellington, Charlie Parker, and John Coltrane performed at venues such as Smalls Par-
adise, the Cotton Club, and the Lenox Lounge. During the early and mid-twentieth 
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century, these people and many other African American artists, writers, performers, 
and political leaders developed Harlem’s reputation as the “capital of Black America.”

Bronzeville is the Harlem of Chicago. It is located on the south side of Chicago 
and for the purpose of this study is bounded by Twenty-sixth Street to the north, 
Fifty-first Street to the south, Cottage Grove Avenue to the east, and the Dan Ryan 
Expressway to the west.6 During its heyday, Bronzeville inspired the work of liter-
ary figures such as Richard Wright and Gwendolyn Brooks, as well as artists such as 
Archibald J. Motley, Jr. It houses many important black institutions, including the 
Chicago Urban League, Olivet Baptist Church, and the Chicago Defender newspa-
per, which still sponsors one of the largest annual African American parades in the 
country. Many important political leaders such as Ida B. Wells, Oscar DePriest, and 
William Dawson resided in Bronzeville. In addition, during the 1920s, 1930s, and 
1940s, numerous singers and musicians, including Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong, 
and Earl Hines, performed in neighborhood venues like the Regal Theater, the Palm 
Tavern, and the Parkway Ballroom.

Bronzeville and Harlem are similar on many levels. These communities have 
almost identical histories of development throughout the twentieth century (see Clark 
1965; Drake and Cayton 1993; Hirsch 1998; Johnson 1991; Lemann 1991; Osofsky 
1996; Spear 1967). Both began in the 1890s as white, middle- to upper-income sub-
urbs with exquisite housing stocks, then became culturally significant, mixed-income 
black communities between 1920 and 1940. This was followed by periods of signifi-
cant decline, with population loss and extreme levels of concentrated poverty. Starting 
in the 1990s, these areas began to slowly transition to more mixed-income environ-
ments as property values rose with increased commercial and residential investment.

Aside from their histories, these areas have other analogous qualities. First, both are 
located near the central business districts (CBD) of their respective cities. Proximity 
to the CBD is important because of indications that distance from the primary area 
of business is related to patterns of gentrification (Sassen 2000). Second, both of these 
communities are targets of federal programs, such as the Empowerment Zone Initiative. 
Last, and most important, the 1990 and 2000 censuses indicate that Bronzeville and 
Harlem are similar in social and economic demographics, including racial composition, 
household income, home value, home ownership, and educational level (see the appen-
dix). Moreover, both areas have enormously high concentrations of subsidized housing. 
These similarities minimize the possibility that claims about differences in the extent of 
contested politics are attributed to distinct social and economic conditions.

Although it is important to establish their likeness, these two communities have 
some noteworthy differences. First, Harlem contains more people and is more densely 
populated than Bronzeville. Second, Harlem’s reputation as a symbolic center of black 
life is stronger than Bronzeville’s. Third, different types of displacement are occurring 
in these communities. In Harlem, low-income residents are more likely to remain 
since public housing is not being demolished, while in Bronzeville the public housing 
is being razed, leading to an exodus of many low-income people. In Harlem, displace-
ment is occurring among small businesses and working-class residents who occupy 
private market housing. These differences could lead to alternative explanations about 
the levels of contested politics. However, despite these variations, I argue that there are 
enough similarities between these two communities to warrant a comparative study.
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ETHNOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES

Following in the tradition of other ethnographic studies, such as Gans (1982), 
Pattillo-McCoy (1999), and Whyte (1955), I used a variety of data-collecting tech-
niques, including participant observation, interviews, and archival materials to 
understand the process of redevelopment. While living in these neighborhoods, I 
attended hundreds of community meetings hosted by block clubs, public housing 
tenant associations, coalitions of civic leaders, and social service organizations. I also 
interviewed approximately thirty-five individuals in each community through sched-
uled hour-long sessions. I spoke with heads of public-housing tenant groups, social-
service organizations, community development corporations, elected officials, staff in 
city agencies, and business leaders. In addition, I had countless informal interactions 
with people on the streets and in homes, restaurants, bars, coffee shops, barbershops, 
Laundromats, and recreational centers. Last, I gathered archival material, including 
newspaper articles, city documents, meeting minutes, recent academic reports, and 
census data.

Concept of Protest Politics

Protest politics and opposition are public and private acts of informal collective 
actions taken by organizations and individuals to contest the economic development. 
My notion of protest moves away from nonspecific and abstract forms of resistance 
discussed by historian Robin Kelley (1994). His definition of resistance, such as alter-
native “dress codes,” is too broad for the politics of community development. Power-
ful forces are escalating the real estate markets and only concrete acts of opposition, 
such as protest at public meetings, are likely to slow the development process. I do 
agree with Kelley, however, that community organizations are important mechanisms 
in “black working-class political struggles” (38). In this study, I examine actions taken 
by organizational leaders and everyday individuals in civic forums attempting to 
directly impact public-redevelopment decisions.

Political Contrasts

Harlem residents, compared to Bronzeville’s, are more vocal and almost unruly at 
public meetings. In Harlem, people are more willing to denounce the actions of their 
local politicians and further, the political leaders are more likely to attend public 
meetings where these exchanges take place. After a local official presents at a commu-
nity forum, a woman concerned about rising rents stands and shouts, “The elected 
officials here in Harlem are part of the problem. If I vote for you and you can’t help 
me, you don’t get my vote the next time.” Shouting in public at political officials 
occurs on a much less frequent basis in Bronzeville.

Even though Bronzeville and Harlem are similar communities, they are embedded in 
contrasting political environments. During an interview with a Harlem politician, State 
Assemblyman Keith Wright notes this difference. When asked to describe the political 
environment in New York City, he comments that compared to New York City, Chi-
cago is “more politically stable.” As we continue to talk, he describes how the stability in 
Chicago comes from the fact that it is a single-party, Democratic town, while New York 
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City is more fragmented. He points out that the fragmentation, in part, stems from 
the prominence of the Republican Party in New York City. He comments that this is 
illustrated by the recent elections of two Republican mayors, Giuliani and Bloomberg, 
while he notes that a Republican mayor has not been elected in Chicago since 1931. An 
excerpt from my field notes suggests that the existence of a rival party in New York City, 
to a certain extent, impacts the political environment in Harlem.

I am getting my hair cut in Jackson’s Barbershop on 135th. This is the second time I 
have been there and the barber, Joe, remembers that I live on 137th. As he cuts my hair 
the other barber in the shop asks if we know if there are term limits for the governor. I 
say, “I don’t think so, but I’m not exactly sure.” He replies, “I’ll tell you what, Pataki [the 
Republican governor at the time] is going to win.” Joe, who has lived in Harlem for 36 
years, responds, “After all the money he’s invested in Harlem, I’m going to vote for him.” 
He then stops cutting my hair and says, “I’m a Democrat, but if I like the other candidate 
I’ll vote for him.” The other barber in the shop calls out, “Me too.” Joe continues to cut 
my hair and says, “I am what you call a smart voter; I go by the candidate not the party.”

Joe’s perception that a Republican official is investing in the community suggests 
one party does not dominate Harlem politics. In addition, the lack of loyalty the 
barbers express toward the Democratic Party is an example of the diversity of New 
York City politics.

In contrast, the Democratic Party dominates Chicago politics. During my time 
in Bronzeville, rarely does a political discussion center on a Republican candidate. 
In many local elections in Chicago, no Republican candidate runs due to lack of 
support. People in Bronzeville commonly refer to this one-sided, Democratic govern-
ment system as “the Party” or “the Machine.” Simply put, “In Chicago [the] party and 
the government [are] indistinguishable” (Ferman 1996, 138).

Fuchs (1992), in Mayors and Money, discusses how the diversity in New York City’s 
political system compared to Chicago’s monolithic Democratic machine has conse-
quences for fiscal stability. She argues that during the 1970s fiscal crisis, Chicago 
weathered the predicament because of “the mayor’s ability to control,” while New 
York City’s deficit spun out of control because of its decentralized and fragmented 
political system (16). She declares, “Chicago and New York are at the opposite ends of 
the spectrum,” with Chicago dominated by a hierarchical machine “while New York 
City has more group competition” (251). She contends that this structural difference 
affects the proliferation of protest politics and requests for funding. In New York City 
the fragmented system facilitates constituent demands, while the machine dictates the 
terms of budget negotiations. Although this citywide difference has previously been 
documented (e.g., Greenstone and Peterson 1976), I show that these differences affect 
community structures and norms, influencing internal political debates and actions.

Structural and Normative Differences

The cities’ different government structures are evident at the community level. In 
New York City, the five boroughs are divided into fifty-nine community districts, 
each with its own community board. These boards function as local planning bod-
ies and vote on community development projects in their districts. The community 
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boards in New York City date back to 1947 and officially became part of the city 
charter in 1961.7 They originated as a government reform strategy by creating “com-
peting legitimate entities to neighborhood party organization(s)” (Katznelson 1981, 
142). The community boards are official components of the political system in New 
York City, but they have an “advisory” role. For example, the board members vote on 
development plans but official approval comes from the city council. However, area 
councilmen attend these board meetings, giving members and residents the oppor-
tunity to influence the decisions made by their local politicians. Community Board 
10 presides over Central Harlem. Its meetings are open to the general public and are 
the structural spaces in Harlem where residents and organizational leaders have the 
opportunity to voice their opinions about redevelopment. Every month the board, 
consisting of approximately forty politically appointed residents, meets, debates, and 
votes on community planning proposals in their district. Developers who receive city 
funds are required to present at these monthly meetings.

Chicago has no structural equivalent to the New York City community boards.8

No regularly occurring public forums or gatherings exist for political leaders and 
developers to report their activities to residents. In Bronzeville, public meetings are held 
by community-based organizations, such as the Mid-South Planning and Development 
Commission, the Grand Boulevard Federation, and the Gap Community Organization. 
At these meetings residents are updated on community issues; however, these gatherings 
are not formally connected to the city’s political structure. For instance, developers are 
not required to attend these meetings, and if they show up, they simply present their 
plans without serious consideration of resident input. Furthermore, elected officials 
rarely go to these meetings and when they do the tenor of the exchanges between city 
officials and residents is much different than in Harlem. During elected officials’ visits, 
they are greeted with cordial, almost reverent exchanges.

New York and Chicago have different expectations and norms for political engage-
ment. In Chicago, city officials, whether from the Chicago Housing Authority, the 
City Planning Department, or the local aldermen, are confident in the power of the 
machine and interact with residents in a commanding and almost patronizing man-
ner. One community leader in Bronzeville states, “[Chicago] is the most unusual city 
in the country. No other city functions like this. I’ve lived in Cincinnati, in New York 
City, and in Boston. . . . In these places your representatives actually . . . sit down 
[with you] and act like they work for you. Here nobody [political leaders] works for 
you, you work for them, you know, so that’s the way it is. Maybe that’s only in the 
black community but that has been my experience here, I work for the alderman, you 
know, she doesn’t work for me.” Another community leader in Bronzeville comments, 
“You know in Chicago . . . the aldermen have a tradition of being sort of autocratic 
powers in their wards for the most part and they tend to run things according to 
their own terms and according to their own interests.” In Bronzeville, when elected 
officials speak, people usually praise them or stay silent, while in Harlem residents 
and organizational leaders often raise their voices and publicly castigate their political 
leaders. Distinct party strength, community structures, and expectations for citizen 
engagement within the political systems of these two cities help explain the extent of 
community-level protest politics.
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Debates in Bronzeville

In Bronzeville I attended the meetings of the South Side Partnership, an organiza-
tional membership group that gathers to discuss and act on community issues.9 The 
partnership is composed of approximately fifteen organizations, including a leading 
banking institution, several local social-service agencies, a neighborhood block group, 
a neighborhood planning organization, two local advocacy organizations, two major 
educational institutions, and several area hospitals. Many organizations are themselves 
groupings of smaller block clubs and other service organizations in the community, 
making the membership of the South Side Partnership representative of a diverse set 
of people in the community. I attended and participated in the bimonthly meetings 
of this group for a two-year span between 1999 and 2001.

The city’s plan for public housing transformation is debated constantly during this 
period. The plan calls for the demolition of the majority of high-rise public housing 
buildings in Bronzeville (Chicago Housing Authority 1999). The implementation of 
this plan will result in the displacement of a significant percent of Bronzeville resi-
dents.10 Many social-service organizations in the partnership express concern about 
displacement because a large percentage of their clients live in public housing. Other 
organizations in the partnership, such as the block group association, which is domi-
nated by homeowners, want the public housing removed as quickly as possible. After 
considerable internal debate, the partnership agrees to attempt to influence the reloca-
tion and displacement aspects of the plan. They collectively declare, as stated in their 
meeting minutes, “We need to make a deliberate effort to ensure the current residents 
are able to remain in the community and that redevelopment can and should be done 
without massive displacement.” Toward this end, the partnership decides to invite 
the head of the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) to discuss how the partnership 
can help guide the implementation of the CHA plan. Although the CHA director 
is formally invited, the chief officer for CHA’s development division is sent instead.

The interactions during this meeting illustrate how the political climate is Chicago 
typically differs from New York City. At this gathering, the CHA officer discussed the 
transformation plan in detail. His presentation emphasized that community groups 
and other institutions were eligible for both social service money and management 
contracts for some of the remaining CHA buildings, and it only touched upon the 
consequences for public housing residents. Even though, at prior meetings, the mem-
bers discussed and fiercely debated the issue of displacement, none of the social-ser-
vice agencies questioned the CHA representative about relocation or displacement. 
After the meeting, a social-service agency director showed me a report that indicated 
the extent of displacement outlined in the CHA plan. However, he and others chose 
not to question the CHA representative about the expected level of displacement.

The relationship between Chicago’s centralized, political structure and the lack 
of debate concerning displacement in Bronzeville became evident after I interviewed 
several of the members of the South Side Partnership.

One organizational leader states,

In terms of Chicago politics, there is this thing where you have the strong mayor and 
the weak aldermanic system. So there is the movement afoot to not really challenge 
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the mayor because it wouldn’t be politically astute to really fight [since] . . . the mayor 
has the resources. Some people will always say, “Well, who’s speaking up for CHA resi-
dents?” You know, who’s taking a lead on these things and you look at these organiza-
tions [in Bronzeville] and some of them, us included, are laid back and part of the reason 
why you’re laid back is because you don’t want to upset the pot, because your livelihood 
depends on it. So in a lot of ways people are co-opted through the structure of the way 
their funding works, through the local government, through the whole CDBG [com-
munity development block grant] process.

This comment suggests that the fear of direct reprisals, such as the removal of 
grants from social service organizations and community development corporations by 
the reigning political machine, in part, influence the lack of opposition at the South 
Side Partnership meeting. It is well known in Chicago that the current mayor, Rich-
ard M. Daley, fully supports the CHA plan. The plan originated from his office, and, 
furthermore, he appoints the CHA’s director. Members of the South Side Partnership 
are aware of this relationship and many of the social service agencies receive grants and 
contracts from the city government. Therefore, some of the social services agencies 
and housing advocates do not challenge the CHA plan for fear of retaliation from the 
mayor. Under Daley’s father, Richard J. Daley, who reigned as mayor of Chicago from 
1955 to 1976, “the slight hint of militancy was enough to bar a group from being 
funded” (Fuchs 1992, 263), and this norm of retaliation against grassroots opposition 
remains a reality in Chicago.

Although some claim that Mayor Richard M. Daley’s administration is not as 
heavy-handed as his father’s (Clark 2001), others argue that it contains many of the 
same qualities (Betancur and Gills 2004; Grimshaw 1992; Simpson 2001). Because 
of the Shakman decree, a law making it illegal to fire public employees for politi-
cal reasons, patronage positions are less available today; however, Richard M. Daley 
quickly built a new machine by consolidating power once he was elected. According 
to Grimshaw (1992, 217), a political scientist who specializes on Chicago politics, 
Daley’s early actions in his administration “effectively disempowered groups that had 
been empowered by [Harold] Washington,” Chicago’s first black mayor. Grimshaw 
concludes, “The few black ward leaders with a genuine commitment to reform are 
now doing the suffering, ducking for cover, issuing private complaints, and waiting 
more or less patiently for happier days to arrive” (224).

The strength of the current administration is well documented. A Chicago Tribune
writer comments, “Since being elected in 1989, the current Mayor Daley has used 
his considerable political skill to slowly neuter the City Council and re-create a new 
version of the Democratic machine that is nearly as potent as his father’s.”11 Simpson 
(2001), a former member of Chicago’s city council and professor of political science, 
argues that even though the current mayor does not hold an official position in the 
party, as his father did, he effectively controls the political scene in the city. Through 
the use of the carrot (city grants, contracts, and campaign support for aldermen) and 
the stick (the removal of party and city support), Richard M. Daley has created a new 
political machine known as “machine politics, reform style” (Grimshaw 1992).

The ability to administer direct sanctions is associated with Chicago’s central-
ized, Democratic-dominated political system. As a current alderman in Bronzeville 
explains, “Chicago politics is like a feudal system, where Mayor Daley is king and the 
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aldermen are the lords and ladies of their wards.” This level of political centralization 
and control inhibits public debate around issues such as displacement in Bronzeville. 
One community activist in Chicago insists that public dialogue and debate on dis-
placement and redevelopment in Bronzeville is virtually absent. When speaking about 
the massive demolition of CHA high-rises in the community, he rhetorically asks, 
“How can this be happening . . . with so little public discussion, public challenge, 
[and] public scrutiny?” He continues, “There is no public discourse remotely com-
mensurate with the gravity and scale of what’s happening.”12

Another recent study highlights the lack of sustained dialogue and organizing 
efforts around public housing in Chicago. Venkatesh (2000) notes a lack of politi-
cal engagement by longstanding social service organizations in the Robert Taylor 
Homes, a project in Bronzeville. He asserts, “Only three agencies [of the many that 
surround the housing project] saw the need to intervene on the behalf of Robert 
Taylor tenants in politicized matters” (201). One resident, interviewed by Venkatesh, 
comments, “The [social service organizations] all just say they got to protect them-
selves . . . against what?” My findings suggest that normative expectations of political 
consequences are one reason why many of these institutions are not more politically 
involved.13 While the political environment in Chicago is hierarchical and residents 
and organizational leaders in Bronzeville are, at times, intimidated by public officials, 
residents and politicians are on more equal footing in Harlem.

Debates in Harlem

The open political environment in New York City allows Harlem’s community lead-
ers and residents to publicly attack and question their elected officials and real estate 
developers. After a developer presented his proposal for a new market-rate housing 
development at a Community Board 10 meeting, a resident asked, “What is the price 
for a two-bedroom?” The developer responded, “It will cost between $250,000 and 
$3000,000.” A woman sitting next to me stood up and shouted, “Families for these 
units ain’t coming from Harlem!” She then turned to a city housing department 
employee and explained that it angered her that developers were receiving city funds 
to build housing beyond the means of many current Harlem residents.

In Harlem, numerous community meetings, forums, and conferences focus on 
gentrification. The Harlem Tenants Council, an association that advocates for afford-
able housing and tenants rights, sponsors several of these gatherings. When local 
political figures attend, residents and community leaders air their redevelopment con-
cerns. During one session, a local housing activist described to a group of concerned 
residents how Harlem’s economic development threatens its cultural integrity:

The activist tells the residents that many black landlords are renting to whites and not 
blacks. One woman in the crowd shouts out, “It’s disgusting.” The activist follows this 
by saying, “The elected officials, they know about it.” She speaks about how the local 
politicians engage in symbolic politics by changing the signs of the streets, like Lenox to 
Malcolm X but that “if Malcolm knew what was happening on 125th and Lenox he’d 
be turning over in his grave.” Lenox Avenue at 125th now has a Starbucks, McDonalds, 
and an AT&T cell phone store, and there are plans to build a Gap store across the street. 
She says how some people think the Gap mural on 125th, which is up on President 
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Clinton’s office building, looks nice because it has Danny Glover on it wearing a Gap 
button-down shirt, but she shouts, “I don’t see anything around there looking African.” 
She then says, “We have a managerial class [of African Americans] in Harlem from 
places like Harvard and Yale,” who are orchestrating the redevelopment for “outside 
wealthy white folks.” She continues, “You know what [the director of the Upper Man-
hattan Empowerment Zone (UMEZ)] does with plans that come from the community. 
This is what he does,” as she vigorously tears up a piece of paper and throws it into a 
nearby garbage can. She explains that she has been trying to get the attention of the 
chairman of the board of directors for UMEZ, to have the director removed.14

While it is apparent from this excerpt that intraracial class conflict and the inter-
racial divide are perceived as critical factors in the redevelopment process, my central 
point is to demonstrate that public displays of dissent, especially ones directed at local 
officials, are far more common in Harlem.

A plausible explanation for why groups in Harlem are more vocal is the diverse 
structure of New York City politics. New York City, Greenstone and Peterson (1976, 
39) note, is “the pluralist’s dream.” Others describe New York City’s political land-
scape as “an ethnic ‘poker game’” in which no single group commands most of the 
chips, providing “numerous entry points” for contested politics (Abu-Lughod 1999, 
417). Community groups in Harlem are able to obtain resources from a variety of 
places, allowing them more latitude to be vocal on development issues. In fact, many 
community organizations receive funds controlled by both Democrats and Repub-
licans. With local structures such as the community boards and, more important, a 
weak party system, no person or group, as in Chicago, controls the political process.

With a more diverse political system and formal local structures for public dia-
logue, the issues surrounding the redevelopment and displacement in Harlem are 
heavily debated in public forums. Bill Perkins, Central Harlem’s former council-
man, is quoted in a New York Times article saying, “There’s a growing, small entre-
preneurial movement that is screaming about unaffordability of commercial spaces. 
This we hear loudly in Harlem” (italics added).15 Many businesses and residents in 
Bronzeville face a similar situation; however, public opposition and debate is con-
siderably less apparent.

The Palm Tavern versus Smalls Paradise

The different structures and “rules of the game” in New York City and Chicago 
politics are illustrated by exploring the processes by which two historic businesses, 
the Palm Tavern in Bronzeville and Smalls Paradise in Harlem, are redeveloped. The 
transformation of these properties indicates how the local political context—that is, 
the structures and norms for political engagement—facilitate contested dialogue in 
Harlem, while the political landscape in Bronzeville inhibits it.

The Palm Tavern is a bar and nightclub in Bronzeville where many jazz greats 
played. It is located on Forty-seventh Street, just a few blocks east of Martin Luther 
King, Jr., Drive. Drake and Cayton, in Black Metropolis, note that Forty-seventh Street 
in the 1940s was the social center of Bronzeville. Today, Forty-seventh Street still has 
some viable businesses but, as a whole, is rundown. To stimulate development, the 
city designated the street a redevelopment area and a tax increment financing district 
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and condemned and seized certain structures along Forty-seventh Street. The Palm 
Tavern, which was operating at that time, is shut down. Many leaders in Bronzeville 
claim that the closing of the Tavern occurred without sufficient public input.

In an article on the closing of the Palm Tavern, Harold Lucas, a longtime resident 
and preservationist who heads the Bronzeville Tourism Council, states,

I don’t know of any community participation [concerning the tavern], and I’ve lived 
around the corner [from Forty-seventh and King] for 15 years. What we’re talking about 
is maximum feasibility participation and citizen involvement. . . . Do political agendas 
supersede the will of the people? In this case, I guess they do. It’s absolute demagoguery. 
. . . The city wants [development] on their terms—that’s the problem. . . . They [local 
officials] should represent the entire community, not just represent your own fiefdom 
and act like lord over the people and violate the public trust.16

Lucas is not the only person concerned by the way the Palm Tavern was closed. 
In the same article, Ron Carter, the former head of the Forty-seventh Street Mer-
chants Association, states, “Bottom line, there has been no business and community 
participation. . . . There was no opportunity to take part.” He recounts that when 
he was head of the Forty-seventh Street Merchants Association, city plans to seize 
the land for redevelopment were being made. However, he claims that city officials 
were constantly telling him and other Forty-seventh Street merchants that such plans 
did not exist. During an interview, one community leader commented that trying 
to find clear and accurate information on city redevelopment plans was like Mission
Impossible. The city’s lack of clear communication with business owners and residents 
inhibits the ability of citizens to act.

There was very little community dialogue and protest concerning the takeover 
of this site. The local alderman at the time, Dorothy Tillman, was virtually silent. 
Alleged handouts or payoffs by the city surrounding this situation had been reported. 
Some speculated that “the flow of money into the neighborhoods has effectively muz-
zled former critics such as Ald. Tillman,” who had “benefited from major projects” 
in her ward “partly funded by the city.”17 Furthermore, the owner of the tavern, who 
rents the property, received $100,000 from the city for the memorabilia in the bar.18

The tavern is now boarded up while infrastructure improvements are made in the 
area. At this point, the city has not announced the future use of the tavern. However, 
there are plans to redevelop Forty-seventh Street and make it into a blues district for 
tourists.

Like the Palm Tavern, Smalls Paradise in Harlem showcased many famous jazz 
musicians and big bands in the 1930s and 1940s. The building where Smalls once 
operated is located on the southwest corner of 135th Street and Adam Clayton Pow-
ell, Jr., Boulevard and has been abandoned and boarded up for several years. When 
news came that Abyssinian Baptist Church’s development corporation planned to 
redevelop the site with the use of public funds, opinions were mixed. The point of 
contention was the church’s plan to include an International House of Pancakes on 
the ground floor. In comparison to the tavern case, the redevelopment process of 
Smalls was more open and transparent.

Activists publicly opposed Abyssinian’s plan and took their concerns to Harlem’s 
Community Board 10. At one meeting, Henry Michael Adams, a local historic 
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preservationist, sought the board’s support to obtain an emergency designation for 
Smalls Paradise from the city’s landmark commission. If enacted, it might prevent the 
pancake restaurant from being built on what Adams considered a historic site. During 
the meeting, Adams told the board and the seventy attending residents, “There is a 
law called the Historical Housing Preservation Act, which prohibits landmarks from 
being impaired with federal and state funding, and since we have the Empowerment 
Zone in our area, and since they have ignored this act. . . . It seems to me very impor-
tant for this board . . . to identify [and preserve] all of the historically significant, 
architecturally significant and culturally significant structures in Harlem that make 
up the African American cultural capital.”

The board, by majority vote, approve to support the emergency landmark desig-
nation for Smalls. However, the city’s landmark commission ignored the community 
board vote, and Abyssinian continued with its initial plans. At the redevelopment 
groundbreaking ceremony, Adams and his small group of activists protested the event, 
shouting repeatedly, “Save Paradise, save Harlem.”19 As The New Yorker reported, 
Reverend Calvin Butts of Abyssinian stated during the ceremony, “Our goal here 
today is economic revitalization. Now, you hear some people . . . say they want to save 
Harlem, Save Harlem. Sure. But you know what wise men say. They say, money on the 
wood makes the game go good. And so I need the money to save Harlem. So I went to 
the politicians with my hat in my hand . . . [and] these people came through. Through-
out the ceremony, Adams continued to shout, “Save Harlem now. Save Harlem from 
pancakes.” Shortly after the event, Butts, speaking to reporters about the protest, said, 
“The issue is economic. Land marking, preservation—these things cost money. Maybe 
they add twenty percent to your costs. If you’re waiting on the money to do preservation 
work, that retards your progress. And Mr. Adams, much as I respect his position and 
appreciate him as an individual, a person—I don’t think he’s got any money.”

The protest at the community board and outside of the groundbreaking ceremony 
did little to affect the original plans for Smalls, but Adams’s voice and others were heard. 
What is important is that it was a relatively open process in comparison to the situation 
with the Palm Tavern. Few opponents in New York City complained of covert develop-
ment plans. Abyssinian’s Development Corporation regularly presented at the Com-
munity Board 10 meetings, and residents were aware of their plans. The redevelopment 
of Smalls was an open public process, at least compared to the Palm Tavern situation, 
where city authority was used to acquire properties and viable establishments, while 
residents and business leaders were shut out of the planning process.

Discussion

The political contrast between New York City and Chicago is important for under-
standing the role of black organizations in Harlem and Bronzeville’s redevelopment. 
Chicago’s monolithic structure inhibits debate concerning redevelopment, while New 
York City’s decentralized, fragmented, and diverse political system facilitates it. My 
results coincide with Fuchs (1992, 276), who claims that the structure of the “Demo-
cratic machine” in Chicago enables the mayor “to control the demands of neighbor-
hood groups.” I have made the case that Harlem and Bronzeville are very similar, and 
that different levels of political discourse surrounding redevelopment is a function 
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of city-level political circumstances. My study suggests that the features of citywide 
political structures affect black protest, a finding echoed in the social movement lit-
erature (McAdam 1982).

Often research on black civil society involves large-scale survey research of indi-
viduals, which sometimes fails to capture key variables that affect black organizations. 
This study looks at two comparable African American communities with analogous 
black institutions. It demonstrates that although black attitudes often appear identical 
in the aggregate, organizational behaviors can differ based on the metropolitan politi-
cal climate. Katznelson (1981, 200) asserts that when conducting urban community 
research, “it proves necessary to comprehend how external social forces pattern and 
inform local events and behavior.” I suggest that city-level political structures, “exter-
nal social forces,” pattern behaviors and events related to the process of redevelopment 
in both Harlem and Bronzeville. Aspects of black civil society act differently based 
on alternative structures and norms (e.g., expectations for political consequences) in 
these two communities. These findings are equivalent to certain assertions in James 
Q. Wilson’s seminal study Negro Politics. Wilson comments that black “politics can-
not be understood apart from the city in which it is found” (23). My findings also 
illustrate this point: in order to understand the actions of black institutions, the met-
ropolitan context in which they are embedded must be considered.

Methodological Concerns and Limitations

My overall argument has several concerns and weaknesses. First, one tension running 
through this project, common to ethnographic field research, is the constant move-
ment between observation and theory, an oscillation between inductive and deductive 
inquiry. When I arrived in Harlem, I had a broad agenda. I wanted to understand the 
factors related to its development so that I could compare this circumstance to those in 
Bronzeville. My initial framework had been influenced by the urban literature repre-
sented by such works as Sassen (2000), Wilson (1996), and Logan and Molotch (1987). 
These studies highlight external community conditions such as economic globalization, 
the national economy, and federal policies as central to neighborhood development. 
However, in Harlem I was struck instantly by the differences in local political behaviors 
and the broader citywide and political landscape, as noted by Fuchs (1992). Thus, my 
research focus developed from both my observations in the field and factors highlighted 
by previous research. Therefore, my aim is not to test theories concerning city politics, 
community politics, and urban development, but to generate findings, questions, and 
hypotheses that critique past research and contribute to further explorations.

Second, even though I spent sufficient time in both neighborhoods, my data are 
a small sample of meetings, organizations, and individuals in these communities. To 
alleviate this limitation, I focused on organizations that are well known in these com-
munities and represent different factions, such as antigrowth and progrowth interests. 
I would argue that my sample is representative since after presenting various commu-
nity leaders with a list of the meetings attended and people contacted, I was often told 
that I have spoken with the main players. However, due to the immense size of these 
communities, I only interacted with a tiny fraction of the people and organizations 
important to the economic development process.
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Third, I make some sweeping generalizations about the similarities of these com-
munities in order to isolate the political environment as a potentially important vari-
able. Although there are many striking similarities between these two communities, 
there are several important differences. For example, Harlem’s reputation as the “Black 
Mecca” is stronger than Bronzeville’s standing within black America. Harlem’s sym-
bolic meaning as the most important black community in the country might make 
its redevelopment more controversial. It is possible that there exists greater sentiment 
toward Harlem resulting in a higher level of resistance to the gentrification process 
(Firey 1945).

Fourth, there are more individuals in Harlem (see the appendix). This demo-
graphic difference may lead to higher levels of progressive politics in Harlem sim-
ply due to the greater number of people. However, I am confident that if I were 
to incorporate parts of other African American areas surrounding Bronzeville, my 
results concerning limited contested politics would remain stable. Fifth, the distinct 
type of displacement occurring in the two communities might affect the level of pro-
test politics. In Harlem, displacement is occurring more among those residing in the 
private market, whereas in Bronzeville, the majority of those being removed live in 
public housing. Private market renters often have more financial resources and thus 
may have greater levels of political participation. Based on this potential confounding 
variable, my argument concerning the relationship between the contrasting political 
contexts and alternative behaviors might be overstated.

Finally, other striking differences at the city level could be related to the level of 
contested politics. For instance, Manhattan’s real-estate market might be tighter than 
Chicago’s. Further, the level of racial segregation in the two cities is different: Chicago 
is more segregated than New York City (Massey and Denton 1993). While there is 
some fear that whites will move to Bronzeville, there seems to be greater concern that 
whites will infiltrate Harlem. This perception in Harlem may be related to the high 
level of controversy and protest politics surrounding its redevelopment.

Further Research

The contrasting political climates in New York City and Chicago may affect the 
intensity of debate concerning redevelopment and displacement in Harlem and 
Bronzeville. An important question becomes, will the increased debate in Harlem 
alter public policies geared toward accelerating development? Both communities are 
part of the federal Empowerment Zone Initiative and are also being affected by newly 
enacted national public housing reform (i.e., the Quality Housing and Work Respon-
sibility Act of 1998). Moreover, sections of these communities are business improve-
ment or tax increment financing districts, which provide incentives to stimulate 
economic growth. These federal and local policies might be implemented differently 
depending on the amount of local resistance. The relationships among the citywide 
political contexts, internal community debates, and the execution of public policies 
need to be further explored.
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Conclusion

A major shift, the bifurcation of the income structure, is occurring within black 
America. While a large proportion of African Americans are experiencing increased 
income and wealth, others are seeing their prospects for sustainable living diminish 
(Dawson 1994). As this is taking place, certain African American inner city areas, 
such as Harlem and Bronzeville, once mired in poverty, are beginning to experi-
ence resurgence, as middle-income blacks are returning to the communities a past 
generation fled. However, the situation is associated with the displacement of many 
low-income individuals and small businesses. As a result, certain members of these 
communities are voicing dissent related to the recent economic changes occurring 
in these neighborhoods. This chapter demonstrates that in order to understand the 
function of segments of black civil society in the community transformation process, 
it is vital to examine how distinct city politics, that is, unique political structures and 
norms, affect the actions of black-led organizations. Thus, while noting that global 
and federal forces affect black civil society (Dawson 1999), it is equally important for 
scholars to acknowledge the influence of metropolitan-level dynamics.

Appendix

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Table A1. Population by community area

1980 1990 2000

Bronzeville* 89,441 66,549 54,476

Central Harlem 105,641 99,519 107,109

* Douglas and Grand Boulevard community districts.

Census data.

Table A2. Percentage of population black and white by community area

Black 1990 (%) White 1990 (%) Black 2000 (%) White 2000 (%)

Bronzeville 95.0 2.5 92.0 4.0

Central Harlem 88.0 1.5 77.0 2.0

Census data.

Table A3. Median household income by community area

1980 1990 2000

Douglas $14,377 $10,577 $24,835

Grand Boulevard $11,640 $8,371 $14,178

Central Harlem $10,872 $13,252 $19,920

Census data.
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Table A4. Median home value by community area

1980 1990 2000

Douglas $25,900 $124,632 $208,499

Grand Boulevard $23,400 $61,601 $179,849

Central Harlem $53,873 $199,025 $250,000

Census data.

Table A5. Percentage of owner-occupied units by community area

1980 (%) 1990 (%) 2000 (%)

Bronzeville 5.6 5.5 10.0

Harlem 3.5 4.6 7.0

Census data.

Table A6. Percentage of population with BA or higher by community area

1980 (%) 1990 (%) 2000 (%)

Bronzeville 8 13 18

Harlem 5 10 15

Census data.

Notes

 1. Owing to high levels of poverty and changing class structures in these communities, some 
might expect that intraracial class conflict would be related to the level of support or pro-
test. Class antagonism is a line of research and theory I explore elsewhere (Hyra 2008). 
In this chapter, class discord can be seen as a control variable since both communities are 
experiencing similar levels of income diversification and intraracial class conflict.

 2. Barry Pearce (2001, August), “Back to Bronzeville,” New Homes.
 3. Curtis Lawrence (2001, August 5), “Saving Bronzeville,” Chicago Sun-Times.
 4. I define low income as households that earn under $15,000. These percents come from 

the author’s tabulation of the 2000 census.
 5. While conducting research in Bronzeville, I tracked Harlem’s redevelopment from a dis-

tance. I chose Harlem, in part, because I am familiar with it. I grew up in a northern suburb 
of New York City and while in high school played for a basketball team based in Harlem.

 6. There is some controversy surrounding the present boundaries of Bronzeville. The des-
ignated Bronzeville area described in this study consists of the Douglas and Grand Bou-
levard districts. This area is smaller than the original Bronzeville outlined by Drake and 
Cayton (1993) in Black Metropolis. Most of the community leaders I spoke with viewed 
this smaller area as today’s Bronzeville. However, some still considered sections of adjacent 
districts, such as Washington Park and Northern Kenwood/Oakland part of the broader 
Bronzeville community.

 7. The authority and form of the community boards have changed several times. Their present 
structure resembles the 1975 revision of the city charter (Fainstein and Fainstein 1991).

 8. A few communities in Chicago are designated as conservation areas and these areas have 
entities that function similar to the New York City community boards, but these structures 
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are rare (see Pattillo 2007). There is no conservation area in Bronzeville. Further, the 
mayor is influential in appointing members to these “community boards.”

 9. The South Side Partnership was established in 1989. The participating groups came 
together in order to advocate for educational improvements in the community. Since 
that time the partnership has broadened its mission to include community development 
concerns.

 10. Cory Oldewiler and Brian Rogal (2000, March), “Public Housing: Reading Between the 
Lines,” Chicago Reporter.

 11. Andrew Martin (2002, August 11), “Hizzoner’s Doormat,” Chicago Tribune.
 12. There are some groups external to Bronzeville that are creating dialogue and putting 

forth progressive actions concerning displacement, such as the Coalition to Protect Public 
Housing. Many of these groups, however, are not black-led, nor do they have established 
relationships with the internal organizational structure in Bronzeville.

 13. Based on spending over six months at one of the public housing projects in Bronzeville, I 
would also argue that political consequences are one of the reasons why onsite organiza-
tions, such as the Local Advisory Councils, which are made up of residents, are not more 
vocal about displacement.

 14. Direct excerpt from my field notes.
 15. David Dunlap (2002, February 10), “The Changing Look of the New Harlem,” New York

Times.
 16. Jeff Huebner (2000, December 1), “Whose Blues Will They Choose?” Chicago Reader.
 17. Andrew Martin (2002, August 11), “Hizzoner’s Doormat,” Chicago Tribune.
 18. Beverly Reed (2001, June 25), “Palm Tavern Owner Surrenders to City’s Offer,” Chicago

Defender.
 19. Adam Gopnik (2002, April 22–29), “Harlem for Sale,” The New Yorker.
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C H A P T E R  4

Toward a Pragmatic 
Black Politics

Fredrick Harris

The election of Senator Barack Obama as the fourty-fourth president of 
the United States has changed the contours of African American politics for years if 
not decades to come. His election, in many ways, symbolizes the maturation of black 
politics; from the protest tradition through the process of incorporation as players in 
the political system to the possible beginings of a process of normalization. As a style 
of politics rooted in protest and the quest for dignity and full citizenship, is black poli-
tics turning a corner and entering a new phase that spells the demise of its existence 
in the American political landscape? Will black politics become like the politics of 
other ethnic groups, such as the Irish and the Italians, in which individuals from the 
group benefited from ethnic voting patterns and inter- and intragroup connections 
as a stepping stone up the political ladder without making direct policy demands on 
behalf of their kin? Is it possible that black politics will vanish into the vast ocean of 
mainstream American politics?

Or have blacks become more pragmatic about electoral politics, demanding less in 
terms of policies that target black communities and seeing themselves more as indi-
viduals and Americans than part of a stigmatized racial group whose economic and 
political fates are bound with “the black community”? These are questions to ponder 
as African Americans consider the implications of president-elect Obama’s successful 
presidential campaign for the practice and substance of black politics. What is the 
meaning of a campaign that received strong support from black communities on 
behalf of a candidate that played down the existence of racial inequality in American 
society and made no direct promises of targeted public policies that would assist in 
eradicating those inequalities?

Symbolism and Universalism

Many commentators and analysts asked whether the Obama campaign’s approach to 
wooing black support was more about symbols than substance. Certainly, the 2008 
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campaign cycle was not the first time that a Democratic Party nominee for president 
had used symbols rather than policy positions to gain the support of black voters. 
Indeed, some would argue that the Democratic Party’s attempt during the Clinton 
campaigns of the 1990s to distance itself from issues that were in the mind of white 
voters associated with blacks—crime, welfare, and affirmative action—was important 
to the party’s success. And many consider President Clinton’s three-strikes-you’re-out 
Crime Bill and his signing of the Welfare Reform Bill before the 1996 election as a 
betrayal to his loyal black constituents. Nevertheless, President Clinton was able to 
maintain the confidence of black voters by appointing African Americans to visible 
positions in his administration and through his extraordinary ability to emotionally 
connect to black audiences.

Critics have also argued that symbolism over substance characterized aspects of 
Senator Obama’s relationship to black voters during the campaign while others argued 
that Obama was deploying a wink-and-nod approach in gaining support from black 
voters. There was little difference in the policy positions of the two leading candidates 
during the Democratic Party primaries, which partly explains why black opinion polls 
showed that black likely voters were split between Senator Hillary Clinton and Sena-
tor Obama before the Iowa Caucus. Indeed, the left-of-center domestic policy posi-
tions of former Senator John Edwards were closer to the preferences of black voters 
than the two leading Democratic candidates.

Many black opinion-makers felt that if Obama advocated policies that would 
explicitly address issues facing black communities his campaign would have been 
derailed by his rivals in the primary and general election. Obama’s “race-neutral” strat-
egy is a campaign strategy that minority candidates have been using since the 1980s. 
Fearful that white voters would be turned off by policy positions that steered too 
closely to black interests, black candidates running before majority or near-majority 
white constituencies have to adopt campaign strategies that deemphasize their race. 
These strategies deemphasize or neglect discussions about racism but take up the ban-
ner of racial unity and public policies that appeal to all citizens as a way to allay the 
concerns of white voters. While this can be a winnable strategy for black candidates 
running in statewide and national campaigns, it often leaves issues that are specific to 
the concerns of black voters off the public agenda.

Senator Obama noted during the campaign that his positions on health care, 
the economy, and education appealed to all Americans, not just to African Ameri-
cans. Echoing themes of the need for personal responsibility among blacks that first 
emerged in presidential politics during the Reagan era, Senator Obama delivered 
speeches before majority black audiences about the need for personal responsibil-
ity and tolerance but in those very same speeches offered little in the way of policy 
initiatives that address the needs of marginal black communities. Though black vot-
ers enthusiastically supported the Obama campaign, black voters did not hear much 
about how the candidate would deal with the HIV-AIDS epidemic that still dispro-
portionately affects their communities, the astronomical high rates of black youth 
unemployment, racial disparities in health care, subprime and predatory lending in 
black neighborhoods, racism in the criminal justice system, the displacement of low- 
and middle-income blacks in gentrified neighborhoods, or poverty that plagues a 
quarter of the black population.
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Obama and Shifts in Black Political Attitudes

Does Obama’s solid support among African Americans signal a shift in black politi-
cal attitudes from a more liberal to a more moderate or pragmatic perspective that 
acknowledges the existence of racial inequality and racism in society but sees individ-
ual solutions as a cure rather than government intervention? And is a sense of group 
solidarity, or what political scientist Michael Dawson refers to as “linked fate,” dimin-
ishing among African Americans? What does a sense of solidarity mean when half of 
the black population thinks that blacks should get away from thinking of themselves 
as part of a racial group while the other half thinks that black solidarity is important?

Columbia University’s Center on African-American Politics and Society (CAAPS) 
and the ABC News Polling Unit conducted a national survey of blacks, whites, and 
Hispanics by telephone from September 11 to 14, 2008, that asked questions about 
the Obama campaign and feelings about racial group solidarity. The CAAPS/ABC 
News Black Politics Survey was comprised of a national random sample that includes 
1,941 adults. Among the 1,941 respondents, the survey was comprised of an overs-
ampling of African Americans (n = 1032) and Hispanics (n = 315). The survey was 
conducted in association with USA Today. The results from the full survey have a 
two-point margin of error.

If we look beyond the symbols of racial solidarity and gauge how black Americans 
feel about what are the best strategies for group success, black Americans are divided. 
And Obama’s success as a candidate, as well as the messages of personal responsibility 
that Obama delivered before majority black audiences, was well received by African 
Americans. While some pundits were arguing that talking to black audiences about 
taking responsibility for their actions were attempts to shore up support from white 
working-class voters who are more likely to believe that many domestic government 
programs favor blacks, most black voters did not perceive Obama’s speeches that way.

The CAAPS/ABC News survey asked the following: “Obama has made some 
speeches calling on black Americans to take responsibility for their actions and pull 
themselves up in society. Do you think he’s made those comments more to appeal 
to blacks, or more to appeal to whites?” A little more than half of blacks—52 per-
cent—believed that those messages were targeted exclusively to the black community 
while only 12 percent believed the messages were targeted for whites. A quarter of 
blacks—25 percent—believed that the messages were targeted equally for blacks and 
for whites. Clearly, a majority of blacks thought that the messages of personal respon-
sibility from Obama were not an attempt to score points with white voters and an 
additional quarter thought that Obama’s message served dual purposes, as a way to 
communicate to both blacks and whites. This interpretation of Obama’s intention 
in speaking about blacks’ personal responsibility is also reflected in the response to a 
question about whether Obama was addressing issues of special concern to blacks or 
avoiding discussion black issues.

During the campaign, Obama did not address issues traditionally associated with 
the policy priorities of black communities. Obama noted early in the campaign that 
he was concerned about universal policy issues such as health care and education, 
initiatives that would benefit all Americans rather than policies specifically targeted 
toward blacks and other minorities. When the survey asked, “Do you think that as 
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a candidate Obama has been mostly addressing issues of special concern to African 
Americans?” about seven of ten blacks (71 percent) thought that Obama did com-
pared to four in ten Latinos (43 percent) and three in ten whites (32 percent).

As results from the CAAPS/ABC News Black Politics Survey (Figure 4.1) reveal, 
Latinos and whites were more likely than blacks to think that Obama was avoiding 
issues of special concern to blacks. Of the 39 percent of whites who thought that 
Obama was avoiding the discussion of black issues, a majority (58 percent) attributed 
the avoidance not to whether they thought those issues would be unpopular with 
white voters but to Obama’s aim of trying to transcend race. Only 31 percent of 
whites thought that Obama was avoiding speaking about black issues because doing 
so would be unpopular with whites.

Black and white voters in particular looked through different lens when evaluating 
whether Obama discussed issues of special concern to blacks. It is likely that blacks 
perceived universal policy issues and the call by Obama for more personal responsibility 
as speaking directly to the special concerns of African Americans. Whites on the other 
hand may evaluate Obama’s discussions about blacks’ personal responsibility in nonpol-
icy terms and that his emphasis on universal policies as efforts to “reach beyond race.” 
It appears that blacks and whites have been attaching different meanings to Obama’s 
speeches and comments on the need of blacks to take personal responsibility.

But despite blacks feeling that Obama spoke about the special concerns of blacks 
during the campaign and the campaign’s deracialized political strategy, most blacks 
reported that they have personally experienced racial discrimination and a plurality 
feels that racial equality in the United States will not be achieved anytime soon. When 
asked, “Have you personally felt that you were being discriminated against because of 
your race?” approximately three-quarters of blacks reported that they had while nearly 
a quarter—23 percent—reported that they have never experienced racial discrimina-
tion. Of those that reported experiencing racial discrimination, 21 percent reported 
that it happened often, 38 percent agreed that discrimination happened occasionally, 
and 17 percent stated that they rarely experienced racial discrimination. As we will see 
later when we take a closer look at black attitudes toward strategies for group progress, 
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Figure 4.1.  Is Obama Addressing Issues of Special Concern to Blacks?
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the frequency of perceived discrimination among blacks has a strong influence on 
determining what course of action is good for the group.

The CAAPS/ABC News Black Politics Survey also asked the following: “Do you 
think blacks have achieved racial equality, will soon achieve racial equality, will not 
achieve racial equality in your life time, or will never achieve racial equality?” As 
shown in Figure 4.2, the results from black respondents indicate that despite the prog-
ress that the country has made in wake of the Obama candidacy, African Americans 
are considerably less likely than whites and Latinos to see racial equality being accom-
plished in their life times. Only 11 percent of blacks reported that the nation has 
achieved racial equality compared to 39 percent of whites and 25 percent of Hispanics. 
A larger percentage of blacks felt optimistic about the prospects of the country achiev-
ing racial equality in the immediate future. Forty-one percent of blacks compared to 36 
percent of whites and 41 percent of Hispanics think that racial equality in the United 
States will happen soon. However, a substantial core of the black population is skeptical 
about the prospects of the country achieving racial equality—44 percent believe that 
racial equality will not be achieved in their lifetimes or will never be achieved. A smaller 
proportion of whites (20 percent) and Hispanics (25 percent) are pessimistic about the 
prospects of the nation achieving racial equality compared to blacks.

Two Black Americas, One Candidate

Though Barack Obama received universal support from African Americans, across 
social class and political ideology, African Americans are divided over what should 
be the best strategies for improving the status of blacks as a group. These strategies 
involve protest over mainstream approaches, whether blacks should think of them-
selves as individuals or as part of a group, should play down their racial identity 
in order to advance in American society, or see themselves primarily as blacks or as 
Americans. These questions are part of the subtext of the Obama’s use of a deracialized 
political strategy that includes the candidate’s emphasis on Americans getting beyond 
racial, ethnic, and religious divisions.

When asked the standard survey question measuring a sense of shared fate with 
other blacks (Do you think what happens generally to black people in this country 

Figure 4.2  Have Blacks Achieved Racial Equality?
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will have something to do with what happens in your life?), 64 percent of blacks share 
a sense of linked fate with other blacks compared to 32 percent who expressed that 
they do not share that sense. One of the most important factors that distinguish those 
who feel that they have a shared fate and those who do not is perceived experience 
with racial discrimination. Blacks who report that they are frequently discriminated 
against are more likely to express stronger feelings of shared fate with other blacks 
(74 percent to 23 percent) than blacks that report never having been discriminated 
against (48 percent to 47 percent).

However, despite the recognition in the general population among a majority 
of African Americans that blacks share a similar fate in American society, African 
Americans have divergent views about how to achieve group success. For instance, the 
CAAPS/ABC News Black Politics Survey asked whether black respondents agreed or 
disagreed with the following: “Blacks should stop thinking of themselves as a group 
and think more of themselves as individuals.” Those agreeing with the statement 
would be less supportive of racial group solidarity. An affirmative response would 
also reflect a perspective that is more in line with a core value in American soci-
ety—the virtue of individualism—and reflects the viewpoint blacks should become 
more assimilated into American society. On this question blacks are nearly evenly 
divided—49 percent think that blacks should stop thinking of themselves as a group, 
while 48 percent disagree. There are small educational differences in the black popula-
tion to the response of this question, suggesting that class matters less in how black 
communities think about the questions of whether they should think of themselves 
as part of a group or as individuals. However, one factor that does matter is, again, 
perceived racial discrimination. Only 36 percent of blacks that say they are often 
discriminated against agree that blacks should think of themselves as individuals; 60 
percent of blacks that often experience racism disagree. But for those blacks who 
reported never experiencing racial discrimination, 66 percent believe that blacks 
should think of themselves as individuals compared to the 30 percent that disagree 
with the statement.

Not only does half of the black population express support for blacks thinking 
more of themselves as individuals, nearly half of the black population feels a greater 
national loyalty than racial group loyalty. Respondents were asked, “In your own 
personal identity do you think of yourself as black first, as American first, or what?” 
Reflecting the divisions in attitudes toward blacks thinking of themselves more as 
individuals, 45 percent reported thinking of themselves as black first while 46 percent 
think of themselves American first. About 5 percent of the respondents report think-
ing of themselves as equally black and American. Like the other indicators measur-
ing attitudes toward group strategies for success, there is virtually little variation in 
response to this question by social class. Once again, perceptions of racial discrimina-
tion are one of the main factors that separate those who exhibit stronger racial group 
loyalties than national loyalties.

Turning to a question that reflects support for a “deracialized” strategy for black 
progress, the CAAPS/ABC News poll asked, “Do you think that blacks have to play 
down their racial identity to get ahead in American society, or do you think blacks 
can express their racial identity and still get ahead?” Again, as a matter of group strat-
egy for mobility, black Americans are divided. Nearly half—49 percent—think that 
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blacks have to play down their racial identity to get ahead while 46 percent believe 
that blacks can express their racial identity. Thus, for those blacks who believe that it 
is important for blacks not emphasize their racial identity to get ahead, the Obama 
campaign’s deracialized political strategy would not have presented any contradictions 
or concerns to them.

Additionally, blacks are also divided over whether protest is an effective tool for 
group progress. The CAAPS/ABC News Survey asked black respondents whether 
they agreed or disagreed with the following statement: “Black people would improve 
their position if they spent less time protesting and more time working within the 
system.” A slight majority of blacks—51 percent—agreed that blacks would improve 
their position in society if they spent less time protesting while 43 percent disagreed. 
Those blacks reporting never experiencing racial discrimination were more likely, by 
10 percent, to believe that blacks would progress if they worked more within the 
system (60 percent).

Conclusion

These results indicate that there are fundamental differences within black commu-
nities about what are the best strategies for group progress. The Obama candidacy 
has either heightened these differences or benefited from these shifts in more mod-
erate, pragmatic public opinion in black communities. Given the debates over the 
past decade about the role of personal responsibility in black America—first initiated 
during the 1980s by black and white conservatives and more recently by Bill Cosby—it 
should not come as a surprise that African Americans are divided over whether society is 
to blame or if blacks as individuals making bad choices are to blame for the social ills fac-
ing black communities. It will be interesting to see if the deracialized campaign strategy 
will be the same approach that president Obama deploys as a governing strategy when 
it comes to domestic social policies. While the absence of discussions by a presidential 
Democratic candidate on how to deal with poverty and racial inequality would have 
raised eyebrows among black political elites in the recent past, the turn in the discourse 
toward politics of respectability and away from the government’s responsibility in assist-
ing the poor has, in a subtle and at times not so subtle ways, helped to elect the nation’s 
first president of African descent. Welcome to the new black politics.
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C H A P T E R  5

On Black Leadership, 
Black Politics, and the 
U.S. Immigration Debate

Mark Sawyer

We must learn to live together as brothers, or perish together as fools.
—Martin Luther King, Jr.

In the wake of the massive mobilization of immigrants in the United States in 
the spring of 2006, I have looked in fascination and sometimes concern at the lack 
of response from black leadership. While for some the response to anti-immigrant 
legislation has been formally clear, given the potential for racism and human rights 
abuses, the response from black leadership has been extraordinarily muted. In the 
context of that vacuum, the media has portrayed the feelings of African Americans 
as ranging from anti-immigrant to ambivalent. Many African Americans are fearful, 
some are hateful, and some just do not care. Black leadership has failed to grasp what 
is at stake in this debate and continues to fail to articulate a clear message on a number 
of social and economic issues of relevance to the African American community. On 
moral grounds, African Americans must stand by their tradition of being the guiding 
light for freedom and human dignity in the United States and around the world and 
support the legalization of the more than 12 million people in the United States who 
are struggling for basic rights and desperately trying to obtain what so many Ameri-
cans take for granted: their citizenship. However, we as a community and leaders of 
our community must educate ourselves and make sure the media do not allow fear to 
drive our choices. But how do we fill the vacuum?

The immigration debate engages age-old questions for African Americans. Booker 
T. Washington, in his famous Atlanta Exposition Address, urged U.S. industrialists 
not to turn to unknown foreigners who might take the country in unknown and 
negative directions, but to work closely with the known quantity of African Ameri-
cans (Washington 1995). However, Washington and current black leadership both 
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have failed to understand the ongoing nexus between conceptions of race, nation, and 
citizenship and the dynamics of racial exclusion and class issues. These are especially 
salient in the post–civil rights era. When Washington’s counterpart (and sometimes 
nemesis) W. E. B. Du Bois proposed the concept of double consciousness, it was in 
profound recognition of the tension between a black identity placed outside of the 
boundaries of being authentically American (Du Bois 1987). The same has been the 
case for Latinos and Asians, who are consistently constructed as both racialized and 
colonial subjects within the United States. Thus, while we recognize that Latinos are 
not a “race,” not even in our nonscientific folk conception of such, we still understand 
that Latinos—and especially Mexican Americans—have in many cases what is known 
as racialized ethnicity (Martin-Alcoff 2000; Grosfoguel 2003). That is, they are per-
ceived to be endowed with a set of negative and immutable characteristics that, like 
African Americans, make them unassimilable and therefore unworthy of full citizen-
ship rights. Why, then, is this not seen as a civil rights issue?

Much of black leadership, academia, and the media have accepted a hegemonic 
definition of the civil rights movement that focuses primarily on the social dimen-
sions of racial exclusion and thinks of civil rights in entirely domestic terms. This nar-
rative ignores the more inclusionary aspects of racial domination, that is, the process 
of labor exploitation, cultural appropriation, colonial disruptions, and forced and 
semiforced migrations that have been the hallmark of the development of Western 
nations in general and the United States in particular (Sawyer 2006). Thinkers and 
activists such as W. E. B. Du Bois, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr., Paul Robe-
son, A. Philip Randolph, James Baldwin, and Ella Baker saw the process of racial 
oppression of African Americans in the United States as intimately related to earlier 
processes of slavery and colonialism and the aggressiveness of U.S. foreign policy in 
the region (Plummer 1996; Von Eschen 1997; Dudziak 2002; Singh 2005). African 
Americans were not brought to this country simply to be the objects of racial hatred, 
genocide, and cultural destruction, but also in order to integrate them into a political 
economy of race that allowed them to be simultaneously dehumanized and exploited 
for their labor (Robinson 1991; Du Bois 1995).

There is nothing new about Mexican migration or migration from Central Amer-
ica and the Caribbean, and it all follows a similar pattern. The racist and nativist 
rants against Mexicans in particular, but also against Dominicans, Asians, and other 
migrants, demonstrate this integrative process. The employability of Latinos in Amer-
ica’s worst jobs demonstrates how the construction of illegality and its maintenance 
through the racialized rhetoric of the perpetual, and inferior colonial foreign sub-
ject, both legally and in practice, marks undocumented migrants (particularly brown, 
indigenous ones) for labor exploitation and segmented participation in labor markets.

This is not to deny the psychological and at times psychosexual nature of racial 
animus. However, it is to note that if we make the mistake of thinking of racial 
oppression as only about creating social distance, we miss the workings of political 
economies of race that seek to extract labor at an unfair price from racialized domestic 
and immigrant populations. Thus, the history of U.S.–Mexico relations and efforts 
such as the Bracero Program, as well as U.S. colonial adventures in Central America 
and the Caribbean, demonstrate the link between our current immigration debate 
and the inextricable connection between race, racism, and nation. If we understand 
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U.S. racism and white supremacy in their international forms in relation to colonial-
ism and slavery as well as in racial constructions of national belonging that repeat 
themselves in places like the United States, Canada, and Europe, we then understand 
that the struggle for rights for immigrants and against labor and other forms of exploi-
tation is not a struggle that is alien or beyond the concern of African Americans. It is 
only if we hold a domestic and social definition of the civil rights movement that we 
can turn a deaf ear on the concern for immigrant human rights.

We also must recognize the racialized and frequently racist language that has char-
acterized the immigration debate in ways that should give African Americans pause. 
Samuel Huntington’s book Who Are We? set off a profound debate on Latinos and 
immigration (Huntington 2004). Singling out Latinos (and especially Mexican 
migrants), Huntington suggested that they are unassimilable and pose a threat to the 
Anglo-Protestant culture that has made America the great country it is. Pundits such as 
Lou Dobbs and Patrick Buchanan have taken a similar line in attacking Latinos. How-
ever, some Latino academics and commentators and their liberal defenders have made a 
tremendous mistake in response. In order to reply to Huntington, rather than denounce 
the obvious racism of his attacks, they have taken to emphasizing Latinos’ worthiness for 
citizenship by casting them as “ethnics” in a process of assimilation, similar to Italians 
and the Irish and in negative contrast with blacks. These authors never challenge either 
Huntington’s implicit construction of a “white” dominant culture in America or his 
argument that race no longer plays a role in the life-chances of people of color.

Authors such as Richard Alba, David Hayes Bautista, and Gregory Rodriguez also 
take this line and suggest that Latinos are the quintessential hardworking Americans who 
are seeking to assimilate into the norms and ideals of the United States They emphasize 
that—unlike African Americans—Latinos do not seem to be adopting a “culture of pov-
erty.” The picture is clear. For these pundits, Latino acceptance depends on assimilation, 
racial distancing from blacks, and not adopting an oppositional racial consciousness 
similar to blacks. African Americans are rightly upset by these responses. However, these 
scholars are wrong on both normative and analytical grounds. Clearly, they do not speak 
for the entire Latino community. There is nothing “new” about Latino immigrants: 
Mexicans in particular have been a part of the American landscape for a long time and 
have consistently been racialized as both other and inferior. The virulent reactions to 
Mexicans and their children by white racist and mainstream organizations speak to their 
ongoing racialization in American society. Similarly, these debates ignore the existence 
of Afro-Latinos and black migrants from Africa and the Caribbean.

Thankfully, people on the street are not adopting this stance. Unlike pundits and 
some academics, the people on the street at the immigrant marches saw what they 
were struggling against as racism. Their signs expressed antiracist slogans and chal-
lenged the exploitation of their labor. They made the connection between the idea 
that current immigration policy makes them available for labor exploitation, just as 
Jim Crow and other manifestations of racism continue to make African Americans 
available for labor exploitation. As African Americans have learned to use their citi-
zenship rights to challenge exploitation, employers have shifted to a new source of 
exploitable labor: undocumented immigrants.

While this might lead one to believe that Latinos are “taking African Ameri-
can jobs,” the reality is far more complicated. There is no clear economic data that 
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suggests that Latinos have taken African American jobs where there have been cases of 
employer preferences for Latinos. These employers have tended to use undocumented 
Latinos’ lack of rights in order to guarantee their exploitation. The nexus between race, 
class, gender, and citizenship status reveals a complex web in which employers “pre-
fer” the most exploitable labor, not individuals whom they see as equals, coethnics, or 
conationals. Thus, preference for immigrant labor should not be interpreted as a form 
of assimilation for Latinos. Further, these employers do not see, nor are they creating, 
a path for upward mobility for Latino laborers. This is why whites in places such as 
Orange County, California, simultaneously exploit Latino gardeners, nannies, and pool 
cleaners while developing ordinances to increase deportability, deny educational access 
for their children, and apply restrictive zoning to maintain their marginality (Lacayo 
2007). In this way, Latino barrios are far more similar to South African Bantustans than 
any of us might care to admit. The sting of de facto apartheid is felt just as sharply.

However, this alone does not overcome concerns from the African American com-
munity. One major fallacy that is repeated often is the idea that Latinos have either 
taken African American jobs or are responsible for African American unemployment. 
The history of Los Angeles and other places that have received large numbers of 
immigrants tells a different story. African Americans moved from the South to the 
North and West in massive numbers, not to work as domestics, gardeners, and bus-
boys, but to work in a growing manufacturing sector that offered middle-class wages 
and opportunities for upward mobility. Those jobs that helped build the black middle 
class have gone overseas. They have not been “taken” by Mexican workers. Further-
more, black teachers, postal workers, and bus drivers in the unionized public-service 
sector have benefited from immigration. Immigrants curbed the slide in urban popu-
lations around the country that was causing cutbacks in city budgets and reducing 
public services and jobs for the black middle class. A recent PPIC study reveals that 
workers benefit from immigrant labor in both jobs and wages. These direct effects are 
masked by the countervailing forces mentioned earlier.

What is true is that black and Latino workers share similar difficulties. Blacks 
and Latinos are dropping out of high school at alarming rates. Far from realizing the 
immigrant American dream, Latinos are fast becoming an intergenerational group 
of low-skilled exploitable workers who in subsequent generations face rates of incar-
ceration similar to that of African Americans. To all of our detriment, black and 
Latino political leadership have not pushed a policy agenda that challenges exploita-
tion, deportability, and mass incarceration for black and brown youth. Further, to 
the extent that wages for low-skilled workers are declining, the prudent response is to 
support unionization, human and labor rights, and a higher minimum or living wage. 
The recent efforts to improve the minimum wage and to support “card check” union-
ization that allows workers to overcome intimidation tactics by employers who fear 
workers with rights are steps in the right directions, but how often do African Ameri-
can political elites place these issues at the top of the agenda? These are the issues that 
also link the concerns of African Americans and Latinos together in ways that move 
beyond perceptions of group difference, threat, or both. Unfortunately, there has been 
a significant retreat from these issues on the agendas of national and state politics. As 
the Latino high school dropout rate approaches and tops 50 percent in many com-
munities, we are not seeing the next great American success story but a group that 
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will likely be left behind as the new economy moves forward. Black leadership must 
redouble its efforts on central issues like job development, fair wages, prison reform, 
sentencing reform, crime prevention, universal health care, and quality education. 
These issues that are rarely on the front of the national political agenda are essential to 
both African Americans and Latinos. Further, an enforceable “living wage” is also in the 
interests of African American and immigrant workers of all colors and consistent with 
values of fairness and ethical assistance. Work should pay in America—and too often for 
black, brown, white, and yellow workers, legal or undocumented, it does not.

Even if you do not agree with what I have written so far, it is clear that turning 12 
million people in the United States into felons will not be good for African Ameri-
cans. It will redirect scarce resources toward the capture and incarceration of such 
people. It will make them more vulnerable to employer exploitation and is simply 
inconsistent with values of human rights embodied by the African American struggle. 
The racism inherent in such a policy fuels a beast that again will consign African 
Americans to irrelevance and will cast Latinos into further exploitation. The ordi-
nances being passed by cities and towns to prevent renting to the undocumented 
and that turn migrants into virtual fugitives invite not only discrimination against 
immigrants but also discrimination against all Latinos regardless of status. Legalizing 
racial discrimination anew is a profoundly dangerous road. Furthermore, the policies 
are not meant, as anthropologist Nicholas de Genova suggests, actually to achieve 
deportation of Latino immigrants but to produce “deportability.” Deportability rel-
egates Latino immigrants (and natives, too) to a fugitive status from which they can 
be freely exploited, since they cannot exercise normal citizenship rights under fear of 
deportation. Note that we have been here before with the Fugitive Slave Act, Plessy v.
Ferguson, and myriad aspects of Jim Crow that—while not mentioning race—were no 
less directed at a particular racial group and were no less pernicious.

Perhaps our leaders do not understand how far in reverse we may go. In 2007, 
the Texas state legislature began considering the possibility of challenging the current 
interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment such that children born of undocu-
mented immigrants would not be considered citizens. This radical change in the U.S. 
citizenship regime strikes at a core thread that guarantees those born in the United 
States the rights and some version of the privileges of citizenship. Jus solis rather than 
jus sanguine citizenship rights have been the hallmark of American democracy since 
the abolition of slavery. This is in jeopardy. We are looking toward a citizenship regime 
that will create new forms of racially stratified citizenship that will in turn condemn 
multiple generations of Latinos and other immigrants to marginal status.

Further, the racialized language that casts Latinas as having “anchor babies” in order 
to stave off deportation and attempt to guarantee their own ability to remain in the 
United States bears a striking resemblance to the racist rhetoric that characterizes Afri-
can American women as having children to obtain welfare benefits. This racialized and 
racist language should be shocking to those concerned about America’s racial history.

The prospect of creating new and overtly racial forms of citizenship at the local 
and/or federal level is a dangerous slippery slope that is not merely about policies but 
about fundamental principles of fairness and human rights. This shocking attack on 
a community and the proposals to convert millions of people living in our midst into 
felons drew the convulsive response that constituted some of the largest protests in 
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American history. I attended the May 1, 2006, rally in Los Angeles and the march-
ers saw their struggle as one for citizenship and empowerment and against racism, as 
many of their signs read. Others were in solidarity with displaced African Americans 
from Hurricane Katrina. Immigrants fighting for their rights are not picking a fight 
with black folks. Do we, as African Americans, think we can go it alone and achieve 
our political goals in the future? What about the fact that a good two million Latinos 
are “black,” not to mention African and Caribbean immigrants? What have African 
Americans ever gained from joining with white racists? How will it harm African 
American interests to have twelve million more voters who will likely support more 
social spending, unionization, and a range of other policies that are in line with the 
policy preferences of African Americans and especially the poorest among us?

By supporting this movement and fair, humane, and rational immigration policies; 
a living wage; unionization; and battling racism wherever it exists, African Americans 
can make long-term and powerful political allies. Together, we can transform politics 
in this country rather than play a game of divide and conquer. Like it or not, African 
Americans are no longer the largest minority in the United States. That is a fact that 
will remain unchanged. If we do not stand for our principles and we stand with rac-
ists, we guarantee our own future irrelevancy and moral decline. The bottom line is 
that African Americans need to help move the immigration debate and stand on prin-
ciple rather than on narrow “interests” or “ethnic competition.” That means attacking 
racism and mobilizing around issues that will help African Americans advance. If we 
cannot stand with Latinos on this issue, we will all fall.

The perfect example of this lack of vision was in the ultimately successful Proposi-
tion 187 campaign in California, which attempted to strip basic rights from immi-
grants and garnered a majority of African American votes. It gave momentum to the 
conservative ballot initiative movement and paved the way for Proposition 209, the 
anti–affirmative action initiative, now being considered in other states as a result of its 
wins in California, Washington, and Michigan. There is a domino effect we need to 
understand. African Americans unwittingly sowed the seeds of our own destruction 
by not standing with Latinos on this issue.

On the other hand, victories by forces for democracy, rights, and citizenship can 
have the same momentum. Just as the victory for civil rights by African Americans 
helped create minimum wage laws, more humane and less racist immigration policies, 
and other positive reforms in the United States, this movement can have the same 
effect. Now that Latinos are fighting racism and for citizenship rights, we—as African 
Americans—have a stake in their winning. If they and we win, our next fights will 
be for unionization, expanded voting rights, living wages, more funding to public 
education, and universal health care. These are all issues that immigrants, Latinos, 
and African Americans share. Further, we will also fight for affirmative action together 
because Latinos have been and continue to be supportive of these policies.

Currently, the immigrant rights movements are the most vocal element shattering 
the immoral right-wing orthodoxy in America and fracturing the Republican Party. It 
is great that Latinos are, in many ways, exposing the hypocrisy of the Republicans and 
their failed policies by carrying the struggle to the streets. The power structure fears 
this movement, but if we are righteous, we have nothing to fear. No one imagined 
that such a mass mobilization of people was possible in this era. “Americans are too 
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apathetic, too comfortable, to try to change the world,” they say. But there are those 
among us who see the injustice of racism and exploitation and through their own 
lack of basic rights are best positioned to remind us of how tenuous, incomplete, and 
threatened those rights are. We have all lamented this apathy, but we must be ready to 
act when we see a movement that challenges injustice.

This is an enormous opportunity for us, both politically and analytically. As aca-
demics, we must understand the growth and diffusion of this movement and develop 
strategies and tactics to understand how so many people can be mobilized so quickly. 
Further, we must take advantage of the opportunity to educate members of the Afri-
can American and Latino communities about our shared struggles for meaningful cit-
izenship rights and against either their denial or proffering as second-class citizenship 
of any kind. It is a living struggle, and we must struggle with our friends who share 
our values for justice and who also struggle against racism. As Martin Luther King, 
Jr., once said, “In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the 
silence of our friends.” Thus, it is both pragmatic and righteous to support legaliza-
tion now for the twelve million undocumented immigrants in the United States and 
to support a rational immigration policy that respects human and labor rights above 
ethnic pride and national purity.

Black leadership must now stand on principle. These principles must guide black 
leadership even if in some local contexts Latino labor may mean short-term harm 
to vulnerable black workers. The basic bedrock principles of racial equality and uni-
versal rights have been too hard-fought for African Americans to throw them away 
over a few minimum wage jobs. This is the trade-off that must be discussed in moral 
terms and in terms that articulate what has been our strongest high ground as African 
Americans.
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C H A P T E R  6

The Political 
Orientations of Young 
African Americans

David A. Bositis

Probably the most politically important generational differences among 
African Americans are in the area of partisanship and political participation. Younger 
African Americans are significantly less attached to the Democratic Party than African 
Americans over fifty years old, and their levels of political involvement are consider-
ably lower than their elders. Furthermore, they hold several beliefs, quite different 
from those of their parents and grandparents, that account for their diminished politi-
cal involvement.

There are three main dimensions to these generational changes. First, younger 
African Americans are more likely to identify themselves as political independents 
than older African Americans, and younger African Americans are more likely to have 
a diminished sense of political efficacy. Self-identified “independents” lack attach-
ment to one of the major political parties. They are not “ticket-splitters,” voters who 
cast ballots for both Democratic and Republican candidates. Ticket-splitters generally 
identify with one of the major parties but frequently cast votes for selected candidates 
of the other party. Second, in consequence of their diminished partisanship and levels 
of political efficacy, younger African Americans are less likely to participate politically; 
this includes voting as well as other political activities, such as contributing money 
and working for political campaigns. Third, a significant portion of younger African 
Americans—between one-third and two-thirds—hold several policy views that could 
be fairly described as more Republican than Democratic. These include views on such 
issues as school vouchers and retirement policy.

There are some significant subgroup differences among African Americans under 
thirty-five years old. Younger black women, like all women, tend to be more Demo-
cratic than younger black men. Also, younger college-educated African Americans are 
more likely than those with less education to identify themselves as Democrats. Since 
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younger black women and those with a college degree are more likely to vote than 
younger black men and those with less education, the ballots cast by younger black 
voters continue to be predominantly on the Democratic Party line.

Finally, younger black elected officials, while obviously more politically active than 
younger African Americans generally, share some of the policy issues of their younger 
peers. This suggests that some of the generational trends visible among younger 
African Americans will eventually be manifest among the cadres of elected African 
Americans.

Partisanship

While young African Americans show little attraction to the Republican Party—
with Generation Xers (those twenty-six to thirty-five years old) being the most 
Republican-leaning cohort—they express much less loyalty to the Democratic Party 
than do African Americans over fifty years of age (Table 6.1).1 In Joint Center National 
Opinion Polls between 1998 and 2002, younger African American age cohorts were 
substantially less attached to the Democratic Party than were black seniors (80 per-
cent),2 African Americans between fifty-one and sixty-four years old (77 percent), and 
black baby boomers (71 percent). Black Generation Xers (63 percent), and African 
Americans between eighteen and twenty-five years old (55 percent) were together 26 
percent less Democratic-identified than were black seniors.

Republican identification among all African Americans remains low, with those 
over fifty years being the least Republican (about 5 percent). As noted, Generation 
Xers have tended to be the most Republican-identified cohort over time, averaging 
13 percent Republican between 1998 and 2002, with a high-water mark in 1998 
(26 percent). In general, African American identification with the GOP tends to 
be higher during midterm election years, when state-level races dominate, than in 
presidential years.

One-third of African Americans between eighteen and twenty-five years old, and 
24 percent of those between twenty-six and thirty-five years old, are self-identified 
independents. This contrasts with one in ten seniors, and one in six African Ameri-
cans between thirty-six and sixty-four who identify themselves as independent. Those 
in the youngest age cohort are more than three times more likely than those over 
sixty-five years to identify themselves as political independents.

As is true in the general population, there are partisan gender differences among 
younger African Americans. Black women between eighteen and thirty-five are more 
Democratic (70 percent) than are black men (52 percent) of similar age. Black men 
of that cohort are almost twice as likely to characterize themselves as independent (39 
percent) than younger black women (22 percent). Further, younger African Ameri-
cans with some college or a college degree are more likely to identify with the Demo-
crats (68 percent) than are younger African Americans with a high school education 
or less (54 percent).

Among younger African Americans, there is a generational trend toward not iden-
tifying with the two major parties. That change is being driven by young black men 
and those without college. Thus, the prototypical black independent is a young black 
man with no college experience.
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Table 6.1. Black partisanship by age cohort, 1998–2002

Democratic % Independent % Republican % (N)

1998 1999 2000 2002 1998 1999 2000 2002 1998 1999 2000 2002 1998 1999 2000 2002

18–25 58 58 51 54 33 30 36 34 9 7 9 9 127 123 76 116

26–35 57 67 70 56 17 26 24 29 6 4 5 15 168 149 148 169

36–50 73 66 79 65 13 26 18 21 14 4 4 12 257 248 234 233

51–64 93 69 77 70 5 20 18 21 3 5 3 5 175 234 173 154

65+ 83 80 82 75 8 13 13 16 9 4 1 7 88 140 150 123

Source: Central National Opinion Polls, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002.
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Political Efficacy

Younger African Americans differ from older African Americans not only in their par-
tisanship, or rather lack of it, but also in their lower levels of political efficacy. Younger 
African Americans are less likely to believe that their participation in the political pro-
cess will have a positive impact on their lives (Table 6.2). In surveys, political efficacy 
is measured by a series of questions representing reasons for not voting. When 750 
African Americans between eighteen and thirty-five were presented with this series of 
reasons for not voting in 2000,3 46 percent they always vote; 62 percent of those with 
at least a college degree said they always vote; but only 35 percent of those with a high 
school degree or less said they always vote.

When the younger African Americans who indicated they do not always vote (54 
percent of the total) were asked which reasons applied to them, their responses were 
illustrative of why voter turnout is low among this population—and how they differ 
in their views from older African Americans.4

The first reason the nonregular voters gave for not voting was that “neither candi-
date was worth supporting”; 41.7 percent of black nonregular voters between eighteen 
and thirty-five years old said that was a reason they did not always vote. A majority 
of that cohort (56.1 percent) said they did not always vote because “politicians don’t 
keep their campaign promises.” About one-third said they did not vote because “their 
one vote won’t make any difference to the outcome” (31.4 percent) or that “not vot-
ing is a way to sow dissatisfaction with the system” (33.8 percent). Finally, almost half 
(47.5 percent) of these nonregular voters said they did not always vote because “they 
don’t have enough information about the candidates.” As noted, education is a key 
factor in predicting voting behavior, and those with less education are disproportion-
ately among these nonregular voters.

While there was some variation across various subgroups in agreeing to these rea-
sons for not voting, one subgroup consistently stood out—political independents. 
While 54 percent of Democratic and Republican partisans said they always vote, only 
28 percent of independents said they always vote. Further, the extent of agreement 

Table 6.2. Reasons for not voting, over 50 black population in 1997 and 18–35 black 
population in 2000

Reason for not voting

1997
50+ years

2000
18–35 years

Total % Total % Nonvoters %

Neither candidate is worth supporting 7.8 22.2 41.7

Politicians don’t keep their campaign promises 6.5 30.3 56.1

Your one vote won’t make any different to the 
outcome

0 17.0 31.4

Not voting is a way to show dissatisfaction with the 
system

1.2 18.3 33.8

Don’t know enough about the candidates 5.7 25.7 47.5

(N = ) 245 750 408
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to the aforementioned reasons for not voting was consistently higher among those 
respondents identifying themselves as independents.

The significance of generational differences among African Americans with respect 
to partisanship and political partisanship is quite clear. Older (fifty-plus years) Afri-
can Americans, when asked about these reasons for not voting, generally agreed with 
none of them. Older African Americans are much more likely to be partisans (Demo-
crats) and to vote. While 20 to 30 percent of eighteen- to thirty-five-year-old African 
Americans agree with the aforementioned reasons for not voting, zero to 7.8 percent 
of older African Americans agree with these sentiments.

Political Participation

The changing partisanship across generations in the black population has as yet had 
little impact on its vote5 because the levels of voter participation across the age cohorts 
of the black population vary substantially, with African Americans over fifty years old 
participating at much higher rates than younger African Americans (Tables 6.3–6.5). 
Some of this difference represents life-cycle effects (age is one of the most powerful 
determinants of voter turnout), and young white voters are just as disadvantaged 
relative to older whites. In addition, candidates and the political parties target seniors 
more than younger adults for their get out the vote efforts.

The consequences for black power and representation associated with these dif-
ferent (age-based) rates of participation are significant because of the different demo-
graphics of the Black and white populations. Young adults (eighteen to twenty-four) 
make up 16 percent of the black voting-age population; seniors are only 11.8 percent 
of the black voting-age population. In contrast, young white adults are only 11.4 

Table 6.3. Black voting and registration by ages and gender, November 2000 (census 
population reports)

Report registered Reported voted

Total (N) (%) (N) (%)

Male 10,771 6,416 59.6 5,327 49.5

 18–24 1,838 847 46.1 577 31.4

 25–44 4,900 2.787 56.9 2,304 47.0

 45–64 2,922 1,945 66.5 1,715 58.7

 65–74 739 539 73.0 487 65.9

 75+ 371 299 80.6 244 65.8

Female 13,361 8,932 66.8 7,590 56.8

 18–24 2,106 1,048 49.7 758 36.0

 25–44 5,916 3,924 66.3 3,337 56.4

 45–64 3,662 2,726 74.4 2,425 66.2

 65–74 1,014 779 76.8 707 69.7

 75+ 773 455 79/8 374 54.9
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percent of the white population, and white seniors are 18.7 percent of it. If older 
adults vote at substantially higher rates than younger adults, this demographic dif-
ference (between the black and white populations) represents a substantial structural 
advantage for whites and a disadvantage for African Americans.

In the 2000 presidential election, African Americans over fifty years old turned out 
at a rate of 63.4 percent, almost twice the rate for young black adults (33.8 percent), 
and at a rate 21 percent higher than for African Americans between 25 and 44 years. 
In the 2002 midterms, African Americans over fifty turned out at a rate (54.9 percent) 
more than twice as high as young black adults (19.7 percent), and 48 percent higher 
than for African Americans between twenty-five and forty-four years old.

There are not only generational differences in voting rates, as discussed earlier, but 
there are also significant gender differences in voting rates. In the 2000 presidential 

Table 6.4. Black voting and registration by ages and gender, November 2002 (census 
population reports)

Report registered Reported voted

Total (N) (%) (N) (%)

Male 10,428 5,651 54.2 3,757 36.0

 18–24 1.775 614 34.6 299 16.8

 25–44 4,425 2,278 51.5 1,394 31.5

 45–64 3,175 1,978 62.3 1,470 46.3

 65–74 669 491 73.4 377 56.4

 75+ 384 290 75.5 218 56.8

Female 13,128 8,325 63.4 5,764 43.9

 18–24 1,988 894 45.0 441 22.2

 25–44 5,550 3,400 61.3 2,297 41.4

 45–64 3,863 2,754 71.3 2,086 54.0

 65–74 924 690 74.7 536 58.0

 75+ 803 588 73.2 405 50.5

Table 6.5. Political activity by age cohort

Political activity
18–25
(%)

26–35
(%)

36–50
(%)

51–64
(%)

65+
(%)

Performed volunteer work for a 
political organization in the previous 
year

8 5 19 15 13

Contributed money to a political 
organization in the previous year

5 7 13 12 25

(N = ) 125 176 268 161 84
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election, eighteen- to twenty-four-year-old black women (36 percent turnout rate) 
had a 14.6 percent higher turnout rate than their male peers (31.4 percent); black 
women between the ages of twenty-five and forty-four (56.4 percent) outvoted their 
male counterparts (47 percent) by 20 percent. In the 2002 midterms, the differences 
were even greater, with eighteen- to twenty-four-year-old black women (22.2 per-
cent) having a 32.1 percent higher turnout rate than their male peers (16.8 percent); 
twenty-five- to forty-four-year-old black women (41.4 percent) also outvoted their 
male counterparts (31.5 percent) by 31.4 percent.

There were also generational differences in other types of political activities, namely 
doing volunteer work in politics or contributing money to politics (Table 6.5). Older 
African Americans volunteered for political activities more than the younger cohorts. 
Seniors—most likely due to their advanced age—volunteered at a lower rate (13 per-
cent) than baby boomers (19 percent) and those fifty-one to sixty-four (15 percent), 
but still at a higher rate than those in the younger cohorts. Black Generation Xers 
were again the least engaged (5 percent). In the area of political contributions, con-
sistent patterns by age cohort also emerged, with seniors (25 percent) most likely to 
contribute, and young adults (5–7 percent) least likely to contribute.

Policy Views and Partisan Diversification

The movement of young African Americans from identifying with the Democratic 
Party is likely partially a reflection of a changing policy environment, because on a 
significant number of important public policy issues, a sizable proportion of them—
between one-third and one-half—are sympathetic to Republican Party issue posi-
tions. This represents a generational divergence in the black population, since African 
Americans over the age of fifty are solidly aligned with the Democratic Party in both 
their voting behavior and their issues’ agenda.

Based on the Joint Center’s most recent national survey of African Americans,6

black attitudes on several issues suggest that the Democrats might expect to be less 
successful in appealing to younger African Americans. First, 25 percent of this popu-
lation comprises self-described conservatives and 31 percent self-described moderates. 
On education policy, 66.4 percent support school vouchers for public, private, or 
parochial schools—a signature Republican issue. On social security, a signature issue 
of the Democratic Party, 61.2 percent of young African Americans believe they will 
get back less from social security than what they pay in, and a substantial 79.3 percent 
favor partial privatization. On the values front, a majority (52.9 percent) of these 
young African Americans attend church at least once a week. These are not insub-
stantial issues, and alone or cumulatively they could have the effect of diminishing 
young African Americans’ political, economic, and psychological attachment to the 
Democratic Party.

As of yet, the compatibility between their views and these Republican issue posi-
tions has meant little due to the overly conservative and predominantly white southern 
branch of the national Republican Party. This keeps young African Americans—when 
they vote—firmly in the Democratic column. However, it also keeps a large propor-
tion of them from participating in the political process.
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Policy Views and Young Black Elected Officials

The differences in policy views between younger and older African Americans are 
somewhat mirrored in differences between younger and older African American 
elected officials.7 The views of younger ones were similar to those of younger Afri-
can Americans generally, and they stood in the same relation to the views of older 
black elected officials as did the views of younger African Americans to older African 
Americans. First, 33 percent of them are self-described conservatives, and 29 percent 
self-described moderates. On education policy, a plurality (49 to 44 percent) support 
school vouchers for public, private, or parochial schools, while more than 70 percent 
of black elected officials over forty years oppose school vouchers. On social security, 
47 percent of young black elected officials lack confidence that social security is going 
to pay future retirees comparable benefits to those received by senior citizens today.

Younger black elected officials remain closer in views to older ones than is true for 
younger and older African Americans in the public, since the youngest black elected 
officials tend to be ten to fifteen years older (on average) than young black adults. 
However, changes in policy views can already be seen between young and older black 
elected officials and are likely to be magnified in the future as more young African 
Americans become elected officials.8

Conclusion

The increasing political independence of young African Americans is more a cause 
for political concern than a welcome development because they lack political choices. 
The reality of the 2004 political environment is that most African Americans, includ-
ing younger African Americans, do not trust the Republican Party to defend their 
interests. Thus, African Americans have a choice between supporting the Demo-
cratic Party or remaining on the political sidelines and having others determine their 
political leaders. To older African Americans, this presents no problem because they 
strongly identify with and support the Democratic Party, and they do not believe in 
disengagement from the political process. A sizable proportion of younger African 
Americans, especially young black men and those with limited education—and lim-
ited opportunity—do not identify with the Democrats, and hence confront a choice 
between supporting the candidates of a party to which they feel no psychological, 
economic, or political bonds, or disengaging from the political process. Their levels of 
participation suggest a majority of them opt for disengagement.

Neither party has probably even entertained the notion that this group of younger 
African Americans should be effectively courted and made a part of their core con-
stituencies. In areas like criminal justice, education, and retirement policy, the par-
ties are indifferent to these individuals. Unfortunately, the U.S. political system has 
laws that effectively enshrine the two major parties in their current status, and that 
is unlikely to change. Since third-party challenges are largely ineffectual within this 
legal framework, younger politically disengaged African Americans will be con-
fronted with limited choices until, at minimum, there is a genuine two-party system 
for African Americans.
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Notes

 1. Joint Center National Opinion Polls in 1996 and 1997 found similar results. In a Joint 
Center national survey of 750 African Americans between eighteen and thirty-five years 
old conducted in 2000, 62 percent identified themselves as Democrats, 6 percent as 
Republicans, and 30 percent as independents.

 2. The figures cited are the averages over the four surveys.
 3. Data are from the Joint Center’s 2000 African American youth survey.
 4. The 1997 data are from the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies 1997 National 

Opinion Poll.
 5. In the 2000 U.S. presidential election, black voters gave the Republican nominee 8 per-

cent of their votes, the lowest share since 1964.
 6. Data are from the Joint Center 2002 National Opinion Poll.
 7. Data are from the Joint Center 1999 National Survey of Black Elected Officials.
 8. For further elaboration on this point, see Joint Center for Political and Economic Stud-

ies, “Changing of the Guard: Generational Differences Among Black Elected Officials” 
(2001).
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C H A P T E R  7

The Case for 
a Neo-Rainbow 
Electoral Strategy

Danny Glover and Bill Fletcher, Jr.

The frustrations of the 2004 election results, and the disappointment with 
the Kerry presidential campaign, led many left-wing and progressive activists to seek 
new solutions to the quandary of the struggle for power in the United States. It is 
within this context that a new or revised approach to electoral politics must be con-
sidered—in this case, an approach that derives to a great extent from the Rainbow 
insurgency of the 1980s, including the 1984 and 1988 presidential campaigns of Rev. 
Jesse L. Jackson, as well as the initial building of the National Rainbow Coalition, 
a progressive, mass-based organization formed under Jackson’s leadership, with the 
stated purpose of developing an independent presence in the electoral arena. The 
approach that Jackson offered—building an organization and campaign both inside 
and outside the Democratic Party—points progressives in the direction we should 
be advancing. In suggesting this approach, we recognize the failure of the Rainbow 
Coalition movement of the 1980s to live up to its potential.

Lessons from the Rainbow

The Rainbow Coalition movement and Jackson’s 1984 and 1988 presidential cam-
paigns were about far more than Jesse Jackson. One may need to be reminded that 
prior to 1983 there was a degree of growing distrust in Jackson in many quarters, in 
part because of the perception of him as jumping from issue to issue, raising a flag, 

This chapter is a longer version of an article published under a different title in the Nation,
February 14, 2005. The opinions expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
represent the views of any organization with which the authors are affiliated.
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and then disappearing to surface on yet another front. Yet, in 1983, the call “Run, 
Jesse, Run” arose in cities across the United States.

Although to many people on the ground it appeared as if the call came from 
nowhere, the reality is that Jackson had a well-developed national base. This base 
was the result of Jackson’s work in the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC), the formation of Operation PUSH (People United to Save Humanity) in the 
early 1970s, the campaigns in which he involved himself (for example, the Save Black 
Colleges movement) and his activity in the international arena. Thus, the emergence 
of Jackson-the-person as a presidential candidate should not have been surprising.

That said, it is critical to note that Jackson’s emergence took place within the 
context of a larger black-led electoral upsurge that witnessed campaigns such as the 
successful Harold Washington run for mayor of Chicago to the unsuccessful but no 
less inspiring Mel King campaign for mayor of Boston. These campaigns were both 
a reaction to the early years of the Reagan-Bush administration and its economic 
attacks on working people and veiled attacks on people of color, as well as being 
focused around the notion of black political power in light of the weaknesses of the 
civil-rights victories from two decades earlier.

Jackson seized the moment to speak nationally on behalf of these movements, but 
he did something even more important than that. He had the vision to articulate a 
set of politics that while based within the African American experience, did not rep-
resent solely a “black candidacy” or “black politics.” In this sense, his effort went way 
beyond that suggested by groups such as the National Black Independent Political 
Party, formed in 1980, to open up a new sphere for black political intervention.

Instead, Jackson tapped into a growing anger and frustration arising on the U.S. 
political scene among groups of historically and newly disenfranchised sectors. He 
spoke to issues of economic injustice while not abandoning the question of race. As 
such, he did not fall prey to the classic error of white populists who attempt to build 
unity by only addressing economic issues. Jackson linked these issues. His appear-
ances before white farmers and workers brought forth a response that hitherto had 
been unpredictable.

Jackson also tapped into three other key constituencies: the African American 
political establishment, the African American Church, and the Left (anticapitalist, 
anti-imperialist forces). Jackson, to put it in its bluntest sense, was not a threat to the 
political base or organization of established black politicians. By seeking to operate at 
the national level, and specifically at the level of the presidency, he was not infringing 
on the sphere of other elected officials. Thus, established politicians could choose to 
hitch their wagons to Jackson or remain separate, depending on their specific objec-
tives. The role of the black political establishment became problematic, particularly as 
the politics of election year 1988 unfolded.

The Left, on the other hand, became a key force both within the 1984 campaign, 
but especially in its aftermath with the construction of the National Rainbow Coali-
tion and the lead-up to and actuality of the 1988 presidential run. Sections of the 
organized Left, ranging from semi-Maoists through social democrats, as well as count-
less independent Leftists, involved themselves in the building of the Rainbow Coali-
tion and the respective campaigns. In many cases, key positions in both the Rainbow 
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Coalition and the campaigns were occupied by individuals who were of the Left (in 
some cases very openly). Mike Davis ends his book Prisoners of the American Dream
with a pointed critique of the failure of sections of the Left to understand the impor-
tance of the 1984 Jackson campaign. By 1988 there was far more involvement by the 
Left, as individuals and organizations sensed that there was something deeply signifi-
cant and different about what was unfolding.

Jackson was additionally able to tap into networks within the African American 
Church. These networks became major sources for campaign leadership and mobili-
zation across the United States. In the 1984 campaign he was additionally able to tap 
into the Nation of Islam, which, breaking with tradition, became integrally involved 
in the campaign in its earlier stages.

What was sensed by sections of the Left, as well as other social forces, was that 
the Rainbow Coalition and Jackson presidential candidacies suggested a means for 
progressive forces to involve themselves in real world politics that were connected to 
a fight for power. No one expected Jackson to receive the Democratic Party nomina-
tion, let alone win the presidency, but the power of the movement and the potential 
for something longer lasting signaled the importance of this initiative.

As obvious as it may seem, it is worth adding that the significance of this move-
ment was also to be found in it emerging explicitly out of the African American 
people’s movement. Thus, this effort was not one with which many of us have become 
familiar: a liberal or progressive white candidate stepping forward, with people of 
color being add-ons. The campaign was black-led but was remarkably inclusive of 
nonblacks. And, as noted earlier, it was not a traditional protest candidacy or a can-
didacy engaged solely in symbolic politics. The entire Rainbow movement, including 
the 1984 and 1988 campaigns, had very specific political objectives. These objectives 
were not always consistent, it should be noted. Within the Rainbow movement and 
the candidacies existed different agendas; sometimes overlapping, other times clash-
ing. In either case, these were agendas that went far beyond simply shouting against 
racism and exclusion.

Let us add a final point. The Rainbow movement and candidacies had both the 
strength and the weakness of possessing a charismatic leader. Jackson is an outstand-
ing leader and speaker, and succeeded in capturing the imagination of millions of peo-
ple. Swift, humorous, well-read, outspoken, and a master at timing, Jackson served as 
the maximum leader for the movement. In doing so, however, he did not consistently 
practice the approach taken toward leadership by his mentor, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
who felt comfortable surrounding himself with very intelligent, independent-minded 
individuals. He did not feel threatened by this. Jackson, on the other hand, seemed 
insecure when he was not in the limelight. Many of his most loyal and hard-working 
supporters found themselves excluded from decision making if they somehow seemed 
to outshine Jackson himself. Loyalty, in the Rainbow movement, came to be based 
on personal loyalty to Jackson himself, rather than loyalty to the movement and its 
objectives. Understanding this helps one to understand the factors that influenced the 
Rainbow Coalition crisis of March 1989. For many people, including significant lead-
ers in the Rainbow movement, silence rather than open disagreement with Jackson 
was seen as the best course of action in the face of differences of opinion.
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DISAPPOINTMENT AND DILEMMA

In a fateful gathering of the executive board of the National Rainbow Coalition in 
Chicago in March 1989, Jackson sealed the fate of the movement that had emerged 
from his two presidential campaigns. In a move that shocked and outraged many of 
his most loyal supporters, he turned the National Rainbow Coalition—the core of 
his movement—into a personal political operation. All hope of a nationwide, mass 
democratic and progressive political/electoral formation faded almost immediately. 
Most local Rainbow Coalitions, with a few notable exceptions, such as Vermont, 
Alabama (which had already become the Alabama New South Coalition), and New 
Jersey, devolved into oblivion. Irrespective of Jackson’s continued progressive rhetoric, 
the political strategy that he had originally advanced was abandoned. Many of the 
most dedicated Rainbow activists turned their backs on him, and in some cases on 
electoral politics altogether.

In the wake of Jackson’s coup against himself, so to speak, and the implosion of 
Rainbow politics, alternative views and strategies relative to progressive electoral and 
mass initiatives began to surface. These included the following:

* The former agricultural commissioner from Texas, Jim Hightower, advanced a 
proposal for a “Democratic-Populist Alliance” to fill the void left by the collapse 
of the Jackson Rainbow Coalition.

* The late, long-time trade union leader Tony Mazzocchi, onetime secretary-
treasurer of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers (OCAW), pressed forward 
with the notion of the need for a Labor Party. Galvanizing thousands of trade 
union activists, the Labor Party was formed in the late 1990s.

* Suggesting a unique and provocative approach to electoral politics, Dan Cantor 
and Joel Rogers advanced a proposal for a fusion approach to politics—later 
undermined by a Supreme Court decision in 1997—whereby independent par-
ties could achieve a separate voting line while votes for said party could also be 
used to support parties endorsed by the smaller independent party.

* Former National Rainbow Coalition Executive Director Ron Daniels decided 
to make a run as an independent for the presidency in 1992, attempting to base 
himself largely among dissatisfied African American voters.

* The populist Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now 
(ACORN), during the 1980s and early 1990s, flirted with establishing its 
own political presence, reminding activists of the history of the Midwest 
Non-Partisan Leagues of the early twentieth century.

* The Green Party emerged on the local level often successfully running for 
municipal and county positions on a progressive platform.

While it is the case that these and other efforts, to varying degrees, contributed to 
advancing discussions concerning independent progressive political action, and some 
efforts more than others gained degrees of momentum, an honest appraisal would 
probably conclude that the balance sheet has not been favorable. This is true irrespec-
tive of intent, commitment, and vision. Something has seemed to have been missing. 
The easiest answer, of course, is that there has not been someone of Jackson’s stature to 
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lead such a new political movement, but such an analysis is superficial at best. It also 
misses the fact that we can do something now to introduce a new political practice.

THE FAILURE OF POST-RAINBOW ELECTORAL INITIATIVES

Time and space do not permit an exhaustive examination of the failure of each post-
Rainbow electoral initiative. The failures had certain things in common but largely 
failed on their own terms.

Among the problems shared in common, however, the conjuncture—the politi-
cal moment—has been an important fact. The Jackson campaigns emerged under 
specific conditions, including the Reagan-Bush era, the demise of the civil rights 
and Black Power movements, and, as noted earlier and most especially, the black-led 
electoral upsurge. Such conditions provided a popular energy reserve that cannot be 
invented out of thin air. While this does not mean that a Jackson-like movement can-
not reemerge, it does mean that understanding the moment is always key in politics 
and that movements cannot simply be replicated, irrespective of the lessons drawn.

The importance of race and the political movements of people of color is an addi-
tional issue that is often overlooked. Certainly Ron Daniels’s campaign understood 
race, but it failed to galvanize much of a mass response for other reasons. Most other 
efforts, however, have failed to appreciate the centrality of race as a central factor in 
the U.S. political scene. Race is not simply an add-on any more than people of color 
should be. Race largely defines U.S. capitalism and has since its founding. Thus, 
attempts to address U.S. politics, issues of economic injustice, and the like, in the 
absence of understanding race, inevitably fail. Certainly the collapse of the Populist 
movement at the tail end of the nineteenth century should be an example for all those 
interested in the future of progressive electoral politics. Yet, despite this historical 
rhetoric, white liberals, white progressives, and all too many white Leftists fail to grasp 
this lesson, evidenced in the practice of most union organizing, community organiz-
ing, and populist political efforts.

Related to race is the issue of a base among communities of color. The Rainbow 
movement not only addressed race as a programmatic and thematic point, but having 
a base among African Americans, this movement gained a certain moral authority to 
challenge the collective injustice of U.S. society. Other sectors rallied to this move-
ment in large part because it was so rooted. This was not a movement of the margins, 
but rather a movement of the dispossessed. The difference is decisive.

Most of the post-Rainbow efforts have failed to grasp the importance of a united-
front approach to politics. Jackson found a place within his tent for various politi-
cal forces. As mentioned earlier, the Left, the Black Church, and the black political 
establishment could be found within the Rainbow movement. This was not, it should 
be noted, a relationship of comparable power between these three sectors. The black 
political establishment and the Black Church were always in a stronger position vis-à-
vis the Left, but Jackson made overtures to include disparate forces, not allowing the 
movement to be defined by one specific tendency. His approach, while not as inclusive 
as Boston’s Mel King (the person who actually rehabilitated the term “rainbow coali-
tion” after its disuse for more than a decade), nevertheless included active outreach 
to and involvement of Asians, Latinos, Native Americans, the women’s movement, 
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organized labor, and the environmental movement. The outreach sought leaders from 
within those movements with which Jackson could ally.

The failures of most post-Rainbow initiatives for the most part shared an additional 
fact in common. They failed to appreciate and unite with a central strategic conception 
of Jackson’s, a conception that made the Rainbow movement that much more relevant. 
The Rainbow movement, exercising the legacy of the Non-Partisan Leagues and the 
Labor Non-Partisan League from the early to mid-twentieth century, was an effort both 
within the Democratic Party but as well existing independently. It is the latter factor 
that made the Rainbow so unsettling to the Democratic Party establishment and why 
they were so anxious to encourage Jackson’s personalist tendencies in undermining his 
own movement (this beginning with the successful effort to discourage Jackson from 
running as an independent for Senate in South Carolina in 1984). However, the former 
factor of also being inside the Democratic Party frightened many people on the Left 
who have had a quite justified skepticism, if not antipathy, to the politics and practice 
of the Democratic Party officialdom. It is this central strategic conception that must be 
revived and serve as a basis for the next round of progressive electoral politics.

THE REALITIES OF THE UNDEMOCRATIC U.S. ELECTORAL SYSTEM

The winner-take-all system of U.S. electoral politics has always been an acknowledged 
obstacle to genuine democracy. Forty-nine percent of the voting electorate can be 
completely disenfranchised due to the manner of this system’s operation. Added on 
to this are the entire conception of voter registration and the complexities of actually 
voting, not to mention electoral theft (as we witnessed in November 2000 in Florida, 
and, indeed, through U.S. electoral history), and the fact that the U.S. system actually 
discourages voting, accommodating itself to something that is cynically referenced as 
a “mature democracy.”

The entire system of electoral politics in the United States encourages party blocs 
rather than ideologically defined or constituency based political parties. The Demo-
cratic and Republican parties, therefore, serve more as united front vehicles pull-
ing together very diverse constituencies. These party blocs are far from amorphous, 
but their manner of construction permits the possibility of electoral victories and 
the ability to overcome the demographic, financial, and other barriers to achieving 
political power for any one particular group. Such a system, in addition to being 
undemocratic, is biased in favor of moneyed interests as well as favoring stability. In 
this sense, the famous nineteenth-century aphorism about the U.S. political system 
remains true: the two political parties are the equivalent of two wings of the same evil 
bird of prey. Yet this aphorism does not replace a concrete analysis of the realities of 
U.S. politics and does not answer questions of strategy.

Major sections of the Left and progressive movements have attempted to avoid 
the practical realities of the undemocratic nature of the U.S. electoral system. Seeing 
in the party bloc system the corruption and dumbing-down of politics, many left-of 
center activists have simply made the call for breaking with the two-party system and 
forming something else. While this may be the correct longer-term goal, such a call 
does not speak in any way as to how one gets there. The Labor Party is a case in point.
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The late Tony Mazzocchi made an eloquent case for the need for the U.S. work-
ing class to have its own political party. Yet, the construction of this party did not 
emphasize a programmatic vision, but rather the willingness of people to support the 
idea of such a party—that is, if one believed that there should be a Labor Party, then 
one should sign onto the party process. First, little attention was given to the political 
character of such a party. Second, the party, being an idea rather than an expression of 
a political project, failed to acknowledge the central importance of the political move-
ments of people of color. While Mazzocchi himself was a strong and dedicated antira-
cist, the Labor Party effort, in basing itself within organized labor, failed to factor in the 
larger political movements that have been essential in shaping and reshaping the United 
States. Third, Mazzocchi correctly cautioned against premature electoral interventions 
lest the Labor Party be forever consigned to the political margins. At the same time, the 
Labor Party had an approach that postponed electoral interventions pending fulfillment 
of a criteria (actually a good approach) but never quite factored in how to address the 
inevitable electoral losses that would be suffered if/when Labor Party candidates ran 
against both Democrats and Republicans (resulting in not only electoral losses to the 
Labor Party but also losses that would favor the Republicans, period).

At the other end of the spectrum have been symbolic runs for the presidency. This 
includes both Ron Daniels’s 1992 campaign but as well Ralph Nader’s 2000 cam-
paign, not to mention the various minor party campaigns that periodically surface. 
Independent candidacies normally have a rationale associated with them. One com-
mon rationale is that they will inspire local activists to run for local office. Another is 
that an alternative must be heralded in order to lay the basis for some future genuine, 
mass-based progressive politics. This is actually just another way of saying that all of 
the existing candidates are bad and that something new needs to be implanted.

Symbolic independent presidential campaigns can bring with them great fanfare, 
and they often get off to an exciting start. Yet, at the end of the day, they tend to 
accomplish little unless they are somehow attached to a political movement. The 
problem is largely to be found in the pragmatic reality of our situation. On election 
day, the voters must decide whether they are content to register a one-time protest or 
whether they will hold their nose and vote for someone who may happen to change 
reality in a manner favorable to the voter. Most U.S. voters choose the more prag-
matic course—or they simply sit out the election altogether.

Independent protest candidacies for the U.S. presidency generally exist outside 
of any notion of strategy. Rather than analyze the actual conditions under which a 
progressive political movement can grow in this country and the necessary building 
blocks, the independent protest candidacies simply assert the need for a new set of 
politics, sort of along the lines of running an idea up the flagpole to see who salutes.

In many respects, the Green Party has taken electoral politics most seriously. While 
they have backed specific independent presidential initiatives, for instance, Ralph 
Nader in 2000, they have tended to concentrate at the local level where they have 
realized some impressive victories. Nevertheless, they too have run into a specific 
quandary: how does one build a political practice that gets beyond school committee, 
town council, and so forth, and challenges for office in larger cities and counties, not 
to mention at the state level? The practice advanced by the Green Party is better suited 
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for nonpartisan elections, ironically enough, but here, too, arises the question of what 
sort of electoral united front they are capable of building beyond a certain scale.

EXPLORING A NEO-RAINBOW APPROACH TO ELECTORAL POLITICS

The failure of most post-Rainbow progressive electoral initiatives has resulted in sev-
eral tendencies: (1) throwing up one’s hands and accepting the terms of operation 
within the Democratic Party, (2) throwing up one’s hands and accepting electoral 
marginalization through symbolic electoral interventions, (3) throwing up one’s 
hands and abandoning electoral politics in favor of what appear to be more pure 
social action movement, or (4) just throwing up.

In some respects, what each of the four tendencies has in common is a degree of 
despair as to the possibilities of a progressive political practice in the electoral arena. 
Overcoming this despair must be tied directly to constructing such a practice because 
in the absence of a credible electoral movement, it is unlikely that any sustained move-
ment for substantive, not to mention transformative, politics in the United States 
will ever see the light of day. Despite the high degree of abstention in the electoral 
arena, there is a deep belief that the system should work, even if it does not. Standing 
on the sidelines criticizing the political system without demonstrating the ability to 
bring into being an alternative is nothing more than a recipe for marginalization. The 
system must, itself, be challenged both as a step toward fighting for political power as 
well as a means of actually demonstrating the fault lines in the system itself.

The problem, then, is one of developing a progressive majoritarian bloc within the 
context of U.S. electoral politics. This is a majoritarian bloc, it should be added, not 
in some idealistic or utopian sense, but rather a bloc within the context of the existing 
political system. Taking up this strategic challenge means coming face to face with the 
problem of the Democratic Party.

As much as many progressives may wish for the replacement of the Democratic 
Party by a Leftist/progressive party of struggle, this is unlikely for the near future. 
The establishment of independent political parties in the U.S. context in the recent 
past has simply failed to ignite widespread populist electoral activity. This does not 
mean, however, that one should expect that the Democratic Party will itself become 
the party of the dispossessed in the United States. That is unlikely, given all the factors 
familiar to progressives.

Instead, activists should look upon the Democratic Party as itself a field of struggle 
and little else. Such a view flows from a realization of the undemocratic nature of the 
U.S. electoral system and the dilemmas that creates. In that context, the fight that 
needs to take place in the electoral arena must take place both within and without the 
Democratic Party. To carry out such a struggle necessitates organization, vision, and 
strategy. It also needs the right core to anchor it in reality and build the sort of united 
front that such an effort or insurgency must represent. These depict the parameters 
for the development of a neo-Rainbow electoral strategy.

Before we explore the potential elements of such a strategy, it is worth mak-
ing some preemptive remarks, so to speak. Experienced activists do not need to 
go through a vitriolic exchange on the nastiness of the Democratic Party or the 
opportunists that often cling to its label. We know that. As mentioned earlier, the 
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Democratic Party exists as a party bloc rather than as a genuine political party. It is 
a front of various forces, many of which are at odds with one another. But it exists 
and is able to sustain itself largely because of the nature of the U.S. electoral system, 
which encourages the tendency toward two-party blocs rather than a proliferation 
of other political formations.

Second, it should be obvious, but it is often not, that discussions about a neo-Rain-
bow electoral strategy are grounded in a desire to win. Many of us on the Left and the 
progressive side of the aisle are so accustomed to losing and existing under siege, that the 
prospect of winning is not only beyond our belief system, but is often scary. Winning 
necessitates political alignments, compromises, and tactics that are often far from pure. 
Winning certainly carries with it the potentiality of selling out. This is a risk, however, 
that any social movement must be prepared to accept if it is in the least bit serious about 
its own integrity and objectives, not to mention the fight for power.

Third, building a strategy around a particular candidacy carries with it profound 
dangers as well. The collapse of the Rainbow movement through Jackson’s personal-
ist decisions and approach were clearly evidence of this. In the more recent period, 
Congressman Dennis Kucinich’s failed bid for the Democratic nomination should 
have been additional evidence. Kucinich’s campaign, particularly in light of his coura-
geous anti–Iraq War stand, could have been a tremendous vehicle for organization 
and political action. It turned out not to be. Kucinich ran into the same problems as 
most white populists in shelving race in the name of economic justice. Additionally, 
he had the wrong core for both a campaign and a movement. While Kucinich could 
have used his campaign—knowing full well that he would not get the nomination—
as sort of a strategy center or springboard for the building of a Leftist/progressive bloc 
of political forces for the long term, his campaign was nowhere near as inclusive as it 
needed to be. Driven, as it was by the demands of the campaign and the primaries, 
there was also little room for the sort of longer-term discussion so badly needed.

Thus, thinking through an alternative electoral strategy really must begin with a 
severing of the connection or dependency between that alternative and a particular 
personality. While an alternative electoral strategy will need strong personalities and 
candidates to champion the causes that must be championed, it cannot rely on or 
expect stability based upon charismatic figures.

Key Elements to Work With

A neo-Rainbow electoral strategy needs to contain the following elements:

 1. An identifiable, accountable organization that operates inside and outside the 
Democratic Party

 2. At its leading core, people of color and a base among African Americans and 
Latinos (not to the exclusion of others)

 3. A united-front approach to growth, encouraging diverse constituencies
 4. Proequality populism in its politics, heralding the unity of the struggles for 

racial, gender, and economic justice as the cornerstones to a larger stand in 
favor of consistent democracy
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 5. A program for change in U.S. foreign policy toward what can be called a demo-
cratic foreign policy

 6. The recognition that while race is the tripwire of U.S. politics, class represents 
the fault line, therefore rooting itself among working people and their issues

 7. The development of a ground-up approach, with ward and precinct organiza-
tions, and a targeted effort to build political power in key strategic zones

Let us briefly summarize these components.
1. An accountable organization operating both inside and outside the Democratic 

Party. Drawing on the history of the Rainbow candidacies and organization, as well 
as other efforts, such as the Non-Partisan Leagues, an inside/outside approach seems 
to most correspond to the actual political constraints of the U.S. electoral system. 
The failure of the Rainbow movement lay not with following this strategy—contrary 
to criticisms often raised by the ultra-Left—but by the failure to build a democratic 
organization that was both sufficiently rooted as well as independent of one personal-
ity. If there was a mistake in 1989, it was that the activists who had truly been the 
foundation of the Rainbow movement permitted a situation to exist where Jesse Jack-
son could carry out the coup against himself with little significant opposition. The 
tendency, even among committed progressive activists, to defer to Jackson’s decision 
was disastrous. The fact, by way of example, that a prominent black elected official 
could say, with a straight face, that Jackson had the “right” to his own organization, 
illustrated the political weaknesses of the movement itself.

To be clear, working inside and outside the Democratic Party means establishing 
an organization—which is not an independent political party, but is an independent 
organization—that runs candidates within the Democratic primaries, runs in non-
partisan elections, and runs independently, all based on an assessment of the actual 
situation rather than on a cookie-cutter format. Working inside and outside the Dem-
ocratic Party does not mean, however, placing a great deal of time and attention on 
occupying specific positions within the Democratic Party itself. Such decisions need 
to be made in the context of a longer-term political strategy.

2. An initiative that has a leading core of people of color. As discussed, the Rain-
bow movement had the advantage of having been based, first and foremost, on the 
black-led electoral upsurge of the early 1980s. In other words, it was rooted in a 
movement. In addition, the core was people of color who linked racial justice with 
broader social and economic justice issues. As such, this effort represented the con-
tinuity of the demand for consistent democracy within the United States. It avoided 
many of the problems of white populism, which seeks an end-run around the ques-
tion of racial justice. While white populism can and often does attract adherents of 
color, it does not achieve a political base among communities of color, at least in 
the current era.

It is not sufficient, however, to have a core that is majority of color. Those in the 
room in the very founding of such an effort must bring credentials to the table, that is, 
they must be leaders in their own right, irrespective of their titles and positions. Thus, 
they must represent a constituency. A neo-Rainbow effort, in other words, cannot be 
defined alone as the gathering of a group of activists, the majority of who are of color, 
but must represent an initiative deeply rooted and carry with it popular credibility.
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A final point: the changing demographics of the United States, along with a dif-
ferent strategic situation, necessitates that a neo-Rainbow approach does not seek to 
replicate the “black and . . . ” approach of the past. The necessity for a partnership and 
the recognition of a key alliance, particularly between African Americans and Latinos, 
must be at the core of renewed progressive politics in the United States.

3. A united front approach. Jackson’s willingness and ability to reach out to diverse 
constituencies marked one of the most significant aspects of the Rainbow movement.

Largely through the activities of the Left, additional constituencies were tapped, 
constituencies with which Jackson had little history. Asians and Latinos, particularly, 
became well-organized segments of the campaigns and movement.

An intriguing aspect of the 1980s Rainbow movement was its ability to gather 
together various political tendencies, including the Left, the Black Church, and seg-
ments of the black political establishment, as noted earlier. The growing class divides in 
the United States and the emergence of more conservative political tendencies within 
the political establishments of people of color made such an effort more complicated 
in later years. Many of the assumptions from the civil rights and immediate post–civil 
rights era could simply not be made. This became evident in black politics when, in the 
aftermath of the U.S.-inspired coup against Haiti’s President Aristide of February 2004, 
the Congressional Black Caucus as a whole was divided on how to respond.

That said, the project of neo-Rainbow politics cannot afford to be a project exclu-
sively of the Left, but it must represent a coalition of Leftist/progressive forces; other-
wise, it will face certain doom.

4. The need for proequality populist politics. This theme has run throughout this 
chapter, so little needs to be reiterated. An anticorporate, antifinance speculation 
approach to politics is essential if progressive politics are to reemerge. This can be seen 
in the works and views of diverse political actors, including Jim Hightower, Michael 
Moore, and Barbara Ehrenreich. Yet, U.S. history repeatedly demonstrates that this 
is insufficient to sustain a progressive alternative. Building the linkage between the 
fights for economic, political, and social justice, and specifically between the fights for 
racial, gender, and economic justice, will lead to a movement resonating particularly 
within communities of color rather than limiting ourselves to social criticism.

When one considers once more the Kucinich campaign in 2004, one sees a missed 
opportunity. As good as his stands were, Kucinich did not represent a breakthrough 
on the race divide. His message was about those things that we have in common but 
did not speak to the Grand Canyon of U.S. reality. As such, he did not position him-
self to be a candidate of people of color, essentially deferring that role to Al Sharpton 
and Carol Mosley-Braun, to different degrees. The latter two, particularly Sharpton, 
became the “race” candidates, and Kucinich became the antiwar and economic justice 
candidate. Neo-Rainbow politics must establish a means of linking these. A similar 
criticism could be made of Ralph Nader in 2000 and again in 2004, who seemed to 
avoid race and racial justice issues like the plague.

Proequality populist politics is fundamentally about inclusion and in that sense is 
not about watering down unity. Jackson began this in the 1980s, for example, in his 
open, public embrace of gays and lesbians at a point when many, if not most, tradi-
tional political leaders kept this sector at arms’ length. Twenty-first-century proequal-
ity populism must be just as courageous and as inclusive.
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5. A democratic foreign policy. One of the strengths of Jackson as an individual, and 
of his Rainbow candidacies, was his willingness to stake out new ground on foreign 
policy. Again, breaking from the notion that the Rainbow movement was simply a 
Black protest movement, the Rainbow movement spoke out on international issues, 
albeit inconsistently.

In light of the international situation during the Bush years and the aggressive, 
maniacal U.S. foreign policy matched by the general spinelessness of the official Dem-
ocratic Party, a neo-Rainbow movement would need to articulate an alternative vision 
of international affairs and foreign policy. This democratic foreign policy, so to speak, 
would need to be built on multilateralism, mutual respect among nations, against 
U.S. interventionism, the search for nonmilitary methods of problem solving, and the 
support of self-determination of nations. While this is not a Leftist program, it would 
represent a significant reform in the realm of U.S. foreign policy.

6. Class and the roots of the neo-Rainbow project. The Labor Party attempted to 
carve out the turf of class as its sphere. In so doing, it handled the question of race 
ambiguously. A neo-Rainbow project and politics needs to look at working people as 
more than simply another constituency—which is the standard approach in estab-
lished electoral politics—but rather look at working people as the fundamental base 
of the neo-Rainbow politics. This means that the language of the movement, as well 
as the literal base areas, must be centered on working people. It also means that labor 
unions should have a central role in building a neo-Rainbow project.

The additional aspect of this is that the neo-Rainbow project itself should have as 
central to its existence the redistribution of wealth and power in the United States and 
the restriction on the right of capital to run roughshod over the people of this country 
and, for that matter, the world.

7. Building with a ground-up approach. The neo-Rainbow project cannot be lim-
ited to being a formal coalition that comes together around a specific candidate or 
set of candidates. First, it must be a national project, although there will need to 
be targeted, geographic areas in which the project will first seek to take root. As a 
national project, it must seek to articulate a compelling social vision that helps to 
break the isolation of Leftist/progressive activists and movements, focusing them on 
the strategies toward and possibilities of achieving political power. At the same time, 
this project must be rooted in communities, through ward and precinct organizations; 
that begins with a process of consolidation of committed activist/leaders (leaders with 
a small “l”) around the mission and vision of the project. To that extent, the project 
must begin not with the notion of launching a candidacy for president, or for that 
matter, a candidate for any other office. Rather, the project must come together with a 
notion of fighting for power and to change the relations of power in the United States.

Building the neo-Rainbow project, then, would be connected with analyzing the 
power structures in various communities, understanding the real issues of the people, 
linking with community- and workplace-based organizations, identifying potential 
candidates for office and the issues around which they should organize their cam-
paigns, and, ultimately, running for office.
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THE FIRST STEPS ARE OFTEN THE HARDEST

In the Rainbow movement of the 1980s we saw elements of what a new type of poli-
tics could be. It led some of us to believe that a political realignment could be brought 
into existence by the beginning of the twenty-first century. For a host of reasons, this 
did not come to pass. Yet we can draw upon that movement for far more than inspira-
tion. We can see in that movement the outlines of a direction that our journey must 
take us. In that sense, while the direction may look somewhat familiar, it will truly be 
a direction toward the fabled undiscovered country—a journey into the future.
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C H A P T E R  8

The Ethics of 
Colin Powell

Grant Farred

As for the person answering the question, he too exercises a right that does not go beyond the 
discussion itself; by the logic of his own discourse, he is tied to what he has said earlier, and by 
acceptance of dialogue he is tied to the questioning of the other.

—Michel Foucault

Only a radical gesture that appears “impossible” within the existing coordinates will 
realistically do the job.

—Slavoj Žižek

The ethical question, the only question that can be deemed ethical, is one 
that refuses any proscription. It is the question that does not, in its asking, prescribe 
any limits. The ethical question, the question dedicated to pursuing the “common 
good” (to borrow the notion from the Stoics), is the enemy of the perfunctory, of 
“civil discourse,” because it does not belong to that mode of inquiry that already 
knows its answer, knows itself as an answer—or, worse, the answer—in advance of its 
asking before it is even asked. The ethical question is the question that will not adhere 
to the circumscription of the question posed because it recognizes, in declaring itself 
to be unwilling to “dialogue,” the inherent insufficiency of the “original” question. It 
is the perfunctory question that, because of what it constitutively is, makes necessary, 
if politics is to be conducted, its own invalidation. The ethical question is the question 
that must make itself, as it were, a question because no other articulation of the prob-
lematic can achieve the “will to truth,” to borrow from Foucault’s definition of ethics.

The ethical question derives its philosophical standing from its ability to emerge 
not only as an interrogation—the asking of—but as a political challenge. The ethical 
question matters because it stages, as if for the first time, a deliberate confrontation 

I would like to thank Matthew Abraham and Sajay Samuel for their thoughtful reading of this 
essay.
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with and an outright rejection of the political “common sense” of the day. Because 
the perfunctory, the question that is, in fact, not a question at all, is the question that 
must be gainsaid, the ethical question is what must be asked in place of what is civil, 
innocuous, polite; it is only the ethical question that can be trusted to perform the 
function of the interrogative.

However, what is most salient about the ethical question is that it cannot, both 
because of and despite what it is, know itself in advance. The ethical question cannot 
know who will ask it. The question might very well emerge as the utterance of the 
subject who might be deemed, in other circumstances, to be or have been, unethical. 
For this reason there is a disconcerting proximity—and intimacy—between the ethi-
cal and not only the unethical but also, significantly, the perfunctory. Both because of 
contingency and the rote expectations that too often characterize it, the perfunctory 
might, if its terms are rejected (either inadvertently or directly), function as the stag-
ing ground for the ethical. In this delineation, then, the ethical question is marked by 
undecidability. This means that there is nothing settled about the articulation of the 
ethical question. It does not promise “safe passage”1 in advance of its asking. On the 
contrary, the matter of the ethical question can only be decided—and, often, only for 
that moment—in and through the act of doing politics. The question becomes ethical 
by, insistently or unexpectedly, addressing itself to the political.

Because of its constitutive undecidability, the unethical subject—he or she who has 
lied or cheated or broken the law—is entirely capable of posing the ethical question in 
response to the perfunctory inquiry. The ethical question, the question that addresses 
itself to truth, is not the sole prerogative or property of the ethical subject—recognizing,
of course, how difficult it is to imagine such a subject but nevertheless not dismissing 
such a political possibility. The question of the radical renegade state (or extrastate) 
operative Jack Bauer (of the television series 24, and a pure figment of the American 
right wing’s imagination, some would say), is apropos here: “Where do the rules of 
engagement end and the crimes begin?”2

As a question, the ethical cannot itself know when it will manifest itself—when, 
that is, it will obtain its ethicality. The ethical has no a priori way of knowing when it 
will disrupt the terms, too often accepted, too easily adhered to in the cause of “civil 
dialogue” (as we well know, that moniker always signals the death of the political), 
and articulate itself as more than simply a formulaic response to what I am nam-
ing the “original” or perfunctory “nonquestion”—that is, the question that has no 
commitment to the interrogative, that “performs” itself only as the impossibility of 
knowledge or truth.

It is only through the ethical question, in demanding that it be addressed, that it 
becomes possible to exceed the dominant rhetoric of the civil. This is not to suggest 
that the ethical question is not girded, beforehand, by a radical political imperative. 
It is, rather, to acknowledge that the ethical can, in general, not know the moment of 
its speaking or that it might, in fact, emerge not as a question in or for itself but could 
come into itself in the process of engaging the “nonquestion.” The (ethical) question 
supersedes the (non)question.

No recent event in American politics makes the case for the contingent quality of 
the ethical question more dramatically than the Meet the Press interview on October 
19, 2008. The interview marks the pivotal electoral encounter in which the host, 
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Tom Brokaw, talked with retired general and former and first African American U.S. 
Secretary of State Colin Powell. Explaining his decision to break ranks with his party, 
the Republicans, and vote for Barack Obama for president, Powell responded to Bro-
kaw’s question with what can only be termed his ethical challenge. Powell’s answer, 
it has to be said, constitutes itself as an ethical question that extends itself not only 
to Brokaw’s inquiry—the performative question—but well beyond the NBC studios. 
The challenge addresses itself to the Republican Party, the American polis, and, most 
importantly, the candidate—the historic African American candidate—Powell was at 
that moment endorsing:

I’m also troubled by, not what Senator McCain says, but what members of the party 
say. And it is permitted to be said such things as: “Well, you know that Mr. Obama 
is a Muslim.” Well, the correct answer is, he is not a Muslim, he’s a Christian. 
He’s always been a Christian. But, really, the right answer is, what if he is? Is there 
something wrong with being a Muslim in this country. The answer’s no, that’s not 
America. Is there something wrong with a seven-year-old Muslim-American kid 
believing that he or she could be president?3

Powell’s answer, in unequal measures rebuke (to the Republicans), defense of Obama, 
and what Slavoj Žižek might understand as the “radical gesture” that disrupts the 
“existing coordinates,” demonstrates clearly how the protocols of dialogue are inad-
equate to the ethical demands of the political encounter.

Before all else, Powell’s response is a stinging critique of the Islamophobia that 
was mobilized by the Republicans and the U.S. right wing to attack Obama—unsuc-
cessfully, as we now know. Playing the Islamophobia card involved everything from 
the repeated invocation of Obama’s Arab middle name (Hussein is frequently used 
by Christians as well as Muslims in the Middle East and the diaspora, but the attack 
was intended to arouse suspicion that Obama was a Muslim) to, in the spirit of our 
post-9/11 times, suggesting that the Democratic candidate would be “soft on ter-
ror” and more sympathetic to Islamic extremism. It is the figure of the Muslim that 
Powell will not, and this is critical, so much rehabilitate—that is, make palatable for 
the American political; render as “safe” and unthreatening for the viewing public; and 
distinguish between Islam as a faith of peace and those extremists who have perverted 
it—as instantiate, uncompromisingly, as a citizen. Powell is definitive: if the native-
born or naturalized Muslim is a member of U.S. society, the Muslim is, without apol-
ogy, an American citizen.

What Powell does, then, is infinitely more important than simply not accede to 
the terms of the Brokaw interview. Because of how Powell takes up the performative 
question as a question of ethics (what he takes to be the “good” of America, what is 
“proper” for America, what can rightly be expected of America) and not merely as 
the opportunity to state his electoral preference, the key moment in this interview 
is not, as I have just explained, the refutation of what is deemed to be a political 
slander—that Barack (Hussein) Obama is not a Muslim but a Christian. The ethical 
manifests itself in Powell’s ability to shift rhetorical gears, his ability to change, rapidly, 
unexpectedly, from refutation to the positing of the challenge.

The moment of ethical record is encapsulated in the conditional—and a brief 
conditional, at that—two words: “What if?” That is, as Shakespeare’s Prince Hamlet 
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might have it, the question. And it is not only the question that will not operate on 
the terms of the dominant discourse but also, rather, the question that makes itself, 
after it has been aired, because it is so self-evident as a truth, as the only question that 
matters. “What if?” How is that question to be answered, posed as it is by a diasporic 
black American of Jamaican descent, a venerated military man, who also, of course, 
presented untruths to the United Nations?

It matters, of course, that Colin Powell was not truthful in his presentation to the 
UN in making the Bush administration’s case for the ill-begotten, ill-conceived inva-
sion of Iraq. Powell was himself unable to rise to the challenge in March 2003, when 
he appeared before the UN Security Council and made the case to invade Iraq, despite 
international opposition and the UN Charter’s prohibitions against acts of aggression 
in the absence of a casus belli. The irony, then, is that, as the public face of the United 
States, Powell more than any Bush administration official paved the way for the “war 
against Islam” with his presentation. The invasion of Iraq was, to his credit, a war that 
Obama, in his turn in 2002, so properly and firmly opposed. Finally, however, all 
that this paradox reveals is the force of Jack Bauer’s question—the disconcerting and 
dangerous proximity of the ethical to the unethical. While Powell is now the source of 
the ethical question, he possesses an unethical past; similarly, the earlier proponent of 
ethical opposition, Obama, is now unable to sustain that ethicality.

Hence the status of the Powellian question: “What if?” How is that question to be 
answered without it being overwhelmed by (the articulator’s) disrepute and hypocrisy? 
In truth, there is no way around this. The question can be addressed only through 
risking—as Powell might have sensed—that his past would not invalidate or obscure 
his moment of intervention. As a question, then, the ethical may have a certain verac-
ity, but it is never, in its moment of locution, either politically innocent or pure.

If America understands itself, however problematically, to be “democratic,” then 
the question “what if?” stands as the most profound defense against bigoted or rac-
ist or ethnophobic exclusion. The question must be refuted—the Other must, how-
ever provisionally, bitterly, or reluctantly, be admitted to the polis, because without 
the nominal inclusion (the granting of membership), the entire edifice of American 
democracy will, according to Powell’s terms at least, collapse. “What if?” acts to dis-
qualify, linguistically and politically, those who would disenfranchise through their 
pejorative naming—those who would, through impugning Obama, evoke Islamo-
phobia not only against his candidacy but also, implicitly, against all Muslims, puta-
tive or otherwise. Powell’s “what if?” is aimed against those who posit, with strategic 
intent, “Hussein” as the Other, as the political candidate designated untrustworthy, 
because he is not, as it were, of America by the electorate. “What if?” transforms 
itself into that most American of rhetorical gestures because, in working to disable 
the disqualifiers, it insists upon the inclusivity of the nation’s founding narrative: the 
myth of, say, Europeans arriving at Ellis Island and then, retrospectively, inscribing 
themselves into a historic American subjectivity.

By arguing that Muslims’ full belonging to and in America is an inalienable right, 
Powell’s ethical challenge asserts itself as an unarguable truth. The only “right answer” 
to those who would invoke “what if?”—and all the pernicious intent that goes under 
its name—as an instrument of exclusion is outright rejection. And, as such, rejection 
constitutes the only answer tolerable to an ethical American political—that which 
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truly adheres in a common membership in the United States. And, Powell, whatever 
our reservations of or discomfitures with him might be, clearly subscribes to such a 
vision of this country.

If we are to follow Žižek in his critique of the Palestine-Israel situation, then we 
might say that it is precisely in Powell’s commitment to the radical that we can imag-
ine an ethical politics. That is, taking up the radical as the only “impossible” way to 
do politics against the “existing coordinates”; the radical is, in this case, to be found in 
Powell’s adherence to America as a common good for all of its citizenry, regardless of 
their faith; it is in this radical gesture that the political truth of this country might be 
located. It is out of Powell’s belief in America as fully democratic that we can, at the 
very least, ask the ethical question.

The Ethical Question

We are still far from having taken the measure of a thought.
—Geoffrey Bennington

What marks the question as ethnical rather than merely an inquiry resides in its ability 
to determine not what the question should be, as Powell so unequivocally states, but 
what the question is. It is through the ethical that the question ascends to the status 
of political axiom—the political truth made self-evident. In its Powellian instantia-
tion, the ethical question is made to do the work of politics. It restores politics to the 
question and, as I have said, it reneges on the public agreement of discursive nicety 
because the “ethical subject”—if we might, temporarily, and only ambivalently, of 
course, grant that status to Powell, our speaker of the question—acts in the spirit that 
it is only through political confrontation that the political can be addressed.

Central to Powell’s case, of course, is his argument for the Muslim, as the target of 
Islamophobia, as the figure of the immigrant, the (American) “kid” of Powell’s imagi-
nary, or the dead soldier at Arlington National Cemetery, whom he also invokes in the 
Brokaw interview, as commensurable with, intimate to, the American self. (The dead 
Muslim soldier, as Powell recalls it for Brokaw, provides a poignant event. In a visit 
to Arlington National Cemetery, he observes a Muslim mother at her son’s graveside; 
a burial site is at once indistinguishable from the other graves but also marked as dif-
ferent by the scimitar and the star that adorn the headstone; so different, for Powell, 
from the more numerous Christian crosses and the Jewish stars of David. The Muslim 
mother, for Powell, is demonstrably American in her mourning and yet distinct but 
it is her grief, and his recognition of the sacrifice she has made for the United States, 
that makes her, above all else, the mother of a fallen soldier.) In his delineation of the 
“kid” and the soldier as full citizens, the Muslim becomes for Powell the figure who 
is no longer—and here I am borrowing Giovanna Borradori’s terms—du lointain, far 
away, but instead du proche, near.4 By Powell’s political calculus, the Muslim is neither 
Other nor geographically removed to, of course, the Middle East, that site of unend-
ing historic antagonism with which the Muslim is, invariably pejoratively, associated. 
Rather, the Muslim is, without qualification, American.

The Muslim is one of “us” because, as Powell’s frames his Socratic question and 
answer, there is nothing “wrong with being a Muslim in this country.” The Muslim is 
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transformed, because of the ethical question, from the figure that can be kept, by the 
prejudicial terms of American politics, du lointain or marked by irreducible difference 
to the full subjectivity—to standing du proche. The Muslim stands as/with/alongside/
among the always epiphenomenal “us.” The Muslim lies as one of the heroic dead—
the place of the Muslim is, as it were, at the very heart of where America honors its 
own, Arlington. Or, most especially, because what could matter more for the Jamai-
can-born retired soldier than dying on the field of battle for one’s country? Dulce et
decorum est pro patria mori—“It is glorious and noble to die for your father country,” 
in the words of the Roman poet Horace.

There is, for this reason, more at stake politically than the recognition of death as 
integral to national belonging. There is more, even, in Powell’s ethicality about the 
Muslim—his terse response to those who inveigh the name “Muslim” as the pejorative 
and the marker of inveterate disqualification—than his assertion that it is the right 
of the Muslim to not only be part, in life and death, but to lead. To be president, as 
either Christian or Muslim, it matters not which—it must not be allowed to matter, 
it is not, however simplistic such an imagining might be. And yet . . . 

Without such thinking—without a lineage that goes back centuries, twisting 
and turning in the midst of slavery and Reconstruction, Jim Crow, and the civil 
rights era—there would be (could be, we can definitively say) no such reality as an 
Obama presidency. The imagining of a different African American condition wends 
its way through the verse of a Phyllis Wheatley and the fierce advocacy of a Freder-
ick Douglass; it is audible in the proud intonations of a W. E. B. Du Bois and the 
towering prophecy of a Martin Luther King, Jr.; and it takes the form of “terrible 
beauty” that is the inscape of Toni Morrison’s fiction. The black body—already so 
overdetermined, so violently overinscribed, so xenophobically desired—cannot but 
now, in the Obama moment, in the person of the diasporic body, traceable to the 
vast distances and differences that now bind Kenya to Kansas, recall itself as the 
invocation of the Middle Passage. It is this fleeing, come-home body (half come 
from Africa body) that has come to stand—to be internationally recognized—as 
the American nation. The face of the nation; the nation made to face itself, its past. 
The past that will both now trouble and assuage the American polis because this is 
the confrontation with self, the confrontation that is also an accounting for the self. 
Obama represents the spectral reality—black equality and full citizenship—that the 
nation has always feared as much as it has (or at least some within in it have) hoped 
for. Obama is historic, like Lincoln freeing the slaves or Kennedy overcoming the 
bias against Irish Catholics.

Unarguably, the Obama presidency is a historic and momentous the event. January 
20, 2009, was the inauguration that singularly exceeded itself by breaking with, break-
ing into, the traditions of the past. However, the Obama presidency does not, in and 
because of Powell’s question, represent the threshold of the American political. There is 
something more, someone, some other figure, some Other who stands as yet beyond: 
the Muslim. By extending rather than delimiting the historic moment (in making it, 
literally, the moment to come), by thinking—then, in October 2008, already, before the 
event of electoral victory or inauguration had even taken place—after Obama, after our 
conjuncture, that is where the most provocative and searing element of the ethical chal-
lenge of Powell’s question resides. Again, it is Powell’s rhetorical economy that we must 
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heed: “Why not?” the general asks. Why can the Muslim child not grow up, as Obama 
did, to lead the nation? What can stand in the way of this dream but America itself? It 
is only through the ethical that it is possible to begin to speak—to imagine—the truth; 
it is only through the ethical that the common good can overcome prejudice, racism, 
xenophobia. In short, the ethical stands against American history as it is being, has been, 
continues to be, in all its delimitation, thought. It is the ethical alone that makes a dif-
ferent future—one in which the Muslim might be president—possible.

This is what, after a female presidential candidate who lost a close Democratic pri-
mary (2008), a second female vice-presidential candidate (2008; who also lost), and a 
Jewish vice-presidential candidate (2000), it means to say, with Bennington, “we are still 
far from having taken the measure of a thought.” What Powell’s allusion to the Muslim 
(as potential national leader) reveals is how little serious thought has been given, even 
in the wake of an Obama triumph, to reconceptualizing the future of the American 
polis. The matter extends beyond Obama’s triumph over historic racism. That is where, 
if we are to partake fully in Bennington’s reading in Derridabase, our thinking—and 
Powell’s, which is what makes his questions so ethically arresting, so demanding of our 
thought—merely begins. We can be sure that the imagined inauguration of the Muslim 
or the woman or the Jew will not represent the event of final thought.

The act of “measuring” demands attention because in the figure of president 
Obama or in the Muslim “kid” who would be president (or, at the very least, aspire 
to the same office), we are not dealing with the unthought. At the very least, these 
figures, the African American and the Muslim, precisely because they are so, at once, 
du proche and unthinkable, occupy the status of the irrepressible; these figures are like 
the restless ghosts of a Toni Morrison novel or the excitable figures who animate Ish-
mael Reed’s fiction. These figures, along with some others (among whom the “illegal 
immigrant” features prominently), are fully alive at the edge of the nation’s conscious-
ness and also, unfalteringly, discernible in the nation’s imaging of its (present) self. We 
understand this presence in the form of the anxious inquiries that marked Obama’s 
campaign: who knows what political shape the next Obama-like figure will take? (Is 
Obama the harbinger of the Republican Catholic convert governor, Bobby Jindal?) 
What might her name be? Do we already know her? How can we not, since she is 
already among us, already one of us?

In the phrasing of the ethical question, we acknowledge not only what has been 
thought but also what has to be thought. The ethical question reminds us that the 
urgent conditions of our political has been thought, is already available to us; it has 
already found so many valences, has been audible in so many bastardized utterances, 
found its voice in the several anxieties, animosities, and fears that surround the figure of 
a president Obama or the aspirant Muslim child. However, simply because the ethical 
question is known does not mean, as Powell understands, that it does not present itself 
as threat. In truth, its greatest threat may derive from, paradoxically, its ethicality—its 
presentation of itself as (nothing but) the axiomatic extension of the common good.

The (Other’s) claim upon belonging to the “common,” then, is precisely the grav-
est threat to the “common” because it now requires the reconceiving of what has 
historically been presumed to be a settled matter. (The ethical question challenges the 
exclusionary politics of the “common” by arguing against its historic circumscription, 
through its determination to achieve a more democratic logic of belonging.)
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It is Powell’s insistence on the Muslim as full citizen in life and in death that, contra 
Foucault, goes beyond the “discussion itself.” Powell will not be “tied to what” has 
been said earlier because that is precisely where the problem, as it were, resides: in the 
deliberate, publicly sanctioned exclusion of the Other. The willful act of what was said 
earlier is the first, and thus most susceptible, prohibition on the political. It is to what 
has been said, either explicitly or implicitly, that Powell addresses himself: it is that 
ethical conjuncture that Powell is determined not only to revisit but also to open up 
to questioning—the political force of the question, the right question (and “answer,” 
Powell would assert) in the most propitious moment. Powell is asking the question of 
the Muslim (the question about the Muslim; in the name of “America”), the one near 
but also, because of the logic of extension as it applies to the figure of the Muslim, the 
one who is far away yet never, of course, far away enough. As will be discussed shortly, 
Powell’s ethical question, and it could not be different because of the current ethos of 
American politics, is framed and haunted by that always present, always resonant fig-
ure of the Muslim as Palestinian so that the Islamicization of Obama is, in advance of 
itself, already audible in several additional (local and international) political registers.

Powell asks the question of the Muslim because, it should be said, the question 
has never been asked—in the face of national audience deciding a historic election in 
which race, gender, and ethnicity have, by turns, complicated and superseded each 
other—quite so ethically before. “Why not?” must become the question, in other 
words, if the dialogue is to have any political meaning. The question becomes, to 
invoke Foucault, not only the ethical challenge but the very substance of thought, 
especially pertinent to our thinking of the American political: “The work of philo-
sophical and historical reflection is put back into the field of the work of thought only 
on condition that one clearly grasps problematization not as an arrangement of rep-
resentations but as a work of thought.”5 Reading Foucault and Bennington we have 
thought as ethics; thought is the ethical. We are at once provoked and enriched by the 
question. What other way is there to “measure” the work of thought?

Barack Obama: The Palestinian Issue

Have we forgotten the 17,500 dead—almost all civilians, most of them children and 
women—in Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon; the 1,700 Palestinian civilian dead in the 
Sabra-Chatila massacre; the 1996 Qana massacre of 106 Lebanese civilian refugees, more 
than half of them children, at a UN base; the massacre of the Marwahin refugees who were 
ordered from their homes by the Israelis in 2006 then slaughtered by an Israeli helicopter 
crew; the 1,000 dead of that same 2006 bombardment and Lebanese invasion, almost all 
of them civilians?

—Robert Fisk

Jamaican-born and raised in the American military, Colin Powell exhibits a profound 
sense of the political. It is striking, for precisely this reason, that the very man he was 
endorsing in that interview, the candidate who is now president, should prove himself 
so profoundly incapable of recognizing the historical force of ethics. Barack Obama’s 
very first public address on the day after clinching the Democratic nomination on 
June 3, 2008, was to no less an organization than the American Israel Political Action 
Committee (AIPAC). That day of Obama’s AIPAC address, June 4, was, as history 
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would have it, the nineteenth anniversary of the Tiananmen Square crackdown, a 
notably violent event of our recent past. Speaking, he said from “his heart,” Obama 
proclaimed that he “understood the Zionist idea—that there is always a homeland 
at the center of our story.”6 Is the “heart” impervious to the violence of history? Is 
the “heart” of American presidential candidates constitutively unfeeling toward the 
violence that is routinely visited upon the Arab by the Israeli Defense Force (IDF)? Is 
the heart of American presidents indifferent to the violence that has been committed 
against the Arab population of Palestine for more than sixty years now?

More pointedly, how does one speak on Tiananmen Square day and not, for a 
single moment, acknowledge the tragedy, al Naqba, that went before the establish-
ment of this “homeland?” Why does Obama not take the measure of Israel and ask, 
as several Israeli and Arab scholars (Rashid Khalidi, Benny Morris, and Ilan Pappé) 
have, how the “homeland” was acquired? How does one not reflect upon the fate of 
those who once lived in, and are now denied access to, this self-same space as their 
homeland? Surely one would have to be entirely “heartless” in order not hear, in evok-
ing “homeland,” the cries of those who can no longer live in theirs? What of the pain 
inscribed in the Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish’s existential question: “Without 
exile, who am I?”

If we are to believe Ralph Nader, a putative opponent in the 2008 presidential 
election, then Obama’s strategic decision to address AIPAC rather than any other 
forum on the very day after securing the nomination marks the culmination of 
a process of, shall we call it, readjustment by the president-elect. Interviewed on 
Meet the Press, this time by the late host Tim Russert (who would be replaced by 
Brokaw), Nader presciently mapped the Obama trajectory in February 2008: “He 
[Obama] was pro-Palestinian when he was in Illinois before he ran for the state Sen-
ate. . . . Now he’s supporting the Israeli destruction of the tiny section called Gaza 
with a million and a half people. He doesn’t have any sympathy for a civilian death 
ratio of 300:1; 300 Palestinians to one Israeli.” Bad enough, then, for the residents 
of Gaza in February 2008.

So much worse in the publicly declared “war on Hamas,” dubbed “Operation Cast 
Lead” by the Israelis, of December 2008 to January 2009. Robert Fisk’s arithmetic can 
only begin to reveal the full brutality of the Israeli onslaught against the Palestinian 
people: “Twenty Israelis dead in 10 years around Gaza is a grim figure indeed. But 
600 Palestinians dead in just over a week, thousands over the years since 1948—when 
the Israeli massacre at Deir Yassin helped to kick-start the flight of Palestinians from 
that part of Palestine that was to become Israel—is on a quite different scale. This 
recalls not a normal Middle East bloodletting but an atrocity on the level of the Bal-
kan wars of the 1990s.”7 Fisk’s invocation of the Balkans recalls, as he intends us to, 
the camps of Srebrenica where in July 1995 some eight thousand Bosnian Muslims 
men and boys were murdered by Serbian forces under the command of Bosnian Serb 
Ratko Mladi? As much as any invocation of the camp, of course, cannot but evoke 
the specter of the Holocaust, the event of the winter of 2008 to 2009 (December 27, 
2008–January 18, 2009) may provoke, with some eleven hundred dead and 5,000 
injured (by mid-January 2009, as opposed to thirteen Israeli dead), a rethinking of the 
efficacy of Gaza as the “camp” of our times produced, of course, by those who claim 
their historic status as those who first endured the fate of the original camp. Might we 
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then not ask: Is the paradigm of the “camp” adequate as a marker for the Palestinian 
condition? Is the “camp” concept enough to critique Israeli military violence when 
the atrocity is committed by those who know the devastation and inhumanity of 
the camp? How do we think beyond the camp? What is the name for a violence that 
is unapologetically excessive in its determination to “destroy Hamas” and with it as 
many of the residents of Gaza as necessary?

What is, as Žižek asks, “committing an act of terror to a state waging war on ter-
ror?”8 Because the Israeli state does not acknowledge the actions of the IDF as “terror,” 
there is only one word to describe the Israeli response to the violence it perpetrates: 
nothing. The terror it commits against the Palestinians means nothing—insofar as the 
Israeli state has shown itself immune to critique and relentless in its determination to 
“destroy Hamas”—because, according to its logic, there is no violence against Gaza 
that cannot be justified in the name of its “war on terror.” Israeli violence against the 
Palestinians does not fall under the rubric of “terror” because, as Lummis, Bardacke, 
and Lustig so convincingly argue, what “matters in the definition [of terror] is not 
what is done, but who did it.”9 Israel can commit the atrocities it does, it can violate 
the UN Charter, it can make war on civilians on the flimsiest of pretenses, it can pro-
voke a war and then proclaim that it is “defending” itself,10 and all this not because it 
has immunized itself against the charges of terrorism. All this can be done by simply 
naming any form of Palestinian opposition to Israeli colonialism and violence, first 
the PLO and Fatah and now Hamas, as “terrorists.” So, instead of acknowledging that 
it is committing unthinkable terror, it considers itself as doing “nothing” more than 
protecting its security (even though a key aspect to terrorism is the “intentional kill-
ing of noncombatants”11—that is, the overwhelming civilian population of Gaza). In 
the process, Israel reveals itself to be a truly capable of terror because it is a state that 
“hasn’t yet obliterated the ‘founding violence’ of its ‘illegitimate’ origins, repressed 
them into a timeless past. In this sense, what the state of Israel confronts us with is 
merely the obliterated past of every state power.”12 Israel’s refusal to understand itself 
as committing terrorism means that it has no qualms about, when it thinks fit, instill-
ing pure terror into the people of Gaza.13 The Gazans are a people who, because of 
Israel’s historic occupation of their land, have no place to hide from the IDF violence, 
who can have their access to basic resources cut off at any moment, and are, finally, 
a people who must live without any guarantee of civility;14 without even the meager 
right to bare life. “Operation Cast Lead” is nothing but “Operation Cast Dead”: cast 
the Palestinians of Gaza, especially the vulnerable women and children, into death, 
crushed by the weight of Israel’s superior military might.

What, then, is the proper name for those victimized in Gaza? Or, is “Gaza” now 
the new and only proper name for the post-Agambenian camp? Is Gaza in fact the 
name of genocide in our time, as Pappé, John Pilger, and others argue? How could 
it not be? If this is the case, and there is little reason to believe it isn’t, then Gaza is 
truly a frightening name because this tiny strip of land is where the Palestinians live 
as the dead—either as the already dead or the not-yet dead or the soon-to-be dead. 
Gaza is the new space, the only proper name, of and for the Israeli politics of death. 
Gaza is where “genocide,” because that is what it would be called without hesitation 
if the Israelis were on the receiving end of this form of violence, and the Palestinians 
deserve no less, so we should insist that “Operation Cast Lead” was a war crime, is the 
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order of the day refused by the American political establishment and the mainstream 
media. Gaza is the language of militarized death applied willfully to the Palestinian 
living. Gaza is the biopolitically fatal place precariously “lived” in by those whom the 
Israelis believe should be dead and whom the IDF has killed in extreme numbers in 
a very short period of time—eleven hundred dead in three weeks. How long before 
Gaza is able to function again so as to ensure that it will not collapse entirely under 
the weight of “Operation Cast Lead’s” bombardment and a critical lack of supply of 
basic resources that marked that attack on Palestinian life?

In 2007, when there was a relative state of calm in Gaza, Obama offered a spirited 
defense of Israeli policy: “When Israel is attacked, we must stand up for Israel’s legiti-
mate right to defend itself.” Not once did he ask how the Palestinians might protect 
themselves from the terror that is committed against them. Writing almost a year 
earlier than the Nader interview, in an article titled, mockingly and despondently, too, 
“How Barack Obama Learned to Love Israel,” the Electronic Intifada’s Ali Abunimah 
echoed Nader’s criticisms and added a couple of his own:

Obama offered not a single word of criticism of Israel, of its relentless settlement and 
wall construction, of the closures that make life unlivable for millions of Palestinians.

While constantly emphasizing his concern about the threat Israelis face from Pales-
tinians, Obama said nothing about the exponentially more lethal threat Israelis present 
to Palestinians.

Palestinian-Americans are in the same position as civil libertarians who watched in 
dismay as Obama voted to reauthorize the USA Patriot Act, or immigrant rights advo-
cates who were horrified as he voted in favor of a Republican bill to authorize the con-
struction of a 700-mile fence on the border with Mexico.15

Many Palestinians, activists and ordinary Palestinian Americans alike (such as 
Hussein Ibish, a “senior fellow for the American Task Force on Palestine”), express 
the sentiment that President Obama, unlike any of his predecessors, will be more—in 
lieu of a more poetic phrase—“evenhanded” in his Middle East approach. The Pales-
tinians believe this in part because of who Obama is and in part because of his early 
(as Nader points out) connections to the Palestinian struggle in Chicago (where his 
friendship, now lapsed, with Rashid Khalidi, then at the University of Chicago and 
now a Columbia University professor, was once presumed instructive if not influen-
tial in shaping Obama’s thoughts on the conflict between Palestinians and Israelis). 
And in part because Palestinian advocates remember, even as he scrambled rapidly 
to qualify himself afterward, how once, on a snowy Iowa day during the first Demo-
cratic caucus in 2008, Obama showed that he might indeed have a “heart” for the 
Palestinian people: “Nobody is suffering more than the Palestinian people,” he said.16

Obama’s heart, it seems, had uttered an incomplete thought because, in the wake of 
the furor that followed, he qualified, through extension and reattribution (or, proper 
attribution, Obama might argue), his view. The Palestinian people were “suffering” 
neither of their own accord nor because of Israeli violence. Obama laid the blame 
squarely at the door of the “Hamas-led government’s refusal to renounce terrorism 
and join as a real partner for peace.”17

Either despite or because of Obama’s rhetorical fleet-footedness—his skill in 
retaining his sympathy for the “suffering Palestinian people” while scapegoating 
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Hamas, Palestinians, their supporters, and an observer or two—claim, with timeworn 
restraint, that the American president’s public and private positions on Palestine are 
markedly different. (Given the obvious pandering to the Israeli lobby in the United 
States, it might be more accurate to describe Obama’s qualification as a rhetorical 
leaden-footedness.) The hope is that President Obama will bring with him to his deal-
ings with the Middle East more of his Chicago past than his AIPAC present.

At best, of course, this is a matter for speculation but, on the evidence of his 
Tiananmen Square day address, surely there are few reasons for, to use that much 
Obama-ized word, “hope.”

In any event, Obama’s response to “Operation Cast Lead” put an end to any 
potential reason for optimism. By and large, the then president-elect was silent as 
Israel committed what Ilan Pappé calls, in his critique of Zionism as an ideology, 
“massive massacres” and the “genocide in Gaza.”18 But silence, as we well know, is not 
the same as saying nothing. The act of not speaking inscribes within it the power of 
(presidential) articulation. Silence in this matter is nothing so much as the continua-
tion of the United States’ Israeli-centered policy: effectively consenting to Israel’s right 
to “destroy Hamas” and with it, of course, the lives of many Gaza residents. Silence 
accedes to what Robert Fisk correctly calls the “lie”: “that Israelis take such great care 
to avoid civilian casualties.”19 How much more violence can be tolerated in the name 
of this lie? When does the lie become so intolerable that the people of Gaza do not, 
alone, have to bear its costs? Why can we not hear, as John Pilger does in the verse 
of Yevgeny Yevtushenko, “when the truth is replaced by silence, the silence is a lie?”20

The life of the lie, history teaches us, is not infinite, but it is always deeply unjust 
in its capacity to exact a toll on those who are “silenced.” The project, then, must be 
to terminate the lie that, as Pilger and Fisk both point out, is now sixty-one years 
old, beginning even before the founding of the state of Israel. The lie, or the truth 
of Israeli violence, goes back to 1948 (Deir Yassin and Eilaboun, among others) and 
runs bloodily through 1982 (Sabra-Chatila), 1996 (Qana), and 2006 (Marwahin and 
the invasion of Lebanon). What are we to make of Obama’s silence in the face of the 
lie? That he knows that (his) silence is a biopolitical power? That he understands the 
power of death that the Israeli state holds over, daily, the Palestinian people in Gaza 
but will not act? Surely he cannot believe that his silence will immunize him from his-
tory’s charge that he willfully and strategically contributed, in his silence, to the very 
“suffering” he was for a single moment bold enough to champion? Obama’s silence 
in the face of “Operation Cast Lead” renders him, practicing Christian that he is, 
analogous to that most deadly noninterventionist Biblical figure: Pontius Pilate. How 
does the president wash his hands of the Gaza dead, killed in the act of him saying 
nothing as president-elect?

It is because of Obama’s silence that, even if there is a disjuncture between the 
American president’s public and private position on the Palestinians, even if we might 
deem this divided representation worthy of the possibility of thought, there remains 
the ethical problem. The Palestinians always have to make do with hidden herme-
neutics.21 Denied articulation in the aftermath of Obama’s Iowa pronouncement, the 
Palestinians are left with nothing but the political shred and rhetorical aporia that is 
hopeful interpretation. For the Palestinians and those who support the justness of 
their cause, there is little but the proverbial reading between the lines, the Sisyphean 
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determination to insist upon a political possibility other than what is publicly articu-
lated, the search for hope in what is not—what cannot—be said, publicly, at the very 
least. On the other hand, the Israelis, their American allies, and the American public 
can demand public accountability.

And so, in order to secure his status as “friend of Israel,” Obama offers his assur-
ances to AIPAC that locate him to the right (how far right exactly, we might wonder) 
of the American political spectrum. “Jerusalem will remain the capital of Israel, and 
it must remain undivided,” Obama proclaimed. Not even George W. Bush was will-
ing to cede all of Jerusalem to Israeli rule; not even Bush was willing to give up the 
possibility of East Jerusalem as the capital of a future Palestinian state—an always an 
indeterminable, infinitely postponable future Palestinian state. It bears thinking that 
Obama is, on this issue, at least, to the right George W. Bush, an American leader who 
could by no stretch of the imagination be deemed an ally of the Palestinians. Obama 
denounces Hamas as “terrorists” in the face of radically disproportionate deaths—
eleven hundred to thirteen; twenty Israeli dead over ten years before this event to 
six hundred Palestinian. How is this imbalance thinkable? How does this inequality 
in the number of dead not demand that it be phrased as an ethical question? Unlike 
Powell, Obama seems incapable of the succinct ethical question. In this instance, a 
simple “why?” would, if not suffice, at least open onto the possibility of the ethical 
questions to follow. More to the point of the event of 2008 to 2009, what of the 
question that follows directly from Obama’s Iowa insight: when will the Palestinian 
people have suffered too much? Why do the “cocoons of murdered children, wrapped 
in green, together with boxes containing their dismembered parents and the cries of 
rage and grief of everyone in that death camp by the sea” not signal that moment?22

What is happening in Gaza, we can definitively say, has nothing to do with Hamas, 
except, of course, in so far as Israel wants to “destroy Hamas.” And yet Obama will 
have nothing to do with democratically elected Hamas. Obama, who is willing to 
engage Teheran, declares, “There is no room at the negotiating table for terrorists.” 
But, in another failure to pose the ethical question, will not ask, Who is being ter-
rorized? Isn’t it the perpetrator of terror who should be reprimanded, who should be 
brought into line with the terms of the Geneva Convention, who should be named a 
terrorist? What is to be hoped for when, unlike Powell, Obama will not confront, let 
alone issue, the ethical challenge by articulating these questions? What if the “rules of 
(the IDF’s) engagement” is already, in its very occurrence, a “crime?”

One is reminded here of that wistful moment in the movie Clockwise, when the 
John Cleese character, the obsessive headmaster Brian Stimpson, offers that memora-
ble line: “I can take the despair, it’s the hope I can’t stand.” For the Palestinians, under 
an Obama administration, there may be a further, tragic, twist to this formulation; a 
question that bears asking only because it appears so unfailingly immanent. We might 
present it as a riddle: for the Palestinian, what is the difference between hope and 
despair? We could answer, without a hint of nihilism, “nothing.” Or, perhaps a proper 
name will do as well: Barack Obama. That is, “nothing” bestowed with a presidential 
moniker. Should we not, in our turn, ask, Why is it wrong for the Palestinians to have 
to stand, for so long, to “stand for despair,” to live in such terror?

That, I would suggest, is the ethical challenge we might extract from the thought 
of Colin Powell. The Republican Colin Powell who, even as he came out in support 
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of the Democratic then-senator from Illinois, remained politically steadfast, militant, 
even in his ability to understand the imperative of the ethical question. Powell showed 
himself fully capable of and willing to pose the “right question”: the question willing 
to address itself to a truth, the question without which a truth cannot be achieved, 
cannot be arrived at. The question that is always, as it were, willing to take the mea-
sure of our time. In our turn, it is necessary to take our measure of Obama. This is not 
to refuse his historicity or to fail to acknowledge the ethicality of his decision, within 
two days of taking office, to close Guantanamo Bay and to review U.S. detention and 
interrogation tactics.

Rather, it is to publicly state our expectations of him. It is to recognize that Obama’s 
historicity only means if he does not fulfill the terms of his office. The only way in 
which he can succeed in his historicity—that is, make something of the presidency 
that it could not conceive of itself, much as it could not, did not want to, conceive 
of him as eligible for (or electable to) the office—is to break with the expectations 
of American politics. He must, most importantly, and with due urgency, produce a 
mode of thinking that approaches the ethicality of the Powellian question. Obama 
must learn, quickly (because it is already costly that he has not acquired this “skill”—if 
we want to think roughly of ethics as instrumental), to find in his address to the ques-
tion the right answer. The answer, of course, that is agile and restless enough to take 
on the mode of the ethical question.

Colin Powell, whom we could figure as a conservative capable of the radical reor-
ganization of the existing coordinates, converted a rote inquiry on a Sunday morning 
(pre-election) news talk show and articulated it as a political challenge. In the act of 
revealing the ethical force of the question, of making the question—for us—a signa-
ture ethical device for our time, Powell made every American political actor (from 
Obama to McCain), every political constituency (Republican, Democrat, Christian, 
Muslim, Jewish), near and far (from the United States to the Middle East), ethically 
equal and ethically accountable, Barack Obama not least of all.

We need to know what (in addition to Guantanamo Bay and water boarding) 
Obama is willing to ask? What inquiry is he capable of extending into a question? For 
which vulnerable people can he sustain his sympathy?

If it is impossible to predict where the ethical question will emerge from, then the 
ethical becomes, in this thinking, the act that is decided upon—produced or contin-
gently produced might be the proper term—only in the doing of politics. The ethical 
is the act of doing a politics that is committed to the right answer. The ethical ques-
tion recognizes the truth in itself—“Nobody is suffering more than the Palestinian 
people,” claims that truth for itself, and never countenances violence through silence. 
Nor does the ethical obliterate, post ipso facto, its own truth through misattribution.

There is, then, at least one thing that the “radically conservative” black Republican 
can teach the erstwhile outspoken black Democratic president: the art of posing the 
ethical question.
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First Lady in Black

Michelle Obama and the 
Crisis of Race and Gender

Gerald Horne and Malaika Horne-Wells

She has “Jane Fonda’s big mouth,” according to one dyspeptic conservative, 
referring not to Michelle Obama’s physiognomy but to her ideas.1 She “does sound 
aggrieved,” according to another right-winger, which in these circles—if you’re not 
a right-winger yourself—is considered the ultimate offense. Worse, says this same 
source, she is “to his left politically,” referring to her spouse, Barack Obama, and, 
besides, is a tribune of “militant social democracy,” which not so long ago could have 
led to ostracism, a lengthy prison term, or worse. Those of her ilk in her spouse’s circle 
are said to be tribunes of “crude populism with a quasi-Marxist [approach],” com-
bined with a “strong dose of one-world multiculturalism.”2 Contrarily, says another 
comrade from the starboard, her now fabled thesis at Princeton exuded “separatism,” 
as evidenced by her critique of the “low number of tenured black faculty at Princeton, 
the small number of university recognized organizations geared specifically toward 
blacks and other minorities and [the] undersized nature of the African-American stud-
ies program.”3 “She appears to have begun the presidential race in an angry mood,” 
says Byron York, yet another aspirant to the perch once held by the now-departed 
William F. Buckley, the godfather of modern conservatism. Dumbfounded as he lis-
tened to a speech she gave in Charlotte, North Carolina, York remarked acerbically, 
“It was an hour-long tale of resentment and anger.”4

Lest one think that this characterization of the first African American First Lady 
is not the monopoly of the far right of the political spectrum, this image has invaded 
other circles, as evidenced most dramatically by the notorious July 21, 2008, cover of 
the New Yorker, which portrayed Mrs. Obama in the Oval Office of the White House 
with a rifle slung across her back, a hairdo reminiscent of Angela Davis circa 1968, 
giving what has been referred to as a “terrorist fist jab” to her spouse, who is attired in 
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clothing—including a turban—routinely worn by Muslims in East Africa, the region 
where his father was born.

Even would-be friends of Michelle Obama have evinced a curious interest in 
the details of her life, with one sympathetic female ally speaking admiringly of her 
posterior,5 and another wondering querulously about her hairdo (she is a “no-lye 
lady!”—no lie?).6 Journalists have turned inspection of her outfits into a minor cot-
tage industry, with one sniffing that her election-night outfit was “an eyesore”: “the 
sweater seemed to throw off the dress’s proportions and obliterate its lines,” it was 
reported breathlessly.7

Until mid-September 2008, when the economy showed imminent signs of col-
lapse, it seemed that the hard Right was well on its way to an escalation of its “swift-
boating” (remember “lipstick on a pig?”), perfected against Democratic presidential 
nominee John Kerry in 2004, but this time stepping things up a notch by deploying 
this subterfuge against a nominee’s spouse. Thus, a leading poll released during the 
summer of 2008 found that only 24 percent of white voters held a favorable view 
of Michelle Obama, which may be an all-time low for a spouse of a presidential 
nominee.8 On the other hand, perhaps the most progressive sector of the U.S. body 
politic—African American women—differed sharply with this viewpoint: Michelle 
Obama was the “very image of affirmation,” claimed the Washington Post after survey-
ing a sample of black women.9

What is going on here? How could two groups scrutinize the same person—often 
in the same settings—and come to such sharply differing conclusions?

To answer this query requires an examination of not only how her spouse shocked 
the world by winning the White House but also the larger forces that led to this 
surprising result. For the fact is that despite the exceedingly competent campaign 
run by Barack Obama, his own positive personal qualities and the enormous sums of 
money he raised, the objective situation then obtaining, as much as any other factor, 
propelled him to the highest office in the land. When historians come to examine 
how a junior senator from Illinois with reputedly a “liberal” record—when this term 
was still seen as the height of opprobrium—emerged triumphant on the first Tuesday 
of November 2008, inevitably they will point to his prescient opposition to the war 
in Iraq, support of which destabilized his fellow Democrats (particularly his chief 
opponent, Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton), as it vitiated their claims to possessing 
valuable experience: if experience led you to support a war that resulted in the deaths 
of thousands of U.S. nationals and tens of thousands of Iraqis, then—voters seemed 
to say—what was needed was fresh thinking, not years marinating in Washington.10

But, perhaps more than this, what benefited the Obama campaign was the mid-
September acceleration of what may very well be the most significant economic down-
turn in the capitalist world since the Great Depression of the 1930s. Simultaneously, 
this crisis discredited the conservative nostrums that had led directly to the hemor-
rhaging of jobs and profits alike. Suddenly, the much ballyhooed “Washington Con-
sensus” of privatization, deregulation, “free markets,” “keeping government off the 
backs of the people,” and the other bromides popularized by Ronald Reagan began to 
fade into insignificance as the federal government began nationalizing financial insti-
tutions, bailing out big businesses and creating what jokesters in Beijing hilariously 
referred to as the “construction of socialism with American characteristics.”
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Of course, this was not socialism—at least not as the radical Left sees it—and the 
specter of our tax dollars being shoveled into the pockets of Wall Street moguls was 
hardly funny. Yet, as the man who manages $200 billion worth of China’s $2 trillion 
stash suggests,11 the United States has reached a fork in the road: borrowing from Asia 
to finance consumption for goods made in Asia is a model that is reaching the point 
of exhaustion. More than this, the era of the United States as the “sole remaining 
superpower” has proven to be remarkably brief. Indeed, just as the baton of global 
leadership passed from London to Washington in the twentieth century, even the Wall
Street Journal12 seems to be fretting about the distinct possibility that U.S. profligacy 
has paved the way for the rise of China. This is a bitter pill to swallow for a number of 
reasons: after spending trillions to bring about the “death of communism,” the United 
States now seems poised to endure the specter of the ascendancy of the most populous 
nation on earth—which happens to be led by the Communist Party.

Perhaps worse, according to some on the hard Right, this would also mean the rise 
of a “non-European” power to preeminence, a reality long in making that is perceived 
as incongruent with the theory and praxis of white supremacy, a founding doctrine of 
this nation.13 Patrick J. Buchanan, former GOP presidential aspirant and epigone of 
ossified conservatism, has been remarkably explicit in delineating the racial implica-
tions of this new global reality, along with its domestic counterpart, the imminence of 
the United States itself no longer having a comfortable white majority.14

Buchanan, an editorial writer for the fortunately defunct St. Louis Globe-Democrat,
which poured gasoline on the flames of racist resentment in the 1960s, was picked 
by Richard Nixon as a top aide: there he was present at the creation as Nixon led a 
counterrevolution against the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 
1965, sowing a “white backlash” that led to conservative hegemony for decades to 
come. Anti-Washington rhetoric resonated in the Deep South particularly, since it 
was the federal government that had expropriated billions in slave “property” during 
the Civil War, impoverishing numerous Euro-Americans, while leaving in their midst 
numerous African Americans.15 The financial meltdown of 2008 not only paved the 
way for the erosion—if not outright collapse—of conservative hegemony but also, 
in a deliciously ironic trick of history, did so in the person of triumphant African 
Americans: the Obamas.

Unfortunately, conservative hawks have not seen fit to peruse history and note that 
the epochal historical reversal that the United States is now undergoing on a global 
scale is nothing new: France little recognized that when it assisted to power anticolo-
nial rebels in North America in the late eighteenth century that it was not only scoring 
a triumph against John Bull but also creating a nascent superpower. A century ago, 
London hardly recognized that it was sealing the doom of its empire in Asia when 
it appointed Tokyo as its watchdog in the region—presumably this was recognized 
by December 7, 1941. When President Richard M. Nixon traveled to Beijing some 
thirty-five years ago to broker an anti-Soviet alliance, little did he know that he was 
in the process of creating one of this nation’s most formidable creditors—and a rising 
military power to boot.

In this context, propelled by a deteriorating economic climate that has undermined 
traditional conservatism and a global climate that is inconsistent with the historical 
trajectory of white supremacy, the Obamas have arisen and have become the target 
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of a free-floating anxiety that this crisis has generated, made all the more virulent by 
the white majority’s difficulty in articulation of this crisis, not least since “whiteness” 
itself has been constructed as “invisible,” the norm that need not speak its name, and 
not least since this majority was deprived of the tools for explicating capitalism itself 
during the ill-fated cold war.

Thus, in many ways the Obamas—particularly Michelle Obama—are viewed in 
these circles as the visible evidence of the decline of U.S. imperialism, the crisis of 
white supremacy, and the rise of a force bent on overturning the conservative consen-
sus of recent decades. That this force may not prove to be unavailing is suggested by 
the journey of Francis Fukuyama, who after the collapse of the Berlin Wall was hailed 
and touted for his alleged prescience when he bruited the idea of “the end of history,” 
by which he meant that capitalism had triumphed for all time and socialism, it was 
thought, had been forced into the mother of all yard sales and bargain-basement 
liquidations.16 But today this same highly regarded intellectual is touting “the end 
of Reaganism”17—a surprisingly sane response to the era of Enron, Bernard Madoff, 
Wall Street bailouts, and corporate greed run amok.

Still, it is Michelle Obama who has been the lightning rod for a good deal of this 
hostility generated by these epochal shifts, perhaps to a greater degree than her spouse. 
The American president is both head of government and head of state—Gordon Brown 
and Queen Elizabeth combined—and it is the latter (and the latter category) that is 
routinely given a fair amount of deference as the embodiment of the nation and not 
just its administrator. Mrs. Obama has no such shield. Furthermore, there is a lengthy 
tradition—perhaps stretching back to Adam and Eve and the apple and Pandora and 
the box—of the sly woman leading a deluded man down the primrose path of destruc-
tion. Thus, when W. E. B. Du Bois joined the Communist Party, it was said to be 
the handiwork of his much younger spouse, Shirley Graham Du Bois, who was said 
to have inveigled and enticed the then elderly activist scholar.18 This hoary tradition 
dovetails neatly with yet another atmospheric anxiety—that of many men who are chal-
lenged and threatened by the challenge to male supremacy and its counterpart: the rise 
of strong women unwilling to accept ancient stereotypes about female subservience.19

Michelle Obama, an accomplished attorney and administrator, embodies this rise. That 
she is also of African ancestry, and therefore a symbol of a perceived “racial” challenge, 
only heightens, multiplies, and magnifies the antagonism toward her.

In addition, the “First Lady” historically has served as a symbol of womanhood—
as defined by patriarchy. The adoring gaze of Pat Nixon and Nancy Reagan as their 
husbands addressed audiences is the outward manifestation of this trend.20 Histori-
cally, Democratic Party first ladies such as Eleanor Roosevelt and Hillary Rodham 
Clinton have been the exceptions, which is one reason they both received so much 
incoming fire. Comes now Michelle Obama, a first lady in black who challenges the 
patriarchal stereotype—not to mention the racial construction of the femme ideal—
in the midst of chaotic worldwide change and a demographic transformation that is 
changing the face of the nation. Unsurprisingly, she has become a target of deeply 
rooted—though rarely articulated—anxiety, which makes it all the more perfidious 
and difficult to extirpate.

Michelle Obama’s spouse, on the other hand, has done a remarkable job thus far 
of deflecting antagonism by his calming persona and his political strategy of bringing 
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diverse forces together, leaving her to absorb the anger and hostility in the ether as the 
nation and the world lurch toward a new reality. This situation is aided immeasur-
ably by reigning stereotypes of African American women that inevitably influence 
the public perception of any within this group—not dainty but sizeable, not retiring 
but confrontational, not subservient but matriarchal. Moreover, her spouse, as is well 
known, is not a direct descendant of enslaved Africans in North America and there-
fore does not attract the stigma and hostility routinely directed at the descendants of 
lost fortunes in the former slave South.

Michelle Obama’s great-great-grandfather was born in the mid-nineteenth century 
and lived as a slave, at least until the Civil War, on a sprawling rice plantation in South 
Carolina. Jim Robinson toiled on this same plantation as a sharecropper, living in the 
old slave quarters with his wife and their children; apparently, he could neither read 
nor write.21 Having a black majority at various points in its tortured history, the Pal-
metto State was notorious for the notable viciousness of its slavery, its terrorism and 
racist bestiality of its political leadership.22 Rice was the major product of this region, 
and it has been reported that slave traders in their hunting of the enslaved targeted a 
specific area of West Africa where this crop was grown.23 Michelle Obama’s ancestors 
were among these rice growers. In this region, often-outnumbered white elites had 
even more reason to recognize that their misbegotten wealth was grounded in the bas-
est form of exploitation, thus heightening their fear, anxiety, and cruelty.24

Fraser Robinson, Sr., Michelle Obama’s great-grandfather, was born in George-
town, South Carolina, in 1884, at a time when Ku Klux Klan terrorism was ascend-
ing. He died in 1936, after a hard life and existence as a one-armed kiln laborer. At 
some point in the 1930s, many of the Robinson clan pulled up roots and, like so 
many Negroes of that era, fled—in their case to Chicago, where her father, Fraser 
Robinson III, was born.25

In January 1964 Fraser Robinson III started work for the city’s water department, 
sweeping, mopping, scrubbing, emptying garbage pails, hauling litter, and unloading 
trucks. Within days after he assumed his post, his spouse, Marian, gave birth to their 
second-born child, Michelle. (Their first-born, Craig Robinson, played basketball 
for Princeton University and is now basketball coach at Oregon State University.) 
Michelle was born into a nation where Jim Crow—apartheid—was still the law of the 
land, though it was then under ever-stiffer challenge. This was particularly the case in 
Chicago, as the nation discovered when Martin Luther King, Jr., brought his protest 
movement there and was compelled to endure a virulent racism that shocked the con-
science.26 The passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 
1965, while she was still in infancy, seemed to assure that Michelle Robinson would 
gain a more secure livelihood than her parents or ancestors. But bigotry had a durable 
shelf life in Chicago, as evidenced when Black Panther Party leader Fred Hampton 
was murdered by the authorities in his bed on December 4, 1969.

To a greater degree than its counterparts, black Chicago had a lengthy progres-
sive tradition, as evidenced by the presence of the famed novelist Richard Wright, 
premier Communist intellectuals such as Claude Lightfoot and William Patterson, 
the celebrated writer Margaret Walker, and many other figures. Black Chicago then 
was to bequeath to the nation the presidential ambitions of Rev. Jesse Jackson and the 
trailblazing political leadership of Mayor Harold Washington. Fraser Robinson III 
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became politically active within the Democratic Party, more specifically within the 
fabled “machine” of Mayor Richard Daley, whom Washington, the African American 
insurgent, succeeded. It has been suggested that the job Robinson held was a patron-
age post dependent upon political participation.

Michelle’s mother, on the other hand, was the “mom-in-chief,” pouring her time 
and effort into her two children as the father went off to work. Secure employment 
and a loving family facilitated Michelle’s academic excellence at the Whitney Young 
Magnet School, which—as the name suggests—was no ordinary schoolhouse but a 
product of both desegregation and educational loftiness to which the teenaged girl 
had to travel a long distance to attend. This academic preparation proved useful when 
she arrived at Princeton University in the early 1980s.

Princeton had only begun to admit both women and African Americans in more 
than minute numbers as a direct response to the tumult of the 1960s. Its most cel-
ebrated alumnus, Woodrow Wilson, famously screened the cinematic love letter to 
the Ku Klux Klan, The Birth of a Nation, in the White House during his presidency, 
which was consistent with his effort to impose strict segregation in Washington, 
D.C. The architecturally distinct campus was littered with dormitories where the 
privileged once kept their slaves, and the campus during Michelle’s tenure contin-
ued to contain clubs that rarely if ever had admitted African Americans of any sort. 
conservatism, in sum, was alive and well at Princeton during her time there, and 
one of its central preoccupations was railing against the admission of students like 
Michelle Robinson.27

It was at Princeton that she began to blossom politically, for, like Chicago, Princ-
eton too had a tradition—admittedly not too lengthy—of activism. After all, it had 
been the birthplace of Paul Robeson, the legendary actor, singer, intellectual, and 
political activist, and though he had been barred from admittance at the university, 
he cast a lengthy shadow in his hometown, helping to inspire particularly militant 
antiapartheid activism that rocked this bucolic campus from the 1960s through her 
presence there in the 1980s. The Third World Center was one product of this activ-
ism, and Michelle spent a considerable amount of time there, once attending a semi-
nar that featured the last surviving member of the renowned “Scottsboro Boys,” nine 
young men whose frame-up in 1930s Alabama on charges of rape had marked a new 
stage in the evolution of progressive politics.28

Princeton undergraduates are required to produce a senior thesis. Most such docu-
ments are instantly forgettable, but Michelle Robinson’s has been scrutinized like the 
Dead Sea Scrolls—and some conservative critics have castigated it because of pur-
ported evidence of “racial separatism.” Her citation of the activist once known as 
Stokeley Carmichael has been trotted out as evidence of this supposed subversion, 
but “Princeton-Educated Blacks and the Black Community,” read more carefully, 
is actually instantly recognizable to those familiar with African Americans who have 
been plucked from the working class and parachuted into elite institutions: inevita-
bly, there is ambivalence, an instantaneous recognition that, perhaps, one is being 
groomed for a role as a comprador, which generates a struggle to break free from this 
class prison. The young woman who would become Michelle Obama wonders if she 
is being educated to be alienated from the community from which she sprang. This 
sentiment was not unique to her but is reflected in the views of a wide range of black 
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Princetonians interviewed by Melvin McCray in a remarkable documentary about 
their time at the university both before and after her admission.

This reluctance to become yet another sated and alienated member of what black 
Chicagoan and well-known sociologist E. Franklin Frazier referred to somewhat con-
temptuously as the “black bourgeoisie” was also part of her makeup at Harvard Law 
School. During her time there, this otherwise staid institution was a hothouse of dis-
sent and brooding radicalism, as evidenced by the prominence of a school of thought 
referred to as “critical legal studies,” which sought to argue that the law, far from 
being neutral, was actually a key tool of class rule and hegemony.29 Critical race theory 
quickly followed, and it, too, established a toehold at Harvard—particularly in the 
corpus created by Derrick Bell—as it sought to rip away the mask that shrouded the 
presumed beneficence of elites, which to that point had been giving this group undue 
credit in explicating gains in civil rights law and human rights generally.30 Bell, who 
was the most prominent African American member of the faculty during his time 
there (he departed prematurely because of the dearth of black women on the faculty, 
a deficiency that was not corrected until Lani Guinier was hired in 1998), influenced 
a generation of law students at Harvard and beyond, helping them to reconcile the 
tension and ambivalence that Michelle Robinson had experienced at Princeton with 
his thoughtful delineation of what he called “ethical ambition,” or the ability, inter 
alia, to do good and do well.31

In short, Harvard Law School was not firmly within the conservative mainstream 
at this juncture, and it provided fertile conditions for Michelle Robinson to flourish. 
She volunteered her growing legal skills at Gannett House on campus. Her future 
spouse was to spend a good deal of time there later, though he was on the top floor 
of this white-porticoed Greek revival edifice, in the commodious top-floor offices of 
the illustrious Harvard Law Review, which he led. She, on the other hand, worked on 
a lower floor on behalf of poor and working-class clients with pressing problems of 
evictions and other nettlesome civil matters.

Decamping from Harvard, she returned to Chicago and, though she still lived at 
home with her parents, joined a prestigious law firm, then called Sidley & Austin, 
where she practiced business law. It was there that she met her future spouse, but it 
was also there that she decided that this kind of profit-making enterprise was not her 
métier, and she soon departed to work for Public Allies, an organization of organizers 
and activists; for the planning department of the city of Chicago, once responsible for 
helping to create this metropolis’ unenviable reputation as more segregated than most; 
and, finally, as an administrator at the medical school of the University of Chicago.

In the meantime, she and the law student she supervised, Barack Obama, had 
become ever closer. They married, and they had two daughters. But theirs was no 
bed of roses, as they struggled with paying back student loans that financed their elite 
educations, and as he established himself as a lecturer at the University of Chicago 
Law School while practicing law and serving as a state senator. Barack’s crushing 
schedule and regular travel to the capital at Springfield often left Michelle as the sole 
caretaker of their two young daughters, which sheds light on her White House cru-
sade on behalf of working mothers. As she told one inquiring journalist in words that 
have resonated with many women, “What I notice about men, all men, is that their 
order is me, my family. God is in there somewhere, but me is first. And for women, 
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me is fourth, and that’s not healthy.”32 At times, this attempt to strike a work-family 
balance—yet another illustration of the notion that the “personal is political”—left 
her and her busy spouse “barely on speaking terms.”33 Yet, ironically, this all-too-close 
peek inside a human relationship helped to solidify the ability of similarly situated 
women to identify with her and combat the strenuous conservative attempt to por-
tray her as an “elitist”—unlike, presumably, Cindy McCain, she of the $100 million 
fortune, the five-carat diamond rings, and the fabulous Oscar de la Renta outfits.34

Michelle Obama, the first lady in black, represents a departure for this nation—
but this departure is difficult to comprehend without consideration of the wrenching 
changes the nation and the world is now undergoing: a new world is in birth and sharp 
pangs of pain are inevitable. Even if a sector of the U.S. electorate rails furiously against 
sane measures dictated by a financial meltdown, it is apparent that the international 
community—particularly the powerful in Asia that help to keep this stupendously debt-
ridden nation afloat—will no longer accept the cowboy capitalism that has inhered in 
conservatism and that has its roots in a rebellion of rapacious slaveholders. The Obama 
presidency is a direct outgrowth of these trends, and Michelle Obama, a descendant of 
enslaved Africans (some of whom helped to construct the White House itself ), will no 
doubt continue to be a target of anxiety. Yet it must be stressed that this anxiety is only 
secondarily about her: most of all, it is a product of a new balance of power abroad, 
which has helped to propel a general crisis of race and gender at home.
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The Race Problematic, 
the Narrative of 
Martin Luther King, 
Jr., and the Election 
of Barack Obama

Rickey Hill

Arguably, race has been and remains the most intractable problem in the
United States. Race defines and shapes the dichotomous social and human relations 
that have historically specified the juxtaposition of the supremacy, right, privilege, 
and morality of the “white” and the “non-white.” In specific terms, race is a marker 
that describes, informs, and bounds white and non-white people within structures of 
power and domination. If we accept race as a social construction, then we must also 
accept it as a category by which all groups in the American society are identified. We 
must also understand that while whites possess race, they are not raced. To be raced in 
the American society is to be identified as non-white. Historically, this especially has 
been the case for black people.

This chapter attempts to analyze the race problematic as it played out within 
Barack Obama’s quest to become the first black person to run for and win the presi-
dency as the standard bearer of one of the two major political parties in the United 
States. My effort is to interrogate the race problematic within the paradigm of Martin 
Luther King, Jr.’s narrative of a beloved community and Barack Obama’s odyssey of 
winning the presidency while not propounding his identity as a black man.

What is the race problematic? How did it inform the national discourse on 
whether white people were prepared to support and elect a black person as president 
of the United States of America and “leader of the free world,” as it were? I want to 
examine those questions here. Second, during the 2008 presidential election cycle, 
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the legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr., was invoked as a sort of brook of fire through 
which Obama had to cross in order to convince many people that he was not run-
ning as a black candidate, but rather was transracial or postracial in his campaign to 
win the presidency. In considering that legacy, I will I argue that the King narrative 
did inform the discourse on whether, as Obama believes, “white guilt has exhausted 
itself.” The race problematic played out in Obama’s presidential victory, but in some 
surprising ways.

The Race Problematic

Race and racial specificity are interwoven into the civil society, legal system, mores, 
norms, cultural and social etiquette, and the body politic of American society. Con-
sequently, the problem is not race per se. Rather the problem is racial domination. 
Racial domination in America is structured by power relations. White people, in very 
specific terms, have exercised power over black people and other non-white groups in 
fundamental ways that have oppressed, exploited, and aggressed against their human 
and civil rights.

Conceptually, race specifies a system of ideas and values, of advantages and dis-
advantages. Racism is the ideology that rationalizes racial domination and white 
supremacy. Moreover, racism gives framework to the superstructural, substructural, 
and infrastructural processes and institutions that practice racial exclusion, circum-
scription, and proscription. In broad terms, racism in the United States operational-
izes a racial contract of whiteness. Whiteness is about privilege and the normality 
and visibility of white people as the dominant group and class in American society. 
Historically, whiteness has privileged white people over and against non-white people 
as the “Other.” Moreover, whiteness socially categorizes white people into a dominant 
power relationship with non-white groups. This conceptualization accounts for the 
differentiation in the resources, power, authority, and influence among white people 
writ large.

In highly racialized polities, such as the United States, whiteness occupies the supe-
rior position in the racial hierarchy, because white people—as the dominant group 
and class—reproduce the power, social arrangements, and ideology that frame social 
reality. Over the history of the United States, citizenship, for example, has been a 
highly racialized commodity.

During the era of chattel slavery, African people were considered property. They 
were rationalized as subhuman and had no rights that white people were obligated 
to respect. To be a citizen, a person had to be white and a property owner. As slaves, 
black people were not white, were not free, and were not citizens. They were inferior, 
unfree, and property. Therefore, citizenship was a racialized standing. Article 1, Sec-
tion 2, of the U.S. Constitution refers to black people as “three fifths of all other Per-
sons.” Amendments 13, 14, and 15 codified black people into the social contract in 
order to place limits on postslavery racial discriminatory practices by the states. From 
the mid-nineteenth century to well into the early twenty-first century, black people 
have engaged in political and social protest, social movement, civil litigation, and the 
struggle to exercise the vote in order to secure and utilize the basic citizenship rights 
guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.
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Therefore, for black people, the question of citizenship has been tied to questions 
of race, power, and racialization. In the main, the black struggle for freedom has been 
a struggle for inclusion into the white body politic. Not only was citizenship closed to 
black people, but the limits, boundaries, and provinces of citizenship were also pro-
scribed by rules and laws forbidding black people from entering the inner citadels of 
white civic society. The major dominant group and class institutions, organizations, 
and social relations—politics, law, economic activity, religion, cultural apparatuses, 
and residential life—have been structured by the racial order. While de jure racial seg-
regation no longer exists, there remain obvious de facto practices of racial constraints 
in institutional life in America.

After a long, arduous, and protracted struggle against racial segregation and for 
inclusion, black people do enjoy and exercise some measure of citizenship rights. 
However, it must be observed that, in the early twenty-first century, such exercise is 
still constrained by race and racial determinants on the extent and limits of freedom 
and access.

Today, the race problematic is evident in a litany of empirical indexes validat-
ing racial constraints that are not simple social constructions: (1) nationally, one in 
three black males is in prison, on parole, or on probation; (2) nationally, a higher 
percentage of black females are in the criminal justice system in disproportion to 
their numbers when compared to the number of white males; (3) black women have 
accounted for at least 72 percent of new HIV cases over the last decade; (4) black 
people do not enjoy transformative assets—inherited wealth required to lift families 
beyond their own achievements over generations; (5) in the twenty largest metropoli-
tan areas, where 36 percent of all black people live, residential segregation pervades 
basic dimensions of life; (6) at least 70 percent of all black school-age students are 
in racially segregated schools; (7) in the lowest quintile, the net worth (the differ-
ence between what one owns and what one owes) for the typical white household 
is $17,066, while black households have a net worth of $2,400; among the highest-
earning households, white median net worth is $133,607, while the net worth for 
black households is $43,806; and (8) more glaringly, net financial assets (liquid assets, 
that is, assets that are immediately available) are even more revealing along racial lines; 
at the middle quintile, typical net financial assets for white households are $6,800, 
while for black households they are $800. Among the highest-earning households, 
they are $40,465 for whites and $7,448 for black people. These indexes are illustrative 
of the disparities we find among other non-white groups when compared to whites. 
While class is an active variable in explaining these disparities, the race problematic is 
a significant determinant.

While race continues to be regarded as a dilemma in American institutional life, 
few observers wish to confront racial domination as it is manifested in everyday life. 
Whether race is rejected as a biologistic concept or accepted as a social construction, 
the very practices of the race problematic give conceptualization and operationaliza-
tion to race as an orienting concept in dichotomizing and managing people along 
distinct lines of color differences. Moreover, in the context of the United States, race 
seems to operate as an immutable category, characterized by color lines between white 
people and non-white people that have been defined, circumscribed, and enforced 
institutionally.
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Once a group or an individual has been raced, then it is difficult to become “der-
aced.” When cultural and social ideologues think and speak in terms of race, then 
they usually do not have white people in mind. They usually have reference to black 
people or other people of color. The historical annals are replete with cases of black 
people who have been so raced that they prefer being identified with the dominant 
white group or any other group that may approximate some of the attributes of the 
dominant white group. The phenomena of passing and racial self-hatred readily come 
to mind (Kennedy 2008; Bracey 2008).

As social practice, race ascribes a particular racial etiquette that codifies and con-
ceptualizes how people are to act along racial lines. This racial etiquette in turn gives 
rise to a racial ideology that fixes people into differences that are rationalized by social 
practices and law. Such was the history of slavery and de jure racial segregation in the 
United States. The social practices are quite evident today in the ways in which black 
people are being criminalized, overrepresented at the lower end of the income and 
occupation hierarchies, and underrepresented in positions of economic and political 
power, while institutionalized racism remains a powerful determinant of black life 
chances (Hill and Lee 2008).

The race problematic remains an active variable in the thinking and practices that 
define and shape human and social relations in twenty-first-century America. Race 
is always just beneath the surface in public discourse. Racism and racial domination 
continue to operate in subtle and glaring ways to make clear that there is a dominant 
white group and class that maintain and benefit from the racial order.

The narrative on the race problematic has not changed much over the last forty 
years. When Martin Luther King, Jr., was assassinated in 1968, the civil rights move-
ment had not achieved his beloved community. While measurable, marginal change 
in the racial status of black people has occurred, the life chances of black people are 
continually retarded by the racial order.

KING’S NARRATIVE

Martin Luther King, Jr., has been invoked during this presidential election cycle 
for obvious reasons. The least of them is Obama’s status as the first black person to 
become the presidential candidate for one of the two major parties. Perhaps more 
critical is the fact that Obama, it was argued, represented a transracial or postracial 
politics in which race was not the central thesis of his bid for the White House. While 
it was the case that Obama set out determined not to run as a black candidate, he had 
to confront the conundrum of having black stalwarts in the Democratic Party, and some 
black neoconservatives consider him “not black enough.” The black Democratic stal-
warts were supporting Hillary Rodham Clinton because of the claim that black people 
owed something to the Clintons, especially since Bill Clinton had been the figurative 
“first black president.” As a self-identified black man, born of an African father from 
Kenya and a white mother from Kansas, and primarily raised by his white grandparents 
in Hawaii, Obama did not want to be perceived by the white electorate as black.

While not making the claim himself, Obama may have been vicariously and 
intuitively assuming the personification of King’s beloved community. Not only did 
Obama not represent the traditional biography of passage to national black leadership, 
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but his cultural and social narrative was also constructed with appropriated language 
that did not altogether jibe with the race-specific experiences of mass black commu-
nities. From his beginnings as a community organizer, Obama had constructed his 
political résumé and portfolio within an urban terrain that required him to coalesce 
with individuals and groups across ethnic, racial, class, and cultural lines. His Chicago 
experience led him to cultivate relationships with whites, Jews, Gentiles, Middle East-
erners, Latinos, conservatives, liberals, South Side black politicos, black residents of 
the city, and the white movers and shakers on Chicago’s lakeshore. To become at once 
a member of Jeremiah Wright’s Trinity United Church of Christ and be mentored by 
one Abner Mikva, a former Illinois congressman and federal judge, did not represent 
a contradiction for Obama (Purdum 2008; Lizza 2008). Rather, it demonstrated his 
capacity to reach across racial and ethnic lines to see that his political viability was 
inextricably linked to a broad, complex human mosaic. Arguably, this strategy was 
quite Kingian in its intent.

Martin Luther King, Jr., believed in and propagated the idea of America becoming 
a beloved community in which black people and white people, as “brothers and sis-
ters,” had to reconcile their racial differences and come together as “children of God” 
in order to establish America as the “Kingdom of God.” Though King reluctantly 
became the president of the Montgomery Improvement Association, the leading 
black political organization in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955, he came to under-
stand, in short order, that the success of the civil rights movement also required the 
organization and mobilization of the surrounding white community. King believed 
that white people were morally mutable. He believed they could change to the point 
of recognizing black people as “children of God.” Thus, King set out to shame white 
people into changing the racial order and the dominant culture.

King was the consummate liberal Christian who believed that the American dream 
of freedom, justice, equality, and democracy could be realized and enjoyed by black 
people. In King’s thinking, racial segregation prevented white people from seeing the 
American dream as having transformative powers for both black people and whites. 
Moreover, King believed that the American racial order could be transformed by 
appealing to the moral conscience of whites.

The America that King saw in the mid-twentieth century was being awakened by 
a post–World War II international mobilization to end settler colonial rule in Africa, 
Asia, the Caribbean, and Latin America; a domestic politics in the United States orga-
nized against cultural and social intolerance; and the consolidation of the decades-
long civil rights struggle to end racial segregation and the draconian nadir that had 
kept black people mired in an inferior state. King came to interpret the black freedom 
struggle in America as “part of an overall movement in the world in which oppressed 
people are revolting against imperialism and colonialism”( King 1967a, 59). King’s 
conceptualization of what he saw was constructed in universal terms. He saw racial 
segregation in America and colonialism in the Third World as the denial of human 
dignity and worth.

As a liberal Christian, King wanted America to live up to its professed virtues 
as a liberal democracy by fully granting and protecting black citizenship rights and 
providing black people with access to freedom, justice, and equality. He knew these 
things could happen only in a rapidly growing materialistic society, such as America, 
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if America ended its racial order, reckoned with its racism, promoted social equality, 
and instituted racial integration.

King came to believe that black people represented the moral conscience of Amer-
ica. Through the black freedom struggle, King believed that he could appeal to the 
rationality of white people. While this was not a new motif—W. E. B. Du Bois, of 
particular note, began his scholarly and intellectual career believing that white people 
were rational enough that one could appeal to their moral rationality in making the 
case to end racial domination—King believed his appeal was to get white people to do 
“God’s will” (Lewis 1993). Obviously, King knew and understood that a race prob-
lem existed in America, but he believed that the “essential goodness” of white people 
would lead them to accept black people as full citizens into the body politic.

As the moral conscience of America, King called on black people to commit to the 
protracted struggle against racial domination. From the church pulpit and through 
his public speeches, King urged black people to practice their human dignity and 
worth by not resorting to retaliatory action against white people for their racial vio-
lence. Consequently, King preached and practiced nonviolent direct action.

King’s narrative was the establishment of a beloved community in which black and 
white peoples could live together in integrated racial unity. If, as King believed, the 
racial order could be overturned, then black people could achieve access to freedom, 
justice, and equality. However, the march of human events that led King into the 
broader struggles for economic justice, against the Vietnam War, and in solidarity 
with Third World peoples also led him to become disillusioned with America’s capac-
ity to throw off the racial order.

A close examination of King’s thinking from 1965 to his assassination in 1968 will 
reveal that King was rethinking his earlier beliefs about the moral rationality of white 
people. During his last three years of life, King had seen the bloody beating on the 
Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama; the killing of black people in the Watts 
district of Los Angeles, California; the four little girls killed in the bombing of Bir-
mingham’s Sixteenth Street Baptist Church; and black garbage workers in Memphis 
violently denied their human dignity and worth (Branch 2006).

King loved America deeply. He articulated a vision of hope and possibility in a 
country of extreme racial oppression, exploitation, and domination. Nevertheless, 
King believed that people in the United States had to move toward “fundamental 
structural changes in their values, economic and political structures, and leadership.” 
He believed that the race problematic could be solved if white people in America were 
to “yield to the mandates of justice” (King 1967).

King did not live long enough to realize his dream of the beloved community. 
Over the last forty years, much cosmetic change has taken place in the social status 
of black people. There are more than nine thousand elected black officials in the 
United States. Approximately 60 percent are located in the American South. The 
black members of the U.S. House of Representatives comprise a critical voting bloc, 
and the one black member of the Senate, Barack Obama, has been elected president 
of the United States. Since 1965, black persons have been elected mayors of most 
of America’s major cities. Black individuals have served in high posts in U.S. presi-
dential administrations, including two black secretaries of state. Some black persons 
have made notable strives in the corporate sector, including chief operating officers 
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at AOL-Time Warner and Merrill Lynch. Three black persons from the entertain-
ment industry have become billionaires—Oprah Winfrey, Robert Johnson, and 
Shirley Johnson. While we can conjecture that King would probably be proud of 
these and other notable individual achievements, he would, perhaps, note they have 
not lessened the levels of poverty and dispossession that continue to structure black 
everyday life inside the United States.

In the final analysis, it was inevitable that Obama would be compared to King. 
But we cannot place the burden of history on King, a man who spoke so eloquently 
to the black predicament in mid-twentieth-century America, to take up the cause 
of freedom, justice, and equality in the twenty-first century. King left a legacy on 
which others can build. The unfinished work of transforming America rests with 
these times and with individuals who want to continue the struggle for King’s dream 
of the beloved community. Obama is faced with the dilemma of knowing that the 
dream has not been realized and the possibility that America has not matured enough 
to put aside the racial order. How did the race problematic play out in Obama’s quest 
to win the presidency?

THE RACE PROBLEMATIC AND THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY OF BARACK OBAMA

The race problematic has been at play in presidential election cycles long before the 
use of the phrase “race card” gained currency in the public lexicon. In the Black Belt of 
the American South, racial demagoguery was employed by white politicians desiring 
to “outnigger” their opponents by trying to convince white voters that by voting for 
them rather than their opponents they could be assured that black people would be 
kept in their place and that nothing would be done to relax the racial order. In explicit 
terms, the use of the race problematic in presidential campaigns has been character-
ized as the “southern strategy” (O’Reilly 1995).

In 1964, Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona, the Republican presidential candi-
date, employed the southern strategy by making “law and order” the major thrust of 
his campaign because he believed black people, by employing political protest, were 
responsible for the “violence in the street.” Goldwater was opposed to and voted 
against all the major civil rights legislation of the era. (It is of particular note here 
that Hillary Clinton was then a “Goldwater Girl.”) Goldwater’s southern strategy 
so concerned Lyndon Johnson, the 1964 Democratic presidential candidate, that 
Johnson asked the major civil rights leaders to halt all demonstrations until after the 
November elections. Roy Wilkins of the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP), Martin Luther King of the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference (SCLC), Whitney Young of the National Urban League (NUL), and 
A. Philip Randolph, the noted labor organizer, agreed to do so because they thought 
such demonstrations might seal Goldwater’s victory. Only John Lewis of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and James Farmer of the Congress of 
Racial Equality (CORE) refused to do so.

Goldwater lost the 1964 election, in large measure, because Johnson received the 
majority of the white vote. This, however, was not the end of the southern strategy.

Richard Nixon employed the southern strategy in 1968 by declaring that liber-
alism, as represented by Hubert H. Humphrey, the Democratic candidate, was a 
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“doctrine sympathetic to the excessive demands of blacks.” While Nixon has been 
more pronouncedly identified with the southern strategy, many presidents before 
Nixon and since have used it (O’Reilly 1995). Ronald Reagan did in his infamous 
1980 speech in Philadelphia, Mississippi, in which he called for states’ rights. Once 
elected, among other racially charged decisions, Reagan decentralized community 
development programs. For a generation, community development programs had 
been central to infrastructural and civil society developments in black communities.

George H. W. Bush gave crime a black face by using the infamous Willie Horton 
ads against Michael Dukakis, the Democratic candidate, to frighten white people 
into believing that black men were going to rape and murder their women. Bush also 
employed the Nixon mantra against liberalism in order to consolidate the ranks of 
white conservatives.

Bill Clinton was more clever and perhaps more sinister than any other presidential 
candidate in his use of the southern strategy. In 1992, while enjoying the glowing 
support of the black political elite, Clinton was at once the arbiter of black folks’ 
interests and their paternalistic benefactor. Clinton had crafted for himself a portfolio 
that made him look quite anomalous as a white boy growing up in racist Arkansas, 
who could make the generic claim that “some of my best friends are black.” Clin-
ton claimed to have regarded segregation as a sin. And, as well, he claimed to have 
admired Martin Luther King, Jr.

However, during his 1992 presidential run, Clinton was determined to prove to 
white voters that, unlike Michael Dukakis, he was a strong prosecutorial governor. Dur-
ing the New Hampshire primary, Clinton returned to Arkansas to preside over the exe-
cution of one Ricky Ray Rector, a brain-damaged black man. To prove, unlike Walter 
Mondale, he would not kowtow to Jesse Jackson, Clinton used the occasion of Jackson’s 
Rainbow Coalition conference to blast Sister Soulja for suggesting that “if black people 
kill black people every day, why not have a week and kill white people.” Jackson submit-
ted that “the attempt to align me with her is an attempt to malign me with her.” James 
Carville, Clinton’s campaign manager, later admitted that “the campaign wanted to bait 
a prominent African American.” Jesse Jackson was certainly among the most prominent 
African Americans of the time. Clinton went on to win two terms as president. Not only 
did he manage to sustain the support of the black political elite, including Jackson’s, but 
he also enjoyed the figurative status as “the first black president.”

George W. Bush played the southern strategy in both of his presidential cam-
paigns. Bush exploited the denigration of the liberal label to convince white con-
servatives to vote for him. Bush’s appeal was to the same racist tropes that had been 
used since the Goldwater and Nixon days. He also made a convincing case that he 
represented ordinary people because he was not endowed—despite the fact that he 
came from privilege, was a Yale and Harvard graduate, and the scion of the George H. 
W. Bush—with great intellect. In the final analysis, Bush’s notion of “compassionate 
conservatism” became a cloak to continue retrograde policies against the interest of 
people of color. Bush’s compassionate conservatism was on full display in his regime’s 
ineffectual response—or lack of response—to the Hurricane Katrina tragedy in New 
Orleans in 2005, in which hundreds of black people died.

The southern strategy was employed by Senator Hillary Clinton, Bill’s Clinton’s 
wife, in her long-fought but failed bid to wrestle the Democratic nomination away 
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from Obama. By all estimations, Clinton’s campaign was revitalized when she made 
a blatant appeal to white working people during the Pennsylvania primary by con-
vincing them that Obama was an elitist. By appealing to the base racial instincts 
of rural white, conservative voters, Clinton validated the longstanding sociological 
understanding that the very political organization of the white working class was a 
racial project.

John McCain, the Republican presidential nominee in the 2008 contest, appropri-
ated the themes used by Hillary Clinton. McCain employed the fallacy that Obama 
did not have the experience to be president. In addition, McCain attempted to make 
the case that a vote for Obama would be risky. During the September 26, 2008, 
debate, McCain repeatedly stated that Obama “just doesn’t understand.” The impli-
cation, of course, was that, as a black man, Obama does not have the capacity to 
grasp the nuances of U.S. foreign policy. This came from a man who chose as his vice 
presidential running mate a person, in Alaskan Governor Sarah Palin, who believed 
she had derived her “foreign policy experience” from Alaska’s proximity to Russia. 
(According to McCain insiders, Palin thought Africa was a country, and not a conti-
nent. Palin, they said, also could not identify Africa on the map.)

The Obama presidential candidacy was confronted with a long, engrained history 
in which the race problematic has been played. During this history, a critical mass of 
white voters have been convinced that it would not be in their interest to elect persons 
to the presidency perceived to be to the left of the so-called American mainstream. 
The two Democrats—Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton—to win the presidency over 
the last twenty-eight years were conservative. Consequently, race and moral ideology 
have dominated presidential politics that have tended to advantage moderate to con-
servative candidates across party lines.

We must recall that, with the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, conservatives fos-
tered the idea that race no longer characterized the dominant human and social relations 
between black people and whites. The black middle class had aggregated to a measur-
able level. Civil rights gains had eclipsed any residual racial problems. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., had been appropriated as a proper icon for conservative consumption. Race 
came to be discussed in metaphoric language: “the race card,” “driving while black,” 
“angry white men,” “affirmative action babies,” “quota queens,” and the like.

Barack Obama entered national politics at a time when it was perceived that the 
period of overt racist public statements and actions had passed from the scene and 
any residual cases of such were anomalies. Some white journalists even wondered 
aloud, “Is Obama the end of black politics?” (Bai 2008). This is the view that Obama 
accepted as a given. In his speech to the 2004 Democratic National Convention, 
Obama observed, “There is not a black America and white America and Latino Amer-
ica and Asian America—there’s the United States of America” (Obama 2004). Two 
years later, in his book The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on Reclaiming the American
Dream, Obama rationalized the point:

In a sense I have no choice but to believe in this vision of America. As the child of a 
black man and a white woman, someone who was born in the racial melting pot of 
Hawaii, with a sister who’s half Indonesian but who’s usually mistaken for Mexican 
or Puerto Rican, and a brother-in-law and niece of Chinese descent, with some 
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blood relatives who resemble Margaret Thatcher and others who could pass for 
Bernie Mac, so that family get-togethers over Christmas take on the appearance of a 
UN General Assembly meeting, I’ve never had the option of restricting my loyalties 
on the basis of race, or measuring my worth on the basis of tribe.

Obama believes that this rationale buttresses his view that “whatever preconceived 
notions white Americans may continue to hold, the overwhelming majority of them 
these days are able—if given the time—to look beyond race in making their judg-
ments of people” (Obama 2006).

Obama also believes that racial domination has receded enough that “white guilt 
has largely exhausted itself in America” (Obama 2006). His optimistic and perhaps 
uncritical hope is that “even the most fair-minded of whites tend to push back against 
suggestions of racial victimization and race-based claims based on the history of 
racial discrimination in this country” (Obama 2006). But is Obama’s view hopeful or 
merely naive? Is he playing to the perverse politics that argues that America has arrived 
at a transracial or postracial era?

What we saw in the 2008 presidential election cycle indicated that the race prob-
lematic was played within the same old framework of the racial order, only with dif-
ferent conceptual usages. For example, with Hillary Clinton and John McCain, one 
did not have to convince whites to vote against Obama because he is black. All one 
needed to do was to make the case that he was inexperienced. One need not have 
argued that Obama did not understand the circumstances of the white working class 
because he was black. All one needed to do was to convince the white working class 
that Obama was an elitist, too aloof, and too professorial. No matter how the framing 
or spinning was done, subliminally, it would come out in racial terms. If Obama was 
perceived as inexperienced and elitist, then the message was that he was an inexperi-
enced and elitist black man. And, as McCain attempted to do, if the racial framing 
was not palpable, then the argument would be to make Obama a “socialist” and a 
“redistributionist,” and to charge him with “palling around with terrorists.”

Unmistakably, out on the political hustings, Obama self-identified himself as a 
black man. Therefore, he is not naive about how black males are stereotyped and 
phenotyped in American culture. He must know, intuitively at least, that he is and 
will be burdened with all those negative characterizations and invectives that color the 
place of black males in American society: “Black males are violent, angry, shiftless, and 
prone to sexual obsessions for white women” and the like. Moreover, despite his racial 
hybridity and a biography that is unframed by a history of racial subordination, the 
narrative from which he spoke was not untouched by the experiences of black people 
writ large. The nature of America’s racial order did not and will not permit Obama 
to forget or obscure that he is black. Some whites may not sense that Obama carries 
a racial grievance, as it were, but they are not comfortable that Obama’s very being 
reminds them that he is black. And, while many whites might view Obama as an 
exemplar of American success, this does not necessarily translate into their desire to 
have him regarded as “the leader of the free world.” Given the entire history of black 
subordination in this part of the world, that would be a bit absurd.

Though Obama has not presented himself as a deracialist, he does believe that “an 
emphasis on universal, as opposed to race-specific, programs isn’t just good policy, 
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it’s also good politics” (Obama 2006). He believes that past public policies shaped in 
universal terms have worked to bring black people into the American mainstream and 
will work in the future. Obama observes,

When I look at what past generations of minorities have had to overcome, I am opti-
mistic about the ability of this next generation to continue their advance into the 
economic mainstream. For most of our recent history, the rungs on the opportunity 
ladder may have been slippery for blacks; the admittance of Latinos into firehouses 
and corporate suites may have been grudging. But despite all that, the combination 
of economic growth, government investment in broad-based programs to encour-
age upward mobility, and a modest commitment to enforce the simple principle of 
nondiscrimination was sufficient to pull the large majority of blacks and Latinos 
into the socioeconomic mainstream within a generation. (Obama 2006)

Obama was undeterred from this optimism. His candidacy was built on the belief 
that he is just the right person and the right voice to use the presidency to complete 
the work of moving black people, Latinos, and other oppressed minorities into the 
American socioeconomic mainstream.

Obama was consistent in guarding against any detraction from his broader mis-
sion. In response to the national media’s fury over what was interpreted to be racially 
incendiary speeches by his pastor, Reverend Jeremiah Wright, Obama resigned from 
Trinity United Church of Christ and delivered a nationally televised speech in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, on March 18, 2008. Obama attempted to lay bare his concerns 
about Reverend Wright within the context of how the United States had handled the 
problem of race. Obama was sensitive to the implications that, since Reverend Wright 
was his pastor, he must have agreed with his statements. In some way, while the speech 
could be considered a “compromise,” Obama did place in some critical relief that 
the problem of race must be understood in historical terms and that people in the 
society brought different perspectives to what they experienced. Obama declared that 
Jeremiah Wright “expressed a profoundly distorted view of this country—a view that 
sees white racism as endemic, and that elevates what is wrong with America above all 
that we know is right with America” (Obama 2006).

Obama wants to be identified with the view that he will not employ race to for-
mulate and implement public policy. In his July, 14, 2008, speech to the national 
convention of the NAACP, Obama said, “If I have the privilege of serving as your next 
president, I will stand up for you the same way that earlier generations of Americans 
stood up for me—by fighting to ensure that every single one of us has the chance to 
make it if we try” (Obama 2008b). In a Kingian sense, Obama made clear that to 
stand up for such a principle “means removing the barriers of prejudice and misun-
derstanding that still exist in America. It means fighting to eliminate discrimination 
from every corner of our country. It means changing hearts, and changing minds, and 
making sure that every American is treated equally under the law” (Obama 2008b).

Most observers will agree that Obama has said and done everything reasonable to 
convince doubtful whites they should not be worried about how he would perform 
as the nation’s first black president. His selection of Senator Joe Biden of Delaware 
should have made that message unequivocally clear. Senator Biden has been in the 
U.S. Senate for thirty years. He is a moderate Catholic who has represented the values 
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of the white working class in his native state of Pennsylvania and his adopted state of 
Delaware. Biden also has longstanding foreign policy credentials from his leadership 
on the Senate foreign affairs committee.

Yet, during the rather intense Democratic primaries and caucuses, Hillary Clinton 
ventured that Obama was not prepared to take the proverbial 3:00 a.m. telephone 
call announcing some national emergency, and Kentucky Republican Congressman 
Geoff Davis questioned Obama’s lack of preparedness to handle nuclear policy, say-
ing, “That boy’s finger does not need to be on the button.” After Clinton conceded 
that she had lost her bid for the nomination, one of her ardent supporters, Lady 
Lynn Forester de Rothschild, declared, ironically, that she would not support Obama 
because he was elitist. In 2000, Forester de Rothschild married Sir Evelyn Rothschild 
of the famed British banking family, the CEO of the worldwide holding company EL 
Rothschild. Forester de Rothschild then threw her support to John McCain (Freder-
ick 2008).

The cover of the New Yorker magazine of July 21, 2008, featured Barack and 
Michelle Obama celebrating with a fist bump in the Oval Office in front of a portrait 
of Osama bin Laden and an American flag burning in the fireplace. Michelle Obama 
is portrayed as a militant radical with a bushy Afro hairstyle and an AK47 hanging 
from her back. Barack Obama is portrayed in full Muslim garb. In response to public 
reaction, the New Yorker’s editor declared that the cover was “a satirical lampoon of 
the caricature Senator Obama’s right wing critics have tried to create.” However, the 
cover pointed to the fact that even in white high culture, the race problematic plays 
out in blatant offensive ways. In September 2008, Georgia Republican Congressman 
Lynn Westmoreland described the Obamas as “uppity” because they did not display 
the characteristic subservience that some whites still expect black people to exhibit.

Even as Obama attempted to overcome the blatant messaging to his race and his 
fitness to be president, he still had to contend with the perception that he was Mus-
lim. Although Obama stated in many venues that he is a Christian, he was unable to 
shake the perception that he is Muslim. The September 18, 2008, a Pew Center for 
Research survey found that 19 percent of McCain supporters said that Obama was 
a Muslim. Among white voters, 17 percent of those who have not completed college 
said Obama was a Muslim. Among white college graduates, 7 percent said Obama 
was a Muslim (Pew Center for Research 2008). If Obama had lost his bid for the 
presidency, it would probably have been, in some measure, because his failure to pre-
vent the perception that he is a Muslim “de-Americanized” him.

Obama overcame the “Bradley effect,” a phenomenon named for Tom Bradley, 
the first black mayor of Los Angeles, California, who ran for governor of California 
in 1982. In the gubernatorial race, every poll indicated that Bradley would win. He 
did not. It was determined that many white voters who were polled lied and said they 
would vote for Bradley. On the day of the election, the white support for Bradley, as 
indicated in the polling, did not materialize. During the last two months of the 2008 
presidential campaign, it was widely speculated that the Bradley effect would be at 
play. According to the Pew Center for Research survey, “less educated white voters are 
nearly as likely as white college graduates to say that many will not support Obama 
because he is black—42 percent vs. 47 percent.” Nearly 20 percent of whites polled 
also believed that Obama was a Muslim.
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Obama received 43 percent of the white vote on November 4, 2008. Compara-
tively, Obama received the second-highest percentage of the white vote for Demo-
cratic candidates in the last ten presidential election cycles. Jimmy Carter received 47 
percent of white vote in 1976, and Bill Clinton received 43 percent of the white vote 
in 1996. The black vote was a record 13 percent of the national electorate. Obama 
received 95 percent of the black vote, higher than any Democratic candidate in the 
last ten election cycles. The 67 percent of the Latino/Hispanic vote that went to 
Obama was the third-highest in the last ten presidential election cycles. At 62 percent, 
the Asian vote for Obama was the highest in the last ten presidential election cycles. 
Equally important, the effort to paint Obama a Muslim faded in the 78 percent of the 
Jewish vote that Obama garnered.

Obama also beat McCain in critical cohorts across the national electorate. Obama 
carried 56 percent of women’s vote and 49 percent of men’s vote. McCain received 
48 percent of men’s vote. Obama beat or drew even with McCain in every age cohort 
except that sixty or older. Obama’s highest percentage of the vote in the age cat-
egory came from voters ages eighteen to twenty-nine. Among this cohort, Obama 
received 66 percent of the vote. In the education category, Obama beat McCain in 
every cohort. Most notably, Obama received 63 percent of the vote from persons who 
are not high school graduates. Among voters in big cities, Obama received 70 percent 
of the vote. From voters in small cities, Obama received 59 percent of the vote. He 
received 50 percent of the suburban vote, which has gone to Republican candidates 
in eight of the last ten election cycles. In the family income category, Obama beat 
McCain among voters earning under $15,000 and among voters earning $15,000 
to $29,999, $30,000 to $49,999, $75,000 to $99,999, and $200,000 and more. 
McCain beat Obama by 1 percentage point among the $50,000 to $74,999 cohort. 
Obama and McCain evenly split the vote among the $100,000 to $200,000 cohort. 
In the geography category, Obama won majorities in the Midwest, Northeast, and 
West. McCain won the South.

Along with winning the overwhelming vote of black voters, Latino/Hispanic vot-
ers, voters under the age of thirty, and a pivotal share of the white vote, Obama 
made inroads among critical swing voters, including suburbanites, independents, and 
Catholics. He also won the upper southern states of North Carolina and Virginia and 
the southern exceptional state of Florida.

Obama was right all along: people wanted and needed change. Going into the 
election, nearly nine in every ten persons thought the country was on the wrong track. 
Obama received 89 percent of that vote. Especially telling, among white voters earn-
ing less than $50,000 a year, Obama received 52 percent of their vote. And in Ohio, 
the home state of the McCain caricature Joe the Plumber, six in ten voters called the 
economy the most important issue. Obama received a majority of their vote, and he 
won Ohio. Similar results occurred in Indiana, Michigan, and Pennsylvania, where, 
as in Ohio, white working-class voters were expected to reveal their true racial senti-
ments on Election Day and vote against Obama.

Through it all, Obama succeeded in not allowing his Democratic and Republican 
opponents to bait him into morphing into the archetypal angry black man. Obama 
knew that if he was to win enough white votes to defeat John McCain, then he had 
to be careful in his utterances and his messaging. In many ways, Obama won the 
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presidency because he remained the racially ambiguous candidate. Like the image 
of Martin Luther King, Jr., Obama had to be enough of a blank slate to become an 
acceptable political icon for the comfort of whites. Obama’s victory was transforma-
tive. It crossed the objective boundaries of race, class, creed, and national identity.

Conclusion

Hillary Clinton said that she appealed to race because the polling data implied that it 
was salient (Hacker 2008). During the Democratic primaries in Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
and West Virginia, polls showed that 15 to 20 percent of white voters said that race 
was indeed a factor in their vote (ibid.). Yet Barack Obama overcame the appeal to 
the saliency of race. He enjoyed an historic turnout among black voters, 43 percent 
of the white vote, and 67 percent of the Latino/Hispanic vote. Obama overcame the 
Bradley effect, and on November 4, 2008, he was elected the forty-fourth president 
of the United States.

Barack Obama is the first black person to accomplish this achievement in the his-
tory of the American polity. By any measure, given the long, draconian racial ordeal 
suffered by African people inside the United States, his victory is momentous for all 
the obvious reasons. His is a victory for all the storied virtues that have defined and 
shaped the American idea. In our lifetime, a black person was able to overcome the 
fallacy of inferiority and the dreadful racial stereotypes and phenotypes to speak a 
new and different truth to the American body politic. Some will argue that Obama’s 
victory will mean an end to black grievance. Others will argue that a revolution has 
occurred and the color line has ended. And still others will declare that Martin Luther 
King’s narrative has been manifested and that his dream is now a reality.

As we rejoice in Obama’s transformative victory, vigilance must be the watchword. 
The racial order is still in place, Obama has not transcended race, and we have not 
achieved postraciality. Equally so, we must recognize that democracy is a contested 
ideological commodity, requiring a fierce urgency to imagine an America that is only 
possible within the lived experiences of everyday people. We must remember the past 
in order to understand that Barack Obama has arrived at this historic epoch through 
the crucibles of colonialism, the middle passage, slavery, racial segregation, and mil-
lions of ravaged black bodies and souls.
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From Idol to Obama

What TV Elections Teach Us 
about Race, Youth, and Voting

Sherrilyn Ifill

Contrary to popular opinion, Americans love to vote. In 2004, at least thirty-
two million Americans voted for twelve consecutive weeks. Many voted over and over 
again and with passion and intensity. Most of the voters were young. The election was 
marked by racial politics and single-shot voting. The election was for the American 
idol, and over the course of six years, millions of viewers participated week after week 
in a series of electoral contests as hard-fought, emotional, and divisive as any between 
the nation’s major political parties.

The year 2004 was a banner year for American Idol. Launched in 2002, the show 
was modeled after a British program. Featuring amateur singers from all over the 
country and three “professional” judges who eliminate singers each week, the show 
hits its peak in its final twelve weeks, when viewers are permitted to vote by phone 
for their favorite singers. Those singers who receive the lowest vote tally go home.1 In 
the show’s third season, the lineup of “final twelve” singers contained what were argu-
ably the best singers to ever participate in the competition. One competitor, Jennifer 
Hudson, a beautiful big girl with a powerhouse voice, went on to win an Academy 
Award two years later for playing Effie White in the film Dreamgirls. Her rendition of 
the signature song “And I Am Telling You” may be the single most powerful musical 
performance in motion picture history. Hudson was voted off the Idol program in the 
seventh week of the final twelve episodes.

Another dynamic singer in the 2004 season of Idol was LaToya London. Beautiful 
and petite, with a near flawless voice, London’s farewell rendition of Barbra Streisand’s 
classic “Don’t Rain on My Parade” when she was voted off the show three weeks after 
Hudson left a stunned audience with the uneasy sense that a mistake had been made.

I am grateful for the research assistance of law student Michelle McLeod.
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In fact, by the time London was voted off the show, racism had emerged as an ugly 
but unmistakable factor in the voting. Hudson, London, and Fantasia Barrino, another 
powerhouse black singer, were consistently voted as the bottom two or three contestants 
in successive weeks. Elton John, who’d made an appearance as a guest singer and coach 
for the competitors in an earlier week had been deeply impressed by Hudson, London, 
and Barrino (who were now being referred to as “The Three Divas” by the press). John 
attributed the low placement of the three strongest singers in the competition to racism. 
John argued that “these three girls would have the talent to be members of The Royal 
Academy or Juillard . . . [t]he fact that they are constantly in the bottom three . . . I find 
it incredibly racist.”2 Jennifer Hudson did not call the voting racist outright, but she 
argued that the voting was not based on “talent.” She reasoned, “if it was, all three of us 
wouldn’t have been in the bottom three. Maybe one, [but] not all three.”3 London was 
more coy, stating, “I don’t like to blame racism.”4 As the show seemed to increasingly get 
out of hand, host Ryan Seacrest appealed to the voting audience at home: “You cannot 
let talent like this slip through the cracks.”5 Black recording artist Missy Elliot promised 
that even if Fantasia Barrino lost the competition, she would offer the young singer a 
recording contract. Similar public statements of intent were directed at LaToya London.

Meanwhile, Jasmine Trias, a sixteen-year-old Asian American native Hawaiian 
with a thin, shaky voice but a sweet demeanor and winning smile, was proving amaz-
ingly resilient. She was one of the final three contestants. Critics charged that native 
Hawaiians were using the Pacific Time difference to pull off a surge of late-night 
voting for Trias. Her singing voice was embarrassingly threadbare, but Trias seemed 
blissfully unaware of that fact and of the increasingly uncomfortable racial dynamics 
taking hold of the competition. When Trias received more votes than Barrino in the 
week of London’s departure, the young Hawaiian’s excited smile faltered into confu-
sion when the live audience began to boo after the results were announced. Perhaps 
more racially savvy than Trias, Dianne DeGarmo—a white teenager from Georgia 
with an increasingly strong presence and voice—appeared shaken and horrified when 
Seacrest announced that Trias had beat Barrino in the vote tally. Ultimately, Barrino 
won the contest after singing a near-perfect and emotional version of the song “Sum-
mertime” from Porgy and Bess, beating Diana DeGarmo by 1.3 million votes.6

All in all, by the final six weeks, the Idol contest had become as exciting and 
complex as any contemporary American election. Voters were showing tremendous 
sophistication and dedication to their “candidates.” Racial politics were discussed at 
the watercooler and on the editorial pages of the nation’s papers.7 Using a form of 
single-shot voting, some voters withheld votes from some of their favorite candidates 
in order to multiple vote—sometimes up to fifty times—for a candidate they also pre-
ferred but who the voter reasoned lacked sufficient support within the larger elector-
ate of viewers. Turnout was regarded as the key to keeping your candidate alive. Like 
long lines at the polling booth, receiving a “busy” signal when calling in votes caused 
some viewers to give up; therefore, viewers were exhorted to be persistent and to keep 
calling back until their votes were recorded. Indeed, millions of votes were cast each 
week. During the final week of the contest, sixty-five million votes were recorded—at 
that time, the highest in Idol history.8 Since then, voting has only increased on the 
show. The finale for the seventh season of Idol in 2007 garnered 97.5 million votes.9

Even assuming multiple voting, the number is staggering and represents an electorate 
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of tens of millions of viewers. The show remains the most single most watched regu-
larly scheduled program in African American households and in the top ten for gen-
eral audiences as well.10

The 2004 Presidential Election

Ironically, at the same time that Idol was making its ascent in the Nielson ratings 
and attracting the participation of millions, voting experts were decrying the lack 
of participation of Americans in voting, and many were lamenting the use of voting 
machinery and techniques that seemed to inhibit rather than encourage voting. With 
the debacle presidential election of 2000 fresh in voters’ minds, a new sense of suspi-
cion had developed about voting. Issues that black and Latino voting activists have 
complained about for years—voter list purges, voter suppression and intimidation 
tactics, changes in polling places, long lines, faulty election equipment—had made it 
onto the front pages of major newspapers and into the larger public’s consciousness.

The year 2004 presented an opportunity to right some of the wrongs of 2000. 
Principal among these for many was the (s)election of George W. Bush as president 
after a contested election. The Supreme Court’s decision to stop the recount and, 
in essence, permit Bush to become president before all the votes in Florida were 
recounted,11 compounded by President Bush’s near-unilateral insistence on starting 
a war with Iraq, had provided a sense that the stakes in the 2004 election were high. 
Senator John Kerry (D-MA) accepted the nomination from the Democratic Party 
just as the number of U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq reached the 1,000 mark. Reports put 
Iraqi civilian deaths between 300,000 and half a million.

A good portion of the focus for this election among Democrats and liberal groups 
was on the youth vote. Efforts were made by scores of grassroots organizations to 
interest young people in voting. Hip-hop entrepreneur Sean “P. Diddy” Combs 
launched a campaign dramatically exhorting members of the hip-hop generation to 
“Vote or Die.” Complete with T-shirts, concerts, and MTV promotion, “Rock the 
Vote,” “Vote or Die,” and other similar efforts sought to “politicize” millions of young 
people.12 The unspoken but implicit expectation was that this potential voting cohort 
would vote to oust then President Bush.

Other grassroots organizations focused on states that outlawed voting by ex-
offenders and made efforts to change or challenge state constitutions that contained 
these disenfranchising provisions. Still, others sought to monitor and curb repeats of 
the voter list purges that had resulted in hundreds of wrongfully disenfranchised vot-
ers in Florida in 2000. And then, of course, the traditional “get out the vote” efforts 
of the two major political parties and major civil rights organizations used standard 
canvassing and registration techniques to increase the voter rolls. In the end, 64 per-
cent of the electorate, or 126 million people, voted in the 2004 general election.13

This level of participation did not break voting records, although it was the highest 
level of electoral participation since 1992. Fifteen million more voters turned out and 
voted in 2004 than in 2000.14 The voting rate increased 11 percent for voters between 
the ages of eighteen and twenty-four from 2000 to 2004.15

But the hoped-for outcome of the election was not to be. George W. Bush squeaked 
by and won the election (although voting irregularities in Ohio, where the Republican 
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Secretary of State Kenneth Blackwell insisted on certifying Bush as the winner, made 
even this Bush win suspect to some), and many regarded the success of “get out the 
vote” efforts as having won the battle but not the war.

Reality TV and Real-World Voting

Ironicallly, the two voting paradigms unfolding in 2004—American Idol and the 
presidential election—seemed to operate in separate universes. Although Idol was 
experiencing overwhelming voter turnout and enthusiastic participation, no apparent 
efforts were made by the purveyors and shapers of the political contests to capture and 
duplicate the success of Idol’s voting scheme. And yet the lessons and techniques of 
Idol voting were clearly worth studying. As previously stated, Idol showed that many 
Americans—especially young voters—are quite interested in voting. But this inter-
est in voting flourishes under certain conditions. First, young people are attracted to 
telegenic, entertaining, young candidates. This should not be discounted. More than 
16 percent of eligible voters age eighteen to twenty-four who did not vote said that 
they either “weren’t interested” or “didn’t like the candidates.”16 Idol also provided the 
opportunity for voters to vote in a way that was convenient (wherever they had access 
to a phone), using technology with which young people are most comfortable (tele-
phone calls and text messages). This also should be closely examined. Twenty-three 
percent of eighteen to twenty-four year olds who did not vote in 2004 and nearly 28 
percent of voters twenty-five to forty-four years old reported that they did not vote 
because they were “too busy” or had “conflicting schedules” with polls hours.17 As one 
nineteen-year-old young man with two jobs and a pregnant girlfriend explained to a 
reporter, “I should have voted, but I got a lot to do.”18

Finally, Idol permitted voters to vote passionately and as expressively as possible 
(multiple voting for preferred candidates). In other words, voters were not only will-
ing to vote for their favorite candidates but were also invested in voting multiple 
times—even when doing so would cost them something. Although Idol phone calls 
are toll-free, voting either by phone call or text message for Idol candidates from a cell 
phone uses all-important cell phone minutes—a currency often scrupulously guarded 
by young cell phone users.19

Idol also reveals the dark side of modern voting. Electronically disseminated infor-
mation about candidates has resulted in problems for 3 Idol candidates since the 
show’s inception. Two of the three candidates were people of color. The first, Frenchie 
Davis, was a African American plus-sized powerhouse singer, who—it was revealed—
had appeared in racy photos and appeared on an adults-only Web site.20 In 2007, racy 
cell phone photos of Antonella Barbra threatened to railroad her participation in the 
contest.21 In 2008, internet rumors that contestant David Hernandez had worked 
as a stripper at a gay nightclub were later substantiated.22 Among the three, only the 
black woman Idol contestant, Frenchie Davis, was actually removed from the show 
by the producers for her photo “scandal.” Barbra and Hernandez were voted off the 
show by viewers—each within two weeks of the revelations involving their conduct. 
The failure of the producers of the show to remove Barbera for her nude photos 3 
seasons after Frenchie Davis was dismissed from the program for largely the same 
issue—especially when it was revealed that Smith had fully disclosed her work for 
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the adult Web site when she auditioned for the show—resulted in charges of a racial 
double-standard. Talk show host Rosie O’Donnell called the decision to keep Barbra 
on the program “racist,” in light of the show’s earlier summary dismissal of Davis.23

Of course, the “racial double standard” is a feature of almost every election involv-
ing black and white candidates. The racial double standard featured prominently in 
the 2008 presidential election, particularly as it related to the difficulties candidate 
Obama faced for his association with his pastor, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright. Youtube, 
the Web site devoted to amateur videos, played a central role in the controversy. 
Video clips of Rev. Wright’s inflammatory sermons in which, in the tradition of the 
black church he called America to account for its history of racism and militarism, 
were used to challenge and question Obama’s patriotism and judgment. Yet white 
Republican candidate Sen. John McCain was given virtually a pass on his association 
with John Hagee, pastor of a megachurch in Texas, who famously made statements 
insulting the Catholic church. The controversy over Rev. Wright and the broadcast of 
Youtube loops of particularly inflammatory sections of Wright’s sermons, nearly sank 
the Obama campaign. By contrast, relatively few voters were even aware of some of 
the most hateful statements of Mr. Hagee. As one columnist explained, “Mr. Hagee’s 
videos have never had the same circulation on television as Mr. Wright’s. A sonorous 
white preacher spouting venom just doesn’t have the telegenic zing of a theatrical 
black man.”24

The rise of Idol mischief Web sites like Votefortheworst.com may also be instruc-
tive. The Votefortheworst.com Web site came to prominence during the 2008 season 
of Idol. That year, a South Asian-American singer, Sanjaya Malakar, threatened to 
hijack the competition with a bizarre mixture of poor singing, over-the-top hairdos, 
and a seemingly unshakeable belief in his own Idol-worthiness.25 Despite his lack of 
singing ability and the often painful assessment of his talent by the show’s judges, 
Malakar managed to eke out enough votes week after week to remain on the show. It 
was revealed that Dave Della Terza, an Idol watcher and critic had created a Web site 
designed to challenge the very premise of the show. Della Terza noted that in the ini-
tial auditions many “good [singers] are turned away and many bad singers or over the 
top personalities are kept around.”26 As such, Della Terza noted that Idol “is not about 
singing at all . . . The show starts out every year encouraging us to point and laugh at 
all of the bad singers who audition.” To expose the hypocrisy of the show as a talent 
competition, Della Terza’s site encourages visitors to “rally behind one choice so that 
we can help make a difference and pool all of our votes toward one common goal,” 
not to win the competition, but “to get a controversial contestant as far as possible.”27

The Web site received a huge boost when radio shock jock Howard Stern took up the 
cause, encouraging his listeners to use the site to “corrupt” the Idol program.28

Votefortheworst.com functions, in essence, as an organized protest vote. Like writ-
ing-in a fictional candidate, or organizing votes for a patently unqualified candidate in 
order to protest the perceived illegitimacy of the electoral process itself, votefortheworst.
com is yet another expressive avenue for voters. The embrace of Sanjaya Malakar, and 
the celebration of his mediocrity by many voters, was a way of speaking out against a 
show that promised democracy, but that “rigged the system” by conducting auditions 
in a way that weeded out some of the best talent in favor of contestants likely to bring 
drama (and thus ratings) to the program. One can easily imagine translating such a 
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challenge into a protest vote against candidates selected by either of the two major 
political parties—candidates selected not because of their qualifications to do the job, 
but selected because they are telegenic, sexy or otherwise appeal to voters’ baser interests. 
In fact, the 2003 gubernatorial election in California, after the recall vote that ended the 
term of Gov. Gray Davis featured 135 candidates—a virtual free-for-all that expressed 
populist anger at the leadership provided by the two major political parties.29 Republi-
can actor Arnold Schwarzenegger ultimately won the election with over 4 million votes 
(over the sitting Lieutenant Governor Cruz Bustamente), in a race that included an 
adult film actress (who garnered over 11,000 votes), a comedian (over 5,000 votes), and 
a self-described “custom denture manufacturer” (over 2,000 votes).30

But votefortheworst.com also exemplifies how organized technological responses 
to elections can potentially be used for mischief of a good deal more pernicious vari-
ety, than merely seeking to expose the hypocrisy of a popular entertainment program. 
Groups seeking to suppress or otherwise undermine voter participation can use technol-
ogy to achieve those ends. Such efforts are most likely to be directed at minority groups.

Post civil-rights era efforts to intimidate minority voters or suppress minority voter 
turnout have been documented for decades. The allegation (on the sworn testimony 
of two witnesses) that he was involved in such intimidation at the polls in Arizona in 
the 1960s, nearly derailed Justice Rehnquist’s elevation to Chief Justice at his confir-
mation hearings in 1986.31 Efforts to scare off black voters through a North Carolina 
Republican Party “ballot security” program was one of the features of the contentious, 
racially charged 1990 contest between the late Senator Jesse Helms and the challenger, 
African American Charlotte mayor Harvey Gantt. 32 The program was ended after the 
Justice Department under the elder President Bush stepped in. Actions designed to 
intimidate minority voters were also reported in the 2004 presidential election.33 Even 
the firing of U.S. Attorney David Iglesias by Attorney General Alberto Gonzales in 
2007 was largely in response to Iglesias’ failure to press ahead with Republican efforts 
to bring voter fraud cases in New Mexico, where although there was little evidence 
to support it, Republicans insisted that illegal immigrants and ex-felons were being 
registered to vote. 34

In past years “robo calls” to minority voters reportedly warned (erroneously) that 
you cannot vote if you are behind in your child support payment or if you have 
unpaid traffic tickets. Other calls targeted at minority communities included false 
claims that the polling place for Election Day had been moved. These calls are nearly 
impossible to trace—many likely come from out of state.

Technology may make these voter suppression efforts even more efficient. Intimi-
dating or false voter suppression materials can be disseminated to millions of voters 
by e-mail. Such e-mails, forwarded by millions of readers, can reach exponential num-
bers of voters in a few days. Even efforts to support black voting rights can result in the 
mass dissemination of false or misleading information, as evidenced by the near-viral 
circulation of an e-mail in 2005 and 2006 warning that blacks would lose their voting 
rights in 2006. The e-mail certainly was directed at garnering grassroots reauthoriza-
tion of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which was slated to come before 
Congress in 2006. But the wording of the e-mail and its mass dissemination encour-
aged many blacks to believe that their right to vote was not guaranteed by the 15th

amendment to the Constitution, but was instead subject to statutory reauthorization. 
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It is true, of course, that many African Americans were unable to effectively exercise 
their constitutional right to vote until the passage of the Voting Rights of 1965. But 
the misinformation circulated by the e-mail warning that for blacks the right to vote 
would “run out” in 2006 inhibited efforts to educate and mobilize black voters about 
the specific provisions of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act that were up for con-
gressional reauthorization. Ultimately, voting rights activists were able to successfully 
mobilize black and Latino voters to ensure that Congress would reauthorize Section 
5 of the Act, appropriately named the Fannie Lou Hamer, Rosa Parks, Coretta Scott 
King, Voting Rights Reauthorization Act of 2006. But mass e-mails containing misin-
formation, even when they seek to mobilize minority voters can inhibit targeted and 
efficient organizing to address real challenges to the exercise of the franchise.

An even more disturbing use of technology for the explicit purpose of voter sup-
pression emerged in 2008. For the first time, it was reported on the day of the 2008 
Presidential general election, that black voters received text messages on their cell 
phones steering them away from the polls. The Maryland ACLU received phone calls 
on election Tuesday from black voters who received text messages that read, “due to 
long lines today, all Obama voters are asked to vote on Wednesday.” 35 Efforts under-
taken to trace the erroneous texts proved unsuccessful. But the use of cell phone or 
internet technology to suppress minority voting should be expected in future elections.

In sum, although the Idol votefortheworst.com movement represented a legitimate 
protest against the perceived dishonesty of the Idol competition, it also represents the 
use of technology (in this case the internet) to subvert the legitimacy of the voting 
process. This is a very real threat to political voting in the U.S., and is one most likely 
to be directed at minority voters.

The Obama Campaign and the 
Future of Voting Rights Activism

Barack Obama’s sophisticated, youth-oriented, Internet-heavy campaign walked 
directly into this pop-culture voting environment. His campaign had many of the 
features that Idol voters would have recognized: a young, telegenic, talented candidate 
and multiple opportunities for engagement over the Internet. The ability of support-
ers to donate $5 or $10 functioned as the equivalent of multiple phone calls for Idol
candidates. Obama freed the campaign donations from the traditional form of one-
time large gift giving—something out of reach for young people and also for many 
African Americans. Instead, the ability to give $10 or $20 to the Obama campaign 
multiple times online permitted voters to “invest” in Obama at a level that was doable 
for them and also enabled voters to build their commitment to Obama’s candidacy 
over months.

Obama’s campaign also harnessed some of the convenience that Idol-trained vot-
ers had come to expect and that so many young and minority voters have identified 
as key to their participation. Absentee voting and the opportunity to “early vote” 
in states like North Carolina increased the convenience of voting for millions. Not 
surprisingly, candidate Obama emphasized over and over again to his supporters that 
early voting would be key to his victory and urged voters in the weeks before the elec-
tion to engage in early voting if possible.
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Barack Obama’s campaign for the presidency successfully tapped into the electoral 
environment created by shows like Idol. My point, of course, is not to attribute Obama’s 
win to a reality show. His campaign will one day be recognized as one of the most 
sophisticated, smart, well-organized, substantive campaigns in the history of U.S. elec-
tions. The perfect storm of George W. Bush as a failed president, the collapse of the 
economy, and the weakness of the John McCain–Sarah Palin Republican ticket created 
an environment in which Obama’s overwhelming talents, intelligence, and magnetic 
power could be seen by an electorate that might otherwise have been blinded by race. 
The full story of President Obama’s electoral success is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Instead, I seek to point out to voting rights advocates that, rather than ignore (or 
worse, roll our eyes dismissively at idea of ) popular culture as a training ground for 
civic participation, we should open our minds to the possibility that popular culture 
can not only serve as a means for understanding youth culture but can also provide 
innovative and important ideas about how to improve and invigorate our ideas about 
voting rights, in particular, and civil rights, in general.

Most voting rights activists are middle-aged. Our ideas about voting—even what 
we regard as our most radical ideas—are remarkably traditional. We were victorious in 
pushing for legislation that requires voter registration opportunities in motor vehicle 
bureaus and social service organizations.36 But we have not begun to think about “the 
mall” as a site for civic development, despite the fact that it has become the equiva-
lent of “the public square” for millions of young people. Social networking Web sites 
like Facebook and MySpace are transforming communication and the idea of “com-
munity” for young people. Yet voting activists have not begun to think through how 
registration and voting must be transformed to acknowledge these developments.

Many of us resisted efforts to push “early voting” or even massive absentee vot-
ing, not only out of a fear of compromised ballots, but also out of a form of “old-
fashionedness”—a nostalgic commitment to preserving a certain kind of physical 
“community” of neighbors at the ballot box on Election Day. We fight to prevent 
polling place changes in the weeks before Election Day without really confronting the 
anachronism of the geographically static polling place itself. So many elections are for 
statewide offices or, in the case of the president, for national office. The geographical 
residence of the voter within the state is largely irrelevant in these elections. And yet 
we have not seen real efforts to disconnect elections for president and senators from 
local election contests so that elections for national office could more effectively or 
perhaps entirely use electronic or mail voting. This would not only benefit young 
people. In both 2004 and 2006, “too busy” or “conflicting schedule” was the single 
most reported reason of twenty-five- to forty-four-year-olds and age forty-five- to 
sixty-four-year-olds who did not vote.37 The percentages of those offering this ratio-
nale for not voting was highest among Latino registrants. Thus the inconvenience of 
traditional polling place voting is a key issue affecting voter turnout.

The idea that American Idol has anything to do with real voting will likely be dis-
missed by many voting rights lawyers and activists. And yet, season after season, this 
program offers a window into electoral politics, race, ageism, voting behavior, and 
civic participation. The Obama campaign’ s use of the Internet and flexible dona-
tion opportunities only touched the tip of the iceberg in its successful, if inadver-
tent, incorporation of some of the lessons of television voting. Ignoring pop culture’s 
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contribution to how voting is learned and experienced on the ground is a mistake. To 
regard the voting that takes place on TV shows as beneath serious civil rights discourse 
only impoverishes our thinking and activism.

Without question, there is still a great deal of work to be done in the traditional 
realm of voting rights activism. Pushing back the litigation challenge to the reau-
thorization Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act,38 working to repeal state laws that 
disenfranchise ex-offenders and addressing voter intimidation and suppression efforts 
remain critical areas of focus. But we must seek to do more than hold the line or inch 
forward. We must keep a keen eye out for new, innovative, and nontraditional means 
of increasing the opportunity for voting.

Conclusion

Barack Obama’s 2008 campaign for the presidency is, without question, the result of bril-
liant organizing, strategic thinking, and substantive commitment to ideals. It is also a 
campaign that was birthed in the midst of American Idol and its other televised voting 
progeny (So You Think You Can Dance, Dancing with the Stars, etc.). These television vot-
ing programs have introduced and cemented voting as a pop-culture exercise for millions 
of mostly young Americans. Obama’s campaign was able to take advantage of an electorate 
that had grown increasingly sophisticated and engaged in voting as a form of expression. 
His campaign, perhaps unwittingly, spoke directly to the needs of young voters. Much of 
the campaign replicated for young voters the personal connection with the candidate, the 
electoral conveniences, and interactivity that voters had come to expect from Idol. The 
challenge for us going forward is to draw on all sources that may deepen and broaden the 
scope of our efforts to fully enfranchise those who live at the margins.
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Carly Fraser

On February 10, 2007, Senator Barack Obama stood before supporters on 
the steps of the Illinois State House and announced his candidacy for the presidency 
of the United States. During the course of a stirring speech, he never acknowledged 
the historic nature of his candidacy as an African American.1 As one reporter noted, 
“Not once did the words ‘black’ or ‘African American’ pass Mr. Obama’s lips.”2 Yet, 
as the events of his candidacy unfolded, race proved to be a recurring issue, repeat-
edly acknowledged by the media, his opponents, his surrogates, and eventually by the 
candidate himself.

This chapter will trace the role of race in the candidacy of Senator Barack Obama 
during the Democratic primary season of 2007–2008. I will inspect the role that 
Obama’s background and racial identity has played in his run for office as well as his 
place in the phenomenon of “postblack” politics. Polling numbers, media coverage 
of race-related issues in the campaigns, speeches given by Obama and his opponents, 
and academic articles and op-ed pieces on Obama’s role as a black politician all pro-
vide evidence on how race played a central role in the Democratic primary.

Barack Obama’s parents, Ann Dunham and Barack Obama, Sr., fell in love and 
married in a civil ceremony while studying at the University of Hawaii in the early 
1960s. Dunham, a white woman who was raised in Kansas, and Obama, Sr., who was 
born and raised in Kenya, came from vastly different backgrounds and married at a 
time in America when interracial marriages were rare. U.S. census data shows that in 
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1960, only 0.4 percent of all marriages were between men and women of different 
races, compared to 2.2 percent today.3 Shortly after the marriage, on August 4, 1961, 
Barack Obama, Jr., was born.

When Obama was still a young child, his father left Hawaii and his family to pur-
sue a scholarship at Harvard. In his memoir, Dreams from My Father, Obama describes 
his struggle with identity, growing up biracial while raised by a single, white mother. 
Dunham made attempts to instill in her son a sense of pride in his African American 
heritage by reading to him about heroic acts by African Americans in the struggle 
for civil rights. The stories his mother told made him feel that “every black man was 
Thurgood Marshall or Sidney Poitier; every black woman Fannie Lou Hamer or Lena 
Horne. To be black was to be the beneficiary of a great inheritance, a special destiny, 
glorious burdens that only we were strong enough to bear.”4

Because Obama spent several years of his childhood in Indonesia, the home of his 
mother’s second husband, and the rest in Hawaii, he was somewhat sheltered from the 
experiences of being black in mainstream America. Yet, as he grew older, he would grow 
more conscious of his differences. Growing up biracial at a time when few others shared 
this experience often caused anger, loneliness, and confusion for the young Obama.

Obama describes his first real reckoning with his racial identity as occurring when 
he came across a magazine article that told the story of a black man who had tried to 
alter his skin color: “When I got home that night from the embassy library, I went 
into the bathroom and stood in front of the mirror with all of my senses and limbs 
seemingly intact, looking as I had always looked, and wondered if something was 
wrong with me.” Although he states that “this anxiety would pass,” he goes on to say 
that his “vision had been permanently altered”: “I began to notice that Cosby never 
got the girl on I Spy, that the black man on Mission Impossible spent all his time under-
ground. I noticed that there was nobody like me in the Sears, Roebuck Christmas 
catalog that Toots and Gramps sent us, and that Santa was a white man.”5

As he approached adulthood, Obama describes a continuing struggle with his 
racial identity. He frequently discussed racism with African American and biracial 
friends he met as a high school student on scholarship at Punahou, a prestigious 
Hawaiian prep school, and later as a college student at Occidental College in Los 
Angeles and Columbia University in New York, schools he chose in part because of 
their proximity to black neighborhoods. He sought out writings by Langston Hughes, 
Malcolm X, and other African American figures. Dreams from My Father describes 
Obama’s young adulthood as a time of deep reckoning with his identity, amplified by 
the death of his father in Kenya in 1983.6

Obama entered Harvard Law School in the late 1980s, where he would become 
the first African American editor of the Harvard Law Review. This experience would 
give Obama the opportunity to write Dreams from My Father. It is not clear whether 
or not Obama had political aspirations as a law student, but his choice of topic is an 
interesting one for a politician of the postblack model. Obama’s autobiography cen-
ters on his search for racial identity, clearly defining himself has an African American 
who, at times, felt anger and confusion about the state of race relations in America. 
Yet, Obama writes in a way that emphasizes the complexities of his background and 
his desire to embrace all of them. This message of reconciliation is one that appeals to 
a wide variety of readers.
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It is impossible to understand the role of race in Barack Obama’s candidacy with-
out examining the idea of “postblack” or “postracial” politics and the evolution of 
African American politics. At the end of the civil rights movement of the 1960s, 
African American activists began a steady move into the arena of electoral politics. 
The leaders who came forward at this time defined their politics through their racial 
experiences, often referred to as a “race-based” political model.

A generation later saw the emergence of the postblack model of African American 
politics. In Beyond Black and White, Manning Marable defines postblack politics as 
“the rise of African American political candidates who have relatively few connections 
with organic black social and political formations and institutions, and consciously 
minimize their identity as ‘minority’ or ‘black.’”7 In its avoidance of racial issues, this 
model stands in stark contrast to the race-based model of politics. Marable cites the 
fact that white Americans have been reluctant to vote for an African American can-
didate as a factor in pushing black politicians in this direction.8 By downplaying race 
and racial conflict in favor of a nonthreatening rhetoric of unity, white voters would 
be made more likely to vote for a black candidate. Since the publication of Beyond
Black and White in 1995, public opinion has changed somewhat, showing that whites 
today are more open-minded than in the past about the race of a candidate. In 1997, 
a Gallup poll found that 94 percent of Americans would vote for an African American 
candidate.9 Yet, it is still clear that many white voters are still reluctant to vote for a 
black candidate who does not fit into the postblack model.

African American candidates in recent years have adopted the postblack model to 
political success. The roots of the postracial model can be seen in the campaign and 
politics of Harold Washington, Chicago’s first black mayor. Elected in 1983, Wash-
ington was a charismatic leader who was able to build a coalition of African American, 
Hispanic, Asian American, Jewish, low-income, and liberal white voters to usurp the 
power of the Cook County Democratic Party machine, led by boss Eddie Vrdolyak. 
Washington passed away from a heart attack while in office, and unfortunately, the 
Cook County machine returned to power shortly thereafter.10 Yet, before his death, 
Washington promoted a message of progressive reform and racial unity, as a young 
Barack Obama working as a community organizer on Chicago’s South Side took 
note. Bearing witness to Washington’s administration and use of postblack rhetoric 
undoubtedly had an effect on the aspiring young politician.

More recently, younger black politicians have adopted the postblack or postracial 
model, Cory Booker, the thirty-eight-year-old mayor of Newark, New Jersey, and 
Deval Patrick, who won the 2006 Massachusetts gubernatorial campaign by an over-
whelming margin, have, like Obama, been classified as being a “part of an emerging 
generation of politicians who came up after the major battles of the civil rights move-
ment and say they have outgrown its approach.”11

Early on, Obama saw the positive reaction he received from whites when he pre-
sented himself as nonthreatening. In Dreams from My Father he describes the tactic 
he learned to use as a teenager: “People were satisfied so long as you were courteous 
and smiled and made no sudden moves. They were more than satisfied; they were 
relieved—such a pleasant surprise to find a well-mannered young black man who 
didn’t seem angry all the time.”12 This early realization may have molded the kind of 
politician Obama would become. The idea of racial reconciliation over racial anger 
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has been key to his political career. The black-white breach in public opinion when 
it comes to matters of race is a key factor in this choice of message, for Obama and 
other postblack politicians. Polling has consistently shown that white Americans are 
more likely to think that the United States is largely beyond racial inequality and 
discrimination than black Americans and are therefore less perceptive to rhetoric on 
race-based inequality.13 Although Obama has described how the words of Malcolm 
X resonated with him as a young man, for him to emulate Malcolm’s anger would 
distance himself from many mainstream white voters—because this breach exists.14

As Ama Mazama stated in a guest editorial in the Journal of Black Studies, “Obama’s 
appeal among white Americans, it seems, rests on his perceived ability to transcend 
race—that is, not to be a Black candidate but simply an American one.”15

In 2004, Obama positioned himself as a postracial candidate on the national 
stage during his speech at the Democratic National Convention, where he famously 
ended his remarks with the words, “There’s not a liberal America and a conservative 
America—there’s the United States of America. There’s not a black America and a 
white America and a Latino America and Asian America—there’s the United States 
of America.”16 Yet, Obama has been careful not to imply that his message of unity 
means that America has overcome racial division, as he wrote in his 2006 book, The
Audacity of Hope:

When I hear commentators interpreting my speech to mean that we have arrived 
at a “postracial politics” or that we already live in a colorblind society, I have to 
offer a word of caution. To say that we are one people is not to suggest that race no 
longer matters—that the fight for equality has been won, or that the problems that 
minorities face in this country and largely self-inflicted. We know the statistics: On 
almost every single socioeconomic indicator, from infant mortality to life expec-
tancy to employment to home ownership, black and Latino Americans in particular 
continue to lag far behind their white counterparts. In corporate boardrooms across 
America, minorities are grossly underrepresented; in the United States Senate, there 
are only three Latinos and two Asian members . . . and as I write today I am the 
chamber’s sole African American. To suggest that our racial attitudes play no part in 
these disparities is to turn a blind eye to both our history and our experience—and 
to relieve ourselves of the responsibility to make things right.

These words of caution are important because they make it clear that Obama has 
a profound commitment to the African American community, despite the fact that 
racial issues are not central to his political message.

Obama’s non-race-based rhetoric gained him early support among liberal whites; 
however, black Americans were less willing to immediately support his candidacy when 
he announced that he would be running for president. African American political lead-
ers initially hesitated in endorsing Obama, due in part to the generational division in 
political philosophy between the race-based politics grounded in the civil rights move-
ment and Obama’s role as a postracial candidate. Reverend Al Sharpton, for example, 
was skeptical of Obama’s ability to understand the needs of black voters. Shortly after 
Obama’s announcement, Sharpton stated, “Just because you are our color doesn’t make 
you our kind. . . . It’s not about his genealogy, it’s about his policies. . . . What is it that 
you’re going to represent?”17 Scholar Cornel West also called on Obama to speak out 
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more forcefully on issues of race.18 Former presidential candidate Jesse Jackson criticized 
Obama publicly for not calling more attention to the Jena 6, a group of young black 
men arrested on attempted murder charges in Jena, Louisiana, for the beating of a white 
student after three nooses were hung from a tree on their school’s grounds in 2006. 
Obama had released a statement stating that he felt the charges were inappropriate, but 
he did not have any extended response to the arrests. One South Carolina newspaper 
reported that Jackson accused Obama of “acting like he’s white” regarding the incident. 
Jackson later said he did not recall making the statement.19

Mainstream African American voters were also reluctant to support the candidate. 
One question raised frequently was whether or not Obama was “black enough” to 
win the support of African American voters. Obama’s white mother, Hawaiian and 
Indonesian upbringing, and Ivy League education made many African Americans 
skeptical about his ability to represent their needs. Obama has stated he was “rooted 
in the black community, but not defined by it.”20 In November of 2007, only 50 
percent of black Americans felt that Obama “shared their values,” while only 41 per-
cent of blacks with a high school education or less saw Obama “as a part of the black 
community.”21 Many questioned if Obama could truly understand the needs of black 
Americans, given that his father had been a voluntary immigrant to the United States 
rather than a descendant of the involuntary migration of the transatlantic slave trade.

The popularity of former President Bill Clinton among many African Americans 
posed another challenge for Obama in gaining the support of black voters. Often 
referred to as America’s “first black president” (a name bestowed on him by Afri-
can American Nobel and Pulitzer Prize–winning writer Toni Morrison), Bill Clinton 
enjoyed high approval ratings among black Americans due to the appointment of 
several African Americans to government positions, his support of affirmative action, 
and his launch of a race initiative during the second term of his presidency to create 
a national dialogue.

However, the actual positive impact of President Clinton’s policies on black 
Americans is debatable. Scholars like Monty Pillawsky have accused Clinton’s ges-
tures toward African Americans as purely symbolic and have criticized his attempts at 
centrist triangulation, which resulted in a crime bill and welfare reform that did more 
to hurt than to help black Americans, particularly those most in need. Nevertheless, 
when Hillary Rodham Clinton, the former first lady and senator from New York, 
entered the Democratic race, it was evident that much of her husband’s popular-
ity among African Americans also applied to her. Early polling showed that African 
American voters favored Clinton 60 percent to Obama’s 20 percent.22

While Obama’s background may have been difficult for many black voters to iden-
tify with, his wife Michelle’s more conventional background made her a key voice 
in speaking to African American communities. Born Michelle Robinson, the candi-
date’s wife was raised on the predominantly African American South Side of Chicago 
by working-class parents. As an undergraduate she attended Princeton, a predomi-
nantly white Ivy League school, where her white freshman year roommate’s parents 
were so “horrified” at the idea of having a black roommate they tried to have their 
daughter’s room reassigned. Michelle went on to major in sociology with a minor in 
African American studies.23 In her senior thesis, “Princeton-Educated Blacks and the 
Black Community,” Michelle wrote of the challenges facing black American college 
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students: “I have found that at Princeton, no matter how liberal and open-minded 
some of my white professors and classmates try to be toward me, I sometimes feel like 
a visitor on campus; as if I really don’t belong. Regardless of the circumstances under 
which I interact with whites at Princeton, it often seems as if, to them, I will always 
be black first and a student second.”24

Her choice of thesis topic shows that issues of race were very much a part of 
Michelle Robinson’s consciousness. Her experiences as the wife of a politician have 
been no different. When Obama had to minimize race to fit into the postracial model, 
it was Michelle who spoke to black audiences about how her husband would be the 
best candidate to represent their needs. Campaigning in Atlanta in January 2008, 
Michelle Obama spoke to a crowd of African Americans, addressing the issue of race 
head-on: “I know that the life I’m living is still out of reach for too many women. Too 
many little black girls. I don’t have to tell you this. We know the disparities that exist 
across this country, in our schools, in our hospitals, at our jobs and on our streets. 
. . . If my husband were here, he’d tell you that inequality isn’t a burden we have to 
accept, but a challenge to overcome.”25 Michelle Obama’s straightforward, no-non-
sense approach to campaigning for her husband was crucial in gaining support for her 
husband’s candidacy in primary states with large black electorates.26

Soon after the announcement of his candidacy, Barack Obama would be in a posi-
tion to address black voters on March 4, 2007, the forty-second anniversary of the Selma 
Voting Rights March. The media presented this event as a “battle” or “showdown” for 
the African American vote, since Obama would be making a speech to commemorate 
the event at Selma’s Brown Chapel AME Church and Hillary Clinton would be giving 
a speech at the nearby First Baptist Church, with husband Bill at her side.27

Obama used this opportunity to relate his experience to that of the African Ameri-
cans in his audience:

A lot of people been asking, well, you know, your father was from Africa, your 
mother, she’s a white woman from Kansas. I’m not sure that you have the same 
experience. And I tried to explain, you don’t understand. You see, my Grandfather 
was a cook to the British in Kenya. Grew up in a small village and all his life, that’s 
all he was—a cook and a house boy. And that’s what they called him, even when he 
was 60 years old. They called him a house boy. They wouldn’t call him by his last 
name. Sound familiar?28

The words of the candidate’s speech and the ease with which he addressed his 
audience helped to diminish some of the speculation over Obama’s “blackness.” The 
image of an African American presidential candidate speaking on the historic site and 
his call to black voters to take action presented Obama as a politician who had an 
investment in the black community. Although his opponent’s parallel speech was well 
received, there was some speculation over whether Clinton’s words pandered to the 
African American audience, as she at times affected a southern accent and described 
going to hear Martin Luther King, Jr., as a teenager, although in her autobiography 
she described her support for Goldwater’s run for president in 1964, a candidate who 
opposed the 1964 Civil Rights Act.29 The combination of these factors contributed 
to Obama’s rise in the polls among African American voters. The momentum had 
begun before the Selma appearance, with polls showing Obama over Clinton 44 to 
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33 percent among African American voters in the week before. The results from the 
upcoming primary states would show African American support for Obama grow 
even further.30

The election season’s first caucus was held on January 3, 2008, in Iowa. With a 
predominantly white population (93 percent), Iowa would be a test of how Obama’s 
message of change and postblack rhetoric had played with white voters. Entrance poll-
ing demographics showed that Obama won 33 percent of the white vote in Iowa, over 
Clinton’s 27 percent and North Carolina Senator John Edwards’s 24 percent. Polling 
also showed that most black voters in Iowa were willing to support Obama over the 
other candidates. Seventy-two percent of African American caucus-goers supported 
Obama, while Clinton only received 16 percent and Edwards 8 percent.31 Iowa was 
a significant turning point for the candidate, for it showed that he had the ability to 
attract white voters in Middle America in large numbers over two well-known and 
popular white candidates.

Between the Iowa and New Hampshire primaries, comments made by Hillary 
Clinton would serve to further damage her popularity among African American vot-
ers. Obama’s charismatic rhetorical style, youth, and message of unity had drawn 
comparisons to Dr. King, as well as to President Kennedy. Clinton, faced with her 
opponent’s momentum, responded to the comparisons in a January 7 Fox News 
interview, saying, “Dr. King’s dream began to be realized when President Johnson 
passed the Civil Rights Act. . . . It took a president to get it done.”32 Although it was 
unstated, the implication appeared to be that Clinton was to Johnson as Obama was 
to King; as she used it to reinforce her charge that Obama was merely a speechmaker 
while she was an action taker. There was much debate over whether or not Clinton’s 
comments diminished the legacy of Dr. King. The media focused heavily on Clinton’s 
comments, and Obama called it “an unfortunate remark” that he believed offended 
many people. Historical evidence does show that President Johnson was instrumental in 
passing the 1964 Civil Rights Act.33 Yet, as John Nichols pointed out in an online article 
in The Nation, “her comment came across as precisely the sort of crude and self-serving 
interpretation of history that Americans expect from the lesser of our leaders. And that it 
was. By so casually referencing the complex role that civil rights agitation played in forg-
ing racial progress, she invited the firestorm that has come.”34 As more African American 
voters began to support Obama, Clinton’s comments regarding President Johnson and 
Dr. King resonated negatively with those black voters (and voters of other races as well) 
who were still undecided, increasing Obama’s rise in the polls.

Comments made by Bill Clinton on the morning of the New Hampshire primary 
were also criticized as being racially charged. Visually upset over the fact that many 
television pundits were predicting that Obama would shortly become the Democratic 
nominee and that Hillary Clinton’s presidential run, after a third-place finish in Iowa, 
was coming to an end, Clinton railed against what he classified as Obama’s negative 
tactics and the consistency of his position against the war during an appearance in 
New Hampshire. He went on to state, “Give me a break. This whole thing is the 
biggest fairytale I’ve ever seen.”35 Coming immediately after Hillary Clinton’s com-
ments on Dr. King and President Johnson, the issue of race was ignited once again 
as commentators asked whether Clinton’s comments implied that Obama’s historic 
candidacy was a “fairytale.” Clinton denied that interpretation of his words, stating 
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that he was only referring to Obama’s stance on Iraq, but this statement once again 
raised questions about the Clintons’ relationship to the black community.36

Heading into the New Hampshire primary on January 8, 2008, following his suc-
cess in Iowa, Obama was favored to win in most polls. The Rasmussen poll showed 
Obama leading Clinton 37 percent to 30 percent.37 Like Iowa, New Hampshire was 
another state where the majority of voters were whites (the U.S. Census Bureau sta-
tistics show that 95.8 percent of the population of the state is white, while African 
Americans make up only 1.1 percent).38 In the media, Obama was predicted to not 
only win the state primary but also the entire Democratic nomination. Yet, once the 
votes were counted in New Hampshire, Clinton won the state with 39.1 percent of 
the vote over Obama’s 36.5 percent and Edwards’s 16.9 percent.39

One explanation for the discrepancy between the polling and the actual result is 
what is known as the Bradley effect. In 1982, Tom Bradley ran for governor of Califor-
nia. If he won, he would become the first African American governor of the state, and 
polls showed that he was favored to do so by overwhelming margins. Bradley’s white 
opponent, George Deukmejian, trailed him by double digits. Yet, on Election Day, 
Bradley lost. Similar trends presented themselves in the 1989 mayoral race between 
David Dinkins and Rudy Giuliani (Dinkins would win, but by far less of a margin 
than polls predicted), the Virginia gubernatorial race between Douglas Marshall and 
Douglas Coleman that same year, and the North Carolina senatorial race between 
Harvey Gantt and Jesse Helms. A look at polling returns in these cases showed that 
those voters who identified themselves as “undecided” voted overwhelmingly for the 
white candidate, suggesting that these voters were unwilling to tell pollsters that they 
supported the white candidate for fear of appearing racist, or they felt that both can-
didates were equally capable, but in the privacy of the voting booth could not bring 
themselves to vote for the black candidate.40

The recent elections of Cory Booker in Newark and Deval Patrick in Massachu-
setts seemed to suggest that the Bradley effect has diminished in recent years, owing 
to an increasingly progressive white electorate. However, the results of the 2008 New 
Hampshire primary call into question if the effect was at play in the state. It is possible 
that undecided white voters, once they entered the voting booth, were influenced by 
underlying prejudices that prevented them from voting for Obama—a factor that 
would have been less of an issue in the more public caucus process in Iowa, where fel-
low community members may question their racial open-mindedness. Alternatively, 
it may have been the fact that women voted in unexpected numbers, motivated by 
the prospect of losing their chance to elect the nation’s first female president.41 There 
was also speculation that the negative reporting on Clinton by the media, a moment 
of emotion she showed while campaigning in the state, and the sexism exhibited by 
men at a Clinton appearance shouting “iron my shirt” also played a role in increas-
ing sympathetic female turnout for Clinton at the polls. This combination of factors 
should be taken into account when analyzing the disparity between the New Hamp-
shire polling and election returns.

New Hampshire proved that the road to the nomination would be neither short 
nor easy for Obama, yet he had a chance to make a strong showing in the upcoming 
South Carolina primary. That election, on January 26, 2008, would be the first time 
in the primary season that a state with a substantial African American population 
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would go to the polls. Demographically, the primary voters were 55 percent black 
and 43 percent white.42 With both Obama and his wife Michelle campaigning heav-
ily in the state, Obama won the primary with 55.5 percent of the vote, over Clinton 
by almost 30 percentage points. An overwhelming 78 percent of black voters chose 
Obama over Clinton and Edwards.43 Four days after the South Carolina primary, 
Edwards suspended his campaign.44

Once it was clear that Obama had the support of the majority of black voters 
over Clinton, his opponents shifted their rhetoric from portraying him as “not black 
enough” to portraying him as “too black.”45 This process began with comments made 
by Bill Clinton. After Obama’s sweeping win in the state, Clinton spoke to reporters 
after a rally, saying, “Jesse Jackson won South Carolina in ‘84 and ‘88. Jackson ran 
a good campaign. And Obama ran a good campaign here.”46 The comments were 
largely criticized, since they appeared to minimize Obama’s win as a consequence of 
the high percentage of African Americans in the state. Further, connecting Obama 
with Jackson presented him as a race-based candidate rather than a postracial candi-
date. While Jesse Jackson stated publicly that he had no problem with the comparison, 
Obama spoke out against the statement, calling it a “certain brand of politics” where 
“anything is fair game.”47 Whether Clinton’s comments should be considered racist 
for diminishing the importance of states with large black populations, the message of 
divisiveness was clear, and it would become more prominent as the race continued.

The Super Tuesday primaries on February 5, 2008, would present a different kind of 
racial challenge for Obama. Several states voting that day, among them California, New 
Mexico, New York, and New Jersey, had high Latino populations, raising questions over 
whether Obama would have trouble courting Hispanic votes due to the popularly held 
view on the existence of a black-brown divide in American politics. The actual existence 
of this divide has been debated. Political scientist Fernando Guerra has argued against 
this view, saying, “It’s one of those unqualified stereotypes about Latinos that people 
embrace even though there’s not a bit of data to support it. . . . In Los Angeles, all 
three black members of Congress represent heavily Latino districts and couldn’t survive 
without significant Latino support.”48 Yet, other scholars have argued otherwise. Author 
Earl Hutchinson has argued that “tensions between blacks and Latinos and negative 
perceptions that have marred relations between these groups for so long unfortunately 
still resonate,” predicting shortly before Super Tuesday that “there will still be reluctance 
among many Latinos to vote for an African American candidate.”49

Although results from Super Tuesday showed that Clinton did win much of the 
Hispanic vote, the results were more nuanced than most media reports would indi-
cate. Obama showed strong support among Hispanic voters in Connecticut and New 
Mexico.50 These complexities make sense, as the term “Hispanic,” instituted by the 
U.S. Census Bureau in the 1970s, encompasses a wide range of Americans with Span-
ish surnames who do not necessarily share similar values, nationalities, or experiences. 
However, the fact that many Latino voters supported Clinton helped her to remain 
in the race. Super Tuesday ended with Obama in the lead in the delegate count, yet 
Clinton was close enough to continue to be a contender in the race.51

With a nominee still unselected after the Super Tuesday primaries, the MSNBC 
televised debate moderated by journalist Tim Russert on February 26, 2008 was 
highly anticipated as the two remaining candidates both tried to position themselves 
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as the presumptive nominee. Halfway into the debate, Obama was asked to account 
for the fact that Louis Farrakhan, the controversial leader of the Nation of Islam, had 
recently endorsed him in his bid for the presidency. Russert first asked Obama if he 
accepted to support of Farrakhan, to which Obama responded, “I have been very clear 
in my denunciation of Minister Farrakhan’s anti-Semitic comments. I think they are 
unacceptable and reprehensible. I did not solicit this support. He expressed pride in 
an African American who seems to be bringing the country together. I obviously can’t 
censor him, but it is not support that I sought.”

After this response, Russert pressed further, asking Obama if he rejected Farra-
khan’s support. When Obama again failed to use the word “reject,” Russert again 
brought up Farrakhan’s record of anti-Semitism. Clinton then interjected to suggest 
that Obama should “reject” rather than simply “denounce.” Obama handled the situ-
ation by turning it into a question of semantics, stating that he did not see any real 
difference between the words “reject” and “denounce,” “but if the word ‘reject’ Sena-
tor Clinton feels is stronger than the word ‘denounce,’ then I’m happy to concede the 
point, and I would reject and denounce.”52

The idea that black political figures must publicly denounce black controversial 
figures like Farrakhan has been prominent for several years and has no equivalent 
in white electoral politics. Journalist Marjorie Valbrun provided a possible answer 
to why the “Farrakhan Litmus Test” has become so prominent: “Maybe it’s because 
some white people will always need black leaders to denounce controversial (read: 
threatening) figures in order to feel comfortable with the very notion of black lead-
ership. . . . Maybe black people have a hard time denouncing—at the command of 
whites—other black people, especially those who despite their worst characteristics, 
have also done some good for the larger black community.”53 The double standard 
in calling for Obama to denounce Farrakhan was made clear on February 27, when 
Republican candidate John McCain received the endorsement of evangelist John 
Hagee, who had made public statements claiming that Hurricane Katrina was God’s 
punishment for sin in New Orleans (specifically homosexuality), that the Quran has 
a clear “mandate” to kill Christians, and that women should “submit” to the lead of 
their husbands.54 Yet, on his Sunday morning political program, Meet the Press, Rus-
sert, who had pressed Obama on the Farrakhan issue at the debate just days before, 
ignored a reference made about the Hagee endorsement. McCain would eventually 
reject Hagee’s endorsement during the general election.

In early March, race would again be injected into the media dialogue on the Dem-
ocratic race with comments made by former Democratic vice presidential candidate 
and Clinton supporter Geraldine Ferraro. In a newspaper interview with a small Cali-
fornia newspaper, Ferraro stated, “If Obama was a white man, he would not be in 
this position. And if he was a woman [of any color] he would not be in this position. 
He happens to be very lucky to be who he is. And the country is caught up in the 
concept.” The implication that Obama was only enjoying electoral success because 
he is black struck many as ridiculous and shocking, particularly coming from such 
a prominent leader of the Democratic Party. Ferraro stepped down from her role as 
an advisor to the Clinton campaign, and Clinton publicly stated that she “did not 
agree” with Ferraro. Yet Ferraro continued to defend her comments, insisting on their 
validity. Chicago Sun-Times columnist Mary Mitchell responded by writing that “if 
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being black is the magic ingredient for a successful ‘historic’ campaign, then Shir-
ley Chisholm, Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton, Carol Moseley Braun and Dick Gregory” 
would have been much more successful in their presidential runs.55

The historic occurrence of having a woman and an African American as viable can-
didates for the American presidency sparked considerable dialogue concerning both 
gender and race in politics. With election returns showing Clinton with much of the 
female vote and Obama with much of the African American vote, it often appeared 
that the two historically disenfranchised groups were pitted against one another. In 
a campaign where there are few policy differences between the candidates, identity 
became for many voters a major factor in choosing which candidate to support. There 
was also debate over whether female or black candidates faced more prejudices in 
running for office. Psychological studies have shown that gender stereotyping is more 
common than racial stereotyping, yet racial stereotypes are more commonly associ-
ated with negative opinions. As one article on the topic notes, “Male chauvinists don’t 
dislike women, they just have particular ideas about their capabilities and how they 
should behave—but with race, stereotypes tend to go hand-in-hand with prejudice.”56

As this historic Democratic primary unfolded, racist and sexist stereotypes and preju-
dices were apparent. It was impossible for anyone to judge whether it is “more diffi-
cult” to be a black politician or a female politician, as both face challenges, have been 
historically disenfranchised, and still today women and African Americans (as well as 
Latinos, Asians, non-Christians, and other groups) are drastically underrepresented 
in political life.

Besides race and gender, prejudices revolving around religious identity would 
also play a prominent role in the Democratic primary. Obama’s identity as a man of 
African heritage with an African Muslim name would cause suspicion among many 
voters. Although all non-white, non-male, and non-Protestant political figures have 
faced significant hurdles in running for office, in post-9/11 America, Muslim Ameri-
cans may face the greatest challenge. While recent polls have shown that over 90 per-
cent of American voters could vote for a black candidate and 88 percent for a woman 
candidate, a 2006 poll showed that only 34 percent of Americans would vote for a 
Muslim candidate.57

Although speculation about Obama’s connection to Islam made many voters wary, 
it would be a news cycle concerning his relationship with his Christian pastor that 
would prove to be most problematic for him. Since the announcement of his candi-
dacy, Obama’s opponents and conservative news networks had been trying to stir the 
issue of his relationship with his outspoken pastor, Jeremiah Wright, and to portray 
his church, Chicago’s predominately black Trinity United Church of Christ, as dan-
gerously radical. Then, in early March 2008, video clips of Wright surfaced, drawing 
immediate and overwhelming attention from the media. The clips showed Wright 
making statements implying that the United States was to blame for 9/11 because of 
its foreign policy and that the U.S. government was involved in spreading the AIDS 
virus. Perhaps the most replayed clip from the Wright sermons was one in which 
the pastor proclaimed that instead of singing “God Bless America,” black Americans 
should sing “God Damn America.”

The media and the public immediately questioned why Obama would have such 
a close relationship with a man who had these views and why he would be a member 
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of his church for so many years. Obama had first started attending Trinity while 
working as a community organizer in Chicago, where he found the connection to an 
African American community he had sought growing up. Reverend Wright officiated 
the Obamas’ wedding and baptized their two children, Sasha and Malia. Obama also 
used the title of one of Reverend Wright’s speeches as the title of his second book, The
Audacity of Hope. Trinity was, and still is, one of Chicago’s most prominent churches, 
boasting a congregation of “Chicago’s influential thinkers and leaders,” including, 
at one time, Oprah Winfrey. In an article on Trinity and Obama’s membership, the 
Chicago Tribune wrote that “for someone thinking of running for mayor, governor, 
senator or any statewide office, being part of Trinity would likely be an asset.”58

Yet, once he entered the national stage, Obama foresaw Wright’s potential as a politi-
cal liability, particularly in an election where appealing to white, working-class voters 
was crucial to winning the nomination and the general election. Wright, having come of 
age during the civil rights era, preached messages that were more race-based than postra-
cial. Although Wright had retired as pastor of Trinity, conservative blogs and programs 
questioned the Obamas’ relationship with his pastor early on. In response, Obama asked 
Wright to step down from his role of giving the invocation at the announcement of his 
candidacy, a move that was criticized by Reverend Al Sharpton.59

Yet, Obama’s initial attempts to distance himself from Wright proved insufficient 
to avoid controversy. The clips of Wright’s sermons were played nearly constantly on 
cable news and became a subject of national discussion. The March release of the clips 
would pose a significant test for Obama as a postblack political figure. While Obama 
had sought to present himself as a uniting leader, avoiding discussion of racial divi-
sions, the Wright controversy brought race to the forefront. In the days following the 
release of the clips, Obama denounced Wright’s words, but the media and the Ameri-
can public continued to question Obama’s relationship with Wright. This response 
showed that it was not enough for Obama as a postblack politician to avoid showing 
anger over issues of racial inequality; he also could not have relationships with African 
Americans who were publicly angry about the state of race relations in America. The 
clips also highlighted the black-white breach in public opinion. A poll taken by the 
Pew Research Center showed that 58 percent of white Americans were personally 
offended by Wright’s sermons, compared with 29 percent of black Americans.60

The media firestorm and reaction from the American public made it clear that 
Obama would need to make a statement regarding his relationship with Reverend 
Wright. Obama chose to do this through a speech given on March 18, 2008, in Phila-
delphia, titled “A More Perfect Union,” a speech that would address the state of race 
relations in America. In this speech, Obama faced the challenge of talking about race in 
a way that would speak to white and black voters of varying backgrounds and attitudes.

He began the speech by recognizing the importance of the American Constitution 
as well as its “original sin”—slavery. He described his patriotism and desire to build 
unity despite this fundamental flaw, citing the way his campaign had built a coalition 
of voters from all racial backgrounds. In addressing Reverend Wright, Obama made 
clear that he disagreed with his words, particularly their divisive message, but that he 
would not disown a man who has “been like family” to him. He went on to recognize 
the good works Wright had done for his community and to say that he could “no 
more disown him than I can disown the black community. I can no more disown 
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him than I can my white grandmother—a woman who helped raise me, a woman 
who sacrificed again and again for me, a woman who loves me as much as she loves 
anything in this world, but a woman who once confessed her fear of black men who 
passed by her on the street, and who on more than one occasion has uttered racial or 
ethnic stereotypes that made me cringe.”

These phrases made it clear that many in the black community, particularly those 
like Wright who experienced a time before the civil rights movement, are angry about 
the state of race relations in America. They also made clear that stereotypes and preju-
dices still exist and cannot be ignored. While addressing this reality, the ultimate mes-
sage of Obama’s speech was one of hope that the union described in the Constitution 
could be strengthened.61 While to many academics and liberals the issues Obama 
raised were not groundbreaking, the speech was remarkable in its ability to speak 
to those white voters who may not have given serious thought to racial inequalities 
before while maintaining his postracial message of unity.

The reaction to Obama’s handling of the situation was largely positive. A poll by 
the Pew Research Center shows that 51 percent of voters familiar with the Wright 
controversy rated his handling of the situation as “excellent” or “good.” Sixty-six per-
cent of Democrats, 48 percent of white voters, and 75 percent of black voters also 
gave his response a positive rating. Even one-third of Republicans felt that he han-
dled the situation well.62 Yet, there was media speculation whether Obama had done 
enough to distance himself from Wright.

Up until the speech, the Clinton campaign had remained largely quiet concern-
ing the Wright controversy (presumably because it was doing enough to challenge 
Obama’s reputation among white voters without their comment), Clinton did tell the 
Pittsburgh Tribune Review that “he would not have been my pastor . . . you don’t 
choose your family, but you choose what church you want to attend.” The Obama 
campaign accused Clinton of making these statements in order to draw attention 
away from a controversy she herself was negotiating, concerning overstatement 
of the danger she faced during a trip to Bosnia as first lady.63 Regardless of her 
motivations in making this statement, the continuation of the Wright controversy 
could only benefit the Clinton campaign, particularly when experts were judging 
her changes of winning the nomination at 10 percent. In order to gain enough del-
egates to win the nomination, she would need the Obama campaign to experience 
a significant setback, which the Wright story had the potential to be.64

The true test of whether Obama successfully weathered the Wright controversy 
would be his performance in the Pennsylvania state primary on April 22, 2008, a 
state with a large white, working-class electorate. As polls predicted, Clinton won the 
state over Obama 56.6 to 45.4 percent, with 60 percent of the white vote but only 
8 percent of the black vote.65 Although Obama had made gains in the state (early 
2008 polling, before the Wright controversy broke, showed Clinton over Obama by 
20 percentage points), the win justified the continuation of the Clinton campaign.66

As the Obama campaign looked ahead to the upcoming primaries in Indiana and 
North Carolina and tried to put the Reverend Wright media cycle behind them, the 
controversy would resurface as Wright made public statements to the media at the 
end of April. In an interview on PBS, Wright stated that Obama said “what he [had] 
to say as a politician,” insinuating that the candidate did not truly disagree with the 
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opinions expressed in the clips.67 The next day, in a press conference at the National 
Press Club, Wright made comments about Louis Farrakhan, 9/11, and the sins of 
the American government that echoed the divisiveness Obama had rejected from the 
earlier clips of Wright’s sermons.68

Obama reacted by publicly severing ties with Wright in a press conference on April 
29, 2008.69 Again, there was speculation over the effectiveness of Obama’s handling of 
the situation. Would Reverend Wright’s most recent comments lead voters to believe 
that Obama shared his pastor’s views? Would the complete severing of the relation-
ship reassure voters? Would voters who believed that he shared his pastor’s views not 
have ultimately voted for him anyway? It may be that those who believed that Obama 
shared his pastor’s views would not have noted for him ultimately anyway. A New York
Times/CBS poll, taken immediately after Obama’s most recent press conference on 
Wright, showed that Obama’s connection to Wright had not affected their opinion of 
him for most voters, but that they thought that the Wright controversy would affect 
Obama in the general election.70

As in Pennsylvania, the May 6 primaries in Indiana and North Carolina were a 
litmus test for how well Obama weathered the more recent comments of Reverend 
Wright—and whether the delayed rejection of his pastor was seen as sufficient to a 
skeptical electorate. Obama was largely expected to win in North Carolina, because 
of the state’s large African American population (33 percent). Indiana, with its largely 
white and working-class population, was in question. As the results came in Tuesday 
night, Obama proved that he had been able to weather Wright’s incendiary com-
ments. Election results showed that Obama won North Carolina with 56 percent of 
the vote and Indiana brought essentially a split decision, with Clinton winning by a 
margin of 1 percent.71

The next contests in West Virginia and Kentucky would pose a bigger challenge 
for Obama. Demographically, both states favored Clinton, with their largely white, 
working-class populations. On May 13, Clinton won West Virginia with 67 percent of 
the vote, and on May 20, she won Kentucky with 65 percent.72 Following her landslide 
victories in West Virginia and Kentucky, Clinton sought the support of superdelegates 
by making the case that she was more electable than Obama in important states against 
John McCain. Racially, this proved to be a problematic argument. Exit pollsters in West 
Virginia and Kentucky asked voters whether race was an important factor in deciding 
their vote. Twenty-two percent of voters in West Virginia said that race was an impor-
tant factor, and 8 percent said that it was the “single most important factor.” Twenty-
one percent of voters in Kentucky cited race as an important factor, with 7 percent 
citing it as the “single most important factor.”73 In both states, voters who answered 
in the affirmative voted overwhelmingly for Clinton. These comparatively high per-
centages were more alarming when one considers the trend evidenced in the Bradley 
effect in which white voters who hold prejudices are often reluctant to express them, 
meaning that the actual percentage of voters who felt that race was an important fac-
tor might be higher.

Several newspaper opinion writers and television pundits questioned why Clinton 
would not denounce the prejudices of her supporters, which would undoubtedly be 
an ethical but politically complicated action. Clinton instead chose to emphasize her 
high regard for these voters. In an interview with USA Today, Clinton stated that 
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“Senator Obama’s support among working, hard-working Americans, white Ameri-
cans, is weakening again, and how whites in both states who had not completed 
college were supporting me.”74 Many commentators felt that these comments, while 
praising those voters who admitted to racial prejudices, also seemed to suggest that 
Obama would be unable to win in the general election because white Americans were 
not ready to elect an African American president. Suggesting this struck many as 
shocking, particularly coming from a democratic candidate.

As the Democratic primary season came close to an end and Senator Obama main-
tained a consistent but close lead over Senator Clinton, it became clear that decisions 
made prior to the primary season regarding Michigan and Florida would need to 
be addressed again, particularly as the two states would be important in the general 
election. Because the two states held their primaries before February 5, 2008, the 
date set by the Democratic National Committee (DNC), Michigan and Florida had 
been stripped of their delegates. The primaries were still held, although the candi-
dates signed a pledge not to campaign, and Obama, along with John Edwards, Bill 
Richardson, and Joe Biden, took his name off the ballot in Michigan. Under these 
circumstances, Clinton won in both states.75 Voters in Florida and Michigan, who 
were not responsible for moving the dates, could not be completely disenfranchised, 
particularly in such a close and historic primary race. Neither could the votes be fully 
counted in the primaries as they were held. Clinton had a vast advantage in both states 
because none of the candidates campaigned there (and she was far better known as a 
former first lady) and in Michigan because voters did not have the option of voting 
for any of the other main contenders.

On May 31, 2008, the DNC Rules and Bylaws Committee met to make a decision 
on how to seat the Michigan and Florida delegations. Representatives from both states 
and both campaigns presented their proposals. Clinton surrogates who spoke at the 
meeting called for the full seating of the delegations based on the primaries that had 
taken place, borrowing from civil rights era rhetoric to make their case. In the days 
leading up to the Rules and Bylaws meeting, Senator Clinton traveled to Florida to 
make her case for counting the votes in Florida and Michigan as they were placed, in 
a speech in which she evoked the struggles of “the men and women who knew their 
Constitutional right to vote meant little when poll taxes and literacy tests, violence 
and intimidation made it impossible to exercise their right, so they marched and pro-
tested, faced dogs and tear gas, knelt down on that bridge in Selma to pray and were 
beaten within an inch of their lives.”

Certainly, taking away the votes of two states would be a significant breach of 
civil rights. The problem with Clinton’s use of civil rights rhetoric to support her 
view of seating all the delegates is that this action would be equally in opposition to 
civil rights and would effectively be using unconstitutional elections to, in the eyes 
of many Americans, “take” the nomination from the first African American nominee 
to a major political party. Furthermore, Clinton had supported the repeal of voting 
rights in these states at the outset of the primary season, when she signed the pledge to 
not campaign in Florida or Michigan. Therefore, the use of this rhetoric caused anger 
among some commentators, as Ben Smith wrote on Politico.com: “It’s not just that 
she’s convinced herself it’s okay to try to steal the nomination, she has also appropri-
ated the most sacred legacies of liberalism for her effort to do so.”76
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Following a long and impassioned televised meeting on May 31, 2008, the DNC’s 
Rules and Bylaws Committee, a group containing supporters of both candidates, 
decided to assign each delegate in Florida and Michigan half a vote.77

With Michigan and Florida resolved and a seemingly insurmountable lead, 
Obama was now widely seen as the presumptive nominee of the Democratic Party. 
On June 3, 2008, the day of the South Dakota and Montana primaries, a steady 
stream of superdelegates publicly endorsed the Illinois senator throughout the day. 
By the early evening, Obama had reached 2,118 delegates, the number needed to 
secure the Democratic nomination.78 In announcing this achievement, media outlets 
paid great attention to the historic fact that Americans had selected the first African 
American to be the nominee of any major political party.

Yet, in his speech that night to a large crowd of supporters in St. Paul, Minne-
sota, Obama did not make reference to the historic fact that he was the first African 
American to be selected as the nominee of any major political party, reflective of his 
February 10, 2007, candidacy announcement. He again emphasized the postblack 
message, dedicating the speech to his white grandmother and highlighting the diver-
sity of his coalition, saying, “There are young people, and African-Americans, and 
Hispanic-Americans, and women of all ages who have voted in numbers that have 
broken records and inspired a nation.”79

Senator Obama was not alone in failing to mention the historic significance of 
the moment. The night he received the amount of delegates needed to secure the 
nomination, Senator Clinton also gave a much-anticipated speech. Although the 
Associated Press had reported that Clinton would be conceding, Clinton declared 
before supporters in Manhattan that she “would not be making any decisions” that 
night. Yet, to many who were moved by the fact that the country had elected its first 
African American nominee, it was not that Senator Clinton chose not to concede 
that they found disturbing, but that she refused to acknowledge that her opponent 
had achieved this historic goal. When asked by a reporter about the fact that Obama 
supporters may have been angered by the speech, Clinton campaign chairman Terry 
McAuliffe exclaimed, “Tonight was Hillary’s night!”80

Following Clinton’s speech on June 3, the Democratic leadership, including many 
of her own supporters, called for her to suspend her campaign, since Obama had 
reached the number of delegates needed for the nomination and there was an eager-
ness to unite a party that had become deeply divided between the two candidates.

The speech ending her campaign was held on Saturday, June 7, 2008, at the 
National Building Museum in Washington, D.C. Given the long and passionate 
campaign, Clinton knew that it was important to express her unequivocal support for 
Senator Obama to urge her numerous supporters, many of whom told pollsters that 
they would vote for McCain over Obama in the general election.

With the nomination finally secured, Obama’s victory brought increased optimism 
to a large number of African Americans, many of whom doubted they would see a 
black nominee in their lifetimes. Given that most of the voters who elected Obama 
as the nominee of the Democratic Party were white, African Americans interviewed 
for a New York Times article expressed feelings of hope, particularly for the opportu-
nities this would provide for their children. As one women stated, “When she’s out 
in, God knows where, some small town in rural America, they’ll think, ‘Oh, I know 
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someone like you. Our president is like you. . . . That just opens minds for people, to 
have someone to relate to. And that makes me feel better, as a mom.”81 Pop culture 
reflected this sentiment, as shown in the lyrics of a song released by rapper Nas in the 
week Senator Obama received the nomination.

Despite his positive message, Nas also puts forward questions and fears about 
an Obama presidency, most notably the threat of assassination and whether or not 
Obama will be committed to the issues facing African American communities.82

These questions would highlight the struggle that lay ahead as Senator Obama cam-
paigned for the general election.

As the nominee of the Democratic Party, Senator Obama certainly faced more 
challenges because of his race in the general election against John McCain. McCain 
did not actively discourage his campaign and his surrogates from engaging in race-
baiting tactics, although his family had been the victim of racial attacks targeted at 
his Bangladeshi daughter (who was adopted as an infant) in the 2000 Republican 
primaries.83 The Republican Party also extended efforts to use race to its advantage, as 
was evident in smears made against Michelle Obama, painting her as an angry black 
radical. Republican groups tried to connect Barack Obama to controversial black 
leaders such as Farrakhan and revived the words of Reverend Wright in an attempt to 
inspire fear in white voters, even though in the final days of the Democratic primary, 
Obama formally withdrew his family’s membership at Trinity following the remarks 
of a guest speaker at the church who claimed that Senator Clinton felt entitled to the 
nomination because she was white.

In the end, of course, Barack Obama overcame the many obstacles put in his 
path, and on November 4, 2008, he won the presidency of the United States by a 
large margin of both the popular and the electoral vote. Using the postracial model 
and a message of change, he became the first African American president, just as he 
had become the first African American candidate with a real chance of being elected 
president. Although he sought to avoid focusing on issues of race, the realities of being 
a black presidential candidate—and then president—in a country with deep-seeded 
divisions and a troubled racial history has made the topic central for the last two 
years; race will remain a central focus of inquiry and discussion. In that regard, Barack 
Obama opened a much-needed racial dialogue in this country, one that he will have 
the opportunity to continue as president.
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C H A P T E R  1 3

Sovereign Kinship and 
the President-Elect

Joy James

This election had many firsts and many stories that will be told for generations. But 
one that’s on my mind tonight’s about a woman who cast her ballot in Atlanta. She’s 
a lot like the millions of others who stood in line to make their voice heard in this 
election except for one thing: Ann Nixon Cooper is 106 years old.

She was born just a generation past slavery; a time when . . . someone like her 
couldn’t vote for two reasons—because she was a woman and because of the color of 
her skin. . . . 

In this election, she touched her finger to a screen, and cast her vote, because after 
106 years in America, through the best of times and the darkest of hours, she knows 
how America can change.

—Barack Obama, November 4, 2008

A centenarian black woman as representative of America’s new multiracial 
consciousness is a powerfully poignant depiction of democracy born in a former slave 
state. Barack Obama’s narrative in his “This Is Your Victory” speech displays popular 
sovereignty emerging from the biography of a subordinated citizen-in-waiting (albeit 
an elite one given that Mrs. Cooper came from a privileged black family). Political 
elites and politicians, however, wield a sovereign kinship that does not easily share 
power with the populace.

There is evolving multiracial and gender-inclusive popular sovereignty, as repre-
sented by Ann Nixon Cooper; and there is emergent multiracial sovereign kinship, 
as represented by the president-elect. The story woven around Ann Nixon Cooper 
filtered one hundred years of U.S. American history, culminating in the election of 
its first black president. Its symbolism sweeps past distinct differences between voters 
and the political class they install in a representative (rather than a direct) democracy. 
This symbolism deflects attention from the contradictions of inequalities and domi-
nance in a democratic nation.

Sovereignty is the ability to determine political destinies, one’s own and those 
of others. Popular sovereignty is the myth and matter of modern democracy. In a 
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representative democracy dominated by a two-party system, wealth and remoteness 
infuse the national political class. The sovereignty of the poor, the colored, the female, 
the queer,1 the ideologically independent—as non-elites and non-“mainstream”—is 
rooted in their agency and autonomy, their ability to lead politicians rather than 
follow them. Although their more talented and ambitious members may join the 
ruling elites, historically disenfranchised outsiders to the political realm have had no 
inherent kinship with the dominant political class. Possessing no sovereign powers 
stemming from an autonomous political base, they control no governmental, police, 
military, or economic institutions; through such structures, traditional sovereign kin-
ship exercises its aspirations and will.

Politically marginalized groups might fare less well in a direct democracy; but in 
such a system, recognizing themselves as the true agents for change, they may more 
often seek sovereignty to resist both repression and the political class that represents 
them. Historically excluded from voting, blacks organized economic boycotts to end 
lynching and segregation. Their contributions to democracy worked beyond electoral 
politics from which they were often barred. The end result is that U.S. representative 
democracy has become more “participatory,” as defined by a more diverse electorate 
and its desire to elect representatives who reflect that diversity. Out-groups remain 
hopeful that elected officials will function as their advocates rather than pursue con-
ventional power shaped by a two-party system and sovereign elites.

Yet, in 2000, the U.S. Supreme Court demonstrated its sovereign kinship against 
the majority vote. The political class designed the Electoral College to override the 
popular vote. However, by installing George W. Bush as president, the Supreme Court 
intervened in the Florida recount to determine the electoral vote. The failure of the 
defeated party to contest this suggests that these battles for high office are intrasov-
ereign affairs. Even if the “improbable journey” of the president-elect seems at odds 
with that interpretation, one should note how singular and symbolic representation 
of blackness remains within federal government. Among its three branches, only the 
Supreme Court and executive branch have surpassed the Senate in racial segregation.

Polymorphous politicians seek to represent all things good to all people voting. 
Their purpose is to consolidate and exercise power. As “centrists” synthesizing two 
powerfully entrenched parties, they can ignore critical third parties while skillfully 
transferring agency to a kinship of political insiders. Electoral politics is a marvelous 
route by which sovereign kin pose as “outsiders.” On the campaign trail, they become 
“regular” folks—intimates with Joe six-packs and plumbers, churchgoers, hockey moms, 
beer guzzlers, and misguided bowlers. The difference between grassroots activism and 
Astroturf organizing is that the primary role of activists is to determine policy—not to 
elect politicians. Activists seek sovereignty, not representatives of it. The mobilization 
of the “grass roots” or “Astroturf”—Internet-based communication that simulates or 
stands in for a mass movement—permits voters to relinquish or transfer agency to 
elected officials. A less controlled democracy ensues from mass participation that is 
not reduced to mass rallies, technological social networking, national days of service, 
or mobilizations to buttress state policies. The seductive appeal of U.S. democracy lies 
in its ability to make the electoral changing of the guard synonymous with political 
power in the mind of the citizen. The power of seduction depends on the desire to 
surrender; in the absence of that, it is just political rape.
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Voters can select from among the political class to replace sovereign kin. The tyr-
anny of the majority—portrayed by a homogenized mainstream that provided the 
“darkest hours” for Ann Nixon Cooper’s kin—has often been directed or manipu-
lated by its representative political class. With social and ethnic minorities within its 
ranks, the multicultural majority in making history on November 4, 2008, appears 
to have vanquished racial tyranny. America can and does change.2 Its dependence 
on political elites and restrictive right to rule may not. Rather than enable indepen-
dent political parties and populist self-rule, sovereign kin promote a more diverse or 
multiracial political class.

As a member of this political class, the president-elect becomes progenitor and 
founding father of a millennial multiracial democracy. That impressive feat is not nec-
essarily synonymous with “power to the people.” Of the varied independent or out-
sider spaces to be corralled under one flag, the president-elect represents the one that, 
more than class, gender, sexuality, or political ideology, became the defining mark for 
the failure and promise of American democracy—race. The phenomenon of the 2008 
election may not be the electoral victory understood as a triumph over racism, but the 
sovereign kinship and the sovereign whiteness that permitted this achievement. Lack-
ing poverty, queerness, femaleness, and ideological independence, Barack Obama’s 
form of blackness became an asset, an embraceable opportunity traceable through 
improbable political bloodlines.3

A Genealogy of the Political Class: 
A Forty-Five-Year March on and to Washington

Barack Obama debated Hillary Clinton at the flagship university. But he did not cam-
paign in the home place of the men who contributed most significantly to his becom-
ing America’s first black president-elect. (Refusing to credit them, he instead invoked 
Kennedy and Reagan.) Perhaps in 2008 Obama knew he could lose a red state not 
quite ready for purple, yet sweep the Electoral College. Texas had not gone for a Demo-
cratic presidential candidate since Lyndon Baines Johnson’s election in 1964.4 The con-
servative state prides itself on having been the residence of three presidents: Johnson 
(1963–68), George H. W. Bush (1988–92), and George W. Bush (2000–2008). The
first president led the nation deeper into an unpopular war with genocidal results: 
58,226 Americans died while contributing to the deaths of more than two million 
Vietnamese. The United States escalated the war in Vietnam based on Johnson’s 
deception about a fabricated August 4, 1964, attack on U.S. naval destroyers in the 
Gulf of Tonkin. President Johnson built up John F. Kennedy’s war and, in turn, was 
surpassed in mass casualties by President Richard Nixon and Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger, who expanded the war with secret bombings of Cambodia. Although John-
son’s interventionism squandered American wealth and lives, that did not stop two 
other Texans from emulating him.

Unlike his foreign policy violations of the human rights and national sovereignty 
of nations resisting colonizers, Johnson’s domestic policies promoted democracy and 
economic opportunities for the formerly enslaved. His presidential alter ego propelled 
the 1960s civil rights agenda and antipoverty programs. He witnessed the assassinations 
of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King, Jr.: two sovereigns and one 
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agitator who disturbed his equilibrium. Nonetheless, while King built the moral pillars, 
Johnson installed the legal foundation—as he strong-armed the 1964 Civil Rights Act 
and the 1965 Voting Rights Act through Congress—for a foreseeable Obama victory. 
Liberal sovereigns and progressive activists created new expressions of democratic rule, 
incorporating fictive kin to create a future multiracial political elite. This elite though 
would emerge at the expense of a broad-based pacifist insurgency against repression.

Reverend King would stand beside President Johnson as he signed key legislation 
that transformed the political and electoral landscape. He had also stood behind this 
sovereign leader as he deflected television cameras from Student Nonviolent Coor-
dinating Committee (SNCC) activist Fannie Lou Hamer at the 1964 Democratic 
National Convention (DNC). As a member of the multiracial Mississippi Freedom 
Party (MFDP) delegation, attempting to unseat Mississippi’s official white suprema-
cist delegates, Hamer’s impassioned demand, “Is this America?” seared the airwaves, 
leaving little room for centrists and accommodating political operatives such as the 
president’s media spokesman, a young Bill Moyers; his vice presidential running mate, 
the seasoned Hubert Humphrey; and the venerated Christian leader. The three would 
work to force Hamer and the MFDP delegation into a compromise, with full recogni-
tion that the alternative progressives demanding a full franchise lacked the sovereign 
power to win a presidential election but possessed enough transformative power to 
destabilize a major party at the polls.

Johnson was so consumed by a devastating and unpopular war that he declined 
to run for a second term. He would not be the last Texan to leave the Oval Office 
disgraced in wartime by low approval ratings. Johnson had sold Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac to private interests in order to pay for the war in Vietnam. Bush-the-son 
would theoretically buy the mortgage lenders back in a $750 billion bailout, bal-
looning the national debt, after squandering a trillion-dollar surplus inherited from 
President Bill Clinton. Invading a country his father had stormed a decade earlier to 
vanquish a foreign enemy that the elder Bush as director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency had helped to install, Bush-the-son pronounced “mission accomplished” in 
2003. That defeated country held no weapons of mass destruction and no ties to al-
Qaeda, Osama bin Laden, or the September 11, 2001, attacks on the United States. 
The invasion of Iraq would help make the United States an internationally recognized 
human rights violator and debtor nation, as war costs spiraled to more than a $1 bil-
lion a month. It would also give in 2007 a novice public servant but shrewd politician 
a major peace platform by which to differentiate himself from his fellow senators and 
presidential rivals. Senators Hillary Clinton and John McCain had voted for what 
would become an unpopular war leading to mass death and genocide.

Between the 1960s retirement and political murders of national leaders and the 
2009 retreat by Bush-the-son to Dallas—a city that gained notoriety when Kennedy 
was shot in his motorcade—Bush-the-father defeated a Democratic rival by running 
one of the most racist campaigns in the post–civil rights movement era. George H. W. 
Bush allowed Republican National Committee chair Lee Atwater to make good on 
his 1988 campaign promise to position convicted black rapist Willie Horton as the 
running mate of presidential candidate Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis. 
Although Bush deployed the “southern strategy”—where whites vote against their 
economic interests based on their social fears and antiblack animus, he was routed 
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in 1996 by a husband whose wife’s future presidential campaign would be supported 
by xenophobes and racists among “hard-working whites” and “Hillary Democrats.”

Racism’s psychosexual politics was increasingly becoming an inside joke for sover-
eign whiteness. The most incendiary racial baggage tied to the candidate who would 
be president were (a) President Johnson’s former medical attendant, a black marine 
and Vietnam veteran turned pastor who castigated U.S. racism and imperialism; and 
(b) false allegations of the politician being both the national and international bête 
noire. With the economic downturn, the public became disinterested in racial and 
political outcasts, including an affluent white radical who used mass casualties in Viet-
nam to justify Weather Underground domestic bombings against government targets. 
The southern strategy had become an unpredictable regional phenomenon. An elec-
torate going bankrupt can distinguish between Willie Horton and Jeremiah Wright 
and find both increasingly irrelevant to their pressing economic crises. The violent 
criminality attributed to the domestic bête noire, now extended to the Muslims,5

and the political incivility of the preacher were less pressing concerns for mainstream 
America. Neither the Clinton nor McCain campaigns could foist a faux running mate 
onto a black candidate who had already established kinship ties with DNC leadership.

DNC Conventions and the Familial Party

After he won the Iowa caucus, America began to take Barack Obama seriously as he 
continued to campaign against an unpopular war that led the nation toward moral 
and economic bankruptcy. When he won the North Carolina primary, despite the 
Clinton surge, it became evident that the notion of race-based sovereignty and famil-
ial ties were forever splintered by the autobiography of the candidate: white mother, 
black African father, devoted maternal white grandmother, loyal Ivy League-educated, 
Southside Chicago girl-turned-political wife. Read by millions, Barack Obama’s The
Audacity of Hope and Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance made 
consistent claims, echoed insistently on the campaign trail: “nowhere but in America” 
and “my life is an American story.” In gratitude to the nation, the candidate increas-
ingly dismissed charges of antiblack racism against its racial majority and its institu-
tions. Thus, he revealed himself as self-made, aligned with traditional political power 
rather than sovereign blackness (the existence of the latter is generally doubted). 
Mixed-race black, unwed mother, abandoned by father—pariah became parvenu 
through sovereign kinship. Winning more primaries and the delegate count, Obama 
traveled to Denver to accept the nomination at a skillfully organized DNC.

In Denver, DNC sovereign kin staged a party that surpassed all previous conven-
tions. Before cameras, the Democrats posed as a functional and disciplined family, 
generations beyond the 1968 Chicago riots and 1972 hawk-and-dove infighting over 
the war that contributed to their defeat and the election, twice, of Richard Nixon. 
In 2008, unity and goodwill were such that no discernible fractures shaped by ideol-
ogy, gender, race, or sexuality (class seemed to have disappeared) showed. On the 
convention platform, the future first lady, Michelle Obama, who had earlier stated 
her uncertainty about voting for the former first lady as nominee given the attacks 
against her partner, thanked Clinton for the eighteen million cracks in the glass ceil-
ing. One-third of those eighteen million voters were male and perhaps not all were 
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pro–women’s rights; some were against gay and lesbian rights; a small number pub-
licly indicated that they could never vote for “a black.” That all became irrelevant as 
Michelle Obama’s speech displayed a humility and gratitude—as well as a pride in 
being American—absent from Hillary Clinton’s cautious concession. Having sover-
eign whiteness, Clinton did not need to demonstrate patriotism or belonging when 
she emphatically stated that she would vote for Obama while releasing her delegates 
to vote their conscience. The following evening, with extemporaneous remarks fired 
by the rousing ovation for the former president, Bill Clinton’s eloquence overshad-
owed her reticence to instruct everyone to vote for the president-elect.

A predecessor of Ann Cooper Nixon appeared in Hillary Clinton’s concession. 
Calling out Harriet Tubman as an expression of populist belonging, Senator Clinton, 
though, did not mention Tubman’s specific history in radical politics. Illiterate in 
antiracist history, most Americans could perceive Tubman as a symbol yet remain 
unfamiliar with her improbably journey. Just as with Ann Nixon Cooper, there was 
the burden of slavery (although with closer proximity to violent trauma). While Coo-
per survived discrimination and hardships long enough to vote for the first black 
president, Tubman stole and liberated herself. Electing sovereign kin and opposing 
sovereign powers are both political acts. Yet only the latter is an expression of defiance 
against injustice through independence from institutional power. Tubman’s national 
political life began as an outlaw freeing slaves, what her detractors and the law defined 
as looting property.6 A conductor on the “underground railroad” and supporter of 
the insurrectionist John Brown (with his sons, the white abolitionist was executed 
at Harper’s Ferry for violent opposition to slavery), Tubman saw her reputation aug-
mented as a distinguished militarist and spy who fought with the Union Army with 
200,000 other African Americans to defeat the Confederacy.

Thus Clinton could name her, a black woman who also organized in the suffrage 
movement, but not cite Tubman’s political lineage, as would be done for the white 
suffragette Susan B. Anthony. To present her with specificity, as more than a symbol, 
would enable the rebel to appear as a sovereign, in control of her own life and those 
lives entrusted in her care—even as they wandered, hunted in the wilderness. At the 
2008 DNC convention, Tubman would be the first but not last black (female) politi-
cal figure stripped of agency in opposition to a repressive American democracy.

The democratic presidential nominee chose the forty-fifth anniversary of King’s “I 
Have a Dream” speech and March on Washington as the backdrop to showcase the 
new multicultural Democratic Party. The final night of the Democratic convention 
was held on August 28, the anniversary of the 1963 march and the great, hopeful 
sermon of Reverend King, whose oratory had helped Johnson in his presidential bid. 
Perhaps seeking inspiration and electoral uplift without the weight of antiracist activ-
ism, Obama invoked “the preacher” in his 2008 acceptance speech. Rendering King 
nameless, he embraced him as an abstraction. The label “the preacher” is conveniently 
worn by white evangelical conservatives and black liberationist pastors alike. With 
black liberationists as one-dimensional illustrations, with no acknowledgment of their 
opposition to state violence, King joined Tubman as symbolic representation of a 
multiracial democracy embodied in the Democratic Party. Denver’s football stadium 
hosted a political pageant that appropriated political activists who had enabled that 
historic moment to unfold in time.
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During the 2008 democratic primaries, Martin Luther King, Jr., had become 
a touchstone; he was portrayed as a key relation for Obama and Clinton. April of 
that year marked the fortieth anniversary of his assassination in Memphis, Ten-
nessee, where he had gone to support striking sanitation workers. The presidential 
inauguration would take place the day after the national holiday commemorating 
King’s birth. During the primary debates, Obama insisted that activism abolished 
American apartheid. Clinton maintained that the government, through the John-
son administration, was the enabler of King’s legacy and the demise of segregation. 
When asked which of the two Democratic candidates King would have endorsed, 
Obama replied, “Neither.” Yet, that did not prevent the candidates from appending 
“the preacher” to their campaigns.

Whereas King failed to lead a dominant political class to which he did not belong, 
Obama forty years later successfully morphed into it as fictive kin. King’s diminishing 
popularity stemmed from his resistance to the Vietnam War, which he described as 
imperialist, and his critiques of racism and capitalism. His prophetic voice became an 
anathema to those pursuing imperial powers, and the New York Times castigated King 
for his opposition.7 Obama’s growing popularity and endorsements stemmed from 
his advocacy of a unified state and the restoration of its imperial might (to be used 
only for good). Both men understood and acquiesced to America’s selective notion of 
elite leadership and sovereign kinship. Only King would later repudiate the sovereign 
elite in favor of another form of kinship. That kinship was partly forged in antiblack 
repression and terror and partly forged in a spirit or spirituality for liberation.

It is unclear if the president-elect, in choosing the anniversary of the March on 
Washington for his acceptance speech, was aware that the march, largely organized 
by labor activists such as A. Phillip Randolph, took place on the anniversary of the 
1955 lynching of Emmett Till, a black teen from Chicago visiting Mississippi who 
allegedly whistled at a white woman on a dare. A fourteen-year-old boy from Obama’s 
adoptive hometown, Till’s torture, murder, and open-casket funeral would galvanize 
the civil rights movement that produced Martin Luther King, Jr., as an international 
human rights icon.8 From the floor of the Denver stadium, only Jesse Jackson, Sr., 
also a Chicago adoptee, publicly recalled the Till tragedy in his August 28 interview 
with PBS News Hour correspondent and anchor Gwen Ifill.9 Few may have heard 
or remember Jackson’s reflections10 as they uncovered Emmett from anonymity and 
Americans from amnesia.

While Emmett’s lynching was given limited recognition at the DNC, the “four 
little black girls,” immortalized as a nameless collective, received none. In 1963, 
bombings followed the historic march. The one placed in Birmingham’s Sixteenth 
Street Baptist church killed children activists. Lacking sovereign kinship, these black 
girls’ names, like Emmett’s, would not be spoken from a stage in which the contem-
poraneously slain, sovereigns such as President John F. Kennedy and Senator Robert 
Kennedy would be honored. Yet, Denise McNair (11), Addie Mae Collins (14), Car-
ole Robertson (14), and Cynthia Wesley (14), and the other teens who would die in 
the Birmingham riots following the bombing, contributed dearly to this multiracial 
democracy. Few Americans would have any idea of the price paid so that two little 
black girls could join their parents on the Denver platform to present themselves to 
an approving American electorate.
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Conclusion: Hagar’s Kin and Black Sovereign Relations

[In the Hebrew Testament, as the African owned by Abraham and the barren Sarah] 
Hagar’s predicament involved slavery, poverty, ethnicity, sexual and economic 
exploitation, surrogacy, rape, domestic violence, homelessness, motherhood, single-
parenting and radical encounters with God. . . . Paul [in Galatians 4:21–5:1] relegated 
her and her progeny to a position outside of and antagonistic to the great promise Paul 
says Christ brought. . . . Hagar and her descendents represent the outsider position par 
excellence.

—Delores Williams, Sisters in the Wilderness

At the 1964 Democratic convention, dispossessed activists risked their lives to dispute 
the claims and qualifications of political elites. Former sharecropper, forcibly steril-
ized, Fannie Lou Hamer was crippled by a savage beating when jailed for trying to 
vote. She was fired from her job, and kicked out of her home because of her organiz-
ing for a greater democracy. Without radical activists such as Hamer, there would be 
no franchise for Ann Nixon Cooper and millions of others, and no black president-
elect. Positioned by the political class, along with SNCC, as divisive and antagonistic 
to the promise of an American democracy manifested through Democratic Party vic-
tories, Hamer would not be validated by any president. Ideological arborists severed 
Tubman, King, and Hamer from the political tree, only to selectively graft branches 
for politicians seeking symbols to stir a populace.

In 1964, President Johnson was so unsettled by a crippled but not yet beaten black 
woman exercising political power through antiracist and black sovereign relations that 
he called a press conference to draw away cameras, hoping that Hamer would not touch 
the screens of American households. At the 1964 Democratic Convention, Hamer 
demanded that America oust, not forgive, an unrepentant white supremacy and its offi-
cial delegation. Her ability to galvanize America—not reassure it of its moral standing—
by exposing violent repression through personal and collective narratives threatened 
the power of politicians. Forty-four years after Hamer disturbed America, Ann Nixon 
Cooper, in a mesmerizing presidential victory speech, comforted us.

Repudiating in part the compromise that left the MFDP unable to unseat white 
racism, in 1972, Democratic presidential nominee Senator George McGovern and 
other party reformers ensured that the DNC would never repeat 1964 or mirror the 
Republican Party. (Current demographics and diminishing numbers have led some 
to mock the GOP as “the part of [old] white men.”) However, disciplining intraparty 
independence before his stunning defeat to Richard Nixon, McGovern with other lib-
erals worked to destabilize Brooklyn Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm and her sup-
porters. The Chisholm campaign sought political power without loyalty to sovereign 
elites. Again, the independent leadership and free politics of another black woman 
“maverick” proved problematic to party regulars.

In order to defeat Hubert Humphrey, his real rival, McGovern needed Chisholm’s 
delegates, whom she refused to release. Although they had initially supported 
Chisholm’s candidacy as empowering all women, white feminists insisted that the 
black woman defer to the white male standard bearer. (In 2008, white feminists 
would not insist that the white woman candidate relinquish her delegates to the black 
male standard bearer.) As the first black woman elected to Congress and one of its 
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most progressive members, Chisholm recognized she would be outside of sovereign 
kinship. Yet, when fellow black Congressman Ron Dellums defected from her camp 
to endorse McGovern at the convention and urge that her delegates do likewise, the 
betrayal stunned Chisholm. She had assumed that Dellums shared her desire for inde-
pendent black sovereignty. Documentary footage shows the congresswoman in tears 
saying, “tell Ron to come home” and that she is not angry.

Years later, Chisholm’s bid for redistributive economic and political power would 
be rendered into a symbolic tale serving simultaneously multiculturalism and white 
supremacy. In Chisholm’s 2005 New York Times obituary, Gloria Steinem selectively 
quoted the congresswoman to write that Chisholm had run for president to prove 
that any girl could attain the highest elected office. In fact, Chisholm had stated, 
decades earlier, that she ran so that any black or Puerto Rican girl would have presi-
dential aspirations. Perhaps Chisholm would not have endorsed either Clinton or 
Obama. No matter. Few seemed to remember her candidacy during the 2008 Dem-
ocratic primaries, in which pundits heralded the “first black” and the “first woman” 
as presidential contenders in the Democratic Party who inspired American voters, 
failing to note the first black woman to run for president on a major ticket. Unlike 
Clinton and Obama, Chisholm was an outspoken supporter of feminism. Ulike 
Clinton and the president-elect, she lacked ties to the Democratic machine and 
sovereign whiteness. Although offering limitless opportunities for political agency 
and moral and social transformation, there is little political wealth and personal 
gain in belonging to outcast struggles. Hence, belief in the value of black sovereign 
relations is difficult to sustain.

Still, certain facts remain. Activism and creativity, not elected or appointed offi-
cials, establish the conditions for political cultures that expanded democracy and 
civil and human rights. Historically, compromises with sovereign whiteness and 
sovereign kinship have denied impoverished children and families a viable future.11

For centuries, popular and political cultures recycled antiblack stereotypes to cre-
ate an apartheid-based democracy. Today, public and private agencies continue to 
disproportionately discipline and disenfranchise black life. Black women are selec-
tively monitored for drug use in prenatal and delivery care; black families receive 
minimal public assistance in housing, health care, food subsidies, and counseling; 
black children are disproportionately held in foster homes and detention centers 
under the most substandard conditions. Yet, mainstream democracy, like main-
stream Christianity, asks much from subordinated social sectors, providing few 
guarantees of restorative justice.

December 2008 news featured poverty and genocide: the 40 percent rise in mur-
der rates by and of young black males in the United States; hundreds of Palestinian 
civilian deaths as Israel bombed Gaza (with weapons financed by the United States) as 
a way to “signify” to Hamas. Simultaneous news focused on the millions planning to 
converge on Washington, D.C., for the historic January 2009 inauguration, and the 
hundreds of parties and balls to follow. The spectacle of American democracy’s unique 
beauty and might overshadows mundane and traumatic suffering. Any popular sover-
eignty that emerges to keep faith with our highest aspirations for sustainable life will 
have to create its own compelling expressions of transformative agency.
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Having created the conditions for a centrist-liberal black president-elect, progres-
sive activists will have to determine how best to influence a multiracial democracy. 
Popular sovereignty may yet offer a popular narrative of a great, independent democ-
racy, one in which even the most dispossessed see themselves as directly participating 
in citizenship and social justice. Such possibilities rest in the wisdom of slave-turned-
liberator Frederick Douglass: power concedes nothing without demand and struggle.

Notes

 1. American progress remains framed by the compassion or cruelty of Judeo-Christianity 
as symbolic template. With California’s electoral votes, Barack Obama surpassed John 
McCain just as California voters passed Proposition 8, which banned gay and lesbian mar-
riage. The same white voters who touched their screens for a black president—one who 
simultaneously opposed both the proposition and nontraditional marriage—later used 
racial epithets to denounce blacks who alongside the majority of Californian voters sup-
ported the ban. Voters did not use racist language at public rallies against the president-
elect when he selected evangelical pastor Rick Warren, a key opponent to gay, lesbian, 
and transgendered rights and women’s reproductive choices, to give the invocation at the 
inauguration; but they did use such language against non-elite blacks.

   Days after the announcement of Warren’s selection, Pope Benedict XVI pronounced 
from the Vatican that gender theory and gay marriage were threats to “human ecology.” 
Placing progressive initiatives on par with the demise of the oxygen-rich rainforest, the 
pope asserted that feminism and unchecked homosexuality would end human reproduc-
tion, bringing death to the species. Professing a loving forgiveness, ecclesiastics fear and 
condemn female and queer sovereignty. A sophisticated political class secure in its patri-
mony, America’s elite kin absorb female, queer, and colored sovereignty by assimilating 
members of out-groups into their ranks.

 2. A black presence in the sovereign American body is not new. Public knowledge of Lynne 
Cheney’s family tree, which includes the president-elect’s family, led to campaign quips 
about Obama declining to hunt with her husband Vice President Dick Cheney. Mad-
eleine Albright’s adoptive parent was Bush Secretary of State Condoleeza Rice’s professor 
and mentor in Eastern European Studies at the University of Denver. The former Clinton 
secretary of state has publicly joked about her admonition to Rice in the 1980s upon 
learning that she was a Republican: “Condi, how could you? We have the same father!” As 
the political class increasingly recognizes blacks as kinsmen and kinswomen, the indepen-
dent black sovereign increasingly appears antiquated.

 3. On the campaign trail, paternity manifests in religion (God the Father), and dead or 
ancestral presidents (political sires). Unsurprisingly the American archetype for both 
remains symbolized by white male authority. Invoking both can help to establish one’s 
belonging to a ruling elite. Emulating Abraham Lincoln, Barack Obama announced his 
presidential candidacy in Springfield, Illinois, missing a televised state of the black union 
forum sponsored by Travis Smiley. African American pastors and theologians and aca-
demics including Michael Eric Dyson, Cornel West, and James Cone discussed Obama’s 
candidacy and absence. Smiley read Obama’s note of regret citing scheduling conflicts, yet 
panelists and some audience members seemed dissatisfied.

   To view the incident (discussed repeatedly in the black media) as perhaps more than 
political immaturity, we might consider the value of texts. The copy of the Bible that had 
not been used since Lincoln’s 1861 swearing-in, Americans were told in December 2008, 
would be used for the president-elect at his January 2009 inauguration. In 1864, African 
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Americans gave Lincoln a Bible following his signing of the Emancipation Proclamation.
Despite Lincoln’s uncertainty about whether emancipated or free blacks should remain in 
the United States or be “repatriated,” and despite the fact that the 1864 Bible was cher-
ished by those who most intimately understood the heavy burdens of fighting for freedom, 
Obama chose the1861 Bible. For only Lincoln’s book possessed the gravitas worth holding. 
(After Lincoln’s assassination, the U.S. Senate would alter and then ratify the Thirteenth 
Amendment to legalize slavery for those duly convicted of a crime, setting a template for 
disproportionate incarceration of blacks and new forms of labor exploitation.)

 4. The connections between the black president-elect and a southern president were noted 
during the campaign. In an October e-mail encouraging Texas democrats to vote and 
provide assistance to the Travis County Democratic Party, Luci Baines Johnson wrote, 
“Dear Fellow Democrat: 2008 marks the centennial celebration of my father’s birthday. If 
Lyndon Johnson were still with us today, I know that he would be proud to cast his vote 
this year for Barack Obama for President, Rick Noriega for U.S. Senate, Lloyd Doggett 
for Congress, and every Democrat all the way down the ballot. Among his many accom-
plishments in office, President Johnson fought alongside Rev. Martin Luther King and 
other civil rights leaders of the 1960s to pass landmark legislation that helped extend the 
American dream to everyone in our country. At the time, it was a historic struggle against 
the status quo. Today, Senator Barack Obama gives us all hope that America is once again 
ready to turn the page on the status quo and tackle the challenges of the 21st century. 
In 2008 we are closer than ever to achieving my father’s vision—and ours—of a better 
tomorrow for our children and for our nation. But none of this can happen without you” 
(e-mail, author’s papers).

 5. Former Bush Secretary of State Colin Powell’s late endorsement of Barack Obama included 
a condemnation of the Republican Party for inaccurately portraying the candidate as Mus-
lim, and for GOP insults to Muslim Americans. Powell stated that any Muslim American 
boy should be able to grow up dreaming of becoming president of the United States. (For 
a transcript, see “Powell Endorses Obama for President: Republican ex-Secretary of State 
Calls Democrat ‘Transformational Figure,’” http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/27265369 
[accessed December 16, 2008]). Both Clinton Democrats and Sarah Palin Republicans 
challenged Obama’s Christian authenticity. In response, the candidate distanced himself 
from Muslim Americans and Palestinian human rights. The point of asserting that Barack 
Hussein Obama was not Muslim was to reassure the sovereign whiteness as electorate that 
any Muslin American boy could not grow up to be president of the United States.

 6. The complicated relationship of blacks to property bears serious scrutiny. The histori-
cal legacy of criminalizing blackness and equating it as having a strong threat to prop-
erty endures to this day. For example, in 2005, following the breaking of substandard 
New Orleans levees in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, President Bush and Louisiana 
Governor Kathleen Blanco issued “shoot-to-kill” edicts for mostly impoverished black 
survivors; the government mandated “zero tolerance” even for those, in the words of 2008 
presidential contender John McCain, who were trying to “get bottled water to babies.”

 7. Martin Luther King, Jr., “Why I Am Opposed to the War in Vietnam,” speech given at 
New York’s Riverside Church on April 30, 1967. The Pacifica Radio/UC Berkeley Social 
Activism Sound Recording Project offers a full transcript of the sermon at http://www.lib
.berkeley.edu/MRC/pacificaviet/riversidetranscript.html.

 8. Mamie Till-Mobley insisted on an open coffin in a public funeral for her son’s decompos-
ing body. White Mississippi officials had packed the casket with lye to accelerate its dete-
rioration as it traveled back to Chicago. The mother demanded that the funeral home defy 
Southern officials’ orders for a closed-casket funeral. The tens of thousands of mourners 
that passed before it and the millions more that saw the image in the black press (such as 
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Jet magazine) sparked the southern civil rights movement. Months later in Montgomery, 
Alabama, when Rosa Parks, Joanne Robinson, and E. D. Nixon asked a twenty-six-year-
old preacher with a PhD in theology from Boston University to be spokesman for a bus 
boycott that they were organizing, Martin Luther King, Jr., agreed.

 9. Jesse Jackson, Sr., wrote the foreword to Mamie Till-Mobley’s memoir, coauthored by 
Christopher Benson, Death of Innocence: The Story of the Hate Crime That Changed Amer-
ica (New York: Random House, 2003).

 10. This had its own sad irony, given that weeks earlier, not realizing that his microphone for 
a televised interview was still on, Jackson remarked, in cruder language, that he wanted to 
castrate Obama for dismissive treatment of the concerns of non-elite blacks.

 11. During the 2008 campaign, to the consternation of Democratic Party loyalists and the 
confusion of many progressives, Barack Obama repeatedly cited Ronald Reagan—whose 
administration exploited racist stereotypes for political gains—as a presidential role model. 
The original southern strategy was crafted by Lee Atwater for Reagan, whose campaign 
used Philadelphia, Mississippi, the site of murdered civil rights activists Michael Schwer-
ner, Andrew Goodman, and James Chaney, as a rallying cry for the restoration of white 
rights. There are legacies. On the September 28, 2005, broadcast of Bill Bennett’s Morn-
ing in America, William Bennett, Reagan’s secretary of education, responding to a caller, 
observed, “If you wanted to reduce crime, you could—if that were your sole purpose, you 
could abort every black baby in this country, and your crime rate would go down. That 
would be an impossible, ridiculous, and morally reprehensible thing to do, but your crime 
rate would go down.”

   Bennett’s moral disclaimer following his final solution to criminality weakly serves 
as political cover against charges of racism. Nations have historically embarked on the 
“impossible, ridiculous, and morally reprehensible” in the name of “law and order” and 
ethnic cleansing; that is the illogic of genocide. Logically, the crime rate would go down 
if you abort all babies—including white sovereign ones. Yet, Bennett does not advocate 
multiracial abortions. Antiabortion Christian leaders failed to mount a campaign to force 
Bennett to apologize to the (black) unborn and their families. Bennett criminalizes not 
antisocial behavior but black kinship: families reductively understood as mothers ware-
housing and fathers abandoning children allegedly destined to plague a nation. Perhaps 
if Bennett had spoken of the first families much-loved young children in this fashion, the 
outcry would be greater. If so, then class and social standing shield the “new black” from 
the most excessive forms of rhetorical and physical violence, and shape their political views 
with increasing distance from non-elites.
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You May Not Get 
There with Me

Obama and the Black 
Political Establishment

Kareem Crayton

One of the earliest controversies involving the now historic presidential 
run of Barack Obama was largely an unavoidable one. The issue beyond his control, 
to paraphrase his later comment, was mostly woven into his DNA. Amid enthusiasm 
about the potential of electing an African American candidate as president, columnist 
Debra Dickerson posed a rather provocative question about Obama’s appeal. While 
Obama possessed many appealing qualities, she suggested, the candidate was not 
“black” in the sense that many of his supporters claimed. Even while Obama “invokes 
slavery and Jim Crow,” she wrote, “he does so as one who stands outside, one who 
emotes but still merely informs.”1

The point was not without some foundation. Biologically speaking, Obama was 
not part of an African American family in the traditional sense. The central theme 
of his speech at the 2004 Democratic convention was that only in a place like Amer-
ica could his Kenyan father have met and married his white Midwestern mother.2

While increasing numbers of Americans are from racially mixed families, Dicker-
son also noted a more substantive issue about Obama’s biography—his apparent 
lack of experience living in a black community.3 In his first memoir, Obama traces 
his childhood search for identity, which ended as an adult in Chicago. His native 
Hawaii, while racially complex, did not have a significant African American popula-
tion. More typical Democratic candidates like Bill Clinton, the putative “first black 
president,” grew up in the South, where issues of race dominate the political and 
social landscape.4

These factors actually helped to make Obama an attractive candidate for many non-
black voters. For his white liberal supporters in particular, Obama had an uncommon 
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personal and professional profile that embodied their vision of the illusory color-blind 
society. Obama’s personal story also seemed to transcend the typical social lines of race 
and class. While he could not credibly invoke connections or formative experiences 
within the black community, neither was Obama burdened by them. And for some 
liberal voters, Hawaii helped to immunize Obama from the most scarring chapters of 
America’s history on race.

What makes the Obama political ascendancy remarkable is not the fact that he 
won the presidency but how he did it. This candidate began with a core of support 
among white liberals, which is rare for almost any black politician. Just as surprising, 
Obama’s challenge was consolidating support in the black community, which did not 
immediately warm to the candidate. In the epic fight for Democratic nomination, 
Obama faced a climb from obscurity to attract black voters. Even after his spectacular 
public debut in the 2004 convention, Obama remained a relatively unknown figure 
to blacks outside of Illinois. Further, his main rival for the party’s nomination in 
2008 (Hillary Clinton, the initial front-runner) was one of the best-known and most 
admired names in politics—especially among blacks.5

Obama succeeded against these odds using an unconventional strategy for black 
candidates. Having begun with solid support among white liberal voters, Obama 
worked to shift black opinions into his favor. He did so, I argue, utilizing surrogates 
within the existing black political establishment. At times, this strategy involved seek-
ing out credible black public figures for their support and guidance. At certain points, 
though, Obama marginalized or circumvented these individuals altogether to main-
tain his cross-racial appeal. In the end, this dynamic political strategy allowed Obama 
to assume the mantle of a candidate who not only had the capacity to transcend race 
but who also could legitimately claim part of the black political experience.

In this chapter, I illustrate this political strategy using Obama’s relationships 
with three public figures in the black political establishment. Since he could not 
appeal to black voters based on his personal history or on his professional record 
alone, these surrogates leveraged their credibility among blacks to introduce Obama 
to the community. These individuals vouched for his capability and commitment 
to the policy concerns of African Americans in a manner that he could not himself. 
Further, they provided Obama with skills that made him a candidate who later 
could compete for black votes in his own right. While not perfect in design and 
execution, the strategy was effective in branding the candidate as a person who 
could bridge voters in the black community with white liberal constituencies in the 
Democratic Party.

The Religious Mentor: Jeremiah Wright

If any single person deserves credit for the initial rise of Barack Obama as a force in 
the city of Chicago and for his entry into the world of black politics, the Reverend 
Jeremiah Wright certainly does. Wright, then the pastor of Trinity United Church of 
Christ, served as Obama’s cultural interlocutor with the South Side’s black commu-
nity. While this relationship was fraught with complexities, Jeremiah Wright offered 
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the mentorship and guidance of a “second father” at an early point in Obama’s devel-
opment as a public figure.6

The relationship with Wright provided Obama with three specific political assets. 
First, the Wright connection helped Obama obtain acceptance in a black community 
with a notoriously insular social network. Second, Wright aided Obama in develop-
ing a religious and cultural identity that could resonate with black communities. The 
religious elements of Obama’s political philosophy and rhetoric largely reflect what 
he learned as a result of Wright’s influence. And finally, Obama’s membership in the 
Trinity church congregation proved a tangible base of support as the candidate read-
ied himself to run for political office.

Most scholarship on black politics acknowledges that the black church plays a role 
that is quite difficult to overestimate in terms of importance.7 This institution has 
been the heart of black political and social life since the founding of the republic.8

Black Americans have depended on churches both for inspiration, economic support, 
and political organization from the antebellum period through the twentieth-century 
civil rights movement. And no other single institution has been more responsible for 
the development of the nation’s most prolific black public figures—from Frederick 
Douglass to Martin Luther King. Throughout this period, the church has been the 
major site for the formation and evolution of a distinct black political ideology. Then, 
as now, the church remains the lone point of contact in black life that has remained 
largely protected from regulation by the larger society.

In many of these ways, Trinity United Church of Christ has been the institutional 
anchor for blacks living on the South Side of Chicago. Since its founding in the 
1960s, the church has ministered to the city’s most vulnerable and depressed neigh-
borhoods. Its congregation welcomes an increasingly uncommon cross-section of the 
black community, with some members enrolled in public assistance programs and 
others from the most affluent ranks of the city’s professional class. Trinity’s mission 
also includes a directive to cater to the poor, the elderly, and the unemployed. And its 
professed ideology of being “unashamedly black and unapologetically Christian” cap-
tures the dual traditions of racial pride and social activism that run strong throughout 
the black church community.

When he became pastor at Trinity in the 1970s, Wright arrived with a background 
that was well suited to lead this religious community. Wright was born in Philadelphia, 
and he had graduated from traditionally black colleges in Virginia and Washington, 
D.C. But Wright’s credentials also showed his capacity to excel in non-black profes-
sional settings as well. For example, Wright interrupted his undergraduate studies 
to enlist in the U.S. Marine Corps, where he worked as an aide to Lyndon Johnson. 
His graduate studies included work in Divinity Schools at the University of Chicago 
and Union Theological Seminary—a school known for a philosophy emphasizing the 
linkages between religion and social activism. Wright presented himself as a clerical 
scholar who combined strong roots in the black community with the skills to engage 
with institutions outside of the community.

During Wright’s tenure, Trinity dramatically grew in size from less than a hun-
dred to more than six thousand members. Many members live in neighborhoods that 
had witnessed economic blight during the 1970s and 1980s, and Wright’s message 
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responded to their concerns about economic and cultural decline. As is true for other 
urban-based ministries, Wright’s sermons characterized the problems associated with 
poverty, drug abuse, and unemployment as both social ills and spiritual challenges. 
His preaching stressed the need for social activism as a tool for change, and it invoked 
themes of black consciousness and self-reliance as rallying points. Only by rejecting 
the social by-products of racism and economic exploitation could people realize their 
full potential. This religious philosophy influenced the church’s community services 
like childcare, community banking, and affordable housing.

Trinity’s burgeoning social network and its charismatic leader played a huge role in 
Obama’s coming of age in Chicago. When Obama arrived in the city as a community 
organizer, he did not immediately succeed in reaching out to neighborhood groups 
in the South Side. The longtime residents of the South Side were either skeptical or 
entirely indifferent to his initial efforts—not a surprising response to someone who 
was, in many ways, an outsider.9 Obama had no immediate personal ties to Chicago, 
he had been educated in schools on the East Coast, and he had no real familiarity with 
the places and people he sought to serve.

It was in this regard that Wright’s intervention on Obama’s behalf proved crucial. 
Wright spoke alongside Obama in a series of meetings introducing him to neighbor-
hood leaders. Reminding residents of his own credibility in helping to advance their 
group goals, Wright assured audiences that while the young man “needed some help,” 
he could assist in improving their neighborhoods. Since Trinity’s reputation was well 
regarded far beyond the church’s membership, community leaders were willing to give 
Obama a chance to show his worth. But Wright’s initial gesture of deploying his influ-
ence on Obama’s behalf was essential. Wright convinced residents that they could trust 
Obama, and that effort helped to transform a mere well-intentioned outsider into a 
committed and capable activist who could assist in improving life on the South Side.

More crucial than the pastor’s willingness to lend a professional reference, though, 
was Wright’s influence in shaping Obama’s religious identity. Obama acknowledged 
that church life (Christian or otherwise) had not been an important part of his child-
hood experience. His lack of affiliation with any church (let alone a black one) was, 
in fact, one reason that the early effort to reach out to South Side groups had faltered. 
With his “church home” at Trinity, though, Obama could draw on the church’s suc-
cesses to bolster his own ideas for establishing new community programs.

Accepting Christianity enhanced Obama’s abilities as a communicator as well. 
Intrigued by Wright’s sermons that drew on liberation theology, Obama engaged in 
several conversations with the minister about the role of churches in promoting social 
change. The relationship directed Obama’s thinking about social policy to appreciate 
both its material and moral aspects. These exchanges also gave Obama access to a 
powerful interpretation of the gospel, including a vocabulary that could apply to cur-
rent political and social arguments. Before Wright, Obama’s public policy views did 
not include a decidedly religious tone. The ease with which he now weaves biblical 
imagery and talk of values into his speeches is entirely a product of his spiritual awak-
ening and study at Trinity. This particular marriage of the scholarly and the spiritual 
was not uncommon to black churches, but Wright’s influence opened the door for 
Obama to this unfamiliar terrain.
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Finally, the political salience of Obama’s connection to Wright and Trinity deserves 
consideration. While a more secular advantage than the aforementioned benefits, 
membership in Trinity provided a well-developed and valuable political network in 
Chicago. The congregation was an ideal political base for any candidate to launch a 
political campaign to represent the South Side, and politicians courted votes there 
during election seasons. Trinity’s size and visibility made it a crucial starting point 
for attracting votes, soliciting donations, and recruiting organizers. Just as Wright’s 
seal of approval held sway with the neighborhood groups Obama approached as a 
private citizen, his political endorsement was an even more influential to gain atten-
tion and respect among blacks as a candidate who could be an effective public servant 
in elected office.

In light of Wright’s close relationship with Obama, the campaign’s decision to 
repudiate the minister was probably the most daunting issue of the election. Sensing 
objections to some of Wright’s more controversial statements, campaign aides quietly 
removed Wright from the public launch of the presidential campaign in Springfield. 
Later, Obama delivered his Philadelphia speech in answer to the uproar over circula-
tion of Wright’s more incendiary comments from the pulpit. Taped excerpts from 
past sermons revealed sharp, sometimes even vulgar, criticisms of the government for 
its alleged involvement in promoting the drug culture, the spread of AIDS, and for 
maintaining a racially biased criminal justice system.

In the face of calls to denounce Wright entirely, Obama recognized the risk of 
alienating voters in the very community he had cultivated at the start of his campaign. 
Wright was a well-regarded figure in black churches and could not be easily dismissed 
without exacting a credibility damaging rebuke from Wright or other ministers. At 
the same time, staying silent about the most volatile comments would undercut the 
candidate’s racially inclusive message to non-white voters. A statement had to place 
Obama’s long relationship with Wright in context and provide a measured but clear 
expression of disapproval for the pastor’s comments. Accordingly, Obama very care-
fully attempted to separate his own views from Wright’s remarks yet also to signal his 
continued embrace of Trinity and its pastor. After appealing largely to his biography, 
the candidate summarized his critique of Wright’s comments: “The profound mistake 
of Reverend Wright’s sermons is not that he spoke about racism in our society. It’s 
that he spoke as if our society was static; as if no progress has been made; as if this 
country—a country that has made it possible for one of his own members to run for 
the highest office in the land and build a coalition of white and black; Latino and 
Asian, rich and poor, young and old—is still irrevocably bound to a tragic past.”10

Obama characterized Wright’s views about self-reliance and racial pride as, at best, 
obsolete—at worst, un-American in nature. Obama framed his own ideology as rooted 
in patriotism and optimism; he dismissed Wright’s viewpoint as ossified and provincial. 
Yet the righteous anger demanding social change is what undergirds the most impas-
sioned sermons within the liberation theology tradition. This perspective is consistent 
with what brought Wright to Trinity as its pastor and Obama as a member. Obama’s 
analysis suggests that the candidate only discovered his interpretation of Wright’s ideol-
ogy (at least as he described it) during his presidential campaign. Even some of the most 
ardent Democrats found that this claim of surprise strained credulity.
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This speech also addresses America’s ongoing debates on the matter of race. Obama 
compared the anger many Blacks feel about slavery and segregation to the pressure and 
resentment of whites who oppose race-conscious programs like affirmative action. The 
press applauded this rhetorical turn for its empathy for each group’s plight in these 
polarizing disputes. While he may have vividly described the terms of this debate, 
Obama never placed himself within this discourse. He skillfully presented each side in 
the manner of a concerned, yet not actively involved, observer. While a politically suc-
cessful effort to defuse a volatile situation, the Philadelphia speech failed to provide a 
serious account of Obama’s own views about these trying and vexing racial issues.

The Legislative Operative: Emil Jones, Jr.

Reverend Wright was a tremendous emissary for Obama as he engaged with the 
neighborhoods on the South Side, but it was State Senator Emil Jones who enhanced 
Obama’s résumé as an accomplished legislator. Obama’s relatively brief time in the Illi-
nois Senate was notable thanks mostly to help from his political patron—a renowned 
operator in state government. Jones, the first black legislator to preside over the Illi-
nois Senate, positioned Obama to mount a successful statewide campaign. Given 
the barriers that normally prevent rank-and-file legislators from becoming standouts, 
Obama’s alliance with Jones made him a favorite candidate for U.S. senator.

An often overlooked part of Obama’s résumé is that his first elected position was 
representing a majority-black constituency. Many political scientists find that this 
starting point prevents candidates from winning higher office, since the ideological 
bent of a majority-black (or non-white) constituency differs sharply from a larger 
statewide electorate.11 Legislators in these districts sometimes develop records con-
sidered “too liberal” to run statewide for governor or senator. This structural factor 
is common in explanations for the paucity of successful black statewide candidates.12

A second factor is an institutional norm that affects all young politicians. Seniority 
provides the key to exercising legislative power, which means new members must earn 
their way into the leadership.13 Even a member of the majority party normally must wait 
in line before chairing a committee or sponsoring an important bill on the floor of the 
chamber. Only after a period of close observation and apprenticeship to the more senior 
members can a legislator assume the responsibilities of institutional leadership.

Within this rigid promotion system, Jones himself developed a mastery of the 
legislative process and earned a place in the leadership. After serving for a decade in 
the House of Representatives, Jones won a seat in the Illinois Senate. He advanced in 
the ranks there with a strategy common for many black legislators—working within 
the caucus structure to secure projects for his district. His colleagues selected him to 
become the Senate’s Minority Leader in 1993—when Democrats held only twenty-
seven seats. He asserted control of the legislative and campaign business of the caucus 
and quickly moved to improve the party’s standing. When Jones retired in 2009, the 
Senate Democrats had grown to a thirty-seven-member veto-proof majority. Much of 
that success is due to Jones’s heralded ability to recruit, fund-raise, and allocate these 
resources among the members of his caucus.

Due to seniority norms, Obama’s swift emergence as a star in Springfield was 
remarkable. For one thing, the Illinois Senate was his first experience holding public 
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office. Compared to the other Democratic members of the Senate—including every 
other black member—Obama was a political novice. Further, his positions on sub-
stantive policies were at that time still unknown and untested; others had already 
demonstrated their loyalty. And at least a few of his fellow senators were rankled 
because Obama had won by unseating a well-regarded black incumbent. Still, certain 
elements of his profile were appealing to Jones. Obama’s membership in Trinity and 
affiliation with Wright provided some indication of Obama’s political orientation. 
Jones was not unfamiliar with Obama, since his own senate district bordered many of 
the South Side communities that Obama represented.14

So how specifically did Jones’s mentorship enhance Obama’s standing as a leg-
islator? First, Jones showered favor on Obama by designating him as spokesperson 
on high-profile legislation. For example, Obama was the point person for bills on 
ethics reform in state government, an especially salient issue in light of several major 
scandals.15 Obama was also a floor manager for a bill to reform criminal law enforce-
ment standards for interrogation and detention, which many civil rights groups 
championed.

These assignments would have been rewards for deputies with years of service to 
their party. A backbencher normally could expect to play a supporting role in the 
process. Obama had no special expertise with substantive policies like crime or eth-
ics reform beyond teaching a few law school courses. Nor did he enjoy preexisting 
ties with many of the colleagues whose support required a lobbying effort. However, 
Obama did have the backing of a senate caucus leader who desired a new front man 
for the party’s legislative agenda.

Jones also provided cover for Obama on controversial votes. Obama remained 
insulated from the more contentious social policy debates like abortion that might 
have led to trouble later in his career. Jones rarely exercised his power as caucus leader 
to demand that Obama vote the party line on these issues. Among the most biting 
criticisms of Obama as a presidential contender was that he ducked votes on bills to 
restrict abortion. By voting “present” or missing some roll calls altogether, Obama 
avoided attacks that he was too solidly in the liberal or conservative camps. Put 
another way, Jones’s protection preserved Obama’s reputation in the Illinois Senate as 
a centrist who could build helpful alliances with his Republican colleagues. Further, 
the candidate remained free from the more unseemly compromises that legislators 
sometimes must make in service to the party.

Finally, Jones provided a crucial advantage in the redistricting process. This assis-
tance not only secured Obama’s senate seat, but it also ideally positioned him to 
pursue a run for the U.S. Senate. When legislative districts are redrawn to equal-
ize their populations, members often find that their personal interest in reelection 
diverges from the leader’s concern—protecting the margins for the party statewide. 
A party leader may transfer enough voters out of an incumbent’s district to leave 
that incumbent vulnerable; however, that same move might be necessary to help the 
party’s chances of securing or gaining seats elsewhere.

These tradeoffs largely helped Obama in the 2000 process, thanks to Jones. 
Although he was a very junior senator, Obama was permitted to redesign his dis-
trict with little interference from the party leadership. Looking ahead to a U.S. Sen-
ate campaign, Obama desired exposure to the voters living beyond the South Side 
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neighborhoods in his existing district. The change would mean a larger number of 
professional and non-black voters that could cement his bona fides as a serious state-
wide candidate who could obtain the money and deliver the message to win.

With the consent of Jones, Obama redrew his district so that its borders largely ran 
north to south, rather than east to west. The consequences were quite significant. In 
the 1990s, Senate District 13 was slightly more than 70 percent black and was solidly 
anchored near his home base, Trinity. After the refashioning, District 13 traded some 
of this South Side territory for parts of Chicago’s more affluent Gold Coast farther 
north. Though still a majority, the black population was markedly smaller in Obama’s 
redesigned plan. Obama also removed from his district areas where potential primary 
challengers for his existing seat lived. Overall, the district’s racially heterogeneous 
voter coalition served as a template for his U.S. Senate campaign in 2004; it allowed 
Obama to signal that he was a viable politician both inside and outside of the black 
community. All of the disruption that these changes caused in adjoining districts 
would have been impossible without the approval of Jones.

An ever-present risk of being a political operator is the propensity to develop 
strange (and politically damaging) associations. Jones’s tremendous influence in state 
politics brought him close to several moneyed interests that offered their assistance 
in funding campaigns. Particularly in districts as economically impoverished as some 
on the South Side, the external sources of support were vital. However, at least one 
of Jones’s prized financial donors posed political and legal problems for Obama as a 
presidential candidate. Antoin Rezko, the now-convicted real estate baron, played 
an important role assisting Obama in purchasing a home. The questionable timing 
of the transaction drew attention when Rezko was arrested on charges of corruption 
and fraud. Rezko had been a major supporter of the entire Democratic Party ticket in 
Illinois, but Jones had cultivated him as a principal recruiter of financial support for 
political candidates including Obama.

As the media investigation into Rezko’s web of influence became more acute, 
Obama’s connection with his political mentor became more difficult to defend. Jones 
had made Obama a credible candidate for U.S. senator, but his continued involve-
ment was a liability with the growing cloud of suspicion. The Rezko matter hastened 
Jones’s retirement from politics, but Obama surprisingly stayed above the fray. His 
legislative portfolio was dependent on Jones and his style of deal making. And the 
scandal involved many key allies in Obama’s rise to prominence in state politics. Yet 
Obama bore none of the costs for the choices that helped make his rapid climb pos-
sible. Jones was not charged by prosecutors, but he emerged with a tarnished public 
image due to his political associations with those who were convicted. Meanwhile, 
Obama turned the focus of his policy expertise on the issues he advocated as a legisla-
tor rather than the political patron and ally who made them possible. Severing the 
public ties with Jones was a relatively simple enterprise in light of the legal and politi-
cal issues that they created.

The Party Power Broker: Jesse Jackson

The third figure essential to Obama’s emergence as a candidate was the Reverend 
Jesse Jackson. This relationship was perhaps the most vital, if also the most volatile, 
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for Obama’s campaign. Unlike the other individuals, Jackson was not heavily invested 
in Obama’s career success. Jackson lived in Chicago, but his network of political sup-
porters was national.16 Jackson’s help was therefore crucial to Obama’s effort to secure 
the nomination. At the same time, Jackson’s earlier political campaigns had branded 
him a divisive personality, at least in some quarters.17

As a public figure, Jackson combined strengths of Wright and Jones. Like Wright, 
Jackson was an ordained minister with civil rights credentials. Jackson was a protégé 
of Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., and he became a major leader in his own right 
during the post–civil rights era.18 At the same time, Jackson developed a reputation as 
a power broker within the Democratic Party’s national organization. Politicians who 
desired a strong relationship with the black community viewed Jackson an invaluable 
ally. Like Emil Jones, Jackson enjoyed tremendous political influence; in Jackson’s 
case, his network led to two path-breaking campaigns for U.S. president. And as with 
Jones and Wright, Jackson’s appeal within the black community was viewed by the 
larger public as a liability.

Jackson did not have a close tie to Obama like Wright and Jones, but his chil-
dren were in Obama’s ambit. Jackson’s son, a U.S. congressman, had signed on early 
as a statewide cochair of the Obama campaign in Illinois. Jackson’s daughter was a 
longtime personal friend of Obama’s wife, Michelle. While he was not as personally 
connected to Obama as Wright or Jones, Jackson was a major part of Obama’s suc-
cess as a national candidate who could appeal to the black community. Interestingly, 
Jackson made his contributions long before Obama even entered politics. Specifically, 
Jackson was responsible for promoting institutional changes in the Democratic Party 
as a result of his own political campaigns.

Symbolically, Jackson’s campaigns put to rest the question of whether a black 
candidate could seriously contend for the nation’s highest office. Shirley Chisholm’s 
advances in 1972 notwithstanding, Jackson developed the first truly national cam-
paign to challenge the Democratic front-runners in both the 1984 and 1988 prima-
ries. He helped transform the civil rights movement from one oriented toward protest 
into one aimed at governance. The campaign won or placed second in more than 
ten state primaries during both years and, along the way, raised millions of dollars in 
support of this cause. Because he outlasted several of his white opponents in the race, 
Jackson became a pivotal player at the party convention.

More concretely, Jackson pioneered the strategy that Obama’s campaign perfected 
years later. Jackson’s innovation was registering new voters in states that had not previ-
ously witnessed a close primary contest. His mobilization of new voters not only tar-
geted heavily black counties in the rural South, but it also reached into economically 
depressed portions of the Midwest and Appalachia. Especially in the South’s Black 
Belt region, Jackson’s civil rights background made him wildly popular with black 
voters. In 1984, more than 869,000 new black voters registered. The achievement 
translated into real influence with white Southern Democrats, who relied on these 
voters to help defeat strong Republican opponents.

The most significant contribution was the set of reforms within the Democratic 
Party’s delegate selection system. Jackson prompted changes that would work to 
Obama’s tremendous benefit years later. After the party lost the White House in 1984, 
the Democrats resolved to tie the nomination more closely to electoral performance. 
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At Jackson’s urging, leaders agreed to award convention delegates proportionally, 
based on the popular vote in each state’s primary. As a result, Jackson’s 1988 electoral 
performance yielded a larger share of delegates than in his first effort. Having won the 
overall popular vote on Super Tuesday, Jackson moved from holding about 6 percent 
of pledged delegates to 24 percent. He vaulted to the second place delegate total at the 
1988 convention. By contrast, Jackson’s close to 20 percent share of the primary vote 
in 1984 only produced about half that percentage of pledged delegates.

The reform proved even more significant because of the growing number of major-
ity-black legislative districts during this same period. Enforcement of the 1965 Voting 
Rights Act led to the creation of majority-black constituencies in jurisdictions with 
records of racial discrimination.19 In states where the award of delegates was allocated 
according to the Democratic vote in state legislative districts, the Black Belt region 
made all the difference for the Jackson campaign. Even when he placed second state-
wide, Jackson won delegates by winning big in black majority counties that anchored 
legislative districts. Although he did not secure the nomination, Jackson performed 
well enough in these areas to gain a larger number of delegates and therefore increased 
influence in the convention platform.

There is no more central explanation for Obama’s nomination than the party rule 
change that Jackson had championed. In 2008, Obama used Jackson’s strategy to pre-
vent Hillary Clinton from building an insurmountable delegate lead with her sizable 
wins in large states like California. As reflected in Table 14.1, the rule reform allowed 
Obama to collect delegates by targeting majority-black constituencies in these states, 
leaving the candidates on equal footing after Super Tuesday. Obama therefore could 
embark on his February surge—setting up the eventual end of the primary contest.

Jackson also aided Obama during the nomination fight due to his inaction at 
two important moments. The more significant was Jackson’s early endorsement to 
Obama’s candidacy. Without Jackson’s blessing (or, put differently, his decision not 
to endorse Hillary Clinton), Obama might have fallen victim to the same internal 
class divisions within the black community that hobbled Chisholm’s bid for the 

Table 14.1. Data collected from 2008 primary exit polls

State Obama Clinton Obama delegate gain 
Black share of 

Democratic electorate

Mississippi 61 37 +5 50%

Louisiana 57 36 +12 48%

Delaware 53 42 +3 28%

Georgia 66 31 +33 52%

North Carolina 56 42 +17 33%

Alabama 56 42 +2 51%

Virginia 64 35 +25 30%

South Carolina 55 27 +13 55%

Maryland 61 36 +14 37%

Sources: http://www.cnn.com/Election /2008/primaries/results; http://politics.nytimes.com/election-guide/2008/
results/votes/index.html; http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21660890.
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nomination. Jackson’s approval helped Obama reach into the South in ways that no 
other single person could.

At the same time, Jackson’s silence about the Democratic Party’s decision to dis-
qualify results in the Florida and Michigan primaries was also crucial to Obama’s suc-
cess. Both states held primaries in which most voters chose Hillary Clinton; however, 
the elections were in doubt because they were scheduled at a time that violated the 
party’s rules. Had the party recognized either of these outcomes, Obama’s path to the 
nomination would have been more arduous. Clinton’s margin of victory could have 
yielded enough delegates to surpass him in the nomination fight. Many of her allies 
argued that ignoring these elections disenfranchised of large numbers of black and 
Latino voters. Had Jackson publicly adopted this view, the ultimate compromise that 
favored Obama might never have materialized. Amid the debate about the status of 
these elections, Jackson remained on the sidelines, allowing both sides to settle their 
dispute with party officials.20

This is not to say that Jackson remained entirely silent throughout the process. 
Jackson received a public scolding from his son for his off-color remarks about 
Obama. Jackson objected to statements that he viewed as “talking down to black 
people” to score political points.21 Jackson found Obama’s statements minimized 
structural explanations for social problems in favor of conservative value arguments 
that urged blacks to engage in self-help. For example, improving the education system 
was surely a priority for government, but blacks also needed to “pull their kids away 
from the TV,” Obama explained in the speech. Jackson noted his strong displeasure 
with those statements, threatening to “cut his nuts out” to bring him back in line. 
However, Jackson’s was chided by his son in print, who urged his father to “keep hope 
alive and shut up” during the remainder of the campaign.22

Conclusion

On the eve of his assassination, the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., announced to 
an audience a vision of the Promised Land. Drawing on themes in the book of Exo-
dus, the prophetic speech conveyed in moving terms King’s idea that black Americans 
would reach the goal of equal rights. But just as Moses could not enter Canaan with 
the people he led, King cautioned listeners, “I might not get there with you. But we, 
as a people, . . . will get to the promised land.”23 Forty years later, the possibilities and 
perils for black politics remain just as true in light of the Obama candidacy. Perhaps 
with a touch of irony, Obama evoked King’s biblical imagery in his speech com-
memorating the Selma to Montgomery March in 2007.24 Obama announced that 
he and other young black politicians were part of the Joshua Generation—those who 
had received the inheritance of the movement. Few likely recognized that the message 
Obama might have been sending was not all positive. King had embraced the role of 
Moses in the Memphis speech, but one could read Obama’s invocation of the Joshua 
Generation as notice to the black political establishment (many of them, in King’s 
generation) who could not cross the river Jordan with him.

No one can seriously doubt that the Obama campaign inherited a legacy from the 
civil rights movement. Although he was not a direct descendant of that legacy, Obama 
positioned himself to benefit from it. With the aid of each of the figures described 
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above, he successfully marshaled the language, the skills, and the strategy from the 
black political establishment in mounting his bid for the nomination. Absent any one 
of the efforts to legitimate Obama, this candidacy would surely have faltered early. 
But one must approach this quite laudable moment of achievement with caution. 
Joshua’s entry into Canaan, Obama rightly noted, came at a cost to Moses. To the 
extent that the black political establishment was the Moses Generation, the years to 
come may not be entirely filled with celebration. In the days after the nomination 
fight, very little evidence of Obama’s promised change was apparent in his decision 
making. Wright, Jones, and Jackson all found themselves outside of the inner circle 
of Obama’s policy-making team after the convention. The shift is an especially sober-
ing one for a campaign that was once so reliant on gaining the support of black voters. 
Perhaps Obama has taken the advice and guidance from these black figures to heart and 
developed his own sense of a racial mission based on the lessons that the established gen-
eration of politicians have taught. On the other hand, it is also possible that his appeal 
to racial concerns may prove more instrumental than substantive. One therefore must 
recognize that electing a black candidate for the nation’s highest office may certainly be 
part of the formula for black political power, but it cannot substitute for the enactment 
of substantive policies that respond to the long overdue calls for racial justice. On this 
score, the Obama political story largely remains a work in progress.
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The year 2008 was different from earlier election years. Voter participation 
and turnout increased across the country. In 2000, about thirty-one million voters 
cast ballots in the presidential nominating contest. In 2008, nationwide, that num-
ber was easily surpassed: about fifty-five million primary voters went to the polls to 
cast a ballot. It was the first contested presidential nominating fight in eight years, 
since both the Republican and Democratic parties did not have an incumbent presi-
dent running for office, and there was a lot of choice. On the Republican side, there 
were eleven official candidates, and on the Democratic side, there were nine. All the 
Republicans were white men, but on the Democratic side, there was a former first 
lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton, a viable female presidential candidate, and a freshman 
U.S. senator from Illinois, Barack Obama, the first black presidential candidate with 
a real chance of victory.

The primary season on the Democratic side was not determined until June, while 
the Republican contest was decided in early March. The length of the Democratic 
presidential primary and caucus season meant that voters in states with contests after 
Super Tuesday, February 5, 2008, had real reason to go to the polls and cast a ballot. 
Obama and Clinton went back and forth, for weeks, with Obama winning several 
caucuses and primaries in a row in February simply to be matched by Clinton win-
ning several primaries in a row in March and April. In the end, on June 4, 2008, 
Senator Barack Obama emerged with enough delegates to secure the Democratic 
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nomination for the presidency of the United States. His prize: A general election 
campaign against a former prisoner of war, U.S. Senator John McCain.

A single statement cannot adequately describe the 2008 presidential primary and 
general election, but one underlying theme in many of the state-by-state contests in the 
South was black turnout. Could Obama win over blacks who had voted for Clinton in 
southern primaries? Moreover, once he secured the nomination, could Obama challenge 
McCain in traditionally Republican states that had a large percentage of black voters?

Part of the challenge of get-out-the-vote efforts in the black community is the degree 
to which felon disenfranchisement laws capture a sizeable percentage of the total poten-
tial black electorate. Past elections and scholars have shown that felon disenfranchise-
ment laws matter (Uggen and Manza 2002). For instance, after the fiasco of the 2000 
presidential election recount and aftermath, it became quickly obvious that a consider-
able portion of the otherwise eligible voting population in the state of Florida was not 
able to vote because of Florida’s use of a felony conviction to disenfranchise its citizens. 
Did disenfranchising laws matter in 2008 in Georgia? This chapter explores felon disen-
franchisement laws as a historical marker in Georgia and discusses how the use of such 
laws impacts voter eligibility today in order to explore the question, Who was disenfran-
chised and unable to vote for the first black president?

The General Election

John McCain clinched the Republican nomination on Tuesday, March 5, 2008, a full 
three months before Barack Obama wrapped up the Democratic nomination. Even 
though Obama, who won eleven straight victories in February, did not wrap up the 
Democratic nomination until June, the Democratic nomination battle, as well as 
the Republican Party’s nominee, McCain, brought a lot of media attention to three 
critical issues: race, gender, and age. If Clinton had won, she would have made his-
tory, becoming the first woman nominated by a major political party to run for the 
highest office in the land. Another historical marker was the fact that John McCain, 
if elected president, would have been the oldest man, at seventy-two, to assume the 
presidency. Last, but significant, was the preoccupation with race and the element 
that race and “the Bradley effect” would have on the presidential election when voters 
actually entered the voting booth. The issue of race permeated most, if not all, of the 
conversations regarding Barack Obama being the first African American candidate for 
president of one of the major parties. The significance of all three issues—race, gen-
der, and age—played a role in the Democratic nomination battle and voters’ choice 
at the polls. Yet, when the primary contests were complete and Obama and McCain 
represented their respective political parties in the general election, gender did not 
become less significant; rather, the nomination of two men—one a freshman U.S. 
Senator from Illinois just three years removed from the Illinois state legislature and 
the first black nominee of a major U.S. political party, and the other an elderly for-
mer prisoner of war—pivoted on those issues of race and age. Race did not disappear 
from the political stage, but as the financial meltdown in September 2008 captured 
the attention of the world and the presidential debates brought the contrasting styles 
of the two candidates into focus, race became less significant. Obama, of course, 
raised a huge amount of money that month. Moreover, Obama was calm and steady, 
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displaying intellectual strength and understanding of the crisis, and he began to gar-
ner the support of large swaths of the electorate leading up to the general election.

Obama stretched the political playing field beyond traditional “red” and “blue” states 
and used his formidable fund-raising powers to challenge McCain in traditional Repub-
lican states, including, for a short time, Georgia, a staunch Republican state with a 
Republican governor, two Republican U.S. senators, and Republican control of the 
congressional delegation and both state houses. The long Democratic primary battle 
allowed Obama to hone his sophisticated get-out-the vote operation, which was aug-
mented by months of organizing before the primary election season, giving Obama the 
ability to play offense in many states during the closing days of the 2008 general election 
campaign. Media reports indicate that Obama raised $621,984,626 during the 2008 
cycle. The month of September 2008 was the largest fund-raising month, ever, as the 
Obama-Biden ticket raised more than $150 million. The ability to raise so much money 
allowed Obama to do three things: (1) outspend John McCain and the Republican 
Party by a ratio of 3:2 on television,1 which allowed Obama to run negative as well as 
positive ads at the same time; (2) run ads in reliably Republican states that George W. 
Bush had won in 2004, forcing the McCain campaign and the GOP to spend money 
to defend its turf; and (3) conduct vast field operations in every state, making some 
traditionally noncompetitive ones, such as North Carolina and Virginia, competitive.

The money advantage allowed for micro-targeted ads as well as a national ad 
campaign for the first time ever in a presidential contest. In Georgia, Obama raised 
more money than McCain, partly due to his decision to forgo public financing. The 
demographics of Georgia’s voting population had an effect, too. A poll conducted by 
InsiderAdvantage demonstrates that Georgia was competitive for three reasons: the 
high percentage of black voters; an unusually high percentage of voters under the age 
of thirty; and a high percentage of voters who identified as independents, who largely 
supported Obama. Yet, for all of the fund-raising advantage and ability to craft his 
message and garner the support of Democrats, Republicans, and independents alike, 
Obama did not win Georgia. All the same, it cost the GOP a substantial amount of 
money to defend it, and it is less “red” and less Republican for his efforts.

Obama pulled out of Georgia during the waning days of the general election. 
According to the Washington Post, the following states were visited by one or both 
candidates during the closing days of the campaign and ended up being important 
in determining Obama’s electoral victory on November 4: Ohio, Florida, Virginia, 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Indiana, New Mexico, and Nevada.2 In the end, the 
only “blue state” McCain and the GOP contested was Pennsylvania, which McCain 
lost. Obama won all the states listed, winning a total of 364 electoral votes, while 
McCain won the remaining 174.

Even though the entire southern region has gone through a transformation since 
the time of one-party dominance, scarce Republicans, and practically nonexistent 
black voters, the role of race continues to be a political issue. Georgia has a large black 
population, as well as a large poor population. In the past, the combination of felon 
disenfranchisement laws and strict voter-eligibility requirements contributed to low 
voter turnout, but the year 2008 was different. The level of enthusiasm in the Demo-
cratic Party, and in the black community in particular, was high, which was evidenced 
by the number of voters who cast ballots in the primary election, contributed to the 
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Obama campaign, and turned out to vote in November in Georgia. The total number 
of potential voters was high, but because of felon disenfranchisement laws in Georgia, 
a certain block of voters could not cast a ballot for the first black president.

Racial Threat in the South

A major strand of the voting rights literature has explored how race explained state dif-
ferences in terms of political development and policy enactment. Racial threat emerged 
as the dominant approach to interpret and explain southern politics (Key 1949). Racial 
percentage measures are not sufficient alone to explain why voting rights policies of the 
nineteenth century continue to exclude a substantial percentage of potential black vot-
ers; group composition and racial position still matter, but even as the number of blacks 
elected to the Georgia state legislature increased and reached sufficient numbers to con-
stitute a significant minority voting block within the Democratic Party (Wielhouwer 
and Middlemass 2002), some black voters are disadvantaged.

Race plays a prominent role in shaping social and community interactions, as well 
as political power and access to government resources, including the formation of 
public policies (Lieberman 2005). Established before and maintained during slavery, 
the politics of race in the United States is often about the relationship between blacks 
and whites and the preservation of a color line that divides the two groups. The line 
that separates blacks from whites has diminished in terms of the legal sanctions and 
racialized public policies that followed slavery, but the simple attainment of legal 
equality for blacks did not equate to equal standing in the political, social, and eco-
nomic spheres of society.

Key declared that “the politics of the South revolves around the position of the Negro” 
(1949, 5). This was true until the 1960s. Before the civil rights movement, southern 
states often adopted laws for the sole purpose of widespread disenfranchisement of the 
black population. Tactics that include poll taxes, literacy tests, and felon disenfranchise-
ment laws were adapted to individual states’ political and racial culture, which ensured 
the disenfranchisement of a large percentage of the electorate, both black and white, and 
primarily poor, until the middle of the twentieth century (Keyssar 2000).

The metaphorical color line represents several generations of public policies and 
social traditions that dictate group position. It is not a firm demarcation, and neither 
does it adequately represent a single sharp line; rather, the color line, which once 
“stood fundamentally for [the] denigration of Negroes as inferior and a rejection of 
them as alien” (Blumer 1965, 323), still extends into many aspects of society, as pub-
lic policies continue to separate certain groups from the political community, most 
notably at the ballot box.

Race relations have dominated much of America’s legal and political history, and 
the color line in general has had a profound impact on public policies in the United 
States (Lieberman 2005; Dye 1971). Slavery is sanctioned as an official public policy 
in the U.S. Constitution, and even though the words slave and slavery are not in the 
document, the peculiar institution’s fingerprint is woven throughout. For example, 
Article I, Section 2, determines the number of representatives in Congress and direct 
taxes. Figures were determined by counting “free persons” as whole numbers and 
“all other persons, but excluding Indians” as three-fifths of all other persons for the 
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purpose of apportioning congressional seats in the U.S. House of Representatives and 
determining the amount of taxes each state owed to the new national government. 
Although there is no direct reference to whom the “other persons” refer to, there is no 
mistake that they are slaves.

Additionally, slave-holding states were able to gain invaluable protection via Article 
IV, Sections 2 and 3. Section 2 explicitly discusses individuals fleeing justice, requir-
ing that if found in another state, they were to be returned to their original jurisdic-
tion, while Section 3 mandates that “no person held to service or labour in one state 
. . . escaping into another . . . be discharged from such service or labour.” The intent 
of Sections 2 and 3 of Article IV was to ensure that if escaped slaves crossed state lines 
and were recaptured, they were to be returned to their owners.

Census figures from 1790 demonstrate why slave states were adamant about pro-
tecting the institution of slavery via the U.S. Constitution. According to population 
figures, approximately 20 percent of the overall population in the thirteen southern 
states in 1790 was of African descent, though not all were slaves. Georgia had 29,264 
slaves; Maryland had 103,036 slaves; North Carolina had a recorded 100,783 slaves; 
South Carolina had 107,094 slaves; and Virginia, with the most, had 292,627 slaves. 
These figures indicate that approximately 35 percent of Georgia’s total population 
of 82,548 was enslaved, as was 32 percent of Maryland’s population (319,728). In 
North Carolina, 26 percent of its population of 395,005 was enslaved, as was 43 
percent of South Carolina’s population of 249,073. Virginia, with the largest slave 
population, had more than 39 percent of its population of 747,550 held in bondage 
(Historical Census Browser 2004).

The 1790 census was important for many reasons: it demonstrated the number of 
people who lived in the newly formed nation and also where the largest number of 
blacks lived. Whites, regardless of their class or status, felt threatened by large black 
populations and passed restrictive laws to ensure the maintenance of a strict color line 
between slave and master (Key 1949). Racial-threat theory, however, did not develop 
as a theoretical model of study until the middle of the twentieth century, traceable 
to two seminal works: V. O. Key’s Southern Politics (1949) and Hubert M. Blalock’s 
Toward a Theory of Minority-Group Relations (1967).

Key and Blalock spend an inordinate amount of time and energy on the minority 
percentage in the population and emphasize how areas in the South with large black 
populations affected whites’ responses to real or imagined threats to their social, eco-
nomical, and political interests. Key (1949) explains state variation, and the political 
differences and development across southern states and localities by examining the per-
centage of blacks in the populace. White southerners in the Black Belt embraced strong 
racist beliefs to implement harsh practices in order to maintain the black-white social 
order and the political, economical, and life patterns established by and for the benefit 
of whites. A small white population controlled the larger black population across the 
South, which was possible because whites controlled the socioeconomic and political 
systems.

In Toward a Theory of Minority-Group Relations, Blalock focuses on social control 
and the black percentage in the community to explain state policies. Like Key, Blalock 
examines the relational positions of blacks and whites, but he does so to explain varia-
tions in white attitudes and behaviors toward blacks. Blalock asserts that different 
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types of threats, real and imagined, produce varied forms of social control from those 
in power of the state apparatus. Based on racial attitudes, whites were concerned with 
social relationships, status and class, and in particular political power; therefore, the 
relative positions that both groups occupied were more important than the actual 
percentage of blacks. As the black population, viewed as threatening, increased in 
numbers, so too did the state response to the potential threat posed by that same pop-
ulation. Blalock argues that the size of the black population explained social control 
mechanisms used by southern jurisdictions. In the context of Georgia, racial threat 
and social control may not explain the continued implementation of restrictive voting 
rights laws in the twenty-first century, but taking into consideration the relative posi-
tion of whites and blacks helps to explain their continued existence. The electorate in 
the South was largely restricted to upper-class white men until the mid-1960s.

The passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965, a major step in securing equal 
voting rights for blacks, provided the necessary means to combat different kinds of 
discrimination in the electoral process. The Voting Rights Act granted the federal 
government unparalleled powers to protect the voting rights of blacks (Scher and But-
ton 1984), essentially enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment almost one hundred years 
after its passage (Teasley 1987). The passage of the Voting Rights Act, coupled with 
the passage of other federal legislation and U.S. Supreme Court decisions declaring 
that “all citizens were entitled to full participation in the political system, and to ‘an 
equally effective voice’ in the process” (Ryden 1996, 36),3 expanded the electorate to 
include others beyond white men. Yet, in the twenty-first century, one notable state-
level restriction implemented in the nineteenth century continues to restrict individu-
als from casting a ballot: felon disenfranchisement laws, which place an added burden 
on otherwise eligible voters.

Felon Disenfranchisement Laws

Felon disenfranchisement laws are a patchwork of state laws that systematically restrict 
a former felon’s right to participate in the democratic process. These laws are triggered 
when an individual is convicted of a crime that the state categorizes as a felony. Voting 
is an integral part of any democratic society, and in most democratic societies electoral 
laws are implemented by a set of social and public institutions separate and apart 
from the criminal justice system; however, electoral laws are inextricably linked to the 
criminal justice system in forty-eight of the fifty states.

This connection between crime and the loss of civil rights has a long history in 
the United States (Keyssar 2000). Historically, southern states were more likely than 
northern states to use an array of techniques designed to disenfranchise potential 
voters, the most notable of which is the use of felon disenfranchisement laws fol-
lowing the Civil War. Like most southern states, Georgia incorporated felon restric-
tions into its constitution, though such laws date back to medieval times. In medieval 
Europe, the loss of one’s civil rights followed after an individual was found guilty of 
committing infamous crimes or crimes of “moral turpitude” (Ewald 2002).4 Similar 
disenfranchising practices were adopted in England, where criminals were stripped of 
their rights to transfer property and access the courts. English colonists argued that 
those who committed infamous crimes should be restricted from the polity based on 
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the rationale that if one failed to adhere to customary behaviors, then disenfranchise-
ment was a proper punishment, in addition to fines or jail time. The moral argument 
justified the use of felon disenfranchisement laws, and felons were easy targets (Keys-
sar 2000). This belief system was brought to the United States. Coupled with racial 
segregation, felon disenfranchisement laws found their way into state constitutions 
and state statutes across the South. The randomness by which the list of offenses was 
crafted, however, demonstrates that felon disenfranchisement laws are a social con-
struct designed for the long-term exclusion of offenders by race.

The use of felon disenfranchisement laws was a way to ban newly freed slaves from 
participating in the democratic process. Many southern states believed that criminal 
disenfranchisement was the most effective legal method to exclude blacks from the 
polity (Shapiro 1993). More than two dozen states disenfranchised black men for 
committing crimes in the post–Civil War period and into the early part of the twen-
tieth century. Many southern states had detailed measures incorporated into law that 
included lesser offenses that labeled a large number of black men as felons, thereby 
automatically disenfranchising them (Keyssar 2000). These lesser crimes included 
theft, vagrancy, wife-beating, adultery, larceny, bribery, burglary, arson, obtaining 
money or goods under false pretenses, perjury, forgery, embezzlement, and bigamy 
(Shapiro 1993). In doing so, state legislatures enumerated a list of crimes that white 
policy makers believed black men were more likely to commit but did not list crimes 
such as murder or assault, since they felt that black and white men committed these 
crimes at equal rates (Shapiro 1993). State laws vary greatly in defining which crimes 
constitute a felony, inasmuch as states have the statutory power to determine which 
crimes are sufficiently serious enough to be punishable by death or by one year or 
more of incarceration in a state penitentiary, one dividing line between felony and 
misdemeanor.5 While these laws developed randomly, the denial of voting rights was 
practically automatic by the early part of the twentieth century. By 1920, all but a 
handful of states had some mechanism barring suffrage from men who were convicted 
of a felony. The Supreme Court ruled that administratively state legislatures had the 
power to determine who could and could not vote.6

Originally, the removal of suffrage and other civil rights from criminals had a 
public dimension articulated in law and pronounced at the time of sentencing (Ewald 
2002); however, the loss of one’s voting rights is now no longer a part of the official 
public conviction record. The loss of voting rights is an administrative consequence 
of a felony conviction that is disclosed to the felon after release from confinement, 
if it is disclosed by the state at all, and there is no constitutional protection against it 
(Keyssar 2000). Demleitner (2002) argues that the American policy of disenfranchis-
ing felons appears to have the one and only goal of permanent punishment of blacks, 
turning former offenders into permanently dishonored members of society who are 
never forgiven their sins (Demleitner 2000). Harvey (1994) argues that disenfran-
chisement laws cannot be justified. If an individual completes his or her sentence, 
then society is responsible for proving guilt of a second crime beyond a reasonable 
doubt, and it does not have the right to punish the former criminal in advance of 
prospective future criminal behavior. Yet, many states wrote felon disenfranchisement 
laws into their constitutions following Reconstruction, and those same laws echo 
today in the number of individuals who are ineligible to vote.
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Georgia’s Constitutional History, White Supremacy, 
and Felon Disenfranchisement Laws

The history over the struggle of blacks to gain the right to vote in Georgia is well 
documented (McDonald 2003; Keyssar 2000; Perman 2001; Kousser 1974). At 
the founding of the state, Georgia’s white leadership, in an effort to maintain white 
supremacy, used race, poll taxes, literacy tests, and the grandfather clause to deny 
blacks the right to vote and hold elected office (Kousser 1974). The legal sanctions 
imposed upon blacks were formally written into law in an effort to keep blacks in 
their “place” (Perman 2001; Constitutional Rights Foundation 2008).

Georgia’s first state constitution, in 1777, states, “All male white inhabitants, of the 
age of twenty-one years, and possessed in his own right of ten pounds value, and liable 
to pay tax in this State, or being of any mechanic trade, and shall have been resident 
six months in this State, shall have a right to vote at all elections for representatives, or 
any other officers, herein agreed to be chosen by the people at large; and every person 
having a right to vote at any election shall vote by ballot personally.” From its found-
ing, Georgia focused on allowing only white men over the age of twenty-one and with 
certain financial means and residency to vote.

A dozen years later, similar language found its way into Georgia’s 1789 constitu-
tion, except for two criteria. The 1789 constitution dropped the requirement that vot-
ers had to have a net worth of at least ten pounds and the requirement of whiteness, 
replacing it with citizen, which slaves were not. The state, however, maintained the 
requirement of having to pay taxes in order to be eligible to vote. Article IV, Section 1, 
states, “The electors of the members of both branches of the General Assembly shall 
be citizens and inhabitants of this State, and shall have attained to the age of twenty-
one years, and have paid tax for the year preceding the election, and shall have resided 
six months within the county.”

Less than a decade passed before Georgia amended its constitution. The 1798 
constitution maintained much of the previous language regarding the right to vote. 
Georgia restricted the franchise to only males of at least twenty-one years of age, 
and to “citizens and inhabitants,” which was an obvious affront to blacks who were 
bonded in slavery.

Article IV, Section 1, reads, “The electors of members of the general assembly shall be 
citizens and inhabitants of this State, and shall have attained the age of twenty-one years, 
and have paid all taxes which may have been required of them, and which they may have 
had an opportunity of paying, agreeably to law, for the year preceding the election, and 
shall have resided six months within the county.” Georgia passed a new constitution in 
1861, on the eve of the Civil War, to reinsert explicitly racial language by designating only 
white men eligible to vote and added the word “free” to the other eligibility criteria of age, 
residency, and taxes. Article V, Section 1, states, “The electors of members of the General 
Assembly shall be free white male citizens of this State; and shall have attained the age 
of twenty-one years; and have paid all taxes which may have been required of them, and 
which they have had an opportunity of paying, agreeably to law, for the year preceding the 
election; and shall have resided six months within the district or county.”

Immediately following the Civil War, all of the Confederate states, including 
Georgia, had to rewrite their constitutions to be readmitted into the Union. Dur-
ing the early aftermath of the Civil War, with Union troops and Freedmen’s Bureau 
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officials governing the former Confederate states, Confederate states held state con-
stitutional conventions. The first were held during the summer and fall of 1865, and 
only white men were allowed to vote and participate in creating the new state gov-
ernments (Kousser 1974; Constitutional Rights Foundation 2008). During the state 
conventions, none of the participants considered extending the right to vote to former 
slaves (Perman 2001; Kousser 1974). The atmosphere at the time is best summed up 
through the words of South Carolina’s provisional governor, who declared that the 
new constitution created “a white man’s government” (Kousser 1974; Constitutional 
Rights Foundation 2008).

Georgia’s 1865 constitution reflected this sentiment, making explicit that only free 
white male citizens could vote, and that if you were not eligible to vote, you could not 
hold elected office in the state, which was a blatant attempt to keep former slaves from 
voting and running for office during Reconstruction. In order to maintain the color 
line, the white power structure created public policies to ensure that freedmen were 
not incorporated into the polity. Article V, Section 1, of the 1865 constitution states,

The electors of members of the General Assembly shall be free white male citi-
zens of this State, and shall have attained the age of twenty-one years, and have 
paid all taxes which may have been required of them, and which they have had an 
opportunity of paying agreeably to law, for the year preceding the election, shall be 
citizens of the United States, and shall have resided six months either in the district 
or county, and two years within this State, and no person not qualified to vote for 
members of the General Assembly shall hold any office in this State.

Following the demise of Reconstruction, and beginning in 1890, southern states 
rewrote their state constitutions in an effort to address “the Negro problem” once and 
for all (Kousser 1974). Mississippi’s constitutional convention in 1890, which was 
called specifically to disenfranchise blacks, garners a lot of attention, but it was not 
the first to merge the criminal justice system with the political system. In an attempt 
to regain control of the black population and allow the state to maintain social, eco-
nomic, and political control of former slaves, the criminal justice system was used 
to create a set of crimes thought more likely to be committed by blacks. Purposely 
expanding the list of offenses committed more frequently by blacks, Mississippi was 
able to disenfranchise most criminals (Kousser 1984).7 Mississippi may have been the 
first to enunciate specific crimes, but it was not the first to use a felony conviction to 
prevent blacks from gaining political power.

Georgia inserted the word felony and subsequent ramifications of such into its 
1868 constitution. Georgia declared that if convicted of a felony, an individual is not 
eligible to be an elector unless pardoned. In Article II, titled “Franchise and Elec-
tions,” Section 2, Georgia states, “Every male person born in the United States and 
every male person who has been naturalized . . . twenty-one years old or upward, who 
shall have resided in this State six months next preceding the election . . . and shall 
have paid all taxes . . . for the year next preceding the election . . . shall be deemed an 
elector, and shall have all the rights of an elector.” The section immediately following 
states, “No person convicted of felony or larceny before any court of this State, or of 
or in the United States, shall be eligible to any office or appointment of honor or trust 
within this State, unless he shall have been pardoned.” Southern legislatures created 
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such laws with the specific intent to maintain the subservient positioning of blacks 
and white supremacy.

The ideology underlying slavery did not disappear following the Civil War and 
Reconstruction; rather, notions of a racial hierarchy, supported by religious and sci-
entific notions about race and physical difference, claimed that social structures based 
on racial inequity were justified because of innate deviance, lack of cranial ability, and 
the theory of original sin. The logic held that slaves benefited from taming; blacks 
without the presence of a racially ordered structure such as slavery were liable to act 
out innate savage characteristics and therefore become a threat to the safety of whites, 
particularly the safety of white women. However, the criminalization of blackness was 
not simply the institutionalization of the view that blacks carried an essential criminal 
disposition (Muhammad 2009); rather, state constitutions and legislation were used 
to execute strategic methods to maintain social control over the newly freed black 
populace and control the labor economy (Wacquant 2000, 2002). Another goal was 
to ensure that the entire black population could not vote, thereby controlling the 
political apparatus of each state (Kousser 1974; Perman 2001; Oshinsky 1996). In 
Georgia, if the county unit system, which gave considerably more power to rural, and 
whiter, counties, was not sufficient to maintain the white political structure, tests were 
implemented to discourage potential black voters from voting. When that was not 
enough, violent means were not excluded (Parker 1990).

Felon disenfranchisement laws were deemed constitutional in the 1974 U.S. Supreme 
Court decision Richardson v. Ramirez.8 This decision reinforced a state’s right to exclude 
felons from the electorate via Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Such an inter-
pretation of Section 2 by the U.S. Supreme Court indicates that if a state chooses to 
disenfranchise individuals with a felony conviction, it would not necessarily be penal-
ized in a reduction of representation in the U.S. House of Representatives.

Georgia’s most recent constitution, passed in 1983 but amended several times, 
declares in Article II, “Voting and Elections,” Section 1, paragraph 3, “No person who 
has been convicted of a felony involving moral turpitude may register, remain regis-
tered, or vote except upon completion of the sentence.” Although Georgia’s constitu-
tion does not define moral turpitude, the word felony ensures that individuals who 
are out of prison but on parole or probation are ineligible to vote until completion of 
their entire sentence. The constitution may have expunged explicitly racial language, 
but it does continue to use a felony conviction to determine who is eligible to vote.

General Election: Turnout in Georgia

Although John McCain and his running mate, Sarah Palin, won the state of Georgia, 
it was only by 5.21 percent (52.16 percent to 46.95 percent). Sheinin (2008) argues 
that Georgia politics has changed in big and small ways and that the outcome of the 
2008 election may appear typical, but atypical results lurk just below the surface.9

For example, with the exception of Georgia-born Jimmy Carter in 1976 and 1980, 
Barack Obama outperformed every Democratic candidate here since John F. Ken-
nedy. He did not simply challenge the Republican candidate, John McCain, but he 
also left an infrastructure that the Democratic Party will be able to use in future elec-
tions. Democrats also gained two seats in the Georgia General Assembly in unlikely 
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territory, Marietta and Lawrenceville, two key suburban cities outside of Atlanta’s 
inner-suburban and more liberal voting blocks. Georgia, according to election results 
and voting patterns, is now a two-party competitive state, and recent polls suggest 
that this will be true for years to come. A 2008 poll indicates that Democrats outnum-
ber Republicans 38 percent to 35 percent, while the remaining 28 percent identify as 
independents or supporters of another party. A key factor about Georgia’s electorate is 
that the Democratic Party continues to have a strong African American voting base.

In 2004, black voters made up approximately 25 percent of the electorate, and 
88 percent supported the Democratic nominee John Kerry. In 2008, black voters 
comprised nearly 30 percent of all ballots cast in Georgia, and Obama drew 98 per-
cent of their support. Black voters did not just participate at a higher rate in Geor-
gia in comparison to the 2004 presidential election, but they also increasingly chose 
Obama over McCain. Would Obama have won the state of Georgia if 98 percent 
of those individuals with a felony conviction had voted and cast a ballot for him? 
Could Obama have won Georgia’s fifteen Electoral College votes if individuals with 
a felony conviction were eligible to vote did so and cast a ballot for Obama and his 
running mate, Joseph Biden? In other words, did the McCain-Palin ticket win Geor-
gia because of felon disenfranchisement laws and a suppressed black electorate in a 
competitive two-party state?

King and Mauer (2004) demonstrate the effect that felon disenfranchisement laws 
have on the black community in Atlanta, where a sizeable portion of the state’s total 
black population lives. As the criminal justice system in the state has expanded, so 
too have the number of individuals with a felony conviction. Often, these individuals 
hail from the same concentrated communities and neighborhoods, which exacerbates 
the problem because the entire community has diminished voting power. King and 
Mauer found that one in every eight black men in Georgia was disenfranchised by 
felony conviction. In Atlanta, the rate was one in seven.

Owing to felon disenfranchisement policies, black men register to vote at a dispro-
portionately lower rate than non-black men. King and Mauer argue that the disparity 
between registration rates of black and non-black men is a direct function of felon 
disenfranchisement laws. In Atlanta, they demonstrate that more than two-thirds (69 
percent) of the gap between black and non-black men is accounted for by the sole 
practice of using felon disenfranchisement laws. Moreover, in eleven neighborhoods 
in Atlanta, more than 10 percent of black males are disenfranchised. In Atlanta, in 
2003, 5 percent of the voting age population was disenfranchised. King and Mauer 
are not the only scholars who have shown the disparate and negative impact of felon 
disenfranchisement on electoral outcomes that are connected to particular state poli-
cies (Manza and Uggen 2005; Uggen and Manza 2002; Travis 2005).

Could felon disenfranchisement laws be the difference in Obama’s not winning 
Georgia, especially since he was able to make major strides in two other southern 
states with similar demographic characteristics, Virginia and North Carolina? Both 
Virginia and North Carolina elected Democratic candidates to the U.S. Senate in 
2008, and North Carolina elected a Democratic governor. Moreover, Obama won the 
two states easily. Georgia, however, reelected Saxby Chambliss, a Republican senator, 
in a special election in December. The special election was required because neither 
he nor his opponent, Democratic candidate Jim Martin, was able to garner a majority 
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of the vote on November 4. According to the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, turnout 
for the special election appeared to be just over half of what it was for the general 
election, and Republicans framed the race as “the last stand” against a democratically 
controlled U.S. Senate.

Conclusion

Felon disenfranchisement laws hark back to the days of Jim Crow, when black voters 
were purposely segregated out of the electorate. In the historical context of race rela-
tions, blacks were viewed as potential threats, and the use of felon disenfranchisement 
laws and their widespread application in the South following emancipation reflects 
this reality. Felon disenfranchisement laws prevent a particular population from vot-
ing, thereby allowing those in power to stay in power.

Who is in and who is out of the electorate is not a new debate; rather, since the 
founding of this country, an enormous amount of political energy demarcating the 
polity into voters and nonvoters has been expended. Supreme Court decisions, leg-
islative acts, and constitutional amendments have expanded the electorate to include 
almost every citizen over the age of eighteen, regardless of race or gender. At the same 
time, the intensity in which state laws have been designed to restrict access to the bal-
lot by excluding certain populations deemed “other” has been fervent.

Disenfranchisement laws are one clear example of how both the electoral system 
and the judicial system are burdened with a history of racial injustice and how the two 
systems work in tandem to create a stratified society (Demos 2003). Wacquant claims 
that the disproportionate representation of blacks in the criminal justice system is 
linked to other institutionalized systems of black oppression in American history, 
most notably four “peculiar institutions” that have “operated to define, confine and 
control [blacks in] the United States” (2000, 378). He identifies the system of chattel 
slavery from the colonial era through to the end of the Civil War as the first peculiar 
institution, which was followed by the Black Codes and Jim Crow. The era of Jim 
Crow was marked by the passage of legislation that specifically barred blacks from 
participating in the greater society. Under oppressive racial restrictions, many fled the 
South for northern cities, where the ghetto segmented and segregated large numbers 
of blacks from the comparatively prosperous white community. When the ghetto no 
longer could control the black community, Wacquant argues, the prison-industrial 
complex effectively reproduced the color line and social stratification similar to that 
of slavery, creating a system of racial oppression (2000, 2002).

The racial distinctions and development of felon disenfranchisement laws along-
side criminal laws more than a hundred years ago continue to have a pronounced 
effect on the black community and its voting strength. Although the phrase “civil 
death” is not habitually used anymore, the same outcome persists. A felony conviction 
removes an individual from the polity, and this experience is acute in the black com-
munity. In 2008, the year that was different, felon disenfranchisement laws may have 
prevented Barack Obama from winning Georgia and banned a large swath of black 
voters from casting a ballot for the first black president.
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Notes

 1. University of Wisconsin Advertising Project, http://wiscadproject.wisc.edu/ (accessed 
November 15, 2008).

 2. Shailagh Murray, Juliet Eilperin, and Robert Barnes, “A Positively Negative Home Stretch: 
McCain, Obama Break Tradition by Staying on the Attack,” Washington Post, November 
3, 2008.

 3. The “one man, one vote” decisions evolved through such cases as Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 
186 (1962); Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368 (1963); Wesberry v. Sanders, 376 U.S. 1 (1964); 
and Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964), which together determined that one person’s 
vote in an election was worth as much as another’s.

 4. In 1958, the U.S. Supreme Court held that an “infamous crime” was one that resulted in 
imprisonment for one year or more (Green v. U.S., 356 U.S. 165). This definition now 
essentially equates to the definition of a felony; hence, today an infamous crime is trans-
lated into a felony. Originally, infamous crimes were labeled as such based on the nature 
of the crime, such as treason, murder, or high crimes and misdemeanors, and not on the 
type or kind of punishment inflicted. Now, however, infamous crimes are determined by 
the nature of the punishment and not by the character of the crime.

 5. Individuals convicted of a misdemeanor are punished by confinement to county or local 
jail and may be fined.

 6. Davis v. Beason (133 U.S. 333 [1890]) upholds disenfranchisement laws, stating that 
these laws were within the discretion of the state legislature to make and the state is 
able to disenfranchise those found guilty of criminal activity. Murphy v. Ramsey (114 
U.S. 15 [1885]) upholds disenfranchisement laws and a state’s right to use them to 
regulate the franchise and that political rights are a privilege, which can be regulated 
by the state. Oregon v. Mitchell (400 U.S. 112, 139 [1970]) overturns Murphy and 
argues that the franchise is no longer considered a privileged right. Richardson v.
Ramirez (418 U.S. 24 [1974]) firmly reinforces a state’s right to exclude felons from 
the polity via section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Interpretation of section 2 by 
the Supreme Court indicates that if a state chooses to disenfranchise felons, it would 
not necessarily be penalized in a reduction of representation in the U.S. House of 
Representatives (see Developments, 2002).

 7. The disenfranchising crimes included such acts as fornication, assault with intent to rav-
ish, miscegenation, incest, and petty larceny (Kousser 1984, 35). See also Ratliff v. Beale
(74 Miss. 247, 265–66 [1896]) for a list of offenses that the Mississippi Supreme Court 
deemed blacks were more likely to commit than whites and Williams v. Mississippi (170 
U.S. 213 [1898]) for the U.S. Supreme Court’s response.

 8. 418 U.S. 24 (1974).
 9. Aaron Gould Sheinin, “Georgia a Political Plum: Red State Gives Way to Purple,” Atlanta

Journal-Constitution, November 9, 2008.
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C H A P T E R  1 6

Barack Obama’s 
Candidacy and 
the Collateral 
Consequences of the 
“Politics of Fear”

Gregory S. Parks and Jeffrey J. Rachlinski

Why would they try to make people hate us?
—Michelle Obama

Barack Obama’s successful run for the presidency of the United States begs
the question of what role race now plays in America. Some commentators and pun-
dits contend that the election shows that American society has moved beyond race. 
Others argue that it proves nothing and that racism remains as much an entrenched 
part of American society as ever. In light of the 2008 election, however, others have 
begun to articulate a more nuanced analysis of race in America—that being the pres-
ence of racial bias is mostly subtle and unconscious.1 In this chapter, we address the 
role that the ugliest aspect of the 2008 presidential election plays in this debate—the 
threats to and attempts on President Obama’s life.

These threats play a surprising role in this debate about the meaning of the 2008 
election. Those who claim that Obama’s victory means that we live in a postracial 
society could attribute these threats to the work of a distant fringe or note simply that 
all serious presidential candidates face death threats. And those who claim the 2008 
election proves nothing can point to these threats as modern instantiations of the 
use of lynching and threats of lynching to combat the ambition among blacks under 
Jim Crow. They can claim that a populace that would make such vile threats against 
Barack Obama is no different than the one that spawned the successful assassination 
of Medgar Evars and Martin Luther King, Jr. Threatening and killing “uppity” black 
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leaders is an age-old American story. We argue, however, that the threats today are 
different and have a somewhat different source.

We contend that the subtle ways that racism plays out in modern America has 
a surprising connection with the threats against Barack Obama The connection 
between unconscious racism and these threats is straightforward. The vast extent of 
unconscious bias in America made candidate Obama vulnerable to a negative emo-
tional appeal by his political opponents and made for fertile ground for news stories 
portraying him as a potentially dangerous outsider. In the 2008 presidential cam-
paign, the media’s coverage of Reverend Jeremiah Wright and, to a lesser extent, of 
Minister Louis Farrakhan likely primed some white voters’ anxieties about Barack 
Obama being “too black.” In addition, political candidates prime voters with infor-
mation that is designed to be emotionally evocative and win votes. In the 2008 presi-
dential contest, both the Clinton and McCain-Palin campaigns used religion as well 
as national and cultural identity to prime whites’ fears and win votes. The attacks were 
designed to encourage white voters to reject Barack Obama as a plausible president, 
and the news stories were simply designed to attract readers and viewers. But the 
unintended consequence of this effort was to create an environment in which threats 
can flourish. Individuals inclined to violence are also exposed to the negative imagery, 
and they likely surround themselves with others who also accept and embrace the 
negative imagery that paints Barack Obama as a threat to their cultural identity.

We contend that the threats against Barack Obama cannot be dismissed as the same 
kinds of threats that other Presidential candidates commonly face. His race and “other-
ness” underlie them, and unlike the threats directed against other national political lead-
ers, they do not arise exclusively from the ranks of the seriously mentally ill. But neither 
do they have the same source as a southern lynching or even of the assassination of past 
black leaders. Successful blacks in the early twentieth century truly were a threat to the 
white hierarchy under Jim Crow, and so too were many black leaders. Barack Obama 
is a pathbreaking politician, but he is not a threat to the status white Americans enjoy. 
Violence directed against him has a different, contemporary origin and nature.

The Threats against Candidate Obama

All serious presidential candidates face threats. And since the assassination of Robert 
F. Kennedy in 1968, many national candidates receive Secret Service protection. One 
can thus argue that the threats against Barack Obama are just part of the territory, but 
clearly, things were and are different from other campaigns.

For one thing, the issue of Barack Obama’s possible assassination originated with 
his candidacy. The Secret Service placed him under its protection earlier than any other 
presidential candidate—in May 2007, some eighteen months before the 2008 national 
election. The Department of Homeland Security authorized his protection after con-
sulting with a bipartisan congressional advisory committee. The security detail was not 
prompted by direct threats but by general concerns about the safety of then-Senator 
Obama as a prominent black candidate. These concerns arose, in part, from the racist 
chatter found on white supremacist Web sites early in Obama’s candidacy.2

Senator Obama did not initiate the request for Secret Service protection, but his 
colleague Illinois Senator Dick Durbin did. Senator Durbin openly acknowledged 
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that his request “had a lot to do with race.”3 At the outset of Obama’s presiden-
tial campaign, many supporters, including his wife, expressed fears that he would be 
placed in harm’s way.4 Some black supporters went so far as to state their fear that 
he would be assassinated and that not to vote for him was a way to protect him.5

These concerns became so pervasive and widely discussed that even candidate Obama 
acknowledged them.6 No candidate in recent memory (except perhaps Jesse Jackson) 
faced the issues of threats on his life to the extent that candidate Obama did.

During the campaign, several arrests underscored the nature and extent of the 
threats that candidate Obama faced. In early August 2008, the Secret Service arrested 
Raymond Hunter Geisel in Miami for threatening to assassinate Obama. In Geisel’s 
hotel room and car, agents found a 9 mm handgun, knives, ammunition (including 
armor-piercing types), body armor, a machete, and military-style fatigues. Geisel had 
allegedly referred to Obama with a racial epithet during a bail-bondsman training 
class and said, “If he gets elected, I’ll assassinate him myself.”7 In late August, the 
Secret Service, FBI, and other law enforcement agencies investigated a possible assas-
sination plot against Obama by white supremacists. They arrested Nathan Johnson, 
Tharin Gartell, and Shawn Robert Adolf, recovering two rifles. The men told the 
arresting officers that they planned to shoot Obama from a distance using rifles at 
Invesco Field in Denver during Obama’s Democratic National Convention speech.8

In September, law-enforcement agents arrested Omhari L. Sengstacke, who was in 
possession of a gun and a bulletproof vest, near Obama’s Chicago home.9 In October, 
federal officers undermined an alleged plot against Obama by white supremacists 
Daniel Cowart and Paul Sclesselman. The two men had planned to go on a killing 
spree, targeting a predominantly black school and beheading fourteen blacks. They 
intended for their rampage to conclude by assassinating Obama.10

The threats did not end with the election. Obama’s victory produced a spate of 
racial animosity against him. In Maine, the day after the election, citizens rallied 
against a backdrop of black figures hung by nooses from trees. In a Maine conve-
nience store, an Associated Press reporter noted a sign inviting customers to join a 
betting pool on when Obama would be assassinated. The sign read, “Let’s hope we 
have a winner.” In Mastic, New York, a woman reported that someone spray-painted 
a message threatening to kill Obama on her son’s car. In Staten Island, New York, two 
white men allegedly beat a black teenager with a bat on the night of the election while 
they yelled, “Obama.” In Hardwick, New Jersey, someone burned crosses in the yards 
of Obama supporters. In Forest Hills, Pennsylvania, a black man found a note with a 
racial slur on it underneath his windshield that said, “Now that you voted for Obama, 
just watch out for your house.” In Apolacon, Pennsylvania, someone burned a cross 
on the lawn of a biracial couple. At North Carolina State University, “Kill that nigger” 
and “Shoot Obama” were spray-painted in the university’s free expression tunnel. At 
Appalachian State University, a T-shirt was reportedly seen around campus that read 
“Obama ’08, Biden ’09.”11

The threats were, unfortunately, a nationwide phenomenon. In Midland, Michi-
gan, a man was observed walking around wearing a Ku Klux Klan robe, carrying a 
handgun, and waving the American flag. He later admitted to the police that the 
display was in response to Obama’s win. In a Milwaukee, Wisconsin, police station, 
police found a poster of Obama with a bullet going toward his head. At the University 
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of Texas in Austin, Buck Burnette lost his place on the football team for posting 
on his Facebook page, “All the hunters gather up, we have a nigger in the White 
House.” In Vay, Idaho, a sign on a tree offered a “free public hanging” of Obama. 
Parents in Rexburg, Idaho, complained to school officials after second- and third-
graders chanted “Assassinate Obama!” on a school bus. In Orange County, California, 
two men pleaded not guilty to hate crime and attempted robbery charges after they 
allegedly beat a black man while shouting racial and anti-Obama epithets. A popular 
white-supremacist Web site got more than two thousand new members the day after 
the election, compared with ninety-one new members on Election Day.12 Federal 
agents arrested Mark M. Miyashiro in December 2008 for threatening to attack and 
kill Obama during Obama’s scheduled vacation there. The Secret Service confiscated 
a Russian SKS rifle, a collapsible bayonet, and several boxes of ammunition from 
him.13 Obama’s critics complain that raising the specter of violence against him is only 
an attempt to raise his “mythic stature.”14 But the reality is that he faces grave threats.

The notion that the threats against Barack Obama are just the ordinary ones that 
presidents and candidates face is not right. Unlike the threats against many national 
leaders, few of the threats against Barack Obama were the product of delusional mental 
illnesses. National figures are commonly the targets of such threats. The 1981 attack on 
President Reagan by John Hinckley was the result of his delusional belief that the attack 
would win the affections of actress Jodie Foster. Similarly, a member of the Manson 
family launched the 1975 knife attack on President Ford. Among Senator Obama’s mul-
tiple would-be assailants, only Miyashiro had any history of mental illness. The vague 
threats and planned assaults all have the same obvious racial overtones.

But are these threats of the same nature as threats of lynching in the Jim Crow 
South and the assassination of black civil rights leaders? On this point, the case is less 
clear-cut. The imagery of lynching is, after all, a part of some of the threats against 
him. But the motivation behind the virulent threats against Obama and those directed 
against ordinary citizens in the South were part of a cohesive effort to maintain a 
social order. Black men risked lynching through efforts to raise their social status or 
by raising the prospect of interracial sexual interaction. Many threats against him, 
and ultimately the assassination of Martin Luther King, for example, arose precisely 
because he threatened the social order of the South.

But 2008 is a different time and place. Barack Obama’s success does not clearly 
threaten an established social order in any part of contemporary America. It is a his-
toric moment, to be sure, but not even the most devoted white supremacist believes 
that racial disparities in America will vanish as a black man takes the oath of office of 
the presidency. America’s other CEOs will still mostly be white, as will most members 
of Congress, governors, mayors, and so on. More black men will still be in prison 
than college; the unemployment rate among black Americans will still be higher than 
among whites, and the infant mortality rate of black children will still be higher than 
that of white children.

Both the current threats against Barack Obama and lynching share an impor-
tant property. Each represents extremist reactions, but each arises from the society 
that facilitates them. Lynchings were overt acts of racism that required the conscious, 
intentional support of the communities in which they occurred. To maintain a suc-
cessful campaign of fear, lynch mobs had to have the tacit support of the community 
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and especially the local police. They were the product of explicit, conscious racism. 
Although those who threaten Barack Obama are also consciously racists, they draw 
support from the implicit “racism” that now represents the more dominant form of 
racial bias in America.

Thus, although those who threaten Barack Obama might themselves have motives 
that are similar to the lynch mobs of old, the climate that inspires them is different. 
They lack the tacit support of law enforcement—indeed, they are now the targets of 
law enforcement. Their efforts are not part of an organized campaign by the white 
community to keep black Americans “in their place.” But those who have threatened 
Barack Obama must still feel that they have support somewhere in modern society. 
We contend that the campaign themes that were designed to target unconscious rac-
ism unintentionally provide this support.

Unconscious Racial Bias

People’s reports of their cognitive processes are often inconsistent with those actual 
processes.15 Often, influences on judgment operate outside of people’s awareness.16

This observation, combined with contemporary brain research, has led psychologists 
to argue that people rely on two, distinct cognitive systems of judgment. One is rapid, 
intuitive, and unconscious; the other is slow, deductive, and deliberative.17 The intui-
tive system often dictates choice, with the deductive system lagging behind, struggling 
to produce reasons for a choice that comports with the accessible parts of memory. 
Accordingly, an intuitive, gut reaction against a candidate can dictate choice. The 
rational account only follows later, and it might not provide a fully accurate account 
of the decision.

Voting is not based solely on the deductive, deliberative system of reasoning; intu-
ition and emotion play significant roles in voter choice.18 Emotional responses to can-
didates accurately predict voter preferences.19 Most political advertisements are meant 
to either inspire voter enthusiasm, thereby motivating their political engagement 
and loyalty, or to induce fear, thereby stimulating vigilance against the risks some 
candidates supposedly pose.20 Political advertisements that provoke anxiety stimulate 
attention toward the campaign and discourage reliance on habitual cues for voting.21

Accordingly, politicians prime (that is, use subtle, if not subliminal) exposed and 
attentive voters to base their voting decision on issues and images emphasized during 
the campaign.22 As with most decisions, both passion and reason influence voting. 
Thus candidates have an incentive to use arguments that evoke emotions such as fear, 
anxiety, and anger. Such emotional appeals allow politicians to galvanize their base 
and attract uncommitted voters’ support. Moreover, the use of emotionally evoca-
tive appeals is consistent with the media’s desire for excitement and drama in their 
reporting.23 It is no surprise that such appeals influence voting patterns, inasmuch as 
people’s implicit attitudes affect how they vote.24 And their implicit attitudes about 
candidates’ demographic makeup influence their voting patterns.25

Research on “implicit bias” indicates that race biases can influence unconscious, 
emotional processes, wholly apart from the conscious, rational ones.26 Psychologists 
term these unconscious, emotional influences “implicit biases”—attitudes or thoughts 
that people hold but might not explicitly endorse.27 These attitudes might conflict 
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with expressly held values or beliefs. Many people who embrace the egalitarian norm 
that race should not affect their judgment of a political candidate unwittingly harbor 
negative associations with blacks.28

Research on implicit bias suggests that over 70 percent of whites—and more than 
60 percent of Asian Americans and Latino-Americans—harbor antiblack or prowhite 
biases.29 The proper interpretation of implicit race bias research has been a matter 
of some debate,30 but most scholars conclude that what is implicated are invidious 
biases.31 There is a striking divergence between explicit attitudes toward race and mea-
sures of implicit bias.32 Although explicit and implicit measures of bias are related, 
even people who openly embrace egalitarian norms often harbor very negative asso-
ciations concerning blacks.33 Within this area of research, even participants who are 
told that they are being tested for undesirable racist attitudes, despite their explicit 
self-report of egalitarian attitudes, find it difficult to control their biased responses.34

Implicit racial bias is not a mere abstraction. It is linked to the deepest recesses of 
the mind—particularly the amygdala. The amygdala is an almond-sized subcortical 
brain structure, involved in emotional learning, perceiving novel or threatening stim-
uli,35 and conditioning fear.36 Neurological research shows that whites react to black 
faces with amygdala activation, even when shown black faces subliminally.37 This acti-
vation does not occur in whites processing white faces. Furthermore, the degree of 
amygdala activation after exposure to black faces correlates with Implicit Association 
Test (“IAT”) scores.38 In short, whites who show a high degree of implicit bias react 
to black faces, whether they know it or not, with some measure of fear and anxiety.

Unconscious biases also seem to affect cognitive processes. People implicitly asso-
ciate white faces with harmless objects and black faces with weapons.39 Individuals 
subliminally primed with the word “white” find it easier to recognize positive words 
such as “smart” than when they are primed with the word “black.”40 Other studies 
show even more marked effects when researchers use black and white faces as prim-
ing materials.41 Similarly, whites subliminally primed with black male faces react to 
a staged computer mishap with much greater hostility than those primed with white 
male faces.42 Other work shows that subliminally priming people with words com-
monly associated with blacks could lead individuals to interpret ambiguous behavior 
as more aggressive.43

Not only do whites, and others, harbor an implicit preference for white over black, 
but they also harbor an implicit preference for individuals who are phenotypically 
more white than black.44 For example, black criminal defendants who present with 
more Afrocentric, as opposed to Eurocentric, facial features are more likely to be 
sentenced to death.45 Analogously, this may also be the case with regard to ideology. 
Blacks who downplay their race and attempt to assimilate with the larger white society 
may implicitly be deemed less threatening by whites than blacks seen as more radical, 
if not angry and militant.46

Obama as the “Black” Candidate

Recent interviews with insiders from the Obama campaign have reported that the cam-
paign managers, and candidate Obama, rarely discussed his race. Reports from these 
insiders have to be taken with a grain of salt, of course; in the modern era, a president’s 
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campaign for reelection begins even before he is sworn into the office. But the reports 
suggest that the campaign believed that the media was paying far more attention to 
Barack Obama’s race than to the campaign itself. Indeed, Omaba’s chief strategist, David 
Axelrod, indicated that the only times that the campaign managers discussed the issue 
of race was in response to the media’s endless discussion of it. While the campaign was 
obviously aware of the issue of race, his managers report that they consistently thought 
of Obama as a candidate who happened to be black, not as a black candidate.47

Although Barack Obama generally received favorable press coverage, the media 
focused on his race. In particular, the media focused frequently on Barack Obama’s 
relationship with controversial black leaders. For example, Minister Louis Farrakhan, 
during the Nation of Islam’s Savior’s Day gathering in 2008, praised Obama.48 Tim 
Russert, during an MSNBC debate between Obama and Hillary Clinton, questioned 
Obama about this alleged endorsement—prompting an exchange between Obama 
and Clinton, which resulted in Obama having to “reject and denounce” Minister 
Farrakhan’s support.49 Moreover, the media was fixated on Obama’s relationship with 
Reverend Jeremiah Wright, playing the most incendiary excerpts of his sermons in an 
almost endless loop. In doing so, the media may have suggested that Obama endorsed 
the most radical views of these men, particularly Reverend Wright, since Obama was 
a long-standing member of his church and he had been Obama’s spiritual mentor. 
Thus the media may have painted Obama as “too black” for some Americans and 
consequently raised the likelihood that people would plot against his life.

The role of the media in implicitly shaping Obama’s image to voters cannot be 
understated. Implicit antiblack biases are malleable.50 Thus, exposing whites to nega-
tive black representations increases their implicit antiblack biases.51 And after exposure 
to negative representations of blacks via news broadcasts, those already predisposed to 
harbor stereotypes about blacks vis-à-vis those who are not are more likely to support 
harsher treatment of blacks in certain contexts.52 Not all those exposed to aggression-
related or inducing cues act aggressively; priming with aggressive-related cues increases 
aggressive cues only among those low in agreeableness.53 Those who are center-right 
on the political spectrum tend to be lower in agreeableness than those who are center-
left.54 Not surprisingly, political conservatism is associated with implicit antiblack 
bias55 and is disambiguated from mere conservative ideology.56 This should be no 
surprise, given that “one major criterion continually reappears in distinguishing left 
from right: attitudes toward equality. The left favors greater equality, while the right 
inevitably sees society as hierarchical.”57 Thus, 73.6 percent of conservatives harbor 
implicit antiblack biases.58 Moreover, whites who harbor stronger implicit antiblack 
biases are more likely to engage in acts of racial aggression against blacks.59

One cannot blame the news media for this focus on race in the 2008 campaign. 
Historic events sell papers and attract viewers to television news programs, and Barack 
Obama’s election was historic. But the endless discussion of the historic aspects of 
the election often supplanted discussion of the issues, making Barack Obama seem 
like “the black candidate” for president rather than the candidate who happened to 
be black. Like all campaigns, the efforts on behalf of Obama were designed to ensure 
that voters generate many positive associations with the candidate. But these efforts, 
particularly in the primaries, when fewer people had been exposed to Barack Obama, 
had to swim upstream against the media’s focus on his race.
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Implicit Identity: Obama Is “Not One of Us”

In addition to the likely priming effects of some of the media coverage during the 
presidential race, both the Clinton and McCain-Palin campaigns also primed vot-
ers. The Clinton campaign allegedly e-mailed images of Obama dressed in what was 
perceived by many to be traditional Muslim garb.60 Clinton, when asked, pointedly 
whether she believed he was Christian, failed to clear up any misperception among 
the public.61 She not only walked a fine line with regard to addressing whether Obama 
was a Muslim,62 but, during the primaries, she also committed a gaffe when she 
expressly referred to Robert F. Kennedy’s assassination to explain why she had not yet 
dropped out of the presidential campaign.63

More significant, however, the McCain-Palin campaign and its surrogates aggres-
sively primed voters regarding Obama’s religion, cultural identity, and Americanness. 
McCain surrogates used Obama’s middle name, Hussein, to fuel anxieties and bias.64

Other McCain-Palin campaign surrogates and supporters drove this issue further by 
raising concerns about Obama’s potential religious and cultural background. For exam-
ple, Bill Cunningham, a conservative radio show host and supporter of McCain, revved 
up a crowd prior to Senator McCain’s appearance. While doing so, Cunningham repeat-
edly referred to McCain’s opponent as “Barack Hussein Obama.”65 To his credit, Sena-
tor McCain tried to walk back some of these attitudes, as was evident when a woman 
stood up at one of his rallies and indicated that she could not vote for Obama because he 
was an Arab.66 At the same time, however, Governor Palin continued to stoke the flames 
when she described Obama as a man who “launched his political career in the living 
room of a domestic terrorist,” adding that “he’s not a man who sees America the way you 
and I see America.”67 Palin repeatedly accused Obama of “palling around with terror-
ists,” which some viewed as playing on xenophobic, anti-Muslim sentiments. This was 
all in the shadow of 9/11, which Palin would have known would incite fear and anxiety 
among voters.68 As such, her words both gave credence to “the poisonous Obama-is-a-
Muslim e-mail blasts” and moved “the brand of terrorism from [the] Vietnam-era vari-
ety to the radical Islamic threats of today.”69 It is no surprise that when McCain or Palin 
mentioned Obama at their rallies, cries of “Treason!” “Terrorist!” and “Kill him!” rose 
from the crowds gathered.70 Even the evangelist and conservative political commentator 
Frank Schaeffer was moved to remark, “If your campaign does not stop equating Sen. 
Barack Obama with terrorism, questioning his patriotism and portraying Mr. Obama as 
‘not one of us,’ I accuse you of deliberately feeding the most unhinged elements of our 
society the red meat of hate, and therefore of potentially instigating violence.” He went 
on to describe McCain-Palin rallies as lynch mobs and noted that they were “playing 
with fire . . . unleashing the monster of American hatred and prejudice [and] . . . doing 
this in a country with a history of assassinations.”71

Throughout his campaign, Obama was dogged by false allegations that he did 
not pledge allegiance to the American flag. Such critiques stemmed from his failure 
to place his hand over his heart during the singing of the national anthem at an Iowa 
fair.72 In addition, critics latched on to the fact that Obama had stopped wearing an 
American flag pin on his lapel, despite his contention that he believed some politi-
cians used the flag pin as a hollow substitute for patriotic deeds.73 Because of such 
actions, critics—often white voters—labeled Obama as unpatriotic.74
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Such priming correlates with implicit attitudes about religion as well as national 
and cultural identity. At the implicit level, whites more easily pair American symbols 
with white faces rather than with black faces.75 This is so even where the faces are 
that of black and white U.S. Olympic athletes, both representatives of this country 
in the international games.76 White and Asian Americans associated whites with the 
concept “American” to a greater extent than blacks.77 Furthermore, when primed with 
images of the American flag, whites’ and Asians’ attitudes toward blacks become more 
negative.78 Moreover, when they are primed with images of the American flag, their 
attitudes toward Democrats were not altered but their attitude toward blacks, gener-
ally, and Senator Obama, specifically, becomes more negative.79 People even more 
easily associated Senator Clinton and Tony Blair with the category “American” than 
Obama.80 It is no surprise that “the ‘core essence’ of American identity is defined (at 
least implicitly) in terms of cultural homogeneity and something close to nativis-
tic, ethnic construal of what it means to be American. Clearly, this construal can be 
exploited by leaders who see political advantage in mobilizing nationalistic sentiments 
in the name of patriotism.”81

Additionally, people also harbor an implicit bias against Muslims and in favor of 
Christians82 and for white over Arab-Muslim.83 They also find it easier to associate 
American names with pleasant words and foreign names—for example, Surinamese 
ones—with unpleasant words than they to make reverse pairings. This is even among 
individuals who lack experience with Surinamese names.84 In essence, people tend to 
display not only an implicit bias for in-group and high status groups versus out-group 
low status groups, respectively, but they also implicitly relegate blacks beyond the 
bounds of authentic Americanness. Thus, whether it was Obama’s political adversaries 
or those, generally, on the Right—especially commentators such as Rush Limbaugh, 
Sean Hannity, and Bill O’Reilly—the use of Obama’s “otherness” spells danger for 
Obama. Implicit perception of American cues increases individuals’ access to aggres-
sive constructs in memory, aggressive and negative judgments of others, and aggres-
sive behavior following mild provocation.85

Assassination Threats: The Result, but Not the Goal

Media coverage of the Jeremiah Wright issue and, to a lesser extent, that of Minister 
Farrakhan was not an attempt by news organizations to do any harm to Obama. In all 
likelihood, it was simply a sensational story with which they ran in an effort to attract 
viewers. Similarly, the Clinton and McCain-Palin campaigns’ attacks on Obama’s cul-
tural, national, and religious identities were an effort to galvanize their respective 
bases and peel away some of Obama’s supporters. The media and the respective cam-
paigns’ approaches were fair in light of their goals.

The advertisement that many claim went too far was the August 2008 advertise-
ment that associated Barack Obama with Britney Spears and Paris Hilton. The ad was 
ostensibly intended to attack candidate Obama as a mere celebrity, just like Spears and 
Hilton. Of course, the ad did not choose a random pair of disliked celebrities; it chose 
two young, white, blonde women. As such, it was reminiscent of the 2006 advertise-
ments run against a black candidate for Senate, Harold Ford in Tennessee, that fea-
tured an attractive white blonde woman saying, “Harold, call me,” and blowing a kiss. 
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Whatever else their purposes, these efforts play on long-standing hatred and anger 
that many in the white community direct against sexual contact between black men 
and white women. Such contact was a sure path to lynching in the Old South, and it 
remained illegal in many states until the late 1960s. The August ad was a great success 
for Senator McCain, as he closed the gap in the polls with Senator Obama during this 
month. But it also fanned racial tensions. It might be a coincidence that the two most 
serious threats against candidate Obama occurred in the wake of this ad (the Demo-
cratic convention was the same month, of course, which might well have had more 
to do with the timing of these threats). Still, an ad like that certainly raises concerns.

To the McCain-Palin campaign’s credit, they did not pursue the kind of overt 
race baiting found in the Spears-Hilton ad any further. Nor did they raise the issue 
of Jeremiah Wright.86 Some members of his own staff, it has been reported, criticized 
Senator McCain for not doing so. But the McCain-Palin campaign did continue to 
try to link Barack Obama with the idea of terrorism, perhaps playing on the easy 
associations many white Americans carry between black men and violence.

Whether these efforts can be thought of as fair game in a tough campaign, they have 
the potential for unintended consequence. Priming Americans to think of Obama as 
not American (and possibly Arab), Muslim (in a post-9/11 era), and a militant black 
person would likely lead some to take the bait. Senator McCain was confronted with 
just such a person, in public—how many more were there who did not appear on TV? 
Especially susceptible to such messages may be psychotic individuals who will come 
to feel that they are being patriotic by assassinating Obama.

Such concerns are analogous to those that violent pornography raises. Men who 
watch violent sexual imagery for their own entertainment also end up being affected 
by it to some extent. Watching such imagery tends to facilitate the beliefs that women 
enjoy nonconsensual sexual encounters. Most would still never act on such beliefs, but 
a small number have their attitudes pushed hard enough that it affects their behavior. 
Those who disseminate violent sexual content do so for monetary gain, but it has the 
unintended effect of changing behavior in a small but violent group.87

Of greater concern than the effect on the attitudes of the mentally ill, however, is 
the effect that this campaign might have had on more ordinary but implicitly anti-
black Americans. They might have been influenced by such priming, and though not 
inclined to plot against Obama’s life, will share enough in their belief system with 
right-wing extremists.88 In effect, the priming techniques create unsavory conversa-
tions among small groups, in which a few highly militant individuals might come 
to feel that their hatred (and fear) of Obama is widely shared. Those who would 
threaten President Obama, or any successful black American, because of his or her 
race no longer have the support of the community and law enforcement, as they 
did in decades past. But enough unsavory conversations with ordinary, implicitly 
antiblack people might foster the mistaken belief that they have such social support. 
Furthermore, rhetoric that focuses on Obama’s otherness or “blackness” might keep 
implicitly antiblack Americans, not themselves inclined toward violence, from report-
ing plots against President Obama.

In effect, rhetoric about Obama meant to target the intuitive psychological processes 
and create negative imagery might have fanned the flames of hatred among those who 
explicitly hate Obama because of his race. This might have created a climate where 
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plans for violence against him can find encouragement. We obviously hope nothing 
more than threats come of this climate. But it is certainly wrong to conclude that the 
threats against President Obama will be the same as the inevitable garden variety ones 
that arise against any president, since there will be a racial undercurrent to them. But it 
is also wrong to call such threats a modern variation on lynching. Racism persists, but 
in a different form. What trajectory these implicit attitudes will take is unknown. Once 
out of office, President Obama and his family may be safe from physical harm related 
to implicit, antiblack bias. But from this vantage point, we cannot comfortably say they 
will. And in light of such uncertainty a legal, not psychological, issue remains—whether 
lawmakers will grant President Obama life-term Secret Service protection. Given the 
evidence before us, such efforts would be prudent.
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The Struggle Continues 

Combating Voting 
Discrimination in the Obama Era

Kristen Clarke

Introduction

While some commentators have pointed to Barack Obama’s presidential victory 
as evidence suggesting that our nation has overcome the problem of race in America,1

the 2008 election yields significant evidence showing quite the opposite. Close and 
careful analysis of those voting patterns that emerged during the 2008 presidential elec-
tion reveals striking evidence about the enduring legacy of racism and persisting levels 
of vote discrimination in a number of communities around the country. Indeed, voting 
patterns that emerged from the Deep South states of Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Georgia, and South Carolina suggest that Barack Obama’s status as an African American 
candidate played a strong role in shaping candidate choice at the polls during the 2008 
election as these were the very states where Obama yielded the lowest levels of support 
among white voters. These patterns also suggest that racial discrimination remains par-
ticularly entrenched and intractable in this region of the country. Moreover, this politi-
cal reality complicates the story that a number of commentators have offered suggesting 
that Obama’s victory marks the beginning of a “postracial” era in our country.2

Indeed, the 2008 presidential election presents a number of complexities for those 
concerned about issues that lie at the intersection of race and politics. Moreover, the 
election also poses significant questions for those who seek to enforce the guarantees 

The author wishes to thank Dr. Manning Marable, Kareem Crayton, Nathaniel Persily, John 
Payton, Pamela Karlan, Samuel Spital, Laughlin McDonald, Leslie Proll, Dale Ho, Desiree 
Pipkins, and attendees at the University of Maryland Law School’s October 2008 Election Law 
Symposium for feedback and comments on earlier drafts and presentations of this chapter.
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and realize the full promises of the Voting Rights Act of 1965—one of our nation’s 
most successful federal civil rights laws.3 In particular, this election raises questions 
about the way to best analyze and wrestle with ongoing problems of voting discrimi-
nation at a time when many may be inclined to discount or discredit evidence that 
such problems persist given the election of a minority candidate to our nation’s high-
est office. Thus, this chapter provides careful analysis of voting patterns that emerged 
during the 2008 presidential contest and presents a view on the probative value that 
this election should have in shaping discussion about contemporary voting discrimi-
nation. These issues are of particular consequence for political scientists and litigants 
seeking to measure racially polarized voting, one of the critical pieces of evidence 
that must be presented in the kinds of cases most frequently brought to enforce the 
antidiscrimination provisions of the Voting Rights Act.4 Success in voting rights cases 
is generally tied to the ability of litigants to demonstrate a pattern of racially polar-
ized voting in a particular jurisdiction: a pattern in which nonminority voters vote as 
a block and cast ballots in favor of one particular candidate resulting in the defeat of 
the minority voters’ candidate of choice.

In this chapter, I urge resistance to any effort to offer generalized presumptions and 
conclusions about Obama’s overall victory in the 2008 presidential election. Indeed, 
close analysis of the 2008 presidential election outcome reveals a mixed pattern of 
racially polarized voting in some jurisdictions and significant cross-racial coalition 
building in others. Specifically, while exit polling results from the November 2008 
general election reveal stark racial polarization in the Deep South states of Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina, there are notable and encourag-
ingly high levels of white crossover voting in the New England states of Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Maine. While Obama’s victory most certainly rep-
resents a sign of significant racial progress in our nation’s long struggle to achieve real 
political equality, close and careful analysis of the 2008 presidential election makes 
clear that many communities remain far from the postracial era that various commen-
tators have begun to ascribe to this unique moment in our political history.

The first part of this chapter focuses on the important role that the Voting Rights Act 
has played in dealing with ongoing problems of voting discrimination in our country 
while highlighting the overall significance of racially polarized voting generally. Given 
the important role that evidence of racially polarized voting plays in helping determine 
whether voting discrimination persists in a particular community, this section outlines 
key questions raised in the wake of Barack Obama’s presidential victory. This chapter 
also examines and analyzes the role that race played in shaping voting patterns in the 
2008 presidential election cycle based on available results from comprehensive exit poll-
ing conducted during the primary and general elections. This data reveals that there 
were clearly a number of areas where Obama did not obtain support among white voters 
and others where his level of support among white voters was notably high. In addition, 
this chapter highlights a number of unique features about presidential elections that dis-
tinguish these contests from other elected offices at the local and state levels. These dis-
tinguishing features suggest that the 2008 presidential election could be of limited value 
in efforts to consider how most minority candidates fare in American electoral politics 
and in assessments of ongoing voting discrimination. Finally, this chapter concludes by 
providing analysis of the role of partisanship in efforts to understand the influence of 
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race on voting patterns and considers the question of whether primary or general elec-
tions carry more probative value and weight.

The Role of the Voting Rights Act in Combating 
Contemporary Voting Discrimination

No federal law has proven more successful in addressing ongoing racial discrimination 
in the context of voting than the Voting Rights Act. The act is frequently credited as 
one of the most effective federal civil rights statutes passed by Congress because its 
strong antidiscrimination provisions have provided tools for challenging those barri-
ers that deny or dilute minority voters’ ability to access the ballot box. Enforcement 
under the act has also led to significant increases in rates of minority voter participa-
tion and minority electoral success.5 Indeed, the Voting Rights Act, in part, created 
the circumstances and helped level the playing field in a way that opened the door to 
Obama’s 2008 presidential victory. By providing a means to contest those practices 
that “minimize or cancel out the voting strength and political effectiveness of minor-
ity groups,”6 the Voting Rights Act has helped our nation move closer to realizing the 
goal of political equality.

One of the most frequently used antidiscrimination provisions of the Voting 
Rights Act—the Section 2 vote dilution provision—has helped ensure that minority 
voters are able to enjoy the same opportunity to participate in the political process as 
non-minorities. This provision plays a powerful role in combating present-day dis-
crimination by providing a tool for challenging and contesting practices or procedures 
that deny minority voters an equal opportunity to participate in the political process 
and elect candidates of their choice.7 Vote dilution claims generally focus on a number 
of contextual questions, looking to see, among other things, whether white voters 
typically vote as a bloc to defeat minority voters’ candidate of choice. Dilution claims 
might also focus on the way that district lines are drawn in a particular community, 
looking to see if those lines are drawn in such a way as to “pack” or “fracture” cohesive 
groups of minority voters. These are the kind of voting rights cases in which litigants 
must typically present evidence of racially polarized voting to support their claim. The 
significance of polarized voting, particularly in a post-Obama era, is thus the underly-
ing focus of this chapter.

The Supreme Court set forth the prevailing and key legal standard for adjudicating 
Section 2 claims in a case captioned Thornburg v. Gingles.8 The Gingles court outlined 
a three-pronged inquiry to help determine liability under Section 2. This inquiry 
looks to whether (1) the minority community is sufficiently large and geographically 
compact to constitute a majority in a single member district; (2) the minority group is 
politically cohesive; and (3) the majority generally votes as a bloc to defeat the minor-
ity group’s candidate of choice.9 The purpose underlying the inquiry is to determine 
whether some contested practice or procedure operates within an environment in 
which minority voters are politically cohesive, in which there is evidence of discrimi-
natory voting behavior on the part of whites and in which the resulting discrimina-
tion can be remedied. Satisfaction of the three Gingles factors serves as strong evidence 
that a jurisdiction likely employs some practice or procedure that is discriminatory 
in purpose or effect and is likely indicative that there is a way to modify the system 
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to provide a more fair and equal opportunity for minority voters to participate in the 
political process.10 Political scientists play a key role in helping resolve these questions 
for courts.

One of the critical points underscored by the Supreme Court in the Gingles case is 
that liability determinations are “peculiarly dependent upon the facts of each case”11

and require “an intensely local appraisal of the design and impact” of the contested 
electoral mechanisms.12 This long-standing precedent underscores the argument set 
forth in this chapter which is that Obama’s victory alone should not preclude inquiries 
into the potential existence of voting discrimination in a community or dispose of 
future voting rights claims that require a demonstration of racially polarized voting. 
Analysts, commentators, scholars and courts alike must continue to make careful, 
case-by-case assessments to determine whether vote dilution or discrimination per-
sists even in the wake of the remarkable outcome of the 2008 presidential election. 
To date, many have been apt to dismiss the notion that voting discrimination persists 
merely because an African American now occupies the White House.

Both the second and third Gingles factors highlight the importance of looking to 
see whether voting is racially polarized in a particular jurisdiction. Under the second 
Gingles factor, analysis of the preferences of minority voters is conducted alongside 
a determination about the preferences of non-minority voters to determine whether 
minority voters are a politically conhesive unit. Ultimately, the second Gingles factor 
is deemed satisfied if the evidence demonstrates that minority voters tend to vote con-
sistently for some clear candidate of choice.13 In the 2008 presidential election cycle, 
the strong support levels for Obama, which ranged from 90 percent in Indiana to 99 
percent in Delaware, are certainly strong evidence of political cohesion among Black 
voters and evidence that Obama was clearly the candidate of choice among them.

However, the focus here lies on the third Gingles prong, as this chapter endeavors to 
analyze the role of the 2008 presidential election in determining whether racially polar-
ized voting and voting discrimination generally persists. This question can be answered, 
in large part, by determining whether white voters vote as a bloc to defeat minority vot-
ers’ candidate of choice. The underlying purpose of this inquiry is to determine whether 
the contested practice or procedure interacts with high levels of racially polarized voting 
in the jurisdiction at issue to make it particularly difficult for minority voters to partici-
pate equally in the political process. To that end, the inquiry is focused on determin-
ing whether there is some consistent relationship and significant correlation between a 
voter’s race and voting preference in elections, leading to non-minority voters generally 
being able to vote as a bloc to defeat minority voters’ preferred candidates.

The question of whether racially polarized voting exists in a given jurisdiction is 
best answered by statistical analysis of election data to determine whether non-minor-
ity voters in some particular area or set piece of georgraphy vote differently from 
minority voters. Political scientists and statisticians are generally relied upon to mea-
sure the level of racial polarization in a contested jurisdiction, while courts make the 
ultimate determination as to whether the level of polarization is of legal significance. 
Comparing precincts or districts containing high percentages of non-minority voters 
with those precincts or districts containing high percentages of minority voters—a 
process called homogenous precinct analysis—is one particularly useful way of analyz-
ing racial voting patterns.14 Ecological regression analysis, which determines the cor-
relation between race and voting preference by examining voting patterns in voting 
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precincts regardless of their particular racial composition, is another prevailing meth-
odology.15 Comprehensive exit polling conducted as voters leave polling sites has also 
proven to be a reliable indicator of voting patterns in a jurisdiction,16 although experts 
retained to present evidence of racial polarization in voting rights litigation often use 
other methodologies. Historically, exit poll data (including that referenced in the sec-
ond part of this chapter) has proven to be an extremely insightful and comprehensive 
assessment of voting patterns that emerge in presidential elections, as extensive exit 
polling is very rarely conducted for local or state contests.

Beyond deciding which methodology to employ, another key question concerns 
which set of elections to analyze in determining whether racially polarized voting 
exists in a particular community. Generally, elections for the office or jurisdiction that 
is the focus of the analysis or the subject of the litigation (“endogenous elections”) 
prove to be the most probative starting point for launching an inquiry into racially 
polarized voting.17 Data from other contests (“exogenous elections”) might also be 
considered. In focusing on the question of voting discrimination at the local or state 
level, the results from a presidential primary or general election would almost always 
constitute exogenous election data.

While courts typically consider data from endogenous elections to be the most 
valuable in analyzing the voting patterns of the jurisdiction at issue, courts are split 
on the value of looking at exogenous election data such as data from presidential con-
tests.18 Some courts deem contests between a minority and a non-minority candidate 
to be the most probative evidence of racially polarized voting,19 which may require 
plaintiffs to turn to exogenous elections to find such a contest. However, history has 
shown that there may be few examples of minority candidates competing on a local 
level against non-minority candidates in those jurisdictions in which the most poten-
tially attractive and viable minority candidates (those with significant experience and 
leadership) are discouraged from running because of the futility of seeking election 
in a jurisdiction that conducts at-large elections or has district configurations that 
pack or fracture minority voters. Thus, depending on the jurisdiction in question, 
exogenous elections may offer the sole source of evidence regarding the racial vot-
ing patterns that emerge in minority versus non-minority contests.20 With the 2008 
presidential election now behind us, political scientists and future Section 2 litigants 
will always have, at minimum, one recent example of a minority versus non-minority 
contest to point to when no such endogenous election exists. Indeed, Jesse Jackson’s 
presidential primary runs in 1984 and 1988 were occasionally used by experts to 
demonstrate racially polarized voting. Where prevailing standards look to minority 
versus non-minority contests for evidence of racially polarized voting and where the 
2008 presidential contest is the only such election available for consideration, such 
factors could weigh in favor of careful analysis of the election results to determine 
what weight they should carry. However, even under these circumstances, an Obama 
victory, without more, should not defeat a Section 2 claim.
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Preliminary Evidence from the 2008 
Election Cycle Illustrating Persisting 

Voting Discrimination in Some States

Comprehensive exit polling data from the primary and general elections during the 
2008 presidential election provide some preliminary insights into racial voting pat-
terns. Exit poll data are generally considered very reliable evidence regarding racial 
bloc voting but are traditionally only available during presidential elections.21 These 
poll numbers reveal stark differences in the voting preferences exhibited by black and 
white voters in a number of jurisdictions, particularly in the Deep South. In particular, 
as shown in Table 17.1, analysis of voting patterns in those states stretching between 
Louisiana and Georgia reveals exceptionally high levels of political cohesion among 
African Americans in support of Obama, standing in stark contrast to bloc voting for 
John McCain by white voters. Notably, many of these states are subject to the special 
Section 5 preclearance provision of the Voting Rights Act, which applies to a select 
number of jurisdictions that Congress determined to have very long and entrenched 
histories of voting discrimination.22 The preclearance provision, the subject of a con-
stitutional challenge recently heard by the U.S. Supreme Court in Northwest Aus-
tin Municipal Utility District Number One v. Holder, requires select jurisdictions to 
obtain federal approval before implementing new voting changes.23 Federal approval 
is contingent upon the jurisdiction’s showing that the proposed voting change was 
not adopted with a discriminatory purpose and will not have a “retrogressive” or dis-
criminatory effect. Indeed, the five states in which Obama attracted the lowest level of 
crossover support from white voters—Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and 
South Carolina—are all fully covered under this special Section 5 preclearance provi-
sion of the Voting Rights Act. In addition, these five states also have relatively high 
percentages of African Americans. This combination of facts reinforces Congress’s 
judgment and finding that the problem of voting discrimination continues to be most 
entrenched in these particular states. Indeed, in these states, it is more likely that the 
results from the 2008 presidential election will prove consistent with existing levels 
of racially polarized voting, which historically have been particularly severe in these 
regions of the country.

Moreover, political scientists generally employ the term landslide to describe those 
elections in which a candidate secures around or more than 60 percent of the vote.24

Thus, most political scientists interpreting white voting preferences in this election 
would likely conclude that McCain defeated Obama by landslide proportions in 
every single one of the fully covered Section 5 states. These landslide victories even 
took place in states in which white Democrats have recently been elected to statewide 
office, further illustrating the strong influence of race (over partisanship) on white 
voters’ candidate preferences in these regions of the country. Further, not only is white 
crossover support for Obama minimal, at best, in the Section 5 covered states, the 
final results reveal that Obama lost outright in every one of these states. Indeed, the 
election outcome in the fully covered Section 5 states reflects the very definition of 
racially polarized voting, which is a term that describes those jurisdictions in which 
white voters voted sufficiently as a bloc to defeat minority voters’ candidate of choice.
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As seen above, the exit polling results of those states that are fully covered by Sec-
tion 5 of the Voting Rights Act are indicative of significant voting discrimination in 
these particular regions of the country. Despite the stark levels of polarized voting 
revealed by exit polling results from the Deep South states, it remains clear that there 
are no generalized assumptions that can be drawn regarding the level of racially polar-
ized voting even in the face of Obama’s overall victory in the 2008 election.25 In two 
of the five states that are partially covered under the Section 5 preclearance provi-
sion, California and New York, about 52 percent of white voters supported Obama. 
However, in the partially covered state of North Carolina, Obama lost by landslide 
proportions among white voters securing only a 35 percent share of their votes.26

While cursory examination of these results would suggest that racially polarized vot-
ing may not be deeply entrenched in the partially covered states of California and 
New York, nothing conclusory can be drawn from those numbers as voting discrimi-
nation against minority voters persists in all three of these states. Indeed, California 
and New York have been the sites of significant voting rights struggles that includes 
litigation, complaints of voter intimidation, and discrimination based on both racial 
and language minority status. Therefore, regardless of Obama’s overall success in a 
particular state, political scientists, analysts and courts must continue to conduct very 
careful and localized analyses to help determine whether voting discrimination per-
sists in a particular community.27

Available exit polling data reveals some other notable patterns. While Obama was 
clearly the preferred candidate of choice among African Americans, Obama enjoyed 
support from a majority of white voters in only eighteen of the fifty states. Political 
cohesion among African Americans appears unquestionably high, with over 95 per-
cent of African Americans supporting Obama in most states in which reliable data 
was available. These patterns are demonstrated in Table 17.2.

In some instances, courts might reject a minority voting rights claim where the 
evidence suggests that partisanship, not race, was the preliminary factor shaping 
voting preferences.28 Indeed, some might attribute Obama’s victory to widespread 

Table 17.1. Support for Barack Obama in states fully covered under Section 5 of the 
Voting Rights Act in the 2008 general election

Section 5 covered state % of white vote for Obama % of black vote for Obama

Alabama 10 98

Mississippi 11 98

Lousiana 14 94

Georgia 23 98

South Carolina 26 96

Virginia 39 92

Texas 26 98

Alaska 33 —

Arizona 40 —
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Table 17.2. Racially polarized voting in the 2008 general election

State % of white vote for Obama % of black vote for Obama

Alabama 10 98

Alaska 33 —

Arizona 40 —

Arkansas 30 95

California 52 94

Colorado 50 —

Connecticut 51 93

Delaware 53 99

Florida 42 96

Georgia 23 98

Hawaii 70 —

Idaho 33 —

Illinois 51 96

Indiana 45 90

Iowa 51 93

Kansas 40 —

Kentucky 36 90

Louisiana 14 94

Maine 58 —

Maryland 47 94

Massachusetts 59 —

Michigan 51 97

Minnesota 53 —

Mississippi 11 98

Missouri 42 93

Montana 45 —

Nebraska 39 —

Nevada 45 94

New Hampshire 54 —

New Jersey 49 92

New Mexico 42 —

New York 52 100

North Carolina 35 95

North Dakota 42 —

Ohio 46 97

Oklahoma 29 —

Oregon 57 —
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disaffection with the Republican Party and a national shift in the political tide that 
was the direct result of poor economic conditions and a protracted war in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, among other things. Some claim that this deep-seated disaffection, 
reflected by historically low approval ratings for George W. Bush, created an opening 
for a Democratic candidate and that Obama’s candidacy ultimately benefited from 
these unique factors. Despite these claims, analysis of the 2008 presidential primary 
exit polling results reveals that the vast majority of white voters extended their support 
to Hilary Clinton. This intraparty analysis neutralizes some of the arguments regard-
ing the role of partisanship and provides another way to assess the influence of race 
during the 2008 election cycle. Indeed, a majority of white voters extended their sup-
port to Clinton during the Democratic primaries, with a majority voting for Obama 
only in his home state of Illinois and in Wisconsin, Virginia, Vermont, Utah, Oregon, 
and New Mexico. Obama’s losses in the primary would be considered of landslide 
proportions among white voters in twenty-four of the thirty-six states in which exit 
polling data is available. Voting patterns that emerged during the 2008 presidential 
primary are reflected in Table 17.3.

In addition, the 2004 election also reveals that, in some states, white voters sup-
ported former Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry at far higher percent-
ages than they supported Obama in the 2008 primary. Although this evidence is not 
entirely dispositive, it does suggest that race played a far greater role in shaping voting 
preferences than partisanship in many places. Indeed, an analysis of exit polling data 
reveals that there were notable declines in white voter support for the Democratic 
presidential nominee between 2004 and 2008—declining from 19 percent to 10 per-
cent in Alabama, 14 percent to 11 percent in Mississippi; and 24 percent to 14 per-
cent in Louisiana.29 Indeed, the fact that Obama performed worse than Kerry among 
white voters in a number of states, particularly in the Deep South, at a time period 

Table 17.2. (continued)

State % of white vote for Obama % of black vote for Obama

Pennsylvania 48 95

Rhode Island 58 —

South Carolina 26 96

South Dakota 41 —

Tennessee 34 94

Texas 26 98

Utah 31 —

Vermont 68 —

Virginia 39 92

Washington 55 —

West Virginia 41 —

Wisconsin 54 91

Wyoming 32 —
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Table 17.3. Voting patterns in the 2008 Democratic presidential primary election

State % of white vote for Obama % of black vote for Obama

Alabama 25 84

Alaska — —

Arizona 38 79

Arkansas 16 74

California 45 78

Colorado — —

Connecticut 48 74

Delaware 40 86

Florida 23 73

Georgia 43 88

Hawaii — —

Idaho — —

Illinois 57 93

Indiana 40 89

Iowa 33 72

Kansas — —

Kentucky 23 90

Louisiana 30 86

Maine — —

Maryland 42 84

Massachusetts 40 66

Michigan — —

Minnesota — —

Mississippi 26 92

Missouri 39 84

Montana — —

Nebraska — —

Nevada 34 83

New Hampshire 36 —

New Jersey 31 82

New Mexico 55 —

New York 37 61

North Carolina 37 91

North Dakota — —

Ohio 34 87

Oklahoma 29 —

Oregon 57 —
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marked by a historically unpopular presidency,30 is strong evidence that race likely 
played a significant role in shaping preference in these states.

Finally, it is worth noting that Obama had mixed success between the primary and 
general elections when examined on a state-by-state basis. Such an analysis reveals 
that Obama won the Democratic primary but then lost the general election in four-
teen states;31 lost the primary but won the general election in twelve states32; and 
lost both the primary and the general election in an additional and separate eight 
states.33 Indeed, the rules controlling the way in which the primary elections were 
conducted had a notable impact and helped propel Obama forward to the general 
election. Interestingly, there are sixteen states in which Obama was successful during 
both the primary and general elections,34 and only two of these are states that are 
subject to Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, including North Carolina, and Virginia.

The Unique Nature of Presidential Contests: Determining 
the Probative Value of Presidential Election Analysis

Preliminary analysis of the 2008 election results certainly underscores high levels of 
racially polarized voting in the Deep South—which includes a significant number of 
places subject to the special Section 5 preclearance provision of the Voting Rights Act. 
With unquestionably high levels of polarized voting established in the covered juris-
dictions, the central question then turns to the role of the 2008 presidential election 
in any analysis of voting discrimination or in any Section 2 claim that may be brought 
in those jurisdictions beyond the Deep South where Obama sustained enough white 
crossover support to help him carry the state. In this section, I argue that there are a 
number of distinguishing and unique features about the office and experience of run-
ning for presidency that significantly distinguish it from other local and state elected 
positions. Indeed, these unique features illustrate the exceptionalism characterizing 

Table 17.3. (continued)

State % of white vote for Obama % of black vote for Obama

Pennsylvania 37 90

Rhode Island 37 —

South Carolina 24 78

South Dakota — —

Tennessee 26 77

Texas 44 84

Utah 55 —

Vermont 60 —

Virginia 52 90

Washington — —

West Virginia 23 —

Wisconsin 54 91

Wyoming — —
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the office of the presidency and provide additional bases for continuing to conduct 
case-by-case analysis and localized assessments to help determine whether voting dis-
crimination persists in a particular community.

In many contexts, presidential contests may not prove to be the best metric of 
racially polarized voting at the local level, because these elections are unique in form 
and conduct, and are easily distinguishable from other kinds of positions or offices. 
Thus, depending on the particular jurisdiction or voting practice at issue, results from 
any presidential contest, and especially this most recent one, may not, by themselves, 
provide the most probative evidence of local voting patterns.

In certain instances, Obama’s electoral success may stand in stark contrast to an 
otherwise consistent pattern of racially polarized voting. In such instances, evidence 
of Obama’s electoral success could be deemed aberrational or inconsistent with pre-
vailing voting patterns.35 In certain communities, Obama’s success may contrast 
significantly with the fates and experiences of other minority candidates who have 
run unsuccessfully in a particular local jurisdiction. In those instances, the singular 
evidence of minority electoral success in the 2008 presidential election should not 
negate the ability of a political scientist or other expert to demonstrate racially polar-
ized voting. On the other hand, in those regions of the country where Obama was 
unsuccessful, it may be that the data confirms and further reinforces existing patterns 
of racially polarized voting. This evidence alone may not be enough to satisfy legal 
requirements in the context of litigation, but it may help tilt the scales where other 
endogenous or other local contests reveal the existence of racially polarized voting. In 
the remainder of this section, I will consider other aspects of the 2008 presidential 
election that may require further consideration and analysis by political scientists and 
that may make it more difficult for those seeking to use Obama’s victory to prove or 
disprove the existence of voting discrimination in a community.

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES: WHERE OBAMA’S VICTORY STANDS AS AN

EXCEPTION TO THE RULE FOR THE FATE OF OTHER MINORITY CANDIDATES

Since Obama’s 2008 victory, there appears to have been a notable increase in the num-
ber of minoirty candidates vying for elected office in majority white communities. In 
June 2009, James Young, earned a unique place in history after being elected as the 
first black mayor of Philadelphia, Mississippi—a town that became infamous after 
Ku Klux Klan members brutally murdered three civil rights workers (Cheney, Good-
man, and Schwerner) in 1964. The town’s population is 55 percent white. However, 
examples of such victories remain few and far between. In certain instances, courts 
may dismiss these kind of isolated victories as attributable to “special circumstances.”
Examples of the kind of facts that may be recognized as special circumstances include 
the absence of an opponent, a candidate’s incumbency status, or the utilization of 
bullet or straight-ticket voting.36 Of course, incumbency could play no role in any 
interpretation of Obama’s victory, because no incumbent ran in the race.37 However, 
in certain instances, one might view Obama’s exceptional name recognition, attribut-
able largely to his then-status as the sole black member of the U.S. Senate, as a special 
circumstance making his success more unusual than the kind of success that a typi-
cal minority candidate would likely achieve in a local or state contest in the relevant
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jurisdiction.38 However, courts may express skepticism toward this contention as 
every presidential candidate arguably enjoys some level of stature and public name 
recognition—prerequisites that are debatably necessary in order to mount a viable 
bid for the office of presidency.

Another factor that might be given some consideration as a special circum-
stance is Obama’s status as a biracial candidate, with a father of African descent 
and a white mother from Kansas.39 Imagery from the 2008 election cycle included 
various photos of Obama and members of his family on his mother’s side, and 
this fact may have made some white voters more inclined to support him.40 More-
over, the fact that Obama’s father was from outside America and that Obama was 
raised in Hawaii may also have served as points of demarcation that made some 
white voters more comfortable and willing to support him while less willing to 
support minority candidates generally. However, there is no known empirical 
study that has assessed how white voters perceived Obama or that has looked to 
see how many white voters supported Obama because they did not view him as a 
traditional Black candidate.

BALLOT DROP-OFF

Comparing voting patterns in presidential contests with patterns that emerge in 
local and state contests may also be complicated by what political scientists call 
“ballot drop-off ” (also referred to as “voter drop-off ”), a phenomenon in which 
voters vote for the most prestigious offices at the top of the ballot but not for 
those offices appearing lower on the ballot.41 History has shown that presidential 
and gubernatorial elections draw the highest levels of voter turnout.42 These special 
factors provide yet other reasons why the presidential election may not be the best 
gauge of racially polarized voting in a particular jurisdiction. Significant population 
differences between those who participated in the 2008 presidential election and 
those who participate in the particular local or state contests may further compli-
cate efforts to draw conclusions about Obama’s victory in any analysis of racially 
polarized voting.

THE IMPACT OF A PRESIDENTIAL RUNNING MATE

In addition to considering any special circumstances that may explain Obama’s per-
formance as a minority candidate, any empirical analysis of the 2008 presidential race 
might also take into account the impact of the vice presidential candidate on the level of 
public support that Obama received in the November general election. Some scholars 
and analysts have expressed skepticism about whether the naming of a vice presidential 
nominee affects the prospects of a presidential contender.43 The general view is that vot-
ers cast their ballots for presidential candidates giving little attention to that candidate’s 
choice of a vice presidential running mate. However, the 2008 presidential election pres-
ents the first opportunity to gauge the influence that a non-minority vice presidential 
candidate can have on a minority presidential candidate’s prospects for success. Thus 
any analysis of Obama’s success should attempt to measure the impact that Joe Biden 
had on Obama’s ability to attract white crossover support. Indeed, no typical minority 
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candidate running for a city council, a school board, a state legislature, or the U.S. Sen-
ate or House of Representatives has the opportunity to run alongside a running mate 
who might help that candidate attract a broader level of public support.44

NATIONAL FUND-RAISING DURING PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

The ability to fund-raise on a national stage is most certainly another feature that dis-
tinguishes the experience of presidential candidates from those seeking election to local 
and states bodies. Federal Election Commission Chairman Michael E. Toner indicated 
that viable, major party presidential candidates would have needed to raise at least $100 
million by the end of 2007.45 Final estimates revealed that Obama raised nearly 750 
million dollars during the course of the 2008 election cycle, after being the first major 
party candidate to bypass public financing.46 Presidential candidates work to meet these 
substantial campaign finance expectations by fund-raising around the country, strategi-
cally focusing on those areas where they may have a loyal and wealthy support base. 
In the 2008 election, Obama was able to strategically focus on and fund-raise among 
existing supporters around the country. However, most candidates running for small, 
local, and state positions are not able to turn to or rely on outside sources of funding, 
or strategically fund-raise among non-minority voters in other parts of the country that 
might be willing to extend crossover support. Overall, there is far less national interest 
in local and state positions, which further suggests the importance of conducting very 
localized analyses into the existence of racially polarized voting.

Determining the Probative Value of Presidential 
Primaries vis-à-vis the General Election

In any analysis of the 2008 presidential election, one must also decide the relative 
significance to be given to the primary and general elections. This balancing test will 
vary, given factors such as the nature of partisanship in each jurisdiction and the 
design of the ballot. A discussion of some of these factors and how they should inform 
particularized findings regarding racial polarization follows.

DNC PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION RULES AND COMPLEX DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY SYSTEM

Many of the Democratic presidential primary contests that ultimately produced an 
Obama victory were conducted in ways that were very atypical of elections generally, 
with caucuses in some states and Democratic National Committee (DNC) propor-
tional representation rules in effect throughout the country. Under DNC rules, the 
Democratic presidential candidate was selected through a rather complex series of 
primaries and caucuses culminating in the 2008 Democratic National Convention 
in late August.47 Democratic candidates campaigned for the nomination in a series 
of primary elections and caucus events through which the delegates were selected. 
The results from these primaries and caucuses determined the number of pledged 
delegates committed to vote for each candidate at the Democratic National Conven-
tion.48 In some states, voters selected their delegates for the Democratic National 
Convention by caucus—where votes are cast by voice in public.49
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Ultimately, DNC proportional representation rules resulted in tremendous vari-
ance in the weighting of votes that determined how delegates were selected and dis-
tributed for purposes of participating in the National Convention.50 The complex 
rules and mechanisms governing the selection of a Democratic presidential candidate 
are unlike the relatively simple direct voting methods used to elect candidates for the 
vast majority of other local and state offices. These facts would also seem to com-
plicate use of traditional methodologies to measure racially polarized voting during 
the presidential primaries, and provide yet another reason to give the 2008 presiden-
tial election less probative value in any localized analysis of racially polarized voting. 
However, the complexity of the system for selecting a candidate may not necessarily 
warrant altogether discounting presidential primary results, but rather may warrant 
more weight being placed on exit polling data in assessing the existence of racially 
polarized voting.

CLOSED PRIMARIES

Further, a number of states conduct closed primary elections. Closed primaries 
restrict voters from voting for candidates outside their party of registration and 
thereby eliminate the likelihood that white voters in a jurisdiction (whether major-
ity black or majority white) would cross party lines to support a candidate from 
another party. Thus, closed primaries decrease the significance of partisanship by 
essentially neutralizing this as a factor in a voter’s selection of a candidate. Courts 
may be inclined to place greater significance on the racially polarized voting analysis 
yielded from closed primary states.51

Again, only a careful, case-by-case inquiry can help determine what probative 
value, if any, the 2008 presidential election should have in any future analyses of 
racially polarized voting. A fact-intensive inquiry is particularly necessary because, in 
certain instances, the presidential primary and presidential general elections may have 
been conducted under very different factual circumstances. For example, in states that 
conduct closed primary contests, where the impact of partisanship may be deemed 
somewhat neutralized, racial bloc voting patterns in the primaries may be particularly 
probative. However, in closed primary states where minority voters disproportion-
ately comprise the electorate of a particular party, the general election may present a 
better opportunity to gauge racial voting patterns among non-minority voters.52 In 
short, it is clear that there are no obvious rules shaping the role that 2008 presidential 
election data should have on assessments of racially polarized voting, and political sci-
entists will need to scrutinize Obama’s November 2008 victory carefully to determine 
what role partisanship played vis-à-vis race in shaping voters’ choices.

Conclusion: Discussing Contemporary Voting 
Discrimination Beyond the Context of the 2008 Election

What did Barack Obama’s decisive victory in the 2008 election have to say about 
ongoing voting discrimination and racial polarization in American politics today? 
While some have argued that this election has moved the entire country beyond race, 
that conclusion seems to be the result of mere wishful thinking as careful analysis 
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yields a very different result. Indeed, race proved to be a factor throughout the 2008 
presidential election cycle—at times sparking interesting debate and hopeful discus-
sion about our nation’s long struggle to achieve racial progress, and at other times 
serving as a stinging reminder of both the enduring legacy of racism and ongoing 
problems of voting discrimination. The starkest evidence of ongoing discrimination 
was perhaps yielded by significant examples of racial appeals throughout the cam-
paign led largely by white supremacist organizations and other individuals seeking to 
use race as a divisive wedge. However, these racial appeals were also accompanied by 
significant empirical data showing that voting remains deeply polarized in a number 
of communities across the country.

Alongside the victory of the nation’s first African American president stands sig-
nificant evidence that both racial polarization and voting discrimination persist in 
many jurisdictions. The weight of this evidence, which includes judicial findings, 
scholarly studies, expert analyses, exit polls, and personal testimonies, is not trumped 
by the outcome of the 2008 presidential election cycle alone. While this most recent 
presidential election suggests that, in some areas of the country, discriminatory vot-
ing patterns may not be as entrenched as in others, there is a much longer record of 
evidence that voting discrimination continues to stand as a significant barrier to equal 
political participation. I conclude that Obama’s historic 2008 victory in the presiden-
tial election should neither cease the long struggle to achieve real political equality 
nor serve as a basis for precluding litigants from demonstrating the extent to which 
racially polarized voting may persist in future voting rights litigation.
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